
However, the other person does an action sincerely for the sake of 
Allah; it never crossed his mind that people will praise or defame him. 
Nevertheless, people will become aware as stated by a poet:

Whatever is the disposition of a person

People will know about it even if he thinks it would be concealed.10

That is, whatever personality a person develops, people will come 
to recognize it even if he thinks that people will not. Therefore, if 
people know about his acts of obedience (to Allah) and praise him for 
that, it will not be considered as show off; rather, the fact that people 
praise a person is the glad tidings which a believer receives in this 
life. A person who is the subject of people’s praise is worthy of being 
among the inhabitants of the Paradise.

But if a person who engages in show off, refuge is with Allah, 
performs Salat or makes good statements, he would want people to 
hear him and praise him. The difference between the one mentioned 
in the hadeeth of Abu Dharr (may Allah be pleased with him) and 
him is enormous.

We beseech Allah to protect us from the act of show-off and evil 
temptations. Verily, He has power over all things.

Chapter 290: prohibition of gazing 
at strange women and beardless 
handsome boys except in exigency 

Commentary
The great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawi, may Allah shower 

blessings on him, said: The chapter on prohibition o f ‘gazing at strange 
women and beardless handsome boys except in necessity.

A strange woman refers to a woman who is eligible for you to marry; 
she may be a relative or not. A beardless boy refers to a good looking 
youth whose beard has not grown and has no dense mustache; that is,

i Dhuair bn Abee Salamah’s Deewan in his Muallaqah (1/6).
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the point of his moustache is still bare.

Beautiful is the opposite of ugly.

Looking at a strange woman is prohibited as stated by the author 
- may Allah shower blessings on him. This is because Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  has ordered us to lower our gaze:

“Say to the believing men to lower their vision and to guard 
their private parts. That is purer fo r them. Indeed, Allah is 
acquainted with what they do.” (24; 30).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  instructed that eyes should be 
lowered and private parts be guarded. This shows that lack of lowering 
the gaze would lead to lack of guarding the private part. When a person 
continues to stare at a woman, his heart becomes attached to her until 
he approaches her for discussion. Thereafter, several arrangements 
will follow and adultery will occur, refuge is with Allah. That is why 
it is said: ‘Gaze is the emissary of illegal sexual intercourse.’ That is, it 
invites to fornication and adultery. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
ordered us to lower our gaze; He the Exalted, says:

“Verily! The hearing, and the sight, and the heart, of each of those 
one will be questioned (by Allah).” (iy: 36)

A person will be questioned about his sense of hearing; what did he 
listen to with his ears? Did he listen to forbidden words or take pleasure 
in the voice of a strange woman? Likewise, one will be questioned 
about his sight and heart. Therefore, it becomes an obligation for a 
person to guard himself.

However, there is nothing wrong in looking at a woman who is 
forbidden for you to marry. There is no harm in looking at her face,



head, palms, arms, legs or feet except one fears temptation. In such 
situation, he should not look at her even though she is forbidden for 
him to marry. If one has a pretty foster sister, she is forbidden for him 
in marriage because she is comparable to his blood sister. However, he 
must lower his gaze if he fears temptation and she is expected to cover 
herself in his presence because Hijab was initially legislated to prevent 
temptation. Therefore, if there is possibility of temptation, a woman 
must veil her face even from the one who is eligible to marry her.

But if there is no temptation, and one has a pure and virtuous 
heart, it is forbidden for him to look at a woman who is allowed for 
him to marry. For example, he should not gaze at his paternal cousin, 
maternal cousin or sister-in-law. The important point is that it is 
permissible to look at women that are forbidden to marry as long as 
one does not see any possibility of temptation. As for other women, it 
is prohibited to gaze at them in absolute terms.

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Allah knows the fraud of the eyes, and all that the breasts 
conceal.” (40:19).

‘The fraud o f the eyes’ refers to stolen gaze; that is, to stare in a way 
that people will not realize it but Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  is aware of it for He knows what the heart conceals of good and 
bad intentions. He knows what the heart whispers and the impending 
actions of man.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1622
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Abu Hurairah said: The Prophet %$ said, “Allah has written 
the very portion o f Zina which a man will indulge in. There will 
be no escape from it. The Zina of the eye is the (lustful) look, 
the Zina o f the ears is the listening (to voluptuous songs or talk), 
the Zina of the tongue is (the licentious) speech, the Zina of the 
hand is the (lustful) grip, the Zina of the feet is the walking (to the 
place where he intends to commit Zina ), the heart yearns and 
desires and the private parts approve all that or disapprove it.” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
After citing the verses, the author - may Allah shower blessings on 

him- mentioned the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) under the chapter of prohibition of gazing at strange women 
and beardless handsome boys except in exigency. The Prophet M said: 
“Allah has written the very portion o f Zina which a man will indulge 
in. There will be no escape from it.”

That is, a person will inevitably indulge in illegal sexual activity 
except he whom Allah protects. The Prophet M then mentioned a case 
in point. Zina of the eye is the lustful look; that is, it is a form of Zina 
for someone to look at a woman not legal for him to look at even if it 
is without lust. The Zina of the ear is listening; when a person listens 
to the words of a woman and derives pleasure from it, it is Zina of 
the ears. The Zina of the hand is touching; that is, the act of touching 
and carrying out similar acts with the hand. The Zina of the leg is the 
walking; that is, to the place where he intends to commit Zina. For 
instance, he hears the voice or notices a woman, so he walks to the 
place in order to see her. This is the Zina of the feet. The heart desires



and inclines to this affair; that is, love for women. This is the Zina 
of the heart and the private part approves of all that or disapproves 
it. That is, if one engages in illegal sexual intercourse, refuge is with 
Allah, he has indeed approved the Zina of these other organs. On 
the other hand, if he does not commit Zina with his private part but 
guards and saves himself, it is disapproval of the Zina of those organs.

This warns against attaching oneself to women by listening to 
their voices, looking at them, touching them, walking to their 
place or inclination of the heart. These are all forms o f Zina , refuge 
is with Allah.

Therefore, a sane person with pure heart should be vigilant not to 
allow these organs become attached to anything relating to women. 
He must distance himself whenever he senses that because the Devil 
runs in the veins of human being as does the blood, and gazing is one 
of the poisonous arrows of the Devil. A person may look at a woman 
and his heart will not yearn for her at the first gaze, but his heart 
may long for her after repeated gazes. Thereafter, he becomes madly 
in love with her, thinking of nothing but her; he remembers her while 
standing and sitting, while asleep and awake. Hence, it leads to this 
evil and temptation, and we ask Allah for protection.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1623
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri said: The Prophet M said, “Avoid sitting 
on roadsides.” His Companions said: “O Messenger of Allah M, 
there is no other alternative but to sit there to talk.” Thereupon 
the Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  you have to sit at all, then 
fulfill the rights of the road.” They asked: “What are their rights?” 
Thereupon he said, “Lowering the gaze (so that you may not stare 
at unlawful things); refraining from doing some harm to others, 
responding to greeting (i.e., saying ‘ Waalaikumus-salam ’ to one 
another) and commanding the good and forbidding the evil.” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Abu Talhah Zaid bin Sahl £*8 said: We were sitting and talking on 
a platform in front of our house when the Messenger of Allah M 
stopped by us and said, “Why do you sit on roads? Avoid sitting 
in them.” We replied: “We sit there intending no harm. We only sit 
and discuss (religious) knowledge and talk.” He said, “I f  you have 
to sit, you should fulfill the rights of the road: Lower your gaze, 
respond to greetings and talk in a good manner.” [ Muslim ]

After the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- had 
mentioned the verses showing the obligation of lowering the gaze, 
he then cited relevant hadeeths. From these are the hadeeths of Abu 
Sa’id Al-Khudrii and Zayd bin Sahl, may Allah be pleased with both

Hadeeth 1624

Commentary



r
of them.

As for the first hadeeth, the Prophet M said: “Avoid sitting on 
roadsides”. This is a warning; that is, beware of sitting on pathways. 
The companions of the Prophet M then explained that there is no 
other alternative but to sit on roadsides to talk. They would sit on 
the courtyard of their houses just as many people do today to discuss 
matters of this world and hereafter with their neighbours.

The Prophet M said, “ If you have to sit at all, then fulfill the rights 
of the road.” They asked, “What are its rights, O Messenger o f Allah?” 
Then he H mentioned the rights of the roadsides:

“Lowering the gaze” ; that is, you should lower your gaze from 
passers-by. Some people would sit on roadsides and stare at all 
passers-by until they are out of sight. This contradicts the command 
of the Prophet M. They should lower their gaze especially when a 
woman passes. It is an obligation to lower the eyes for two reasons: 
because she is a woman and fixing the gaze on a passer-by makes the 
pedestrian uncomfortable and upset.

The second right: “Refraining from doing some harm to others.” 
You should not offend any of the passersby with your words or actions, 
restricting passageway by stretching your legs, for instance, or lying 
on the road.

The third right: “ responding to greeting.” If someone greets you, 
you should respond to him. It is compulsory if someone says, As- 
Salam Alaykum,’ to say in return ‘Wa Alaykum Salam. It is not enough 
to say in return ‘Welcome’, ‘Hello,’ or similar statements; rather, you 
must respond with what is obligatory. (Allah said):

“ When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with 
what is better than it, or (at least) return it equally.” (4:36).

The fourth: ‘commanding the good.’ If you see someone negligent 
of his obligations, you should command him to perform them. Al- 
M a’ru f refers to everything which the Islamic Law commands, and
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everything which people know and accept as good without being 
illegal. For instance, if you sit along the roadside and notice an 
unveiled woman, you should forbid her from that evil. You saw a 
negligent person who does not join Salat with the congregation at 
its commencement, you should command him to observe Prayer 
in congregation. Thus, you would have commanded good and 
forbidden evil.

These are the five rights on those who sit by the roadsides. The 
subsequent hadeeth also reiterated the theme of this hadeeth. The 
point of reference in this hadeeth is his saying: “Lower the gaze.”

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1625
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Jarir bin ‘Abdullah said: I asked the Messenger of Allah M 
about (the Islamic ruling on) accidental glance (i.e., at a woman 
one is not Islamically allowed to look at) and he ordered me to 
turn my eyes away. [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1626
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Umm Salamah $$> said: I was with the Messenger of Allah M
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along with Maimunah (*&>) when Ibn Umm Maktum (4e) (who 
was blind) came to visit him. (This incident took place after the 
order of Hijab ). The Prophet M told us to hide ourselves from  
him (i.e., observe Hijab ). We said: “O Messenger o f Allah ft, he 
is blind and is unable to see us, nor does he know us.” He replied; 
“Are you also blind and unable to see him?” [ Abu Dawud and 
At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- reported this 

hadeeth of Jarir bin Abdullah (may Allah be pleased with him) 
under the chapter on prohibition of gazing at women and beardless 
handsome boys except in exigency. He (may Allah be pleased with 
him) asked the Prophet ft about (the Islamic ruling on) accidental 
glance. He ft replied: “Turn your eyes away.” This is unintended look 
when you suddenly come across a woman who with exposed face. The 
Prophet M said: “Turn your eyes away” ; that is, you should turn to the 
right or left in order not to look at her.

We learn from this hadeeth that it is prohibited for a man to look at 
a woman. However, this is forgiven if it is a sudden glance since it is 
not done intentionally. Indeed, Allah has forgiven whatever a person 
does by accident.

As for the second hadeeth of Umm Salamah (may Allah be 
pleased with her), she narrated that she and Maimunah (may Allah 
be pleased with her) were with the Prophet M when Ibn Ummu 
Makhtum -  a blind man (may Allah be pleased with him) entered. 
The event occurred after they had been commanded (by Allah) to veil 
themselves, so the Prophet ft ordered them to cover themselves from 
him. Thereupon, both of them said: “O Messenger of Allah, he is blind 
and he is unable to see us, nor does he know us.” He (the Prophet) 
said: “Are you also blind and unable to see him?” Cover yourselves 
from him. He ft commanded them to veil themselves before a man 
though he was blind.

However, this hadeeth is weak because all the authentic hadeeths



contradict it. The Prophet M said to Fatimah Bint Qais (may Allah 
be pleased with her): “Stay and observe your waiting period in the 
house of Ibn Ummu Makhtum for he is a blind man. You can take 
off your clothing in his presence.” (l)

This hadeeth is recorded in Bukhari and Muslim. Regarding the 
hadeeth quoted by the author, Imam Ahmad - may Allah shower 
blessings on him- said: “It will be a mistake to attribute this hadeeth 
to the Prophet M” That is, it has not been correctly narrated from the 
Prophet M- Based on this, it is not forbidden for a woman to look at 
even a strange man provided it is not a lustful gaze or meant to derive 
pleasure. This refers to usual looking. Hence, we find men walking in 
the markets without covering their faces and women are looking at 
them. Likewise, women used to come to the mosque during the time 
of the Prophet % and the men were not screened from them. If a man 
was not allowed to be seen by women, he would have been obliged to 
cover himself as women cover themselves from men.

The co rrec t o p in io n  is th a t a w om an  is allow ed to look  
at a m an  w ith o u t lust o r to derive pleasure. But (in  the 
case o f a m an), it is fo rb idden  for h im  to  gaze at a w om an. 
Similarly, a m aid -se rv an t in  a h o u seh o ld  is s im ilar to  o th er 
w om en  in th is regard; hence, she is expected  to  cover her 
face. Indeed , h e r case is m ore  dangerous because if  she 
w ere to uncover h e r face, an d  she is young  o r beautifu l, she 
m ay becom e a source o f tem p ta tio n  for the  ow ner o f  the 
house  an d  his sons, if  he has sons.

A llah alone gran ts success.

Hadeeth 1627

i Muslim reported it in the Book o f Divorce, the Chapter o f A Divorce o f the Last 
Third Time Has No Maintenance, no: (2721).
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4k, said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “A 
man must not look at a man’s private parts nor must a woman 

look at a womans private parts; neither should two men lie naked 
under one cover, nor should two women lie naked under the same 
cover.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The hadeeth of Abu Sa’id Al-Khudrii (may Allah be pleased with 

him) stated that the Prophet said: “A woman must not look at a 

woman’s private part nor must a man look at a man’s private part: 
neither should two men lie naked under one cover, nor should two 
women lie naked under the same cover.”

This statement of his M prohibits a woman from looking at the 

private part of another woman. If the private part of a woman, defined 
as the area between the navel and the knee, becomes exposed for any 
reason, perhaps she is urinating or the wind blows her garment, it 

is not permissible for another woman to look at it. Similarly, if the 
private part of man becomes exposed due to the blowing of wind or 

other reasons, it is not permissible for another man to look at it.

Some women hang to this hadeeth to think that a woman is not 
obliged to cover her body except the part between the navel and 
knees. This is an erroneous understanding. This is because the 
Prophet M never permitted women to wear clothes that only cover 
those parts between the navel and the knee. But he M forbade a 
woman from looking at another woman’s private part. Hence, the 
difference between the two issues is clear. A woman must wear cloth 
that is enough to cover her entire body. The women companions (may



Allah be pleased with them all) of the Prophet M used to cover all the 

parts of their bodies; everything between the feet and the palms were 
covered.

If the private part of a woman opens for any reason such as wind, it 
is not permissible for another woman to look at those parts between 
the navel and the knees. The same thing holds for a man; he should not 

look at the private part of another man which are the parts between 
the navel and kneels.

However, it is permissible for a man to expose his chest and 

shoulders to another man, based on the fact that a man is allowed 
to wear a wrapper. This is reported in the hadeeth of a man who 

requested that the Prophet M marry a woman, (referred to as) 
Waahibah, to him. That was the woman who came to the Prophet M 
and said, “O Messenger of Allah, I give myself to you.” He H looked at 

her but his soul was not enthralled by her, so he remained quiet and 
the woman sat. Then a man from the congregation said, ‘Marry her to 

me, O Messenger of Allah.’ The Prophet M enquired from him, “What 
have you for her marriage gift?” He replied, ‘I have my wrapper’. Sahl 
(may Allah be pleased with him), the narrator of the hadeeth, said he 

had no garment or anything on him except just the wrapper. Then the 
Prophet M said: “You will be without a wrapper if  you give it to her 
but she will not have a bridal gift if  you leave it to yourself. Search for 
anything even if it is a ring made of steel.” The man left to search for 
anything but he was unable to get even a ring made of steel because 
he was poor. Then the Prophet M said, “Have you anything which you 
have memorized) from the Qur’an?” He replied: ‘Yes, I memorized 
this and that chapters.’ The Prophet M then said, “ I marry her to you 
for what you have of the Qur’an (as her dowry).” That is, you should 
teach her the verses you have memorized from the Qur’an, and that is 
her dowry. The point of reference is that a man is allowed to wear only 
a wrapper, but a woman is not allowed to do same. This (the wearing 
of wrapper only) was not the habit of the women companions.
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Chapter 291: prohibition of meeting 
a non-mahram woman in seclusion 

Hadeeth 1628
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‘Uqbah bin ‘Amir 4± said: 7he Messenger of Allah 4*> said, “Avoid 
(entering a place) in which are women (uncovered or simply to 
mix with them in seclusion).” A man from the Ansar said, “Tell 
me about the brother of a womans husband.” He replied, “The 
brother of a woman’s husband is death.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1629
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Ibn Abbas 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “No one o f you 
should meet a woman in privacy unless she is accompanied by 
a Mahram (i.e., a relative within the prohibited degrees).” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author % said: The chapter on prohibition of meeting a non- 

mahram woman in seclusion.

A non-mahram woman refers to a female with no restriction of 
marriage for you. This includes the daughter of your paternal uncle,



the daughter of your paternal aunt, the daughter of your maternal 
uncle the daughter of your maternal aunt among others, and those 
who are not your relatives.

The woman meant in this context refers to a woman who you are 
eligible to marry. It is forbidden to remain in seclusion with her. A 
man will not be in seclusion with a woman except the Devil will be 
their third. What do you think about a people whose third is Satan? 
We think that they will become open to temptation. Then, he (the 
author) quoted the saying of the Most High:

“And when you ask (his wives) fo r anything you want, ask them
from behind a screen.” (33: 53)

That is, you should not enter into their abode; rather, ask them 
from behind a screen in order to avoid seclusion.

Then he (the author) mentioned the hadeeth of Uqbah bin Amir 
(may Allah be pleased with him) that the Prophet M said, “Avoid 
entering a place in which are women (uncovered or simply to mix 
with them in seclusion).” This is a severe warning. A companion 
(may Allah be pleased with him) asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah! Tell 
me about the brother of a womans husband, referred to as Hamwu7.' 
He M replied, ‘The brother of a woman’s husband is death”.

The word Hamwu encompasses the close relatives of the husband 
such as his brother, his paternal uncle and maternal uncle. They are the 
ones refer to as the Hamwu. The husbands father and the husbands 
son are among those which marriage is prohibited but some of his 
other relatives such as his brother, his paternal uncle and his maternal 
uncle are not Mahram (to the wife).

The Prophet said: “Al-Hamwu is death.” This denotes a serious 
warning. It means that one should prevent the entrance of his relatives 
into the apartment of his wife and his family in the absence of a 
Mahram as much as one would avoid death. This is a stern notice. 
The entrance of husband’s relatives into his wife’s place and his



house is more dangerous than the entrance of strange person. This 
is because the husbands relatives gain access (to the house) without 
any hindrance considering the fact that they are his relatives. When 
they stand at the door to seek permission, nobody will tend to deny 
them. That is why it is forbidden for someone to allow his brother to 
have privacy with his wife though some people take this issue lightly. 
He lives with his wife and his brother who has attained the age of 
puberty and will go to work leaving his wife and his brother alone in 
the house. This is forbidden and not permissible because Satan flows 
in the veins of human being as does the blood.(l)

But what if they stay in the same house? He must endeavor to put 
up a barrier with a door between them and keep the key with him. He 
should show his brother his part of the house and show his wife her 
part, and insist that the door must not be left open. This is because the 
brother may enter into her place (while they are alone at home) and 
Satan incites him to rape her, refuge is with Allah.

We ask Allah for protection.

Another form of seclusion is being alone with a driver. That is, if 
someone has a driver and has a wife or a daughter, it is not permissible 
for him to allow his wife or his daughter to ride alone with the driver 
without a Mahram. This is because being alone with a driver in a car 
is more dangerous than seclusion in the house. This privacy with her 
may allow him to discuss and reach an agreement with her, then both 
of them can go anywhere to commit adultery, refuge is with Allah. 
Thus, it is forbidden for anyone to allow his wife, his sister or his 
daughter to ride alone with a driver even for a distance of five steps. It 
is absolutely not allowed.

If someone were to ask, “What if the woman is a student and 
her Mahram is sick or busy and unable to take her (to school) and 
she definitely has to learn?” We say: No. Who says she must study? 
The lesson that leads to prohibited thing is also prohibited. She 
should stay at home rather than ride alone (with a driver), which

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f I’tkaaf, the Chapter o f A M u’takif Defend
ing Himself, no: (1898), and Muslim in the Book o f Salam, the Chapter o f He Who 
is In Seclusion with A  Woman, no: (4040).



is forbidden. She can revise her lesson at home and fit into the 
school work. We fear a great deal that the sense o f decency has 
been torn off the heart o f anyone who allows such arrangement for 
his family, refuge is with Allah.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 292: prohibition of men 
and women apeing one another 

Hadeeth1631
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4~- said: The Messenger of Allah M cursed those men 
who ape women. He also cursed the hermaphrodite o f men.

Another narration is: The Messenger of Allah M cursed men who 
copy women and cursed women who copy men. [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1632
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Abu Hurairah 4<= said: The Messenger o f Allah M cursed a man 
who puts on the dress of women, and a woman who puts on the 
dress o f men. [ Abu Dawud ]
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “There 
are two types of people who will be punished in Hell and whom 
I have not seen: men having whips like the tails o f cows and they 
will be beating people with them, and, women who will be dressed 
but appear to be naked, inviting to evil; and they themselves will 
be inclined to it. Their heads will appear like the humps of the 
Bactrian camel inclined to one side. They will not enter Jannah 
and they will not smell its fragrance which is perceptible from  
such and such a distance.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author and great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawi - may Allah 

shower blessings on him-, said: The chapter on prohibition of men 
and women apeing one another.

This is because Allah, the Exalted, created males and females and 
bestow unique characteristics on each of them. Men and women 
are different in terms of body structure, attitude, strength, religious 
obligations among other attributes. Therefore, whoever attempts to 
make men look like women or vice versa has indeed contradicted 
the Decree and Law of Allah. This is because the perfect wisdom of 
that which Allah, the Most High, has created and legislated belongs 
to Him. That is the reason for the serious threat of curse issued in the 
texts, which is expulsion and remoteness from the Mercy of Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime.



The Prophet M cursed men who imitate women and women who 
imitate men. This is recorded in the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas (may Allah 
be pleased with him and his father) that the Prophet M has cursed men 
who imitate women. In another version, ‘those who imitate women 
among men.’ These are the ones referred to in the above hadeeth. Also 
cursed are those who imitate men among women.

Curse means to distance one from the Mercy of Allah. If a man 
dresses like a woman, especially if it is manufactured from materials 
forbidden for men such as silk or gold, imitates a woman in talking 
such that he alters his voice, emulates a woman in walking or other 
specifics, he is cursed by the tongue of the best of creatures M- Indeed, 
we should also curse anyone who has been cursed by the Messenger 
of Allah M-

Similarly, any woman who imitates men is cursed. This includes 
any woman who speaks like a man, puts on turban like men, wears 
the clothes of men such as trousers because they are specific for men. 
Women are meant to wear clothing which conceal their thighs and 
legs, and we all know that trousers show the shape of a woman, their 
thighs and their legs. That is why we say it is not permissible for a 
woman to put on trousers even for her husband. This is because the 
reason for the prohibition is not due to exposure of body parts which 
are meant to be concealed but for imitation. Therefore, a woman 
who imitates men is cursed by the tongue of Muhammad M- Indeed, 
imitation is one of the major sins.

Thereafter, the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- 
followed up the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas (may Allah be pleased with 
him and his father) with the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah 
be pleased with him). The Prophet M said: “There are two types of 
people who will be punished in hell and whom I have not seen: men 
having whips like the tails of cows and they will be beating people 
with them.” The scholars commented that these are the policemen 
who beat people for no legitimate reason. “They have whips like the



tails o f cows” ; that is, whips with long ends which they use to beat 
people unjustly. If it were for a legitimate reason, then it will be similar 
to beating a transgressor (as Allah said):

“The fornicatress and the fornicator, flog each them with a
hundred stripes. Let not pity withhold you in their case, in a
punishment prescribed by Allah.” (24: 2)

You should not pity them; rather, flog them complete hundred 
strokes.

However, whoever beats people for no just cause will be among the 
categories of the inhabitants of Hell fire, refuge is with Allah.

The second category are “women who will be dressed but appear 
to be naked, inviting to evil; and they themselves will be inclined 
to it. Their heads will appear like the humps of the Bactrian camel 
inclined to one side. They will not enter Paradise and they will 
not smell its fragrance which is perceptible from such and such a 
distance.”

This refers to women who are clothed but remained naked. It is 
said that these are women who wear clothes but are devoid of piety 
because Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “...but the clothing of 
righteousness is the best’’ (7: 26).

Based on this, the hadeeth includes every sinful and evil woman 
even if she wears a loose flowing cloth. This is because what it meant 
by being dressed (in the above hadeeth) is wearing material clothes 
but devoid of piety. Indeed, there is no doubt that anyone who lacks 
piety is indeed naked as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime: 
“ The clothing o f righteousness is the best”.

It is also said that (the meaning of the above statement) is that they 
put on cloth but it does not conceal their body. This may be due to it 
being tight, transparent or short. Any woman who wears any of these



types of clothes would be considered as clothed but naked.

Mumeelah Ma’ilah: Mumeelah means that she combs her hair to a 
side as explained by some of them that she packs her hair to one side. 
This is part of inclining the hair to one side. This is more worrisome 
because this style has come to us from disbelieving women, in Allah 
we seek refuge, and some women have become afflicted with it. They 
pack their hair to one side to give it a certain inclination; that is, she 
bent her hair at an angle. It is also said that they tempt and seduce 
others by the display of their adornment, perfume and the like of that.

Perhaps, the statement encompasses the two meanings. The 
jurisprudential principle states that if a text suggests two meanings, it 
should be applied to the two without preferring one above the other. In 
this case, none of the two interpretations outweigh or contradict the other. 
Hence, it encompasses both meanings because of their compatibility.

As for the saying Maailat, it means deviating from the truth 
regarding that which is obligatory for them such as modesty. You 
would see a woman walking like a man in the market with brute 
force and sturdiness, in a manner some men will find laborious. She 
is walking like a soldier due to the intensity in her stride, her force 
of striking the ground and her lack of concern. Likewise, she raises 
her voice when laughing with her colleagues in a manner that can 
lead to temptation. Similarly, she stands in front of a storekeeper for 
a long period, laughing and chatting with him. She may even stretch 
out her hand for him to fasten a wrist watch among other evils and 
temptations. There is no doubt that they have deviated from the truth, 
we ask Allah for well-being.

‘Their heads will appear like the humps of the Bactrian camel 
inclined to one side.”

The Bactrian camel is a type of camel with long hump that swings 
from left to right. This woman raises the hair of her head until it 
inclines to the right or left like the hump of the Bactrian camel which 
inclines to one side. Some scholars opined that a woman who puts



a turban like that of a man on her head such that the cape stands 
upright is comparable to the hump of a Bactrian camel. All the same, 
this woman beautifies her head in a way that may lead to temptation.

‘They will not enter Jannah and they will not smell its fragrance.’ 
That is, they will neither enter Paradise nor come close enough to 
smell it though the fragrance could be perceived from a distance of 
seventy years or more. However, she will not come close to Paradise, 
refuge is with Allah, because she has deviated from the right path. She 
is dressed but appeared to be naked, inviting to evil and inclined to it, 
and on her head is that which invites to temptation and illegal sexual 
relationship.

This is evidence that this type of clothing is prohibited because it 
will prevent entrance into Paradise. This shows that it is one of the 
major sins.

Here is an issue that is blurred to some women and so also some 
people: When a person does something that involves imitation, he 
says, ‘I did not intend imitation.’ It should be explained to them that 
imitation is an apparent matter; when it exists, it would be considered 
as imitation whether it is intended or not. When it is apparent that 
an act is an imitation of disbelieving women, sinful women, men 
imitating woman or vice versa, it becomes unlawful regardless of the 
underlying intention. However, if it is intentional, it is worse. But if it 
is unintended, we will say to him: It is obligatory for you to change 
your ways in order to distance yourself from imitation.

As for the last hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him), it is reported by Abu Dawud - may Allah shower blessings 
on him- with a good chain of narration. The Messenger of Allah M 
forbade that a woman should wear the clothing of a man and for a 
man to wear the clothing of a woman. This further supports what 
we said earlier that imitation may arise in clothing, walking, attitude, 
speech and other features.

We ask Allah for safety for you and us, and to safeguard our males
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and females from all what entails temptation and deviation.

Chapter 293: prohibition of 
following the manners of satan and 
disbelievers 

Hadeethi 634
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Jabir said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M as saying: “Do not 
eat with your left hand, because Satan eats and drinks with his 
left hand.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 635
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “No person 
should eat and drink with his left hand for Satan eats with his left 
hand and drinks with his left hand.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The Chapter 

of Prohibition of Following the Manners of Satan and Disbelievers.

Satan is the arrowhead of disbelief as stated by Allah, the Exalted:
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“And (remember) when we said to the angels: ‘prostrate yourself 
before Adam’. And they prostrated except Iblis (Shaitan), he 
refused and was proud and was one o f the disbelievers.”

The disbelievers among the children of Adam are the enemies of 
Allah and the intimate allies of Satan as stated by Allah, the Exalted:

“Allah is the Waliyy (Protector or Guardian) o f those who 
believe. He brings them out from  darkness into light. But as 
fo r those who disbelieve, their Auliya (supporters and helpers) 
are Taghut (false deities and false leaders), they bring them out 
from light into darkness. Those are the dwellers o f the Fire, and 
they will abide therein forever” 2: 257.

The act of imitating Satan or the disbelievers involves performing 
their actions, wearing a cloth or attire that is specific for them. This is 
independent of whether the person intends imitation or not.

If it is said that this is the cloth o f the disbelievers, it becomes 
unlawful for a Muslim to wear it. If it is said that this is the head 
cover of the disbelievers, it becomes unlawful for a Muslim to 
imitate them. Ditto for Satan; you should not imitate him in his 
actions. However, Satan is from the world of the Unseen, so we do 
not know his actions except that which has been conveyed to us 
from the Prophet M about him.

In the hadeeth of Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with him), the 
Prophet M said, “None of you should eat with his left hand or drink 
with his left hand because Satan eats and drinks with his left hand.” 
Therefore, the Prophet % forbade eating and drinking with the left 
hand because it is one of the actions of Satan. Satan eats and drinks



with his left hand and we have been forbidden from following him as 
stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“O you who believe! Follow not the footsteps o f Satan (Shaitan). 
And whosoever follows the footsteps o f Satan (Shaitan), then, 
verily, he commands Al-Fahsha’ [i.e. to commit indecency 
(illegal sexual intercourse)], and Al-Munkar [disbelief and 
polytheism (i.e. to do evil and wicked deeds; and to speak or 
to do what is forbidden in Islam)]. And had it not been fo r the 
Grace o f Allah and His Mercy on you, not one o f you would ever 
have been pure from sins. But Allah purifies (guides to Islam) 
whom He wills, and Allah is All-Hearer, All-Knower. 24: 2 1.

This hadeeth highlights the prohibition of eating and drinking with 
the left hand, and that whoever does this is imitating Satan who is our 
enemy and enemy of Allah. You will be surprised to find people who 
follow Satan in eating and drinking with the left hand today because 
of their mingling with disbelievers. You will be amazed at these people 
who eat and drink with their left hands and abandon the guidance of 
the Prophet H. They become emulators of Satan and the disbelievers, 
and not emulators of the Messenger of Allah M, thereby opposing his 
guidance and Sunnah.

Some people eat and drink with the right hand but switches to the 
left to drink water while eating. He would say, ‘I fear that the bowl 
would be stained’. Is it stained with impurity or food? Food is pure. A 
person is simply expected to wash the container after drinking. Today, 
we drink with disposable cups which can be used once and discarded. 
But Satan -  we seek refuge with Allah from him -  beautifies for a 
person the evil of his action so he sees it as good. In condemning 
these people, Allah, the Exalted, said:

“Is he then to whom the evil of his deeds is made fair seeming, so



that he considers it as good (equal to the one who is rightly guided)? 
Verily, Allah sends astray whom He wills, and guides whom He 
wills ” [3 5:8]

We ask Allah for well-being.

It is forbidden for a person to eat or drink with his left hand at all 
times except in case of necessity. (For example), when the right hand 
is paralyzed or broken or he does not have fingers on his right hand 
among other types of necessities. This is a necessity, and Allah has not 
placed hardship upon us in the religion.

The Prophet once saw a man eating with his left hand and 
forbade him but the man said’ ‘I cannot eat with my right hand’. So, 
the Prophet M said to him, ‘You will never be able to eat with it.’(i) 
Afterwards, he was unable to raise his right hand to his mouth. It 
became paralyzed because he lied when he said, ‘I cannot eat with it’. 
The supplication of the Prophet M against him shows that eating with 
the left hand is unlawful. In reality, the insistence of this man was 
borne out of pride but the supplication of the Prophet M against him 
shows the prohibition of his action. And it was like that.

Another way of imitating Satan is giving and collecting things 
with the left hand. Unfortunately, most people including students of 
knowledge and people of goodness and worship give and take with 
left hand. Sub’hanAllah\ The one giving or collecting with the left 
hand is imitating Satan and this contradicts every sense of honour 
and proper etiquette. If you want to give something to someone, you 
should give him with the right hand; and if you want to collect or 
receive something from him, you should do so with the right hand 
unless if the right hand is preoccupied. For example, when it is 
carrying something very heavy and it is impossible to transfer it to 
the left hand. Every situation has its own status. However, do not give 
or receive anything with the left hand without any reason if you desire 
the guidance of the Prophet M-

We ask Allah to grant us success and guidance.

1 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Drinks, the Chapter o f the Etiquette o f Eating
and Drinking and Rulings Regarding Both, no: (3766).



Chapter 294: forbiddance to dye 
hair black 

Hadeeth 1636
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: I heard the Messenger of Allah % as saying: 
“Jews and Christians do not dye their hair, so act differently from  
them.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1637
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Jabir said: Abu Quhafah, father of Abu Bakr *&> was presented to
the Messenger of Allah M on the day of the conquest ofMakkah and 
his head and beard were snow white. The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“Change it (i.e., dye it and avoid black colour).” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of following the manners of Satan and disbelievers. He 
reported on the authority of Abu Hurairah M that the Prophet M said: 
“ Jews and Christians do not dye their hair, so act differently from 
them.” That is, you should dye your hair.

This refers to dyeing of grey hair as evident in a hadeeth in the next



chapter. Abu Quhafah, the father of Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased 
with him) was presented to the Messenger of Allah and his hair and 
beard were snow white. Then the Prophet M  said, “Change this (i.e. 
dye it) and avoid black.” This is evidence that the appropriate thing 
for one is to change the grey hair. He should dye it but not to black. It 
should be done either with yellow colour like “henna” or with yellow 
mixed with a black stuff. When yellow is mixed with black, it gives a 
brownish color. Then one can dye with brown color or yellow color 
as commanded by the Prophet Many people would have loved 
to do it if not for the associated difficulty and finance. However, the 
continuous maintenance and care entail hardship and means; thus, 
the root of the hair appears white while the upper part is dyed.

There is evidence in his saying: “Avoid black,” that using black 
colour is forbidden. This is because black colour would make one 
appear young and that is an act of opposing the creation of Allah 
and His Sunnah concerning His creature. Hence, there is no harm in 
dyeing the hair to other colours except black colour which has been 
forbidden by the Prophet M-

Today, we see women using various dyes to alter their hair; there 
is nothing wrong with it except using the black colour because the 
Prophet M  had prohibited it. Likewise, it will be impermissible for 
believing women to use any type of dye which is specific to the 
disbelieving women. This will be tantamount to following the manners 
of disbelieving women, which is forbidden.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 295: prohibition of shaving 
part of the head 

Hadeeth 1638

4 2 5
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Ibn ‘Umar ^  said: The Messenger of Allah % forbade shaving a 
part of the head. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1639
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/bn ‘Umar 4» said: The Messenger of Allah M saw a boy, some 

portion of whose head was shaved and some o f it was left out. 

He prohibited them from that and said, “Shave the whole o f it or 

leave the whole of it.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1640
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‘Abdullah bin Jafar said: The Prophet M gave respite for three 

days to the family of Jafar (after his martydom). Then he came 

and said, “Don’t weep for my brother after this day.” He said, 

“Bring all of my nephews to me.” We were accordingly brought 

as if  we were chickens. Then he said, “Call for me a barber.” He 

directed him to shave our heads which he did. [ Abu Dawud ]



Hadeeth1641

Ali 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M prohibited a woman from  

shaving her head. [ An-Nasa’i ]

Commentary

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned this 

chapter in order to explain the legal status of shaving part of the head. 

He - may Allah shower blessings on him- cited several hadeeths, one 

of which is the hadeeth of Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) 

that the Prophet M forbade shaving a part of the head.

This refers to the act of shaving part of the head and leaving the 

other part. This is regardless of whether it is from one side of the head 

or from all the sides of the head, or from the top, right or left, back 

or front. The point is that if some portion of the head is shaved while 

other part is not, it is called Qaza’; and the Prophet M forbade it.

Then the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 

the other hadeeth of Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) that 

a boy was brought to the Prophet M with partly shaved head. So, the 

Prophet M said, “Shave the whole o f it or leave the whole of it.”

Then he - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned the 

hadeeth of the children of Ja’far bin Abee Taalib (may Allah be pleased 

with him). After his martyrdom, the Prophet $£ gave respite of three 

days to the family. Afterwards, he M said: “Do not weep for my 

brother after this day.” He gave them a period of three days in order 

to comfort them and to relieve them of what befell them of grief and



sorrow. Thereafter, he ^  forbade them from crying. The children of 

Ja’far were brought and he M directed the barber to shave their heads 

so they would not look untidy. Children are known to care less about 

taking care of their bodies and hairs, hence the Prophet M shaved 

their heads.

This affects males. In the case of females, the Prophet H forbade a 

woman from shaving her hair. Thus, the hair of a new born baby boy 

will be shaved on the seventh day together with slaughtering of the 

ram but the hair of a female child will not be shaved.

The hair of a female, old or young, is not to be shaved except there 

is a need for it. For instance, there is no harm in shaving her hair to 

treat a wound on her head. When the Prophet M needed to be cupped 

while he was in the state of Ihram, he shaved his hair and had himself 

cupped. It is forbidden for a person in the state of Ihram to shave his 

hair; however, the ruling is different if there is need for it.

Based on these hadeeths, it becomes apparent that keeping of 

hair is not a Sunnah but a custom. The meaning of keeping of hair 

is grooming one’s hair to become plenty. If it had been Sunnah, the 

Prophet M would have directed the boy to leave it without shaving 

it. Similarly, he would not have ordered that the hair of the children 

of Ja’far be shaved. Therefore, it is custom to keep the hair. When 

people are used to it they keep it; and if people are not used to it, 

they do not keep it.

As for the people of knowledge who hold that it is Sunnah, this 

would be considered as their juristic opinion. The correct opinion is 

that it is not a Sunnah and we will not instruct people to keep their 

hair. We will only say, if people are wont to keep it, then you can 

practise it to avoid going against the custom, and if they do not keep 

it, as it is known in our society, then do not keep it. That is why our 

esteemed scholars such as Shaykh Abdur Rahman bin Sa’adee, Shaykh

*5 ̂Ui/aac/ a&-&aa/i/uee/i i/t/iay/Jieen________________________
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Muhammad bin Ibrahim, Shaykh Abdul-Aziz bin Baz and others did 

not groom their hairs because it is not a Sunnah but part of the culture.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 296: prohibition of 
wearing false hair, tattooing and 
filling ot teeth 

Hadeeth 1642
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Asma ^  said: A woman came to the Prophet M and said: “O 
Messenger of Allah! I have a daughter who had an attack of small 
pox and her hair fell off. Now I want to celebrate her marriage. Can I 
get her a wig?” Thereupon the Prophet M said, “Allah has cursed the 
maker and wearer of a wig.” [Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Hadeeth 1643
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Humaid bin Abdur-Rahman (*&>) said: I saw Muawiyah 
during the Hajj (pilgrimage) standing on the pulpit. He took from
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the guard a bunch of hair, and said: “O people of Al-Madinah! 
Where are your scholars? (Why do they do not prohibit you) I 
heard the Prophet M prohibiting from using this (false hair) and 
saying, ‘The people ofBani Israel were ruined when their women 
wore such hair.’” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1644
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Ibn ‘Umar said: The Messenger of Allah % cursed the maker 
and wearer of a wig and the tattooer and the one who is tattooed. 
[ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1645
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Jbn Masud 4$> said: Allah has cursed those women who practise 
tattooing and those women who have themselves tattooed, and 
those women who get their hair removed from their eyebrows 
and faces (except the beard and the mustache), and those who 
make artificial spaces between their teeth for beauty, whereby 
they change Allah’s creation. A woman started to argue with him, 
saying: “What is all this?” He replied: “ Why should I not curse 
those whom the Messenger o f Allah M cursed and who are cursed
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in Allah’s Book? Allah, the Exalted, has said in His Book: And 
whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad M) gives you take it; and 
whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it). [Al-Hashr: 7]

Chapter 297: prohibition of 
plucking grey hairs 

Hadeeth 1646
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Reported Amr bin Shuaib, on the authority of his father and 
grandfather that the Prophet M- said, “Do not pluck out grey hair, 
for they are the Muslims light on the Day of Resurrection.” [ Abu 
D aw ud, At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasa’i ]

Hadeeth 1647
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Aishah said: 77ze Messenger of Allah M said, “He who does 
something contrary to our way (i.e., Islam) will have it rejected.” [ 
Muslim ]}
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Chapter 298: prohibition of using 
the right hand for cleaning after 
toilet without a valid reason 

Hadeeth 1648
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Abu Qatadah &  said: The Prophet ^  said, “Do not touch your 
private parts with your right hand while urinating, nor for 
washing or cleaning (your private parts); and do not breathe 
into the drinking vessel from which you drink.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of using the right hand for cleaning after toilet without 
a valid reason.

Al-Istinjaa’ refers to the act of cleansing the private part or the anus 
from impurities such as urine or faeces. It can be done using stone, 
water or anything that can replace stone such as shred, wood, sand 
and other materials. But there are conditions for using stones which 
the scholars, may Allah shower mercy on them, have mentioned. The 
condition for using water is that it should remove the trace of impurity 
which is well-known. When the trace of the impurity disappears and 
the place becomes as it was initially, then purification has taken place.

Then the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of Abu Qataadah (may Allah be pleased with him) that 
the Prophet said: “None o f you should clean his impurities with



his right hand.” That is, he should not hold his penis with the right 
hand and wash it because the right hand has a distinctive position. 
Hence, the scholars, may Allah shower mercy on them, have said that 
the right hand takes precedence except in matters of impurity. In this 
case, the left hand takes precedence when dealing with impurities.

Based on this, one should wash (the impurities) with his left hand 
and pour water with the right hand because the Prophet M forbade 
washing (of the impurities) with the right hand. Then he said, “He 
should not clean faeces with his right hand.” (l) That is, when using 
stones or other permissible items for cleaning, he should not hold the 
stone with his right hand but with the left hand.

“and do not breathe into the drinking vessel from which you 
drink” ; that is, the Sunnah is to take a pause three times while drinking. 
He should take the first sip and pause, and then take the second and 
pause and then the third. This is in accordance with the Sunnah. In 
addition, it is beneficial to the body and the stomach. This is because 
thirst comes with inflammation and heat in the stomach, so pouring 
water onto it at once will have a negative effect on the stomach. But if 
he sips it and pauses three times, it is more pleasant and satisfying as 
the Prophet M stated.<2)

Nonetheless, he should not breathe inside the cup if he must 
breathe. He is to remove his mouth from the cup and then breathe. 
This is because breathing at the same time with sipping water is 
harmful to the drinker as the breath may be rising while the water 
is descending. This could lead to choking and can also affect others 
through transmission of harmful microbes if they use the cup after 
him. That is why the Prophet M forbade a person from breathing into 
the vessel (while drinking).

Allah alone grants success.

1 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Purification, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f Us
ing the Right Hand in the Toilet, no: (392).

2 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Drinks, the Chapter o f Dislike for Breathing 
into Vessels, and the Desirability o f Pausing and Breathing o ff the Vessel Three 
Times, no: (20).



Chapter 299: undesirability of 
wearing one shoe or sock 

Hadeeth 1649
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Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “None of 
you should walk wearing one shoe; you should either wear them 
both or take them off both.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1650
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Abu Hurairah 4® said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah M saying, 
“When the lace o f one of the shoes o f any one o f you is cut off he 
should not walk with the other until he has got the lace repaired.” 
[ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1651
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Jabir 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M forbade a person 
wearing (tying up) his shoe while standing. [ Abu Dawud with 
a good Isnad ]
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Commentary
These hadeeths are concerning the undesirability of wearing shoe 

or sock on one leg. One should remove them all leaving both legs 
without wearing anything or one should wear both. You should note 
that wearing shoes and walking barefooted are both Sunnah. That is 
why the Prophet M forbade too much comfort( 11 and instructed walking 
without wearing shoes sometimes. Therefore, one should wear shoes 
in line with the Sunnah, but one should also walk barefooted at times 
before people in order to manifest this Sunnah which people may 
criticize. When they see someone walking barefooted, they say, ‘What 
is this? This is an act of ignorance. This is an error!’ This is because the 
Prophet M used to forbid too much comfort and instructed walking 
barefooted sometimes.

You should start with the right leg when putting on the shoes and 
start with the left leg when removing them. Also, when you wear 
shoes and need to enter the mosque with your shoes, you should 
check them. If they are carrying any impurity or filthy substance, you 
should rub them on the ground until they are free of such impurities 
and the filthy substance. Thereafter, you may observe Salat with the 
shoes. This is part of the Sunnah. The Prophet M said, “Act differently 
from the Jews by praying in your shoes.”(2) This is because the Jews do 
not pray in their shoes. Therefore, it is Sunnah for one to pray while 
putting on one’s shoes just as many people do observe Salat with their 
socks. There is no difference between the socks and shoes, but some 
people disapprove the latter because it is an abandoned Sunnah.

Praying in the mosque with your shoes should be done in the 
mosque whose floor is like that of the previous generation. Stones, 
gravels, sands and the like were used as surface in the mosque of the 
past generation. But now, the mosques are well decorated with carpets 
and if people should enter (with shoes), they will definitely stain the 
mosque with (filth). This is because many people have no concern for

1 Ahm ad reported it (2/22).
2 Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Salat, the Chapter o f Praying in Shoes,

no: (556).



the state of their shoes. Hence, scholars hold that one should not enter 
mosques with shoes considering that the mosques are decorated with 
expensive carpets which can easily be soiled if people were allowed to 
enter with shoes.

If someone wants to implement the Sunnah (of praying while 
putting on the shoes), he should pray in his shoes in his house. This 
may be Tahajjud Prayer, the stipulated voluntary prayers and the likes. 
With that, he would be complying with the command of the Prophet 
M in his saying, “The Jew do not observe prayer wearing their shoes.”

Then he - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned the 
hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) that the 
Prophet M forbade that one should put on one leg of his shoes. That is, 
he should either wear both legs or take both of them off. It is forbidden 
to wear one and leave the other without a shoe. What that signifies 
-  Allah knows best -  is that the religion of Islam came with justice 
even in the aspect of clothing. You should not wear shoe only on a leg 
because that is an act of injustice to the other leg which is left bare.

That is why the Prophet $g forbade walking in one shoe. The 
scholars said it is forbidden to wear a single shoe even if one is going 
to amend the other shoe. Rather, you should amend the other shoe 
before putting on the pair. That is why in the second hadeeth of 
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him), the Prophet M said: 
“When the lace of one of the shoes of any one of you is cut off, he 
should not walk with the other until he had the lace repaired then he 
can wear them both.”

As for the hadeeth of Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) reported 
by Abu Dawud - may Allah shower blessings on him, the Prophet M 
forbade a person from wearing (tying up) his shoes while standing. 
This is regarding a shoe that requires proper handling before putting 
it on. But the well-known shoes today are such that one can put them 
on while standing, hence they are not included (in this hadeeth). The 
shoes now available are easy to wear and (also) easy to remove.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 300: the prohibition of 
leav ng fire burning 

Hadeeth 1652
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Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Prophet M said, “Do not keep the fire 
burning in your homes when you go to bed.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth1653
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Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari said: A house in Al-Madinah was burnt 
with its occupants inside it one night. When this was reported to 
the Messenger of Allah M he said, “Fire is your enemy. So, put it 
out before going to bed.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1654
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Jabir 4 > said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Cover up the 
(kitchen) containers (i.e., pots, pans, etc.), tie up the mouth of the 
water-skin, lock up the doors and extinguish the lamps, because 
Satan can neither untie the water-skin nor open the door nor 
uncover the containers. I f  one can cover the cooking pot even by 
placing a piece o f wood across it, and pronounce the Name of 
Allah on it, let him do it. A mouse can sometimes cause a house 
to burn along its dwellers.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of leaving fire burning in the house while going to bed. 
This is because fire is our enemy as the Prophet M described it in these 
hadeeths. If one leaves a burning fire to go to bed, a mouse may knock 
it down and the house catches fire as reported in the above hadeeth.

In earlier times, fats and oil were used as fuel for lamp, which were 
all liquid materials. When the mouse plays around it, the oil in the 
lamp could pour on the floor and lead to inferno. Consequently, 
the Prophet instructed that fire should be extinguished before 
going to bed to avoid fire accident. But presently, fuel is not used as 
it was done in the previous generation. For example, the principles 
of electricity are used to light bulbs today. So, there is no harm in 
leaving the bulb on to go to bed because the reason for prohibition 
by the Prophet M is not present in present day electricity. Yes, it 
contains some elements which are similar to that such as heaters. 
There is no doubt that this is dangerous especially if a person 
brings it close to furniture as it may turn over and start a fire. 
Hence, it is prohibited to leave heaters on except in a safe place, far 
from the furniture, in order to avoid fire outbreak.

One should also lock his door while going to bed and cover the 
pots even if it is by placing a piece of wood on it because that serves as 
a protection from the devil.



A llah alone g ran ts success.

Chapter 301: prohibition of putting 
oneself to undue hardship 

Hadeeth1655
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‘Umar 4 > said: We have been forbidden to go into excess. [ Al- 
Bukhari ]

Hadeeth1656
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Masruq (4 >) said: We visited ‘Abdullah bin M asud 4* and he said 
to us: O people! He who has the knowledge of any matter may 
convey it to the others. And he who has no knowledge, thereof 
should say: “Allahu a‘lam (Allah knows better).” It is a part and 
parcel of knowledge that a man who has no knowledge of a matter 
should say: “Allah knows better.” Allah said to His Prophet M:

“Say (O Muhammad %): ‘No wage do I ask o f you for this (the 
Qur’an), nor am I one o f the Mutakallifun (those who pretend 
and fabricate things which do not exist).’” (38:86) [ Al-Bukhari ]
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Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

of putting oneself to undue hardship.

At-Takalluf refers to an attempt to portray knowledge of something, 
and a person pretending to be learned while he is not so. Then the 
author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned Allah’s 
Statement:

“Say, (O Muhammad), “No wage do I  ask o f you fo r this (the 
Qur’a n ),...” [38:86].

That is, I do not request from you any payment concerning what 
I brought of revelation. I am only guiding you to what is good and 
calling you to (the worship of) Allah, the Exalted. This was what all 
the Messengers (Alahym Salam) said to their followers:

nor am I  one o f the Mutakallifun (those who pretend and
fabricate things which do not exist)” [38:86]

That is, not among those who burden you or say what they do 
not know. The Prophet M would utter a word and Allah would then 
reinforce it by confirming his words St.

Then the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Umar (may Allah be pleased with 
him) in which he said: “We were forbidden from going into excess.” 
The one who forbade it was the Prophet St- When a companion says, 
“We were forbidden”, such expression is attributed to the Prophet St- 
It is like saying, ‘The Prophet SS forbade us from ...’ Based on this, the 
one who forbade was the Prophet M-

“We were forbidden from going into excess.” That is, for one 
to undertake what he has no knowledge of and attempt to portray



himself as a learned person while he is not so.

Then the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Mas’uud (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that if a person is asked about what he has no knowledge, he 
should not rush to provide an answer which may be correct or wrong. 
He should not talk except about what he knows. If he is asked about 
a matter for which he has no knowledge, he should say: Allah knows 
best.’ It is a part and parcel of knowledge that a man who has no 
knowledge of a matter should say: Allah knows best.’ Ibn Mas’uud 
(may Allah be pleased with him) described this as knowledge because 
the person who says he does not know as a reply to the question while 
he does not know, is in reality a learned person. He is the one who 
knows his ability and recognizes his position that he is ignorant by 
saying Allah knows best’ for that which he does not know.

Then when a person says Allah knows best’ with regard to what 
he does not know without responding, he will be trusted by the 
people and they will know that whatever ruling he gives is based on 
knowledge and what he does not know he keeps quiet. Also, when 
some says Allah knows best’ in reply to what he does not know, his 
soul would get accustomed to submitting to the truth and avoiding 
haste in passing verdicts.

This is contrary to the way of some people today. You will see him 
taking verdict as a profit (obtainable) from (selling) a commodity. 
So, he issues verdict without knowledge and with partial knowledge. 
That is why Shaykhul Islam (Ibn Taymiyyah) said in his book, Fatawa 
Hamawiyyah: “They used to say that nothing destroys the world 
and the religion except four (people): a philosopher with partial 
knowledge, a jurist with partial knowledge, a linguist with partial 
knowledge and a doctor with partial knowledge.

A philosopher with partial knowledge destroys the Religion 
and the creed because the people who possess little knowledge of 
rhetoric, without reaching its peak, usually mislead (people) with 
it. However, those who reached its peak know its reality and have 
returned to the truth.



A jurist with partial knowledge corrupts the towns because he 
judges unjustly; he gives the right of one person to another person.

A linguist with partial knowledge corrupts the language because 
he assumes that he understands the principles of the Arabic Language. 
He speaks without knowledge and commits grammatical errors; thus, 
he corrupts the language.

And a doctor with partial knowledge destroys the body because 
he is ignorant. He may prescribe a medicine that may lead to 
sickness, and he may not be able to prescribe a (good) medicine 
and the patient dies.

In summary, it is not permissible for a person to give ruling except 
in a position in which it is permissible for him to give verdict. He 
should not be in haste. If Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  desires 
that he will be the leader of a people, giving them verdicts and guiding 
them to the straight path, it would be. And if Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  does not want that for him, his hastiness in giving verdict 
will not benefit him.

Then Ibn Mas’uud (may Allah be pleased with him) buttressed this 
with the statement of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

^  0 l y j s  ^

“Say, (O Muhammad), “No wage do I ask o f you fo r this (the 
Qur’an), nor am I one o f the Mutakallifun (those who pretend 
and fabricate things which do not exist)” [38:86].

Chapter 302: prohibition of 
bewailing the deceased 

Hadeethi 657
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‘Umar bin Al-Khattab 4® said: The Prophet %$ said, “The deceased 
is tortured in his grave for bewailing over him.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1658
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/fen M asud 4® said: The Messenger of Allah % said, “He who (on 
befalling a calamity) slaps his cheeks, tears his clothes and follows 
the ways and traditions o f the Days o f Ignorance is none o f us.” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of bewailing the deceased.

An-Niyaahah refers to crying over the dead by screaming and 
wailing for the dead as a dove does. Crying over the deceased is of 
two types:

The first type is natural; one will not be blamed for it. This befell 
the Prophet M when a boy was brought to him as his soul rattles. The 
Messenger of Allah M shed tears out of mercy for the child who was 
approaching death. Then Al-Aqra’ bin Haabis (may Allah be pleased 
with him) asked, “What is this?” The Prophet M replied: “It is mercy. 
Allah bestows His Mercy on the merciful among His slaves. ”(l> 
The cry of the Prophet M over the situation of this child was not 
for grief but compassion and mercy for him because he (the child)

i  A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f the Statement o f 
the Prophet 3g... no: (1204), and Muslim in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f 
Crying Over the Dead, no: ( 15 3 1) .



was approaching death as he said: “Allah bestows His Mercy on the 
merciful among His slaves.” We ask Allah to count us among them.

Also included in this type of crying is to grieve for the departure 
of a beloved. This happened to the Prophet M when his son, Ibrahim 
(may Allah be pleased with him) died. He was the son of Mar’yah the 
Copt who was a gift from the king of the Copts to him M. She gave 
birth to a baby boy for the Prophet and the child reached the age 
of one year and four months before Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  took his soul.

He was presented to the Prophet M when he was breathing his last. 
He M said, “The eyes are shedding tears and the heart is grieved, 
and we will not say except what pleases our Lord. O Ibrahim! We 
are grieved by your departure.”11’ This was what the Prophet M said. 
The Prophet M stated that he would have a wet nurse in Paradise to 
breast-feed him. This type of cry does not harm (the deceased). This 
is because it is natural and does not depict that one is angry over the 
Decree and Pre-destination of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

The second type of crying involves serious weeping and lamenting, 
and the deceased is punished in his grave because of this; that is, your 
dead will be tormented for it in his grave. As long as you wail, the 
deceased is being punished; hence, you become the reason for the 
torment he will experience in his grave, refuge is with Allah. Based on 
this, it is a mistake for one to wail over the demise of a relative because 
the deceased will be punished in his grave as long as he continues 
to wail. This is proved by the Prophet M in the hadeeth of Umar bin 
Khattaab. It is obligatory for one to be patient and hope for reward 
from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. He should know that the 
magnitude of the reward is determined by the gravity of the affliction. 
Thus, whenever affliction intensifies, the reward also increases.

As for the hadeeth of Ibn Mas’uud (may Allah be pleased with him) 
that the Prophet M said, “He who (on befalling of a calamity) slaps 
his cheeks, tears his clothes and follows the ways and traditions of

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f the Statement of 
the Prophet .. no: (1220).
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the Days of Ignorance is none of us.” Some people used to do these 
actions during the Days of Ignorance when a calamity befalls them. 
He tears his clothes, slaps his cheeks, depilates his hair and takes to 
slogans such as, ‘Woe unto me, I am doomed,’ and the like of that. 
The Prophet M has dissociated himself from these people because a 
believer, who believes in Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  and the 
Decree of Allah, knows that it is impossible to change the situation 
and that it is a decreed matter, written fifty thousand years prior to the 
creation of the heavens and the earth. The pens have dried up and the 
scrolls have been folded.

Whatever the situation might be, it cannot be changed. Therefore, 
what is the benefit of impatience and discontentment? It is nothing 
but a command or inspiration from Satan in order to deprive you of 
getting the reward of patience on one hand, and to cause punishment 
for the deceased on the other hand.

O brother, you must fear Allah, the Exalted, and be patient and 
hope for His reward. You should say as those praised by Allah say:

“But give glad tidings to As-Saabirun (the patient).”[2 :is s ]  

Who are they?

“ Who when afflicted with calamity say: “ Truly! To Allah we 
belong and truly, to Him we shall return”. [2:156]

The Prophet M said, “Any Muslim who is afflicted with calamity 
and says, “O Allah recompense me for my affliction and replace 
it for me with something better. Allah will replace it for him with 
something better.”(l)

This is how a Muslim ought to endure and seek the reward of Allah

1 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f What should Be said 
At the Time o f Affliction, no: (1525).
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-  the Mighty and Sublime. He should know that grief and wailing 
would not help for everything has been decreed. For example, if 
someone travels and something (bad) happens to him, should he 
make statements such as, ‘Had I not embarked on this journey, I 
would have avoided this accident.’ ‘What is this that happened to me?’ 
He should not make such statement. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime
-  said regarding those people who make such comment:

“(They are) the ones who said about their killed brethren while 
they themselves sat (at home): ‘I f  only they had listened to us, they 
would not have been killed”.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said in response to their comment:

“S a y :  A v e r t  d e a t h  f r o m  y o u r  o w n s e l v e s ,  i f  y o u  s p e a k  t h e  t r u t h . ”

(3:168).

There is no escape from death. Therefore, you must be patient and 
seek Allah’s Recompense by saying, “ I n n a  l i l l a h i  w a  i n n a  i l a i h i  r a j i ’u n .  

A l l a h u m m a  u j u r n i f i  m u s i b a t i ,  w a  k h l u f l i  k h a i r a n  m i n h a  (We belong 
to Allah and to Him we shall return. O Allah! Compensate me in 
my affliction, recompense my loss and give me something better in 
exchange for it)”. Allah will replace it for him with something better.” 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will recompense you for your 
affliction and replace it with something better for you.

Here is the story of Ummu Salamah (may Allah be pleased with 
her) when her husband, Abu Salamah (may Allah be pleased with 
him), the one she loved dearly, passed away. She grieved over his 
demise. She had heard the Messenger of Allah once say, “Any Muslim 
who is afflicted with calamity and says, ‘O Allah! Compensate me in 
my affliction, recompense my loss and give me something better in 
exchange for it’, Allah will surely compensate him with reward and 
better substitutes.” She said to herself who will be better than Abu 
Salamah, the one she loved and he also loved her? Who will then be



better than him? She did not doubt the word of the Prophet M as she 
was certain that the word of the Prophet M was true but she wondered 
whom that would be.

After the expiration of her waiting period, the Prophet M, who 
was better than Abu Salamah (may Allah be pleased with him), 
proposed marriage to her. Thus, Allah gave her a better substitute for 
her affliction. The Prophet of Allah $1 became her husband who took 
custody of her children and trained them.

This is also the outcome of another story. The Prophet M visited the 
house of Abu Salamah (may Allah be pleased with him) when his eyes 
were still open soon after he died. He closed his eyes and said: “When 
the soul is taken away, the sight follows it.” When your soul leaves 
your body, the eyes witness it with the permission of Allah. When the 
members of the family heard that, they realized that Abu Salamah had 
died and began to weep. The Prophet M then said, “Do not supplicate 
for yourself anything but good, for the angels say ‘Amin’ to what you 
say”. He M then said “O Allah! Forgive Abu Salamah, raise his rank 
among those who are rightly guided and grant him a successor from 
his descendant who remain behind. Grant him pardon and us, too. 
O Lord o f the Worlds! make his grave spacious and grant him light 
in it.” Five supplications which dwarf the world and what it contains: 
“O Allah! Forgive Abu Salamah, raise his rank among those who 
are rightly guided and grant him a successor from his descendant 
who remain behind. Grant him pardon and us, too. O Lord of the 
Worlds! make his grave spacious and grant him light in it.” (l)

We are certain that Allah has answered one of his M five supplications 
for him, and the remaining will be answered Allah willing.

The one which we know is that the Prophet M succeeded Abu 
Salamah (may Allah be pleased with him) in his descendant. He 
became the husband of his wife and the guardian of his children 
because they lived in the house of the Prophet M.

The important point is that one should remain patient at times of
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i Muslim reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f Closing the Eyes’ o f the 
Dead, no: (1528).



afflictions. One should return the affairs to Allah by saying: “ Inna 
lillahi wa inna ilaihi raji’un. Allahumma ujurni f i  musibati, wa khluf 
li khairan minha (We belong to Allah and to Him we shall return. O 
Allah! Compensate me in my affliction, recompense my loss and give 
me something better in exchange for it).” He can also cry naturally, 
which is devoid of wailing, because such cry happened to the best of 
mankind, Muhammad M.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1659

Abu Burdah (4*) reported: (My father) Abu Musa got seriously ill 
and lost his consciousness. His head was in the lap of a woman 
of the family and she began to wail. When Abu Musa recovered 
his consciousness, he said: “I am innocent of those from whom 
Messenger of Allah %% is innocent. Verily, the Messenger o f Allah 
M declared himself free of (the responsibility) for a woman who 
wails, shaves her head and tears up her clothes.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth1660
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Al-Mughirah bin Shu'bah 4* said: I  heard the Messenger o f Allah 
M saying, “He who allows (others) to wail over his death, will be 
punished for it on the Day of Resurrection.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1661
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Umm Atiyyah said: At the time o f giving the pledge of 
allegiance, the Messenger o f Allah M took from us an oath that 
we would not wail. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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An-Nu‘man bin Bashir said: When Abdullah bin Rawahah 
became unconscious, his sister began to weep and shout: “Alas! For 
the mountain among men. Alas! fo r such and such (mentioning 
his virtuous qualities).” When he recovered his consciousness, he 
said: “I  was asked (disapprovingly, by the angels) about everything 
you said concerning me whether I  am as you said.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth1663
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Ibn ‘Umar said: The Messenger of Allah M visited Sad bin 
‘Ubadah during his illness. He was accompanied by ‘Abdur- 
Rahman bin ‘Auf, Sad bin Abu Waqqas and ‘Abdullah bin Mas'ud. 
When they entered his house, they found him unconscious. The 
Messenger o f Allah asked, “Has he died?” They replied: “No, O 
Messenger of Allah.” Hearing this the Messenger of Allah H began 
to weep. When his Companions saw this, they also began to weep 
too. He said, “Listen attentively: Allah does not punish for the 
shedding o f tears or the grief of the heart, but takes to task or 
show mercy because o f the utterances o f this (and he pointed to 
his tongue).” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Abu Malik Al-Ash‘ari said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  
the wailing woman does not repent before she dies, she will be

pitch and a garment of scabies (Allah knows the nature thereof).” 
[ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1664

made to stand on the Day of Resurrection wearing a garment of
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Asid bin Abi Asid reported: A woman who had taken a pledge 
o f allegiance at the hand o f the Messenger o f Allah M said: 
‘Among the matters in respect o f which we gave the Messenger 
of Allah the pledge not to disobey him in any M a‘ru f [i.e., all 
that Islam ordains (V:6o:i2)] was that we should not slap our 
faces, bewail, tear our clothes up and tear out our hair (in 
grief).” [ Abu Dawud ]
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Abu Musa 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  anyone 
dies and the mourner gets up and says: ‘Alas! For the mountain 
among men. Alas! For the ch ief...’ and such like, Allah will put 
two angels in charge of him who will beat on the breast and ask 
him (disapproving): ‘Were you like that?’ ” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeethi 667
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Two things 
are signs of disbelief on the part of those who indulge in them: 
Slandering one’s lineage and wailing over the dead.” [ Muslim ]

All these hadeeths, mentioned by the author - may Allah shower 
blessings on him- in this chapter, show the prohibition of wailing and 
lamenting over the dead.

As for wailing (Niyaahah), it has earlier been discussed

While lamentation (Nadb) refers to the act of mentioning the good 
characteristics of the deceased, such that one becomes worried and 
anguished by the magnitude.

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned many 
hadeeths, one of which is the hadeeth Abu Musa (may Allah be pleased 
with him). He was seriously ill and lost consciousness in the room of 
one of his wives who began to wail. When he regained consciousness, 
he said, “I am innocent of those from whom Messenger of Allah 
declared himself free of (the responsibility) for a woman who wails, 
shaves her head and tears up her clothes.”

As-Saaliqah, the woman who wails, refers to the one who screams 
and raises her voice at times of affliction. The Prophet M has nothing to 
do with her. We call Allah to witness that we also dissociate ourselves 
from one whom the Messenger M dissociates himself from and every 
action from which he dissociates himself.

Al-Khaaliqah refers to a woman who shaves her hair. It was the 
custom of the women during the Pre-Islamic Days of Ignorance for 
a bereaved woman to shave her hair as if she was angry. Hair is an 
adornment for women; they desire its length and fullness. But these 
days when people are exposed to the disbelieving women or those

Commentary



who imitate them, a woman tends to cut her hair short till her head 
would look like that of a man.

Ash-Shaaqah refers to the one who tears her cloth at times of 
afflictions. She is also one who splits her hair at times of affliction. 
Any action that indicates anger is included in this dissociation of the 
Prophet M.

In one of the hadeeths, it is stated that if a wailing woman does 
not repent before she dies, she will be raised from her grave on the 
Day of Resurrection wearing a garment of pitch and a scarf of scabies. 
This means that her skin will be covered with psoriasis, refuge is 
with Allah. It is the term used to describe a skin disease that causes 
rough red areas where the skin comes off in small pieces. If she has 
scar brows skin and she wears a cloth made of pitch, this would lead 
to more inflammation. But if she repents before she dies, Allah will 
forgive her. Allah will forgive anybody who repents from any sin 
before he dies.

It was also stated in one of the above hadeeths that the Prophet % 
cried when he found Sad bin Ubaadah (may Allah be pleased with 
him) unconscious. Those in his company also cried. Then he M said, 
‘Would you not listen? Would you not listen?’ The interrogation here 
means a command; that is, ‘Listen attentively’. “Allah does not punish 
the deceased for the shedding o f tears or the grief o f the heart, but 
takes to task or show mercy because o f the utterances o f this (and he 
pointed to his tongue)”. That is, Allah does not punish the deceased in 
his grave for normal crying of his relatives or sadness they experience 
due to his death, for it is part of human nature. But Allah punishes or 
shows mercy for the words and sounds a mourner utters.

For example, when someone is afflicted with calamity and says: 
‘Inna lillahi wa inna ilaihi raji’un. (We belong to Allah and to Him 
we shall return),’ believing with his heart that to Allah belongs the 
possession, discretion, and administration, and that we shall return 
to meet Him on the Day of Resurrection. If he believes in this, and say 
what is in Ummu Salamah’s hadeeth “Allahumma ujurnifi musibati, 
wa khlufli khairan minha (We belong to Allah and to Him we shall



return. O Allah! Compensate me in my affliction, recompense my 
loss and give me something better in exchange for it).” , he will be 
rewarded. But if he continues to say, ‘O mountain-like! Woe unto me! 
He is doomed!’ and similar statements, the deceased will be punished.

The word mountain means that ‘this dead person is like a 
mountain; a shelter to me and I have lost him.’ It is a word which 
entails lamentation and praise (of the deceased).

In summary, these hadeeths show that the usual cry, which is part 
of human nature, is not wrong. However, wailing, lamenting, slapping 
the cheeks, tearing the clothes and plucking or shaving the hair are all 
forbidden. Besides, the Prophet M dissociated himself from these acts.

Chapter 303: prohibition of 
consultation with soothsayers 

Hadeeth 1668
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‘Aishah l'T said: Some people asked the Messenger of Allah M 
about soothsayers. He said, “They are o f no account.” Upon this 
they said to him, “O Messenger of Allah! But they sometimes 
make true predictions.” Thereupon the Messenger o f Allah M 
said, “That is a word pertaining to truth which a jinn snatches 
(from the angels) and whispers into the ears o f his friend (the 
soothsayers) who will then mix more than a hundred lies with it.” 
[ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]



Commentary
The author and great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawi (may Allah 

be pleased with him) said: The chapter on prohibition of consultation 
with soothsayers, astrologers and their likes.

Al-Kuhhaan, the plural of Al-Kaahin, refers to soothsayers who 
make predictions about the future. They say, for instance, ‘Such-and- 
such will happen on so-and-so day’; ‘You will have a good fortune on 
such-and-such day’; ‘You will suffer an accidenct on so-and-so day’ or 
similar statements. These are soothsayers.

The soothsayers are human beings with allies among the Jinn. 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  gave the Jinn extraordinary 
powers over things, pace and strength. They climb up to the sky 
and every one o f them has a specific position where they listen 
to the angels. When Allah decrees an issue in the heavens, they 
will listen stealthily to part o f it and convey them down to their 
friends among human beings who are the soothsayers. Then the 
soothsayer will add a hundred lies to that which the Jinn heard 
(from the angels) in the sky. This is stated by the Prophet M- That 
is, they will add to what they heard. So this word that was heard in 
the sky will happen just as they (i.e. the jinns) heard it.

Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) mentioned that the Prophet 
M was asked about the soothsayers and he M said, ‘They are of nothing’. 
Soothsayers abound at the time of the Prophet M before the revelations 
began to descend upon him. The Jinn used to say, as Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -narrated from them, “Sit there in”; that is, a postion of 
eavesdroppimg in the sky. When the Prophet M was raised, if a jinni sat 
in his place listening, a burning star will burn him.

“ But whoever listens now will find a burning throne waiting for 
him”. (Qur’an 72:9).

When the Prophet M was asked about the soothsayers, he replied
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that they are of no accounts. That is, you should not pay attention to 
them, and their words and their activities should not be your concern. 
They asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah, they say a word that becomes 
true.’ Then the Prophet M said that the truth will then be mixed with 
a hundred lies. The reason is that the jinn who has a friend among 
human beings would eavesdrop on a conversation in the heaven and 
reveal it to his human partner. So, this human being would narrate 
this mix of truth and lies; then the true part would occur and people 
would forget the lies as if it was never mentioned. It is obligatory for 
us to reject these soothsayers and never believe in them. Whoever 
goes to them, asks them and believes what they tell him has indeed 
disbelieved in what has been revealed to Muhammad; that is, the 
Qur’an. Because Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Say: None in the heavens and the earth knows the Ghaib 
(Unseen) except Allah.” (27:65).

Therefore, if these people (i.e. the soothsayers) claim to have the 
Knowledge of the Unseen (Ilm Al-Ghaib) and a person believes in 
them, his belief in their claim has guaranteed his disbelief in the 
Words of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.
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“Say: None in the heavens and the earth knows the Ghaib 
(Unseen) except Allah.” (27:65)

As for those who claim knowledge by the position of planetary 
bodies, they are in two categories.

The first is permissible and there is nothing wrong with it. It is 
referred to as astronomy, which is the study of movement of celestial 
bodies and seasons. There is a need for this and there is no harm in 
it. Indeed, people use it for their benefit. This includes the study of 
cardinal points such as the Northern Pole which is used to detect the 
Qiblah and other directions. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:
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‘A«d He has affixed into the earth mountains standing firm, lest 
it should shake with you, and rivers and roads, that you may 
guide yourselves.” ( 16 :15 )

(And He said:)

“And landmarks (signposts during the day)” [16 :16]. Meaning 
the mountains. “And by the stars (during the night), they 
(mankind) guide themselves.”[16 :16 .]

They are guided (by the stars) in the sea and in the desert at night. 
When there is no cloud to cover the stars, the people used them as 
guides. In Al-Qasiim, when you want to face the Qiblah, put the Pole 
at the back of your right ear and by so doing you are facing the Qiblah. 
In every zone, the direction can be detected. So, astronomy became 
a way for people to recognize seasons, such as the commencement of 
winter and summer, and places.

The second form is prohibited. It is the study of the positions of 
the planets and other celestial bodies for divination. They attribute 
causes of events on earth to the stars like they do during the Days of 
Ignorance. They would say: ‘We have been granted rain because of 
such-and-such star’. This is forbidden. It is not permissible to depend 
on it because there is no correlation between what takes place on 
earth and the movement of celestial bodies. The sky is independent, 
so whatever effect occurs in the sky will not have any influence on the 
earth. Therefore, the stars have no influence over the events (that take 
place on the earth).

Some people, refuge is with Allah, say: ‘This boy was born during 
so and so star, so he will certainly be successful.’ ‘This boy was born 
during such and such star, so he will be a failure!’ Who said so? They 
will name him, ‘Lucky’; that is, the boy is lucky. This is forbidden; 
hence, the one who believes in an astrologer is similar to the one who 
believes in a soothsayer.

Allah alone grants success.
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Narrated Safiyyah, daughter of Abu ‘Ubaid, on the authority of 
some of the wives of the Prophet M who said, “He who goes to 
one who claims to tell about matters o f the Unseen and believes 
in him, his Salat (prayers) will not be accepted fo r forty days.” [ 
Muslim ]
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Qabisah bin Al-Mukhariq 4* said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah 
m saying, “The practice of Tyafah , the interpretation of omens 
from the flight of birds, the practice of divination by drawing lines 
on the ground and taking evil omens are all practices of Al-Jibt 
(the idol, the diviner, or sorcerer).” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth1671
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/fcn Abbas 4* safe/: 77xe Messenger of Allah M said,, “He w/zo 
acquires a branch of the knowledge of astrology, learns a branch



of magic (of which he acquires more as long as) he continues to do 
so.” [ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth 1672

Muawiyah bin Al-Hakam 4® reported: I said: “O Messenger of 
Allah, I have recently emerged from ignorance and Allah has 
favoured me with Islam. There are still some men among us who 
visit the soothsayers to consult them (on matters relating to the 
future).” He replied, “Do not visit them.” I said: “There are some 
men who are guided by omens.” He replied, “These are the ideas 
which come up in their minds but you should not be influenced by 
them (i.e., these things) should not prevent them from pursuing 
their works.” I said: “There are some men who practise divination 
by drawing lines on the ground.” The Messenger of Allah M replied, 
“There was a Prophet who drew lines, the line which agrees with 
the line drawn by that Prophet would be correct.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
In these hadeeths and reports mentioned by the author - may Allah 

shower blessings on him- is evidence for the previous claim that it is 
forbidden for one to go to the soothsayers and believe in their words. 
As in the case of the one who goes to a fortuneteller to ask him for 
anything, the prayer of the one who visits a soothsayer will not be 
accepted for forty days. This is for simply asking the fortuneteller;



ditto for the soothsayer. But if he believes in him (i.e. the soothsayer), 
he has disbelieved in what has been revealed to Muhammad M-

However, if he goes to the soothsayer to expose his falsehood, there 
is nothing wrong with it. Rather, it could be a praiseworthy act as the 
Prophet M did with Ibn Sayyaad, who was a soothsayer or magician. 
The Prophet said to him: “What did I conceal from you?” that is, 
what did I hide in my heart? He said, lAd-Dukh’. He was unable to 
complete the word though the Prophet M concealed the word Dukhan 
(smoke) in his heart. He was unable to grasp it, so he said, ‘Ad-Dukh’. 
The Prophet H said to him, “May you be disgraced. You will never 
go beyond your limit ”w That is, you are a soothsayer and there is no 
good in you.

As for what is related to this, that is the act of fortune-telling and 
astrology, is divination by the movement of birds. During the Days 
of Ignorance, they used to use birds. They will let the bird to take off 
from the ground. If the bird flies frontward, he will continue with 
his journey but he will abort it if the bird flies backward. If the bird 
flies towards the right, he becomes optimistic about his journey and 
believes that this will be a good and pleasant journey; but if it flies to 
the left he will proceed with his journey bearing in mind the journey 
will be difficult. Why? Because the birds flew to the left side and the 
left side is not desirable.

This is their custom and belief, refuge is with Allah. The birds will 
not help. The Prophet M has condemned all these so that a person will 
depend on Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  alone. He M ordered 
them to seek Allah’s counsel when they intend to do anything which 
is not clear to them. A person will observe two-unit voluntary prayer 
and recite the popular invocation of Istikharah:

“O Allah, I seek Your Guidance to what is good for me because of 
Your Infinite Knowledge, I seek Your Help because of Your Power, 
and I ask of Your Great favor by for surely You are able and I am not, 
and You Alone know the Unseen.

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f If a Kid Dies, Will 
the Salat Be Observed on Him? No: (1267); and Muslim in the Book o f Trials and 
the Signs o f the Last Hour, the Chapter o f M entioning o f Ibn Sayyaad, no: (52 15).



“O Allah, If You know this affair (mention the affair by name) is 
good for my religion, my livelihood and the aftermath of my affairs 
(or the short term of my affairs or its long term) then decree it for me, 
make it easy for me, and bless me in it but if You know that this affair 
(mention the affairs by name) is bad for my religion, my livelihood 
and the aftermath of my affairs or the short term my affairs ors or its 
long term then turn it away from me and turn me away from it and 
decree for me what is better wherever it may be, and make content 
with it”.

Thereafter whatever Allah facilitates for him will the best for him. 
He should go on to do it and trust in Allah. But if Allah discourages 
him from it, that means it is not good for him. But divination with 
arrows, birds and similar items contains no good.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1673

Abu Mas'ud Al-Badri 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M prohibited 
the price of a dog, the earning o f an prostitute, and the money 
given to a soothsayer. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
This is the last hadeeth in this chapter: The chapter on prohibition 

of consultation with the soothsayers and the astrologers.

It states that the Prophet M prohibited the profit (derived from 
selling) a dog, the earning of a prostitute and the money given to a 
soothsayer.

Concerning dog, its position is well-known. The act of keeping a 
dog is prohibited. It is not permissible for one to keep a dog with him
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in a house, irrespective of what the house is made of whether mud or 
concrete, except in three situations:

Farm dog; that is, that is used for guarding the farm.

Shepherd dog; that is, that is used for guarding animals such as 
sheep, camel and cattle,

Hunting dog; that is, that is used by a person to hunt.

When a dog is trained and used for hunting, whatever it catches 
is lawful. If a person has a trained dog and sends it to hunt a rabbit, 
for example, which it catches and kills, it is lawful to eat it. Allah the 
Exalted said:

“...what you have trained o f hunting animals which you have 
trained as Allah taught you, so eat o f what they catch fo r you 
and mention the name o f Allah upon it and fear Allah. Indeed 
Allah is swift in account.” (5: 4).

These are the three dogs which one is allowed to keep, and it is 
forbidden to keep any other class of dogs.

Dog is the most repugnant animal in terms of impurity. This is 
because its impurity is harsh. If a dog drinks from a cup, the cup must 
be washed seven times, one of which must be with sand. It is better 
and preferred to start the first washing with sand.

It is forbidden for a dog owner to sell it even if the dog is meant 
for hunting or guarding the farm. Likewise, the proceed of such 
transaction is also forbidden. If he is done with it, he should give 
someone who is in need of it. It is not lawful for him to sell it because 
the Prophet M prohibited the price of a dog.

The second is the money given to a soothsayer. A soothsayer is 
a person who predicts hidden things about future occurrences. He 
would say such and such will happen or take place, regardless of



whether it is general or specific. For instance, he may say to a specific 
person, ‘Such and such is going to happen to you on so and so day.’

During the Days of Ignorance, people would visit the soothsayer 
who charged a huge amount of money as the wages for his service. So, 
the Prophet $£ forbade the wages of the soothsayer because soothsaying 
is forbidden, and earnings from a forbidden act is forbidden.

The third is the earning o f a prostitute. That is, the money she 
collected for the illegal sexual intercourse. She engages in sexual 
intercourse for a day, two, three or more in exchange for money. This 
has also been prohibited by the Prophet M because the money given 
to her is for an unlawful act. And if Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
prohibits something, its price and earning are also prohibited.

If someone were to ask about a soothsayer who repents after 
making money from people; should he refund their money? In reply 
to this question, we say: No, he should not refund it because they have 
received a service in exchange of the money. Thus, they would not 
end up with both money and service. Nevertheless, he should give the 
money out in charity or donate it to the public treasury in order to 
free himself from it.

Similarly, the same applies in the case of the person who sold a 
dog, be it a hunting dog or a farm dog, and collected its price, then 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  guided him and he repented. We 
say: You should not refund the money to the buyer of the dog so that 
he does not take ownership of both the money and the dog. However, 
you should give it out in charity to free yourself from it or put it in the 
treasury of the Muslim Ummah.

Likewise, the same applies to the earning of a prostitute. If the 
woman repents, is she going to refund what she collected from an 
adulterer or not? No, she should not refund it to him; rather, she 
should put it in the treasury, give it out in charity or spend it in any 
good way.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 304: forbiddance of 
believing in ill-omens 

Hadeeth 1674
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Anas 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Not the transmission 
of disease o f one person to another and no evil omen, but I am 
pleased with good omens.” He was asked: “ What is good omen?” 
He replied, “A good word.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Ibn ‘Umar said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “There is no 
infection and no evil omen; but if  there is anything (that may 
be a source o f trouble) then it could be a house, a horse, and a 
woman.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Buraidah 4® said: The Prophet never took ill omens. [ Abu Dawud 
]



Hadeeth 1677

‘Urwah bin ‘Amir said: When talking of omens was mentioned 
in the presence of the Messenger o f Allah M he said, “The best 
type of omen is the good omen.” He added, “A Muslim should 
not refrain from anything because of an omen.” He told them, 
“When any of you sees anything which he dislikes, he should say:
‘ Allahuma laya ’ti bil-hasanati ilia Anta, wa la yadfaus-sayyi’ati 
ilia Anta, wa la hawla wa la quwwata ilia Bika (O Allah ! You 
Alone bring good things; You Alone avert evil things, and there is 
no might or power but in You).’” [ Abu Dawud with Sahih Isnad ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

of forbiddance of believing in ill-omens.

At-Tatayur is to see an evil omen in a view, sound, period of time or 
place. It is called At-Tatayur because the Arabs used to see evil omens 
in birds during the Days of Ignorance. So, the appellation became a 
universal name for all forms of evil omens.

Some of the Arabs would read evil omens in bird. One of them 
would prod a bird to fly: he becomes pessimistic if it flies to the left, 
and he cancels his plans if it flies towards him or returns to him. 
However, he becomes convinced to go ahead with his plans if it flies 
forward. He will consider this is a fortunate and blessed activity. Thus, 
they see evil omens in birds. Ditto for the weather; they may also see 
evil omen in it. They see evil omen in crow, owl and other birds.



Some Arabs see evil omen in periods of time. It is widespread 
among them that if a woman gets married in the month of Shawwal, 
she will not succeed and her husband will not love her. This is baseless 
because the Prophet % married Aishah, (may Allah be pleased with 
her) the mother of the believers, in the month of Shawwal and also 
consummated the relationship in the month of Shawwal. She used to 
say: “Who among you is honoured by him like me?” This is because 
they used to think that when a woman gets married in the month of 
Shawwal, she will not succeed in her marriage. This is also pointless.

Among them are those who see evil omens in traveling on 
Wednesdays. They thought that such would lead to an accident, loss 
or disaster for the traveler. This is also wrong; Wednesday, Thursday, 
Tuesday and other days are the same.

Among them are those who see evil omens in the month of Safar, 
the month after Muharram; that is, the second month of the Islamic 
Calendar. They opined that anyone who consummates marriage, 
gives birth to a baby or travels in the month would not prosper. This 
is also unfounded. Month has no influence on the outcome of events, 
good or bad.

Thus, some people oppose innovation with innovation; they refer 
to Safar as Safar Al-Khair, the good. This is also not permissible. Safar 
is like Muharram, Rabee’ul Awwal and any other month. It contains 
no evil or good omens. It is not permissible to cure a heresy with a 
heresy. This is similar to the action of some people regarding the Day 
of Aashuurah. The Raafidah (the Shia) take the Day of Aashuurah as a 
day of sorrow, slapping their cheeks, tearing their clothes and plucking 
their hair. Sometimes they harm themselves with dagger and similar 
materials, and they consider whoever dies on this night of Aashuurah 
as a martyr, refuge is with Allah.

Some people decided to take this day, which the Raafidah consider 
a day of sorrow, as a day of joy, sharing foods, wearing new clothes 
for the children and making others happy. This is also a mistake and 
another innovation. An innovation cannot be refuted with another 
heresy. Nothing eradicates heresy except the Sunnah; hence, adhere



to the Sunnah and innovation will die.

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- then mentioned 
some hadeeths from the Prophet M which forbade evil omens. It was 
established from him that he M said: “Not the transmission o f disease 
o f one person to another and no evil omen, but I am pleased with 
Al-Fa’il.” They asked, “What is Al-Fail?” He replied, “A good word” . 
A good word delights the soul and brightens the heart.

An instance of such is the event that took place during the Incident 
of Hudaybiyyah between the Quraysh and the Messenger of Allah M- 
The Quraysh sought to communicate with him. After a period, they 
finally sent Suhail bin Amr. When he arrived, the Prophet M said: 
“This is Suhail bin Amr. I do not see him except as someone who 
had made your affair easy,” or something similar to that. So, he was 
optimistic because of his name, Suhail, which means ease.

It is good to be optimistic because it comforts and brings joy 
to the heart, energizes a person and induces to good. As for 
pessimism, it is opposite o f the former. But when something of 
that nature occurs to you, turn away from it and do not heed to 
the sorrow. You should say: “O Allah, there is no good except Your 
Good and there is no omen except Your Omen and there is no 
deity other than You.” That is, all affairs, good or bad, are in Your 
Hands and there is no deity besides You.

As for the saying of the Prophet M: “ . . .I f  there is any bad omen, it 
could be in three things: a house, a woman and a horse”. The import 
is that one associates most with these three things. A woman -  his 
wife, house -  his home, the horse is the carriage. At times, bad omen 
may occur in these three things. One may marry a woman but will 
not find any good but annoyance, grudges and trouble in her. He may 
also occupy a house and be distressed and bored in it. Also, a horse, 
though horses are now not our carriage; our carriage are cars. Some 
cars have bad omen; frequent accidents and breaks down to the extent 
that one becomes tired of it.

If something like this happens to a person, he should seek refuge 
with Allah from Satan, the accursed. He should say: “O Allah, there is



no good except Your Good and there is no omen except Your Omen 
and there is no deity other than You.” This means that all affairs, good 
or bad, are in Your Hands and there is no deity besides You. Allah will 
eliminate the bad omen from his heart.

Allah alone grants success.

CHAPTER  305: PROHIBITION OF  
DRAW ING PORTRAITS  

Hadeeth1678
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Ibn ‘Umar 4  said: The Messenger of Allah fg said, “Those who 
draw pictures will be punished on the Day of Resurrection; and it 
will be said to them: ‘Breathe soul into what you have created.’” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Aishah ^  said; 77ze Messenger of Allah M visited me after 
returning from a journey; and I had a shelf with a thin cloth
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curtain hanging over it and on which there were portraits. When 
he saw it, the colour of his face changed (because o f anger) and 
he said, “O ‘Aishah! the most grievous torment from Allah on the 
Day o f Resurrection will be for those who imitate (Allah) in the 
act o f His creation.” Aishah said: We tore it into pieces and made 
a cushion or two cushions out o f that. [Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Ibn Abbas 4® said: I heard the Messenger of Allah H saying, 
“Every painter will go to Hell, and for every portrait he has made, 
there will be appointed one who will chastise him in the Hell.” Ibn 
Abbas said: I f  you have to do it, draw pictures of trees and other 
inanimate things. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of drawing portraits.

That is, as regard the stern warning issued against image-makers, 
the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned the 
hadeeths of Ibn Umar, Aishah and Ibn Abbaas (may Allah be pleased 
with them).

There are two types of image making:

There exists a unanimous agreement on the prohibition of the first 
type. This is to draw or mould what is identical to a living object from 
wood, stones, gypsum or similar materials. It is forbidden to mould



these materials in the form of an animal, human being, lion, rabbit, 
monkey or any other animate object. The one who does that is cursed 
by the Prophet M and will be punished on the Day of Resurrection. It 
will be said to him: “Breathe soul into what you have created.”

In the hadeeth of Ibn Abbas (may Allah be pleased with him), he 
said: “Every image-maker will go to Hell fire... But if  you have to do 
it, draw pictures of trees and other inanimate things”.

The second type o f image-making is drawing inanimate things 
such as trees, sun, moon, stars, rivers and mountains and the likes. 
This type of drawing is permissible. However, some scholars do not 
allow the drawing of things which grow like plants. The advocates of 
this opinion include Mujaahid, one of the famous Taabieen. He - may 
Allah shower blessings on him- said: ‘It is not permissible to draw 
anything that grows even if it has no soul because in an authentic 
hadeeth, Allah said: ‘Let them create a grain, or maize or a barley’.(l)

Nevertheless, the opinion of majority of the scholars is that there is 
no harm in drawing something that has no life regardless of whether 
it is from things that grow, such as trees, or from things that do not 
grow, such as sun, sea, moon, rivers and other similar objects.

The third type: Painting and designing images of living things. The 
scholars have different views regarding this. Some of them say it is 
based on the hadeeth reported by Al-Bukhari from Zayd Bn Khaalid; 
I think he ft said: “Except a design on a garment” .(2) He made an 
exception to the design on a cloth because it does not resemble what 
Allah created. This is because what Allah created has a tangible 
body (which can be felt). But this is a design made with colour and 
thus, permissible even if it is done with the hand. But the majority 
of scholars are of the opinion that it is not permissible and this is 
the more correct opinion. Drawing is not permissible, whether by

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Tawheed, the Chapter o f Allah’s Statement, 
no: (7004), and Muslim in the Book o f Clothing and Adornment, the Chapter o f 
Prohibition o f Drawing if  Anim als, no: (3947).

2 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book Clothing, the Chapter o f Dislike for Sitting on 
A Picture, no: (550 1); and Muslim in the Book o f Clothing and Adornment, the 
Chapter o f Prohibition o f Drawing Anim als, no: (3931).



semblance or painting as long as what is drawn is an animate object.

During the time of the Prophet M, inventions of our time such 
as photographic films were not available. The question is: is the 
photographic pictures also included in this prohibition or not? If you 
scrutinize the text, you will find out that it is not included (in the 
prohibitions). This is because the one who take pictures with cameras 
does not draw it in the real sense. What really happens is directing 
certain lights at the object before him which casts its image within a 
second. A painter must endure in the process of drawing the head, 
eyes, nose, ears and other parts. He must perform an action. As for this 
photographic picture, it is taken within a second. It is like transferring 
what Allah designed into cards. This is the preferred opinion.

Scholars of this age differ concerning this. Is this included in 
the curse and prohibition or not? The right position is that it is not 
included because one is not a painter (by using a camera). Had he 
intended to draw a picture, he would have spent some time in the 
process. But this (the photographic picture) is completed within a 
second. A perfect similarity of this can be seen in the case of a person 
who writes a letter to his brother who puts it in a photocopier to 
makes a copy. Could this copy of the letter be considered as a drawing 
of the words and characters of the letter? No, the picture is printed 
due to the emission of photoelectrons. In fact, no one will say that this 
photocopy produced by the photocopier is the same as the original 
letter. Never! That is why such pictures can be taken in darkness and 
can also be taken even by a blind person. Therefore, whoever examines 
the text of the hadeeth closely and considers the wisdom behind it will 
comprehend that what is intended is the one who tries to compete 
with Allah in His creation by imitating His design and drawing as if 
he is the Creator. This is the one that holds prohibition and curse. As 
for this (photographic pictures), it is only printing of a picture.

However, what remains is to examine the reason for taking the 
picture. That is, if we understand that the photographic picture 
is permissible and that it is not considered as image making, what 
remains for us is to examine the reason for taking it just as we would 
consider the reason for doing any permissible act. This is because the



legal status of permissible things changes according to the associated 
purpose. That is why if someone intends to embark on a journey in 
the month of Ramadan in order to escape from fasting, we will say: 
This action is forbidden for him although travelling is allowed and 
basically lawful. Likewise, if someone buys a gun with the intention of 
killing his fellow Muslim brothers and rob them of their properties, 
we will say, ‘This specific transaction is unlawful although the 
transaction is basically lawful’. Therefore, the purpose of taking the 
pictures must be examined. Indeed, a person may have evil reason 
for taking the picture. He may take the picture of a woman in order 
to derive pleasure from looking at it though she is not his wife. This, 
without doubt, is forbidden. Similar to this is taking the picture of a 
young beardless, handsome man just to derive pleasure from looking 
at it; this is also forbidden.

The act of taking the pictures of leaders, rulers or scholars of Islam 
in order to honour them by hanging the portraits in the house is also 
forbidden. Taking the picture of devoted servants of Allah, those 
who humble themselves before Allah just to keep it in the house for 
blessing or for remembrance is also forbidden because it is a waste 
of time. What benefit do you derive from remembering the one in 
the picture time after time? And the worst of that is that some people 
used to keep the pictures of their dead ones. This is not allowed. The 
pictures of the deceased should be burnt so that you will not bring 
sorrow to yourself whenever you look at his picture and remember 
him. Burn the picture of the deceased except in the situation in which 
one fears that he may need it in future to provide some evidence for 
pension collection or the like. This is an exigency. But in the absence 
of any reason, it must be burnt.

As for when the purpose of taking a photographic picture is for 
identification of a person or providing proof of events with good 
intention, there is nothing wrong with it. Similarly, a person may want 
to prove a point and prefer that people have a good understanding of 
the situation in order to appeal for their financial and material support. 
This may involve people in need of food or cloth, those wounded by 
the enemies and similar individuals. There is nothing wrong in taking
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their pictures to show the public in order to solicit for their support. 
This is a good intention.

In summary, image making with the hand, be it painting or drawing, 
is forbidden according to the soundest opinion. As for using cameras, 
it is not an act of image-making in the usual sense for us to even start 
thinking of its permissibility. We must first of all examine the content 
of the text, then the ruling that the text necessitates. If we examine 
this carefully, we will realise that (photographic picture) is not image- 
making and it is not included in the prohibition and curse. Hence, 
it remains permissible. Then we examine the purpose for taking the 
picture. If the purpose for which the image or picture was made is 
lawful, then taking the picture is lawful and if the purpose is unlawful, 
then the act is then unlawful.

Allah alone grants success.
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4® said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, 
“Whosoever makes a picture, will be punished on the Day of 
Resurrection, and will be asked to infuse soul therein, which he 
will not be able to do.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Ibn Masud said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, 
“Those who will receive the most severe punishment from Allah



on the Day of Resurrection will be painters (of living objects).” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim 1
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Abu Hurairah ife said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “The 
Almighty Allah said: ‘Who is more an oppressor than him who 
goes to create like My creation? Let him make an ant or a grain of 
corn or a grain of barley.’” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Abu Talhah 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “The angels 
do not enter a house in which there is a dog or a portrait.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]
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/fon ‘Umar 4*> said: Jibril (Gabriel) promised to visit the Messenger 
of Allah M but delayed and this grieved him very much. When he
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came out of his house, Jibril met him. The Messenger of Allah M 
asked him about the reason o f delay, and he replied: “We do not 
enter a house in which there is a dog or a portrait.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Messenger of Allah M to come at a definite hour; that hour came 

but he did not visit him. There was a staff in the hand of the 

Messenger of Allah M- He threw it from his hand and said, “Never 

does Allah back out of His Promise, nor do His messengers.” Then 

he noticed a puppy under his bed and said, “O Aishah, when 

did this dog enter?” She said: “By Allah, I don’t know.” He then 

commanded that it should be turned out. No sooner than had 

they expelled it, Jibril came and the Messenger of Allah M said to 

him, “You promised to visit me. I waited for you but you did not 

come.” Whereupon he said: “The dog kept me from coming. We do 

not enter a house in which there is a dog or a picture.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1686

Aishah ^  said: Jibril (Gabriel) "fiS made a promise with the
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Abul-Haiyaj Haiyan bin Husain said: ‘Ali bin Abu Talib 4* said to 
me: “Shall I not send you to do a task that the Messenger o f Allah 
M had assigned to me? Spare no portrait unwiped out, and leave 
not a high grave unlevelled.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
All these hadeeths mentioned by the author - may Allah shower 

blessings on him- indicate that image-making is one of the major sins. 
This is due to the accompanying stern warning and risk of curse: “May 
the curse of Allah be upon the image or picture makers;”'0 which is 
detachment and expulsion from the Mercy of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime. Likewise, he will be charged on the Day of Resurrection to 
breathe life into what he has created which he will never be able to do. 
It is well-known that it is impossible for him to breathe life into his 
portraits. Therefore, the punishment will not cease except if Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  wills.

One of these hadeeths shows that those who make statues or images 
are among the greatest wrongdoers. This is based on the Statement of 
Allah: “Who is more an oppressor than him who goes to create the 
like of My creation?” this means that no one is worse than him in 
wrongdoing, “Let him make an ant or a grain of corn or a grain of 
barley.” That is, if they truly want to copy Allah’s creation, let them 
try to create a grain of food. If the entire mankind should gather 
together with those in the heavens to create a grain of barley, they will

l A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Divorce, the Chapter o f M ahr o f a Prosti
tute and a Void Nikkah, no: (4928).



never be able to do it. Even if they were able to make something from 
flour in the like of a grain, they will never be able to create an original 
grain. It will not germinate if they plant it in the soil because it is not 
a grain. Therefore, if someone cannot create a grain of corn, a grain of 
barley or a single atom, which is considered one of the smallest unit of 
matter, then it becomes harder to create bigger structures.

This is a proof that keeping portraits or images is prohibited as well 
as taking them into the house. This is because angels do not enter a 
house in which there is a dog or a portrait. What then do you think of 
a house in which the angels do not enter? It is certainly an evil house.

However, essential pictures are exempted. For example, pictures of 
rulers and royals which are on our currencies today. The person who 
places the picture on it will be held responsible for it but it does not 
affect the masses. What will they do? Are they going to throw their 
currency and their livelihood away because of the picture on them? 
Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope.

However, the angels, if Allah wills, will not be prevented from 
entering the house in which there is currency even if it contains 
pictures. The currencies of old contained more concrete images than 
the ones in existence today. This is because pictures on our currencies 
today are nothing but coloration; and you understood from the 
previous discussion that scholars differ on the permissibility or 
otherwise of photographs.

Nevertheless, we also understood from the previous discussion 
that picture could be a concrete thing that can be felt. But the scholars, 
may Allah shower mercy on them, did not forbid that because it is a 
necessity which people cannot avoid. Indeed, they cannot throw away 
their money as it is a necessity.

Other necessities are identity cards, travelling passport and money 
holders. “Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope”. [2:286], and 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has not burden us with any form of 
hardship in the Religion. Hence, these also will not prevent the angels 
from entering a house.



Third: What is not respected or revered. That is, an object that 
is relegated and stepped on with legs like pictures on carpets. This 
also will not prevent the angels from entering the house because it 
is permissible according to (the opinion of) most of the people of 
knowledge. However, it is preferred to abstain from it due to the 
related difference of opinion. Although some of the scholars hold the 
view that a relegated object is included in the prohibition, the majority 
of scholars think otherwise.

Fourth: Images that are for children, which they use in playing, 
are included in what is permissible. Its presence in a house does not 
prevent angels from entering such house. This is because Aishah (may 
Allah be pleased with her) had an image which she used to play with 
in the house of the Prophet M and he did not forbid her from that. 
However, plastic images should not be used, because images made 
with plastics are complete statues so much so that they have eye lashes 
and eye sockets which allow the eyes to move about. Some of them 
(these plastic dolls) can walk while some make sounds or talk. It is 
feared that this type of image may be among the prohibited ones, 
those that can prevent the angels from entering a house.

As for the images that are been used currently, praise be to Allah 
they are like shadows with no face, no eyes, no nose and no mouth. 
The only things that can be found in it are hands and legs and extended 
head; it has no form. There is nothing wrong with these images, Allah 
willing, and they will not prevent angels from entering a house. These 
toys will suffice for a child to play with.

As regards newspapers with pictures of human beings, it is 
forbidden to buy them for the pictures. However, there is no harm if 
it is for the writings and articles.

It is compulsory for anyone who sees a prohibited picture to destroy 
it. This is based on the statement of Ali to Abu Taalib (may Allah be 
pleased with him): “Should I not send you on an assignment which 
the Prophet M had sent me? ‘Do not leave any statue undestroyed or 
a high grave unlevelled.’”

A high grave refers to the grave which is different from others in



height due to the way it is raised or the stones fixed on it. Consequently, 
it is important to be cautious of cementing the grave and sometimes 
writing verses of the Qur’an on it or the like as some people do today. 
Such things should not be allowed. Whoever sees it, may Allah 
reward him, should pull them down and bury the verses written 
on them under the sand. This is because these elevated graves may 
lead to extremism in future. All the graves should be alike without 
anything to indicate glorification, for the greatest of all evils stems 
from glorifying the graves.

We ask Allah to protect you and us for He has power over all things.

Chapter 306: prohibition of keeping 
a dog except as a watchdog or a 
hunting dog 

Hadeeth 1688

Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “He who keeps 
a dog other than one for guarding the fields or herds or hunting, 
will lose two Qirat every day out of his rewards.” [ Al-Bukhari 
and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1689



Abu Hurairah 4k said: The Messenger of Allah % said, “He who 
keeps a dog, will lose out of his good deeds equal to one Qirat 
every day, except one who keeps it for guarding the fields or the 
herd.”[ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of keeping a dog except as a watchdog or a hunting 
dog.

The dog is well-known and it has numerous colours. But a black 
dog is specified to be a devil as the Prophet said when he was asked: 
“What is the difference between a red dog and a white dog from the 
black? He replied: “A black dog is a devil.” If a black dog passes in 
front of a person observing Salat, his Salat becomes void and he must 
start all over again. Also, if it passes between the praying person and 
his Sutrah,{l) the prayer is spoilt and he should start all over again.

Eating the game caught by a black dog is not permissible according 
to many scholars even if the dog is trained and the owner mentions 
Allah’s Name over it. The game caught by it is not lawful because it is 
a devil. If the game caught by the disbelievers among the children of 
Adam, other than the Jews and Christian, is not lawful, so also is the 
game of this devilish dog. As for dogs with other colours, they do not 
nullify the Salat and their game caught is lawful based on the well- 
known conditions according to the scholar.

As for keeping a dog, it is forbidden. In fact, it is among the major 
sins because the one who keeps a dog, except the exempted cases, 
will lose two Qirats from his reward every day. The Prophet M said: 
“Whoever follows a funeral until it is buried has two Qirats”. He 
was asked what is this Qirat? He M replied, ‘They are like two big 
mountains, which the smaller o f them is like Mount Uhud.’w So the

1 Translator’s Note: What the praying person uses to screen him self from passers-by 
so that they will not walk in his immediate front.

2 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Janaazah, the Chapter o f Excellence o f Prayer 
over the Dead and Following Him, no: ( 15 7 1) .



person who keeps a dog other than the exempted ones will lose the 
like of two Mount Uhud from his reward every day. This shows that 
keeping a dog is one of the major sins except what is exempted: the 
hunting dog, the farm dog and the sherpherd dog.

Hunting dog is the dog that is trained and used for hunting; its 
game is lawful. The training should be that it will run when released to 
chase a game, it will stop when it is ordered to stop, it will not eat from 
an animal it catches and the name of Allah will be mentioned when 
releasing it. The game caught by such a dog is lawful and one can keep 
it for such a need and benefit.

So also is the dog kept for guarding fields or herds. A person 
can keep a dog to guard his farm so that it will not be destroyed by 
livestock.

Third: Dogs for guarding the cattle. A person can keep a dog for his 
herds like cattle, sheep or camel in order to protect them from thieves 
and wolves’ attack. It will bark when it sees a suspicious person so 
as to alert its master. Also, one may use it to protect his property. 
Perhaps, he lives in a far off place with no trustworthy people around 
him, there is no harm if he keeps a dog. This is because protecting 
one’s property can be likened to guarding farm produce. However, 
any other dog is forbidden.

It is among the Wisdom of Allah, the Exalted, that He made the evil 
things for the evil people and vice versa. It is said that the disbelievers, 
the Jews, Christians and Communists of the East and West, all possess 
a dog as a pet. If he buys meat, he gives the dog the good part and he 
(the owner of the dog) will eat the inferior part. He bathes the dog 
everyday with soap and other cleaning materials, yet it will never be 
purified even if he washes it using all the water in the rivers of the 
world and all the soaps of the world. This is because it is impure in 
itself and such impurity is never made pure except by destroying it 
and getting rid of it completely.

But it is from the Wisdom of Allah that He made this evil people to 
associate with what is (itself) evil. This is similar to their association 
with the inspiration of Satan; their disbelief emanates from the



commands of Satan and his inspiration. The Devil only directs them to 
atrocities and abomination and also commands disbelief and straying 
from the right path. They worship the devil and their self-desires; and 
also evil people relate with evil things. We ask Allah’s Guidance for us 
and them.

The important point is that keeping a dog without legally accepted 
reasons is one of the major sins. The most impure animal in the animal 
kingdom is the dog because if it drinks from a container, the latter 
must be washed seven times before it is purified and one of the seven 
washing must be done with sand. Unlike the case of other impurities 
such that when the material becomes pure with the removal of the 
impurity, the impurity of the dog must be washed seven times, one of 
which must be with sand.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 307: undesirability of 
hanging bells round the necks of 
animals 

Hadeeth 1690

Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Angels do 
not accompany the travellers who have with them a dog or a bell.” 
[ Muslim ]

Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Prophet % said, “The bell is one of the

Hadeeth1691



musical instruments of Satan.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said the chapter 

on undesirability of hanging bells round the necks of animals and the 
undesirability of embarking on a journey with dog and bell in their 
company.

Then the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned 
the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him). The 
bell referred to here is the bell which is usually hung round the neck 
of animals. It has a specific sound that leads to ecstasy, delight and 
enjoyment; that is, through its sound. The Prophet M forbade it and 
warned against it. He % stated that the angels will not accompany 
travellers that have a bell with them because the bell makes sound 
that resembles music with the movement and shaking of the animal 
and it is well known that music is forbidden.

As regards the issue of accompanying the dog, it has been earlier 
explained that angels do not enter a house in which there is a dog 
other than a hunting dog and watch dog.

The sound of alarm of watches and the likes is not included in this 
prohibition because those things are not hung around the necks of 
animals; they are only timed to sound the alarm at specific times. So 
also is the doorbell which is used to seek permission (before entering 
a house); it is not wrong and not included in the prohibition. This is 
because it is not hung around the neck of an animal and it does not 
produce any sound which the Prophet M warned against.

It is observed that when you call some telephone lines, the auto
responder will tell you to wait and play some music in the absence of a 
recipient. This is forbidden because music is from musical instruments 
and it is prohibited. However, if one cannot connect to the receiving 
party without such means, the sin is upon the one who sets it. It is 
good for one who hears such to advise the owner of the phone to 
disconnect the sound or mute it until the recipient is on hand.
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Another issue is using some verses of the Qur’an as call back tunes; 
when you make a connection, you first hear Quranic recitation then 
it tells you to hold on and the recitation continues. This is degrading 
to the Words of Allah; that is, making it a call back tune. TTie Qur’an 
was revealed for a nobler and a greater reason, which is to correct the 
hearts and deeds not to serve as call back tunes on phones and the 
likes. Indeed, it is possible that someone who has no regards for the 
Qur’an nor pay attention to it calls you and it becomes burdensome 
for him to listen to the Qur’an. A Jew, Christian or any disbeliever 
can take the recitation of the Qur’an in your phone as music when 
he hears it because he may not know it and may not be an Arab too. 
Indeed, this is despising the Qur’an and whoever makes the Qur’an 
a call back tune should be advised. He should be counselled to fear 
Allah for the Words of Allah are nobler than being made a ring tone.

However, there is nothing wrong if one makes the reported 
statement [of the Prophet M], a word of wisdom or other beneficial 
expressions and words of wisdom a call back tune. There are numerous 
words of wisdom. But it is wrong to install the Word of the Creator 
of the worlds, which was revealed for the correction of the hearts, 
deeds, individuals and nations, as a call back tune! Sub’han Allah! The 
Qur’an is greater than being used for such a purpose.

Allah is the Guide to the straight path.

Chapter 308: undesirability of 
riding a camel which eats animal’s 
waste 

Hadeeth 1692

Ibn ‘Umar said: The Messenger of Allah M prohibited riding a



camel which eats dung, or animal or human waste. [ Abu Dawud ]

Commentary

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on undesirability of riding a camel which eats animal waste.

Al-Jalaalah refers to the animal that feeds on human faeces, animal 

waste and things of that nature. Usually if an animal feeds on human or 

animal waste, some part of its body or feet may become contaminated. 

Consequently, the Prophet M forbade riding on such animal and 

consuming its meat. Even a fowl that feeds on such waste would be 

regarded as a Jalaalah, and eating it is discouraged either as a partial 

prohibition or a total one. But if it feeds on both good food and waste, 

and the good food is more than the waste it consumes, it is not a Jalaalah. 

It is permissible for consumption and there is no harm in it.

An instance of this is what some poultry farmers do when they feed 

their birds with blood though it does not constitute the major feeds. 

Its major feeds are from good sources; they only feed them with blood 

so as to make them strong. Such poultry are not forbidden because of 

the blood feed, nor are they disliked since their major feeds is good.

The prohibition of riding an animal which feeds on animals’ waste 

is to discourage the act.

As for eating it, it is either a partial or absolute prohibition going 

by various opinions of the scholars. Nonetheless, there is a condition 

that the animal feeds more on impurity to be considered impure. But 

if the impure feeds are less than the good ones, there is nothing wrong 

in eating (the animal).

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 309: prohibition of spitting 
in the mosque 

H ADEETHS 1693
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Anas £>/n Malik 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Spitting 
in the mosque is a sin, and its expiation is that the spittle should 
be buried in earth.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Aishah ^  said: The Messenger of Allah M saw spittle or snot or 
sputum, sticking to the wall towards Qiblah and scratched it off. [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Arcas said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “It is not proper to
use the mosque for urinating or easing oneself They are merely
built for the remembrance of Allah and the recitation of the



Qur’an”, or as he stated. [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- brought this 

chapter in order to explain that the mosque must be kept clean from 
all sorts of impurities, filths, phlegm, spittle, and their likes.

Then he mentioned the hadeeth of Anas and Aishah (may Allah be 
pleased with both).

The hadeeth of Anas (may Allah be pleased with him) stated that 
the Messenger of Allah M said: “Spitting in the mosque is a sin, and 
its expiation is that the spittle should be buried in earth.” That is, if 
a person does that, he should bury it. In his statement $g: ‘Spitting in 
the mosque is a sin’ is evidence for the prohibition of spitting in the 
mosque. The act of expelling one’s snot, sputum or similar things in 
the mosque is a sin for two reasons:

The First Reason: It is harmful to those who are observing Salat. 
They may prostrate on it without knowing, and become irritated after 
seeing it. This would make anyone feel revolted.

The Second Reason: It is a degradation of the House of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime. He has ordered that His House be revered and 
that His name be glorified all day long. It is not permissible for anyone 
to spit in the mosque; but if he does, its expiation is to bury it if it is on 
the ground and to scrape it off if it is on the wall. This is based on the 
hadeeth of Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) that the Prophet 
% saw a spittle or snot or sputum sticking to the wall of the mosque 
and he scratched it off. Based on this, the expiation for spitting if it is 
on the ground is to bury it, and if it is on the wall, is to scrape it until 
it disappears (from the surface).

However, as you can see, our mosques are floored today; hence, 
the expiation, in this case, is to wipe it with a piece o f cloth until 
it vanishes. We have previously stated that it is not permissible for 
you to spit in the mosque but this is its expiation if it happens. This 
shows that when a person sees a filth or impurity in the mosque,



he should remove it.

As for the hadeeth of Anas (may Allah be pleased with him), it is 
about the incident of a Bedouin who came to the mosque and urinated 
in one of its corners. This is due to his ignorance for the majority of 
the nomads do not know anything. People began to scream at him but 
the Prophet % forbade them from that. When he finished urinating, 
the Prophet $g said to the companions, “Pour a bucket of water on his 
urine”. Then he £ s  called the Bedouin and said to him, “ It is not proper 
to use the mosque for urinating or easing oneself. They are merely 
built for Salat, the recitation o f the Qur’an and for the remembrance 
of Allah.” The Prophet M explained that the mosques are not for filth 
and impurity.

Therefore, a Muslim should respect the House of Allah and should 
not throw dirty and filthy things inside it. He should not raise his 
voice in it; he should behave well for the mosques are the Houses of 
Allah and the habitation of the angels.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 310: undesirability of 
quarrelling or raising voices in the 
mosques 

Hadeeth1696
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  anyone 
hears a man inquiring in the mosque about something he has lost, 
he should say: ‘ La raddaha Allahu ‘alaika (May Allah not restore 
it to you),’for mosques are not built for this purpose.” [ Muslim ]
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Afou Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah said, “ When you 
see someone buying or selling in the mosque, say to him: ‘ La 
arbaha-Allahu tijarataka (May Allah not make your bargain 
profitable)!’ When you see someone announcing something lost 
in it, say: M ay Allah not restore it to you!’” [ At-Tirmidhi ]
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Buraidah 4® said: A man announced (the loss o f his camel) in the 
mosque, uttering these words: “Has any one seen my red camel?” 
Upon this the Messenger o f Allah M said, “May it not be restored 
to you! The mosques are built for what they are meant to be (i.e., 
prayer, remembrance of Allah, acquiring knowledge, etc.).” [ 
Muslim ]
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‘Amr bin Shuaib on the authority of his grandfather 4  said: The 
Messenger of Allah M prohibited (us) from buying and selling in 
the mosque; (he also prohibited us from) making announcement 
in it about something lost and from reciting poems in it. [ Abu 
Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth1700

As-Saib bin Yazid 4  said: While I was in the mosque, someone 
threw a pebble at me, and when I looked up, I saw that it was 
‘Umar bin Al-Khattab, who said: “Go and call me these two men.”
I brought them and ‘Umar 4* asked them: “Where are you from ?”
On their replying that they belonged to At-Taif, he said: “Hadyou 
been the inhabitants of Al-Madinah, I would have given you a 
beating for raising your voices in the mosque o f the Messenger of 
Allah M” I Al-Bukhari ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on undesirability of quarrelling and raising of voices in the mosques, 
announcing lost items, buying and selling and the likes.

Allah, the Exalted, has reserved the mosque for Himself; He -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  said:



“A n d  who are more unjust than those who fo rb id  that A llah ’s 

N am e be glorified and  mentioned m uch (i.e. prayers and  

invocation, etc.) in A llah ’s mosques.” [2 :1 1 4 ]

In addition, the Prophet M also attributed it to his Lord -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  in his saying M: “Do not prevent the (female) servants 
of Allah from the mosque o f Allah”. Allah, the Exalted, made it clear 
that these mosques are houses in which His name is glorified; hence, 
He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  ordered that they should be revered:
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“Therein glorify Him (Allah) in the mornings and in the 
afternoons or the evenings. Men whom neither trade nor sale 
(business) diverts from the Remembrance of Allah (with heart 
and tongue), nor from performing As-Salat nor from giving of 
Zakat...” (Q 24: 36-37).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has taken the mosque to be His, 
the Prophet M has ascribed it to his Lord, and Allah has commanded 
that it should be respected. Hence, it has its own inviolability, legal 
rulings and honour.

Among these is that a man in the state of sexual impurity is not 
allowed to stay in the mosque without ablution. This is because the 
Prophet M stated about a sexually impure person: “The angels do 
not enter the house in which there is a person in a state o f sexual 
impurity” .w As long as he remains in that state, the angels will not 
enter his house. So also is the mosque, he will hurt the angels if he 
stays in that condition by preventing them from entering the mosque 
or if they enter they will be hurt by it. Hence, we say, whosoever is in 
state of sexual impurity should not enter the mosque without ablution.

The exception of entering the mosque with ablution in the state 
of sexual impurity is deduced from the action of the companions, 
may Allah be pleased with them all. The companions would sleep in

1 Ahm ad reported it (1/83).



the mosque and become impure, then they would leave to perform 
ablution and return to the mosque to sleep. This event happened 
during the lifetime of the Prophet M and he approved it.

Another ruling of the mosque is that when a person enters the 
mosque, he should not sit down until he observes two units of Salat. 
This is independent of the time he enters, be it in the morning or 
evening, at night or during the day, at sunrise or sunset, the ruling 
remains the same. This is because the Prophet M said: “When anyone 
o f you enters the mosque he should not sit down until he performs 
two Rakdh” .{l) Once, a man entered the mosque and sat down while 
he M was delivering sermon on a Friday. The Prophet M stopped the 
sermon and said to him: “Have you observed SalatV He replied, ‘No’. 
He M said: “Then stand up to pray, and make it brief.”U) That is, he 
should make the Salat short in order to listen to the sermon.

Based on this hadeeth, some scholars opine that Tahiyatul 
Masjid, this two Rakdh Salat, is compulsory because the Prophet 
M commanded that man to observe it. In addition, he M suspended 
the sermon so as to instruct the man to perform it. It is obligatory 
to listen to the sermon, and nothing should preoccupy one from an 
obligatory act except a stronger obligatory act. Thus, some scholars 
believe that whosoever enters the mosque in a state of ablution but 
failed to observe Tahiyatul Masjid is committing a sin. Indeed, he 
has disobeyed the Prophet M- There is no doubt that the one who 
enters and sits down while in a state of ablution is disobedient to the 
Messenger ĝ. This is based on his saying: “He should not sit down 
until he prays two Rakdh”

Among the rulings pertaining to the mosque is the impermissibility 
of buying and selling in it, whether a small-scale transaction or a large 
scale. You should not sell anything in the mosque for you have been 
forbidden from that and the transaction is void. Money should not 
be exchanged in the mosque for transaction. Both the seller and the

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Jum’uah, the Chapter o f What Has Com e 
Under Observing the Two-two Supererogatory Prayers, no: (1097); and Muslim 
in the Book o f Travellers and Qasr, the Chapter o f Excellence o f Two-Rak’ah o f 
Greeting the Mosque, no: ( 116 7 ) .

2 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Jumu’ah, the Chapter o f Prayer o f Greeting the 
M osque while the Imam Is on the Mimbar, no: (1449).



buyer must return what they have collected from one another, whether 
little or much. Indeed, it is not permissible for someone to say (in the 
mosque): ‘Do you have certain stuff?’ And the other replies, ‘Yes’, and 
he said send me such-and-such from it. (That is,) if someone says to 
another (in the mosque): ‘Do you have rice?’ And the other replies, 
‘Yes’. Then he said, ‘Give us a certain measure of it.’ This is prohibited 
because it is an act of buying and selling in the mosque. Buying and 
selling in the mosque in whatever form is not allowed. For example, 
if someone has one note of ten riyals and says to another: ‘I have ten 
riyals give me two five riyals note,’ this is not allowed.

However, some scholars hold the view that it is allowed when there 
is a need (for that). For instance, if a needy person asks for alms, and 
you only have ten riyals and you say: This is ten riyals, give me nine 
riyals in order to give him the alms of one riyal. Some scholars permit 
this because this is alms giving which cannot be done except through 
such a way and both of them (the giver of the alms and the collector) 
do not intend a business transaction.

It is forbidden for a buyer and seller to carry out business 
transaction in the mosque. But what is the responsibility of a person 
who hears such exchange? The Prophet M said: “Say to him, “May 
Allah not bring profit to your business.” You should pray for the 
failure of this business, that Allah should not bless his business. The 
Prophet M said about it: “...for the mosque are not built for that.” 
This implies that one can add this word to his invocation for the one 
engaging in business transaction in the mosque. It may also imply 
that it is an explanation of the ruling by the Prophet M and therefore, 
it need not be mentioned. However, if adding those words will pacify 
him, then it should be added. That is to say, ‘May Allah not profit your 
transaction for the mosque is not built for the purpose of buying and 
selling.’ Rather, it is built for observing Salat, remembrance of Allah, 
recitation of Qur’an, religious learning and similar affairs.

If the addition of the statement “the mosques are not built for that 
purpose” will pacify him, then say it so that he will not be angry with 
you. If I had prayed against you, it is in compliance with the order 
of the Prophet |§, and the order of Prophet M must be obeyed the 
way the order of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  should. Allah -



the Mighty and Sublime -  has said: “And obey Allah and obey the 
Messenger.” (64:12) I am therefore saying, may Allah not bring profit 
to your transaction for the mosques are not built for that.

Likewise, it is forbidden for a person to announce lost property 
in the mosque. For instance, a person announces that he has lost his 
wallet; you should not do so even if you are sure it was stolen in the 
mosque. Then, how am I going to find it? Sit at the door outside the 
mosque and keep on saying: ‘May Allah reward you, I lost such-and- 
such thing.’ In this regard, the Prophet M said: “When you see someone 
making announcement of a lost item in the mosque, you should say: 
“La raddaha Allahu alaika (May Allah not restore it to you).” We are 
to pray against him that Allah should not restore it to him and may he 
not find it for the mosques are not built for that purpose. When the 
Prophet H heard a man announcing in the mosque: “Flas anyone seen 
my red camel? The Messenger M said, “May it not be restored to you.” 
That is, may Allah not bring it back to you. The Prophet prayed 
against him that he will not find the camel. Why? This is because the 
mosque is not built for that purpose.

But if someone wants to announce a lost property for its owner 
to reclaim; that is, it is not a lost item rather, a lost-and-found 
item -  a bunch of keys (for example) was found in the mosque 
and he said, “Who owns this key?” Is this going to be considered 
as announcing a lost item or is he announcing on behalf of the 
owner? The latter seems valid: that he is making announcement on 
behalf of the owner of the property. Some scholars permit it. They 
say there is no problem with it because it is an act of goodness. 
However, some scholars dislike it and hold that even in such 
a situation, it is discouraged. Hence, if he wants to perfect this 
kindness, he should stay at the door of the mosque (i.e. outside) 
and state: ‘Who lost his keys?’ ‘Who lost his money,’ and so on.

The important point is that mosque must be respected and honoured. 
When Umar bin Khattaab (may Allah be pleased with him), the leader 
of the faithful, heard two men raising their voices in the mosque of the 
Prophet ^  in Madinah, he called them and said, “Where are you from?” 
As if he noticed they were strangers. They replied that they are from At- 
Ta’if. He said, “Had you been from the inhabitants of al-Madinah, I would
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have given you a beating for raising your voices in the mosque of the 
Messenger of Allah M’’ This is a disapproval of their action by Umar (may 
Allah be pleased with him).

However, does his saying: “in the mosque of the Messenger of Allah” 
limits this disapproval to only the mosque of the Prophet H or it includes 
all mosques? Obviously, all other mosques are similar to the mosque of 
the Prophet ̂  in this regard. This is because this veneration is given to the 
mosque of the Prophet M because it is a mosque.

Regarding chanting poetry in the mosque, which some hadeeths 
have alluded to its prohibition, the affected poetries are those with no 
intrinsic value or contain vain talks. On the other hand, poems which 
contain good words are allowed. Hassan bin Thaabit (may Allah be 
pleased with him) used to chant poetry in the mosque of the Prophet 
M in the presence of the Prophet When Umar bin Khattaab (may 
Allah be pleased with him) heard him (that is, Hasan bn Thaabit) 
one day and opposed it, he said: “ I used to sing (my poetry) in this 
mosque in the presence of the one that is better than you.” He meant 
the Prophet M-

Reciting poetry is allowed if the poetry contains good and moral 
teachings. This includes poetries which encourage doing good deeds, 
fighting in the cause of Allah and similar matters. A poetry that 
contains no goodness should not be recited in the mosque.

Allah is the Most High and He knows best.

Chapter 311: undesirability of 
entering the mosque after eating 
raw onion or garlic 

Hadeeth1701
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Ibn ‘Umar 4k said: The Prophet M said, “He who has eaten garlic 
should not come to our mosque” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Anas 4® said: The Prophet M said, “He who has eaten from this 
plant (i.e., garlic) should not approach us and should not offer 
Salat (prayer) along with us.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Jabir ^  said: The Prophet % said, “He who has eaten garlic or 
onion should keep away from us or our mosques.” [ Al-Bukhari 
and Muslim ]
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It has been narrated that ‘Umar 4b said in the sermon o f Friday



prayer: “O you people! You eat garlic and onion. I think the odour 

of these to be very offensive. I  saw that if  the Messenger of Allah M 

happened to find  a man with such offensive odour in the mosque, 

he would order him to be taken out of the mosque and sent to 

Al-Baqi‘. He who wants to eat any of these, should cook them till 

their odour dies out. [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- cited this chapter 

regarding some rulings relating to the mosque. It is forbidden for one 

who eats onion, garlic, leek or other similar substance to come close 

to the mosque or enter it until the odour (of the onion or the garlic) 

goes away.

Then he- may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned many 

hadeeths, one of which is the hadeeth of Umar bin Khattaab (may 

Allah be pleased with him). He said in the sermon of Friday Prayer: 

“O you people! You eat garlic and onion. I consider the odour of these 

two to be very offensive.” And he (Umar) narrated that if a man enters 

the mosque after eating any of these substances, the Prophet M would 

order that that person should be taken to Al-Baqee’. This was a well- 

known place close to the mosque of the Prophet M- The act of taking 

the person to Al-Baqee’ serves as a punishment; otherwise, it would 

have been sufficient to take him out of the mosque. However, he is 

taken to Al-Baqee to serve as a deterrent.

However, Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) said: ‘He who 

wants to eat any of these (i.e. garlic and onion) should cook them till 

their odour dies out.

It is derived from this hadeeth that garlic and onion are not 

unlawful. One is allowed to eat them but when one eats them, one 

should not enter the mosque, pray with the congregation or attend
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lectures because the angels would be harmed by their offensive odour.

Scholars also say that the one that has mouth odour or bad breath 

should not come to the mosque until such odour dies out. This is 

because the wisdom behind the prohibition of garlic exists in his case, 

which is offending the angels with offensive odour.

But if it is asked: What if someone uses what will take away the 

odour, can he enter the mosque? We will reply: Yes, if he eats something 

that completely neutralizes the offensive odour. This is because the 

application or deferral of a ruling conforms with the presence or 

absence of its cause.

If a person were to ask: Can someone (purposely) eat them in order 

to avoid going to the mosque? We will say, no, it is not permissible for 

a person to look for a way of avoiding an obligation. However, if he 

eats them because he desires to eat them, the eating is lawful but he 

should stay away from the mosque until the odour disappears.

Chapter 312: undesirability of 
sitting with erected legs during 
friday sermon 

Hadeeth1705

Muadh bin Anas Al-Juhani 4* said: The Prophet M forbade (us) 
from sitting with our legs drawn up to our belly ( Ihtiba ) during 
the Friday Khutbah (religious talk before the prayer). [ A b u  
Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]
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[/mm Salamah l'>- said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “ When 

anyone of you intends to sacrifice the animal and enter in the 

month of Dhul-Hijjah, he should not get his hair cut or nails 

pared till he has offered his sacrifice.” [ Muslim ]

rat//necn

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on undesirability of sitting with erected legs during Friday sermon.

Al-Habwah refers to folding the legs, raising the thighs up to the 

belly and tightening them to oneself with a belt, a turban or the likes. 

The Prophet forbade this sitting position during the Friday sermon 

for two reasons:

First: It leads to sleep, which would prevent one from listening to 

the sermon.

Second: One may reveal ones private part if one moves. This is 

because most of the cloths of the past generations were wrappers, 

which could easily reveal the private part if one changes position.

Flowever, there is no harm in the position if there is no such fear. 

This is because if the perceived reason for a prohibition ceases to exist, 

the prohibition becomes obsolete.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 313: prohibition of having 
a hair cut or paring one’s nail 
during the first ten days of dhul- 
hijjah for one who intends to 
sacrifice an animal

Hadeeth 1708
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Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah 4e said: The Messenger of Allah 
said, “Swear neither by the name ofTaghut (i.e., false deities, false 
leaders, etc.) nor by your fathers.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned: The 

chapter of prohibition of having a hair cut or paring one’s nail during 
the first ten days of Dhul-Hijjah for one who intends to sacrifice an 
animal; that he cannot take from any of those until he slaughters the 
animal.

He - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned here the 
hadeeth of Ummu Salamah (may Allah be pleased with her) in which 
the Messenger of Allah M said: “When anyone o f you intends to 
sacrifice the animal and enter in the month of Dhul-Hijjah, he should 
not get his hair cut or nails pared till he has offered the slaughter.” 
Once the month of Dhul-Hijjah commences, and you intend to make 
sacrifice for yourself or for someone else, do not cut anything from 
your hair, your armpit, pubic hair, mustache or your head until the 
sacrifice is completed. Likewise, you should not cut anything from the 
nails of the feet or the hands until you make the sacrifice.



In another narration, other than Muslim’s, [he said M,} “And from 
his body” meaning his skin; so, nothing should be removed until 
after the sacrifice. This is in reverence for the sacrifice and to feel 
what the pilgrims on Hajj are experiencing. Because when a person 
is performing the Hajj or Umrah, he will not shave his hair until the 
sacrificial animal reaches its place of slaughter. Allah, the Exalted, 
wants to give a portion of the symbols of (the rites of) sacrifice to 
those who are not performing Hajj or Umrah.

Allah knows best.

Chapter 314: prohibition of 
swearing in the name of anything 
besides Allah 

Hadeeth1707
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Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Prophet M said, “Allah has prohibited you 
from taking an oath by your fathers. He who must take an oath, 
may do so by swearing in the Name o f Allah or he should remain 
silent.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1708

‘Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah 
said, “Swear neither by the name ofTaghut (i.e., false deities, false



leaders, etc.) nor by your fathers.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1709

Buraidah 4 > said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “He who swears 
by Amanah (trust) is not one o f us.” [ Abu Dawud with authentic 
Isnad ].

Buraidah 4  reported: The Messenger of Allah $g said, “I f  anyone 
swears that in such and such case he will be free from Islam and 
afterwards he turns out to be a liar, he will be as he has sworn; 
but if  he is speaking the truth, he will not revert safely to Islam.” 
[ Abu Dawud ]

Hadeeth

Hadeeth 1711
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Ibn ‘Umar said: I heard a man saying: “No, by the Kabah.” I 
admonished him: “Do not swear by any thing besides Allah, for I 
heard the Messenger o f Allah M saying, ‘He who swears by anyone 
or anything other than Allah, has indeed committed an act of 
Kufr or Shirk [ At-Tirmidhi ]

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 
on prohibition of swearing in the name of anything besides Allah.

Al-Half refers to strengthening a claim by mentioning something 
or someone considered great. A person will not swear by anything 
except that which he considers as great to him. He may say: ‘By the 
greatness of this, I am saying the truth.’ That is why oath should be 
by mentioning the Name of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. So, you 
should swear by Allah, His Attributes or any of His Names. Allah, the 
Exalted, said:

Allah, the Exalted said: “They swear by Allah their strongest 
oaths...” (24: 53).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “They swear by Allah to you 
(Muslims) in order to please you”. (9: 62).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said, “By Allah! You have nearly 
ruined me.”(37: 56)

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said, “But no, by your lord, they 
can have no Faith” (4: 65).

The act of swearing in the name of anything besides Allah is

Commentary
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disbelief or associating partners with Allah. It could be a major or 
minor disbelief, or a major or minor Shirk.

If a person believes that what he swears with also possesses majesty 
similar to Allah, the Mighty and Sublime, this is a major Shirk. But if 
he believes that it possesses majesty but not like that of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime, it then becomes a minor Shirk because it is a 
means to a major Shirk. During the Days of Ignorance, they used to 
swear by their fathers. The Prophet ft forbade them from it.

If a person swears with the signs of Allah and says that he intends 
by this the creatures of Allah, we say: ‘This is swearing with other than 
Allah’, then he is a polytheist or a disbeliever. But if he says, ‘My intent 
by the signs of Allah is the Qur’an because it is the sign of Allah.’ This 
person will not be considered a polytheist. The Qur’an is the Word 
of Allah and the Word of Allah is an Attribute of Allah. Therefore, if 
someone swears by the sign of Allah while he intends the Qur’an, that 
is an authentic oath and nothing is wrong with it. My assumption is 
that when people say, ‘We swear by the signs of Allah’ they intend the 
Qur’an, and if it is so, then it is not forbidden. But if the signs they 
intend are the sun and the moon, the night and the day, and the likes 
of those, then this is association of partners with Allah or disbelief.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 315: illegality of swearing 
falsely 
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Ibn Mas'ud 4* said: The Prophet M said, “He who takes oath to 
acquire the property o f a Muslim unjustly will meet Allah and He 
will be angry with him” then he recited:

4®“ Verily; those who purchase a small gain at the cost o f Allah’s 
Covenant and their oaths, they shall have no portion in the 
Hereafter. Neither will Allah speak to them nor look at them on 
the Day o f Resurrection nor will He purify them, and they shall 
have a painful torment.” (3:77) [Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Abu Umamah Iyas bin Thalabah Al-Harithi 4* said: The 
Messenger of Allah M said, “He who misappropriates the right 
of a Muslim by taking a false oath, Allah will condemn him to 
the fire o f Hell and will forbid Jannah fo r him.” A person asked: 
“O Messenger o f Allah, even if  it is something insignificant?” He 
replied, “Yes, even if  it is the twig of the Arak tree.” [ Muslim ]
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‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr bin Al-As 4® said: The Prophet M said, “O f 
the major sins are: Associating anything in worship with Allah, 
disobedience to the parents, killing without justification and 
taking a false oath (intentionally).” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Commentary
The author and great scholar of hadeeth, Imam An-Nawawi (may 

Allah shower blessings on him), said in his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen: 
The chapter on illegality of swearing falsely to obtain the property of 
a Muslim.

A person must be truthful whenever he swears, regardless of 
whether the issue relates to him or others. If he swears to an oath 
thereby usurping the wealth of a Muslim unjustly, even if it is 
insignificant, he will meet Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  on the 
Day of Resurrection who will be seriously angry with him.

For example, someone sues a person claiming: ‘I gave you one 
thousand riyals.’ The defendant says, ‘I do not owe you anything.’ 
And the claimant has no evidence. Then the judge requested that the 
defendant take an oath in the name of Allah that he does not owe the 
man any amount. He swears by saying. ‘By Allah, I do not owe him 
anything.’ The judge will rule that the plaintiff has no right to claim 
from the defendant. This is based on the principle that presentation 
of evidence is upon the plaintiff while an oath is upon he who denies.

This man that swore falsely will meet Allah who will be greatly angry 
with him, refuge is with Allah. Allah will forbid him from Paradise 
and condemn him to the Hell-fire. We ask Allah for well-being.

Indeed, the companions asked, ‘O Messenger of Allah, even if it is 
something insignificant?’ He said, “Yes, even if it is the twig of the 
Arak tree.” The word ‘twig’ (Qadeeb) represents a handful of something 
such as feed, stick and similar materials, or it means a chewing stick. So, 
if a person takes an oath to unjustly obtain the wealth of a Muslim that is 
equivalent to the twig of the Araak tree, he will still be liable to this severe 
punishment, we seek refuge with Allah.
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As regards what relates to him alone, for example, if it is said to 
him, ‘You did such-and-such.’ And he said, ‘By Allah, 1 did not do it,’ 
whereas he is lying. Although he is lying, he doesn’t deserve the above 
punishment but he is a sinner -  refuge is with Allah. He has combined 
lying with false oath in Allah’s Name, the punishment will become 
double for him.

Therefore, every Muslim is mandated to revere and respect Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  and he should not make oaths too much. 
Whenever he swears, he should be truthful until he becomes faithful 
with his oath.

Chapter 316: desirability of 
expiating the oath taken by a 
person who afterwards breaks it 
for a better alternative

Hadeeth 1715
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‘Abdur-Rahman bin Samurah said: The Messenger o f Allah M 
said to me, “ When you take an oath and consider something else 
to be better than it, make expiation fo r your oath and choose the 
better alternative.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1716
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Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “ When 
you swear an oath and consider something else to be better than 
it, make expiation for your oath and do the thing that is better.” 
[ Muslim ]
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Abu Musa 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Verily, I swear 
by Allah, if Allah wills, I shall not swear to do something but that 
if  I consider something else to be better than it, then I shall make 
expiation for my oath and adopt the thing that is better.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Afrw Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Persistence 
in respect of his oath about his family is more sinful with Allah 
than the payment of its expiation prescribed by Allah.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary



The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- brought this 
chapter: The chapter of the desirability of expiating the oath taken by 
a person who afterwards breaks it for a better alternative.

If a person swears about something, it is better not to break his 
oath. He should remain on his pledge. However, if he swears to leave 
off an obligatory act, it is compulsory for him to retract it and expiate 
for that. For example, if he says, ‘By Allah, 1 will not pray today in 
congregation.’ This is forbidden for him since congregational prayer 
is compulsory. This may happen. His father may say to him, ‘Distance 
yourself from me.’ And he replies, ‘By Allah, I will not pray today in 
congregation to show disobedience to you.’ Some fools do say this.

So, if he swears, we would tell him that this is not tenable. It is 
compulsory for you to pray with the congregation, so expiate for 
your oath. If he swears saying: ‘I will not speak to my cousin,’ as a 
result of a misunderstanding between them, for instance, this is also 
forbidden because it entails breaking ties of kinship. If he abandons 
his brother, he will be told to speak to him and expiate for the oath. If 
at the time his father orders him to observe the supererogatory Prayer 
accompanying Dhur Prayer, for example, he says, ‘By Allah, 1 will not 
pray it to show disobedience to you.’ We say, the best for him is to 
pray and expiate for his oath. However, it is not obligatory because the 
Naafilah of Dhur Prayer is not obligatory.

In summary, whenever a person swears an oath but he later realizes 
a better alternative, he should expiate for his oath and perform that 
which is better. He has a choice regarding this sequence of events; he 
may perform the act first then expiate for it, or expiates for it first then 
perform it.

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned some 
relevant hadeeths. One of them is the hadeeth of AbdurRahman 
bin Samurah (may Allah be pleased with him) that the Prophet M 
said: “When you take an oath and consider something else to be 
better than it, make expiation for your oath and choose the better 
alternative.” This is a statement of the Prophet M- With regard to his 
action he said, “Verily, I swear by Allah, if Allah wills, I shall not
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swear to do something but that if I consider something else to be 
better than it, then I shall make expiation for my oath and adopt the 
thing that is better”.

Hence, it is established in the Sunnah, through both speech and 
deed of his that whenever a person swears to do something, and 
he sees what is better than it, he should expiate for his oath and do 
that which is better. But if this is not the situation, the best thing is to 
honour the oath and not break it. This is based on the statement of 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“...A nd protect your oaths (i.e. do not swear much...” (5: 89). 

Allah alone grants success.

what is unintentional in your oaths ...” was revealed in respect 
o f those persons who are in the habit o f repeating: ‘No, by Allah) 
and ‘Yes, by Allah.’ [ Al-Bukhari ]

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 
of expiation of oath.

Lagwul-Yameen refers to a person making an oath with his tongue 
without intending it with his heart. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  has pardoned such. This is because most times a person does say:

Hadeeth 1719

‘Aishah £'>- reported: The Ayah : “Allah will not punish you for

Commentary



‘No, by Allah, 1 will never go’. ‘No, By Allah 1 will never do it’ and other 
similar expressions. Since people’s tongues usually utter this, Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  has forgiven it. He -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  said:

__________________________________ f ff& tq /n e e /i

“Allah will not punish you fo r what is unintentional in your 
oaths...” (s : 89).

The mother of the believers, Aaishah (may Allah be pleased with 
her) interpreted it to mean the statement of a man, ‘No, by Allah’ and 
‘Yes by Allah’ during discussion without the intention of an oath. One 
will not be punished in respect of this. This is not sinful, the one who 
utters it would not be regarded as breaking an oath (if he breaks it) 
and expiation is not binding on him.

However, if a Muslim is firm on his oath by swearing with the 
name of Allah that he would do something or not do a particular 
thing but ends up contradicting his oath, it becomes compulsory for 
him to expiate for it. This (the expiation) is feeding ten poor people 
or clothing them, or manumitting a slave. Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  started with feeding because it is the easiest of the three. 
He -  the Mighty and Sublime -said:
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“...For its expiation feed ten Masakin poor persons on a scale 
o f the average o f that with which you feed your own families or 
clothe them, or manumit a slave (5:89).

However, if he is unable to do this, he should fast for three consecutive 
days. This is from the expansive Mercy of Allah; the oaths which are 
common on people’s tongues without they intending them are not sins 
and do not require any expiation because of the rate of recurrence. In



spite of this, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  says: “Protect your oaths 
(i.e. do not swear much...” (5: 89). That is, you should not make oaths 
frequently nor abandon expiation when you break it. Rather, you should 
preserve your oath because it is a serious matter.

This is why the Prophet named breaking the oath as a violation 
because if not for the Mercy of Allah whenever a person swears an 
oath it would have been binding to fulfill it. However, it is from the 
Favours of Allah that He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  made it easy for 
one to act contrary to what one has sworn to do if there is no sin in it.

Chapter 318: abomination of 
swearing in transaction 

Hadeeth 1720
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, 
“Swearing produces a ready sale fo r a commodity, but blots out 
the blessing!" [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1721

Abu Qatadah 4® said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah M saying, 
“Beware of excessive swearing in sale, because it may promote 
trade but this practice will eliminate the blessing.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary



The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 
on abomination of swearing in transaction even if one is truthful.

What this means is that it is disliked for a person to swear in buying 
and selling even if he is truthful. For example, it is disliked to say, 
‘By Allah, I bought it at the rate of one hundred riyals,’ even if he 
is truthful. And if he is a liar, it is injustice upon injustice, refuge is 
with Allah. If he were to say, ‘By Allah, 1 bought it at the rate of one 
hundred riyals’ although he bought it for eighty riyals, this is extremely 
grievous because he is a liar who swears in transaction.

The Prophet M has forbidden this. In the cited hadeeth of Abu 
Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him), he M said: “Swearing 
produces a ready sale for a commodity, but blots out the blessing.” 
That is, even if the swearing increases the profit margin, Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  will remove the blessing and destroy its 
earning. This is because this earning is based on disobedience to the 
Prophet M- Indeed, disobedience to the Prophet M is disobedience to 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

This matter affects many people. For instance, you will see someone 
saying to the customer: “By Allah, it is good, by Allah, I bought it for 
such-and-such amount”. Regardless of whether he is truthful or not, 
it is prohibited. Therefore, you should engage in buying and selling 
without making oath if you want Allah to bless your earnings.

So also is the hadeeth of Abu Qataadah (may Allah be pleased with 
him) about swearing in transactions: “ Beware o f excessive swearing 
in sale, because it may promote trade but the practice will eliminate 
the blessing”.

Both hadeeths have the same meaning. The two hadeeths indicate 
that it is forbidden for a person to swear in trade. The apparent 
meaning of the hadeeth is that the gravity of the oath is not different. 
However, if a person swears every time he buys and sells, some scholars 
consider it to be much swearing in trade. When Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  wants to make provisions for a person, He gives him 
without oath. May Allah provide us with halal sustenance.
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Chapter 319: about begging in the 
name of Allah 

Hadeeth 1722

Jabir said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “No one should ask 
in the Face o f Allah for anything except Jannah .” [ Abu Dawud ]

Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Grant shelter 
to him who begs for it in the Name of Allah, give to him who begs 
in the Name of Allah, accept the invitation of him who invites 
you, and requite him who does a favour to you, but if  you are 
unable to requite him, go on praying for him till you are sure that 
you have requited him adequately.” [ Abu Dawud and An-Nasa’i ]

The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 
about begging and undesirability of asking with the Face of Allah

.  oljj

Hadeeth 1723

Commentary



except Paradise.

The Face of Allah has been described by Allah, the Exalted, as full 
of Majesty and Honour. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Whatsoever is on it (the earth) will perish. And the Face o f your 
Lord fu ll o f Majesty and Honour will remain forever.” (55:26-27).

Everything in the world will perish but the Face of Allah will 
remain. “And the Face o f your Lord fu ll o f Majesty and Honour will 
remain.”

Thus, some scholars say that one should connect the saying: ‘And the 
Face o f your Lord”, with the preceding one in order that the Perfection 
of Allah would become complete, that it is impossible that He -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -perishes. Rather, He is the Eternal One that will 
never cease to exist. The Face of Allah is Great; and the greatest thing 
a person should ask for is Paradise.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“...A nd whoever is removed away from the Fire and admitted to 
Paradise, he indeed is successful” (3:185).

We ask Allah to count us among them. This is a great success 
which is incomparable to any other success.

“And whoever is removed away from  the Fire and admitted to 
Paradise, he is indeed successful.”

We ask Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  to count us among them. 
Since Paradise is the greatest thing a person could seek, he should not 
ask anything with the Face of Allah except Paradise. You should not 
ask for the matters of this world with the Face of Allah. Do not say, ‘O 
Allah I ask you with your Face to bestow upon me a house to stay in 
or a car to drive,’ or other similar statements. This is because the Face
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of Allah is too great for one to seek anything of this world with it. The 
whole of this world is worthless and will perish. There is no good in it 
except what will bring one closer to Allah; otherwise, it is a loss. Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“By Al-Asr (the time) Verily, man is in loss...” ( 10 3 :1-2 ) .

Al-Asr is ad-Dahr which is the world. He -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  swore by the time that every man is in loss. Man will not benefit 
from anything in this life except if he possesses these four qualities:

“Except those who believe, one;

Do deeds o f righteousness, two;

“And recommend one another to truth,”  three;

“And recommend one another to patience” fourth.

That is, patience on the truth, invitation towards it and patience on 
the decree of Allah and other matters.

The important point is that you should not ask for anything with the 
Face of Allah except Paradise and what brings one closer to Paradise. 
You should salvation from Hell with the Face of Allah: “O Allah, I 
ask you with Your Face to save me from Hell-fire.” This is because if 
a person is saved from Hell-fire, he must enter Paradise. There are 
no three abodes but two: the abode of the disbelievers, which is the 
Hell-fire, may Allah protect us from it, and the abode of the believers, 
which is the Paradise. Therefore, if you say, ‘I ask You with Your Face 
to save me from Hell-fire,’ there is no harm. This is because when you 
are saved from the Hell-fire, you will be admitted into Paradise.

The chain of narrators of this hadeeth is weak but the meaning is 
correct. It is not proper to ask anything with the Mighty Face of Allah 
except that which is great.

0 b-^bb



As regards the hadeeth of Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that the Prophet said: “Grant shelter to him who begs for it 
in the Name of Allah.”(l) This means if someone says to you: ‘I seek 
refuge from you in the Name of Allah”, grant him protection and leave 
him as the woman that the Messenger of Allah M married did. When 
the Prophet M moved closer to her, she said, ‘I seek refuge with Allah 
from you’; she was an ignorant person. The Prophet M said: “ Indeed, 
you have sought protection from the Great One, go to your family ,”(2) 
He left her because she had sought refuge with Allah from him. So, if 
anyone seeks for protection in the Name of Allah from you, grant him 
protection except if he is fleeing from an obligation for Allah will not 
grant him protection. If he owes you and you ask him for your right by 
saying, ‘Give me my right,’ and he says: ‘I seek refuge with Allah from 
you.’ In this instance, do not grant him refuge or protection because 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  does not protect a sinner. However, 
if the issue is not forbidden and he seeks for refuge from you in the 
Name of Allah, grant him refuge and protection out of reverence and 
honour for Allah.

“Give to him who begs in the Name of Allah.”(3) If someone were 
to ask you by saying: ‘I ask you in the Name of Allah to give me this- 
and-that,’ give him except if his request is forbidden. In this case, you 
should not grant his request. For example, if he asks you by saying: 
‘I ask you in the Name of Allah to inform me what you used to do 
with your family.’ It is not permissible for you to tell him. Rather, you 
should admonish him and explain to him that he is requesting for 
that which does not concern him. The Prophet M has said: “From the 
goodness of a person’s Islam is to abandon what does not concern 
him” .(4) Likewise, if he were to ask you for something which is

1 Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f Giving W hom ever 
Asks in Allah’s Name, no: (1424); and Nasai in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f 
He W ho Asks in Allah’s Name -  the M ighty and Sublime, no: (2520).

2 A l-Bukhaari reported in the Book o f Divorce, the Chapter o f He W ho Divorces; 
and Should a Man Face A woman W hile Pronouncing the Divorce, no: (4852).

3 Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f Giving W hom ever 
Asks in Allah’s Name, no: (1424); and Nasai in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f 
W hoever Asks in the Name o f Allah, no: (2520).

4 At-Trimidhi reported it in the Book o f Ascetics, the Chapter o f He Who Makes a 
Speech to Make People Laugh, no: (2239).



forbidden in the Name of Allah, you should not give him. If he says: 
‘I ask you in the Name of Allah to give me such-and-such in order 
to buy a cigarette.’ Do not give him because he has asked you to aid 
him in carrying out a forbidden act. The fact of the matter is that you 
should give anyone who asks you in the Name of Allah as long as it 
is not something forbidden and it does not harm you. If it causes you 
harm, you should not give him because the Prophet M said: “ There 
should be no harm or reciprocation of harm.”(l)

“And requite him who does a favour to you.” That is, if  someone 
does something good to you by rendering an assistance to you 
or you engage him in something, you should compensate him. 
However, if you lack the material means to compensate him or 
he would not like you to reward him, like a king, a minister or a 
governor, you should pray for him until you are certain that you 
have compensated him adequately.

“Accept the invitation o f him who invites you.” You should honour 
the invitation of anyone who invites you to his house for a feast, small 
or big. However, this is provided that it does not cause harm to you. 
Otherwise, you should not respond. Likewise, you should not accept 
the invitation if the host is meant to be boycotted or his wealth is from 
illicit sources. You should not honour his invitation if you consider 
that there is benefit in such refusal; perhaps, he may stop earning 
through forbidden sources.

As for marriage feast, the Prophet M said: “Whosoever does not 
respond has indeed disobeyed Allah and His Messenger.” When the 
bridegroom invites you to his wedding party, you should grace the 
occasion as long as it does not harm you and there is no evil there. If it 
causes you harm, it is not binding on you to attend. If there is an evil 
in the gathering which is within your circle of influence, respond to 
the call and rectify the evil. Otherwise, you should not respond.

Allah alone grants success.

i Ibn Maajah reported it in the Book o f Rulings, the Chapter o f He who Builds (a 
House) to Harm His Neighbour, no: (2331).
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Chapter 320: prohibition of 
addressing somebody as ‘the king 
of kings’ 

Hadeeth 1724
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Abu Hurairah 4& said: The Prophet M said, “The most disgraceful 
man near Allah is a man who calls himself (or likes others to 
call him) Malikul-Amlak (i.e., king of kings).’’ [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Chapter 321: prohibition of 
conferring a title of honour upon a 
sinner, a hypocrite, and the like 

Hadeeth 1725
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Buraidah 4e said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Do not address 
a hypocrite with the title of chief, (or similar titles of respect) for 
even if  he deserves this title you will invite Allah’s Wrath by using 
it for him.” [ Abu Dawud ]



Chapter 322: undesirability of 
revil ng fever 

Hadeeth1726

Jabir 4i> reported: The Messenger of Allah M visited Umm Sa’ib (or 
Umm Musaiyyab) and asked her, “What ails you O Umm Sa’ib 
(or Umm Musaiyyab)? You are shivering.” She replied: “It is a 
fever, may Allah not bless it!” He said to her, “Do not revile fever, 
for it cleanses out the sins o f the sons o f Adam in the same way 
that a furnace removes the dirt of iron.” [ Muslim ]

The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned in 
his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen: The chapter on undesirability of 
reviling fever.

Fever refers to a rise in the temperature of the body. It is a class 
of illness and comes in various forms. However, it occurs by the 
Decree Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. Allah is the one that brings 
about its existence and also lifts it. It is not permissible to abuse any 
of the doings of Allah because it entails a disrespect to its Creator. 
Consequently, the Prophet M said: “Do not abuse the time for verily, 
Allah is the time” .w

Here, the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned

Commentary

i Muslim reported it in the Book o f  M anners o f M aking Statements and Others, the 
Chapter o f Prohibition as Regards Abusing the Time, no: (4169).
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the hadeeth of Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) that the Prophet 
M  visited Ummu Al-Musayyib or Umm As-Saaib when she was down 
with fever. The Prophet M  asked: ‘What ails you? You are shivering.’ She 
replied: “It is fever, may Allah not bless it.’ Then the Prophet M  forbade 
her from abusing it. So whenever a person is afflicted, he must be patient 
and hope for reward from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. The Prophet 
M  stated that it cleanses out one’s sins as a furnace cleans out the dirt of 
iron. When iron ore is smelted in a furnace, its dirt will be removed and 
it will become pure. So also is what fever does for a person.

There are various cures for it, one of which is the use of cold water. 
The Prophet M  stated that fever is from the shade of the Hell-Fire and 
he commanded us to quench it with cold water.

Today, contemporary doctors have acknowledged that one of the 
most effective means of treating fever is with cold water. Indeed, they 
would place a person suffering from fever around an air-conditioner 
which has been regulated not to cause harm or wipe his body with 
a piece of cloth dipped in water. This is because fever comes with 
increase in body temperature with the permission of Allah, as it is 
well-known. That water cools it and expels it is something the Prophet 
M  has mentioned and what he has stated is the truth.

The important point is that a person should be patient over all kinds 
of ailment, hope for reward (from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime) 
and should not abuse them.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 323: prohibition of reviling 
the wind 

Hadeeth1727
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Abul-Mundhir Ubaiy bin K ab  4® said: The Messenger of Allah M 

said, “Do not revile the wind. When you experience something 

abominable (about it), supplicate: ‘ Allahumma inna nas’aluka 

min khairi hadhihir-rihi, wa khairi ma fiha, wa khairi ma umirat 

bihi. Wa naudhu bika min sharri hadhihir-rihi, wa sharri ma 

fiha, wa sharri ma umirat b ih i. (O Allah, we beg o f You the good 

of this wind and the good of that which it contains and the good 

of that which it has been commanded; and we seek refuge in you 

from the evil of this wind and the evil of that which it contains and 

the evil of that which it has been commanded).” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth1728

Abu Hurairah 4* said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah M saying, 

“The wind is the Blessing of Allah. Sometimes it brings His Mercy 

and sometimes it brings His Chastisement. When you experience 

it, do not revile it but beg of Allah its good; and seek Allah’s Refuge 

against its evil.” [ Abu Dawud with good Isnad ]



Hadeeth 1729
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‘Aishah ^  said: Whenever the wind blew strongly, The Prophet 
would say: “ Allahumma inni as’aluka khairaha, wa khaira ma 
fiha, wa khaira ma ursilat bihi. Wa a'udhu bika min sharriha, 
wa sharri mafiha, wa sharri ma ursilat b ih i. (O Allah, I beg of 
You its good and the good o f that which it contains and the good 
of the purpose for which it has been sent; and I seek Your Refuge 
from its evil and the evil o f that which it contains and the evil o f 
the purpose for which it has been sent).” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of reviling the wind.

Wind is one of the signs of Allah; its movement, descent and forms 
are all signs of Allah. None has the ability to veer this wind except its 
Creator as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  in the Qur’an:

“Verily! In the creation o f the heavens and the earth, and in the 
alternation o f night and day, there are indeed signs fo r men of 
understanding” (3:190).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And it is He who sends the winds as heralds o f glad tidings, 
going before His mercy (rain). (25:48).



Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said:

“A n d  a m o n g  H i s  s i g n s  i s  t h i s  t h a t  H e  s e n d s  t h e  w i n d s  a s  g l a d  

t i d i n g s ,  g i v i n g  y o u  a  t e s t  o f  H i s  m e r c y ”  ( 3 0 : 4 6 ) .

There are many verses regarding this.

The movement of this wind created by Allah are of two types.

The first is the usual wind which does not frighten. There is no 
specific thing to say about it.

The second is the violent wind which brings fear. This is because 
Allah punished the people of Aad with a violent wind, refuge is with 
Allah. Hence, when there is a windstorm, it is not permissible to 
abuse it because it is sent by Allah. So, the act of abusing the wind is 
equivalent to abusing Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. However, you 
should say as stated by the Prophet M: “Allahumma inna nas-aluka 
tnin khairi hadhihi-rihi, wa khairi mafiha, wa khairi ma umirat bihi, 
wa nana’udhu bika min sharri hadhihi-rihi, wa sharri ma fiha, wa 
sharri ma umirat bihi (O Allah, we beg of You the good of this wind 
and the good of that which it contains and the good of that which 
it has been commanded; and we seek refuge in You from the evil of 
this wind and the evil of that which it contains and the evil of that 
which it has been commanded.)” With this supplication, its goodness 
will accrue to you and you will be relieved of its evil.

“We beg of You the good of this wind”. This is because it could be a 
violent wind that would cause destruction to trees and dwellings. “... 
and the good of that which it contains” that is, the matters it comes 
with, which could be beneficial or harmful, “...and the good of that 
which it has been commanded”. This is because it is instructed to 
bear good at times and evil at other times; hence, you should ask 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  for the good of that which it has 
been commanded.

“We seek refuge in You from the evil of this wind and the evil 
of that which it contains and the evil of that which it has been
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commanded.” If a person seeks refuge from its evil, the evil of that 
which it contains and the evil of that which it has been commanded; 
then he asks Allah for its good, the good of that which it contains and 
the evil of that which it has been commanded, Allah will protect him 
from its evil.

It should be noted that it is not permissible for a person to link 
wind, cloud, sunshine or other elements to the coming of rainfall. 
This is because it is comparable to seeking rainfall with the aid of 
stars which the Prophet M has forbidden. Most people attach their 
expectation to the south wind. According to them, it will rain once 
the south wind blows and you notice that their hearts are connected 
to this idea. This is not permissible. This is because a lot of south wind 
may blow without rain, and it could be the reverse; that is, it may rain 
as a result of north wind.

Every situation is in the Hand of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. 
So, you must attach your heart to your Lord and not abuse the winds 
which He has created. You should beg Allah for the good of the wind 
and the good of that which it contains and the good of that which it 
has been commanded. Likewise, you should seek refuge in Allah from 
the evil of this wind and the evil of that which it contains and the evil 
of that which it has been commanded.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 324; undesirability of 
revil ng the rooster 

Hadeeth 1730

Zaid bin Khalid Al-Juhani said: The Messenger of Allah M 
said, “Do not revile the rooster for it wakes you up for prayer.” [
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Afiw Dawud ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

of undesirability of reviling the rooster.

Rooster refers to an adult male chicken. It has a loud voice that can 
wake a sleeping person. Some of them crow at the times of Salat (the 
Prayer). The Prophet has instructed that anyone who hears the crow 
of a rooster should ask Allah for His Bounty. So, if you hear the crow 
of a rooster, you should say: ‘I ask Allah for His Bounties’ because it is 
has seen an angel. Some roosters crow at the time or around the time 
of Prayer so as to wake people up for Prayer. The Prophet % forbade 
abusing it because of this distinctive good quality. This is similar to 
his M forbidding the killing of ant because it guides its sisters to safety 
from Sulaiman

This is from the justice of Allah; He directed that some animals 
which are beneficial to the servants to have good qualities and 
excellence above others. Some people usually abuse rooster. Its crow 
scares them while asleep so they insult and abuse it. This is prohibited 
because the Prophet M said: “Do not revile the rooster” .

There is evidence in this hadeeth that it is allowed for a person 
to utilize what will wake him up for Salat; for example, alarm 
clocks. A person could set an alarm so as to wake up early enough 
to meet the Salat. Most people take this issue very lightly. They 
deliberately sleep thinking that they will wake up any time they 
wish but sleep will overcome them. If you notice this in you, get 
an alarm clock that will wake you up for Salat (the Prayer). This is 
because whatever facilitates an obligation becomes an obligation 
and you will be rewarded for that.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 325: prohibition of 
attributing rain to the stars 

Hadeeth1731
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Zfli'd bin Khalid 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M led the Fajr 
prayer at Al-Hudaibiyyah after a rainfall during the night. At the 
conclusion of prayer, he turned towards the people and said, “Do 
you know what your Ruhb has said?” They replied: “Allah and 
His Messenger know better.” Upon this he remarked, “He has said: 
‘Some of My slaves have entered the morning as My believers and 
some as unbelievers. He who said: We have had a rainfall due 
to the Grace and Mercy of Allah, believes in Me and disbelieves 
in the stars; and he who said: We have had a rainfall due to the 
rising of such and such star, disbelieves in Me and affirms his 
faith in the stars.’” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commenatry
The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- said: The chapter 

on prohibition of attributing rain to the stars.

The author - may Allah shower blessings on him- mentioned the



hadeeth of Zayd bin Khaalid Al-Juhanee (may Allah be pleased with 
him) in this chapter. He reported an incident that occurred when they 
were with the Prophet M at Hudaybiyyah.

Al-Hudaybiyyah was a well-known battle. The Prophet M set out 
for Makkah with a camel in order to perform Umrah. When he 
reached Hudaybiyyah, which is a land before the sacred perimeter, the 
Quraysh barred him from entering Makkah. Then, the well-known 
peace treaty took place between them and the Prophet

However, the Prophet M led them in the Fajr Prayer after a rainfall 
during one of the days. At the conclusion of the Prayer, he turned 
to them and said M: “Do you know what your Lord has said?” They 
said: “Allah and His Messenger know better”. He M asked them the 
question so that they would pay attention. This is because asking 
question stimulates attentiveness. They said: Allah and His Messenger 
know better.’ In the same vein, it is compulsory for anyone who is 
asked about what he does not know to say: Allah and His Messenger 
know better’ in matters or issues pertaining to the Shariah. As for 
natural processes, one should not add ‘and His Messenger M knows 
best’. This is because the Prophet M does not possess knowledge of 
the Unseen. For instance, if someone were to ask: ‘Do you think it 
will rain tomorrow?’ Say: Allah knows best. This is because the 
Prophet 36 does not have the knowledge of such matters. However, if 
you were asked: ‘Is this forbidden or allowed?’ you should say Allah 
and His Messenger know best.’ This is because the Prophet M has the 
knowledge of the Shariah.

The point is that they said: ‘Allah and His Messenger know best.’ 
This is part of good manner. He M said, Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  said: “Some of My slaves have entered the morning as 
My believers and some as disbelievers.” Meaning that on that night, 
Allah revealed to His Prophet M- “This morning My servants have 
got up some believing in Me and others disbelieving in Me.” He who 
said: “We have had a rainfall due to the Grace and Mercy o f Allah, 
believers in Me and disbelievers in the stars; and he who said: We 
have a rainfall due to the rising o f such and such star, disbelieves in 
Me and affirms his faith in the stars.”



r
The Ba-letter (that is, whoever says, ‘We have been granted rain 

because...’) in the hadeeth is causative. That is, if you attribute rain 
to the star by saying: ‘This star is blessed and good; it will bring us 
rain. This is forbidden. You have disbelieved in Allah by attributing 
something to a cause while ignoring or forgetting the originator who 
is Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

But if you say, ‘We have been given rain by the Bounty and Mercy 
of Allah through this star,’ there is no harm in this. This is because you 
have acknowledged that the rain is by the Bounty and Mercy of Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime; though it came through this star. Most 
people would say: ‘We have been granted rain by the virtue of such- 
and-such.’ They do not intend by this saying to ascribe it to a cause; 
rather, they simply refer to the time or season. There is no problem 
with this. But whosoever makes the Ba fin the wording of the hadeeth) 
as causative has disbelieved in Allah and believed in the star. Then if 
you believe that the stars are what bring rain, this is a major disbelief 
that takes one out of Islam. If you believe that the star is the cause and 
the Creator is Allah, this is neither an act of disbelief in the Bounty of 
Allah nora disbelief that takes one outside the fold of Islam.

In this hadeeth, we know that whenever it rains, one should say: 
‘We have been given rain by the Bounty and Mercy of Allah (the 
Mighty and Sublime).

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 326: prohibition of calling 
a muslim an infidel 

Hadeeth 1732
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Ibn ‘Umar 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “When a 
person calls his brother (in Islam) a disbeliever, one of them will 
certainly deserve the title. I f  the addressee is so as he has asserted, 
the disbelief o f the man is confirmed, but if  it is untrue, then it 
will revert to him.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeethi 733
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Abu Dharr 4* said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, “If  
somebody accuses another of disbelief or calls him the enemy of 
Allah, such an accusation will revert to him (the accuser) if the 
accused is innocent.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah have on him, said: the chapter on prohibition 

of calling a muslim an infidel.

The ruling on judging a person to be a Muslim or an infidel belongs 
to Allah. He is the One to pass the ruling of disbelief or Islam, just as He 
is the One to permit and prohibit anything. We do not have the right 
to permit what Allah has prohibited or forbid what He has permitted. 
Neither do we have the right to declare someone who is not a disbeliever 
in the ruling of Allah to be a disbeliever. Equally, we cannot say a person 
is a Muslim if he is not a Muslim in the Sight of Allah.

The issue of Takfeer, the act of declaring someone to have become 
a disbeliever, is a very grave one. It has opened the doors of great 
evils to the Islamic Ummah. The first people to embrace this evil path, 
which is declaring Muslims as disbelievers, were the Khawarij.



Regarding the Khawarij, the Prophet M stated that they ‘will go out 
o f Islam as spear goes out o f an arrow. They will recite the Qur’an, 
but it will not pass through their throat. They will pray, give out 
charity and recite the Qur’an.”(l) Indeed, the Prophet M stated that 
the companions will consider their Salat (the Prayer) to be inferior to 
those of the Khawarij.

However, refuge is with Allah, they declared the Muslims to be 
disbelievers and made their wealth, blood and women violable. We 
ask Allah for well-being. And this issue remains till our present 
time. There is a misguided and innovated group declaring the one 
Allah and His Messenger M have not declared as a disbeliever to be a 
disbeliever based on their desires. (They say), ‘this is an infidel,’ ‘this is 
an innovator,’ and ‘this is a sinner,’ and other similar statements.

And what happened to these Khawarij who had gone out of the 
fold of Islam? They met Alee bin Abee Taalib, who was the fourth of 
the rightly guided caliphs (may Allah be pleased with him), regarding 
the war against the people of Sham (Greater Syria). Great battles and 
lots of spilling of blood occurred between the parties. Then Alee 
(may Allah be pleased with him) agreed with the people of Sham to 
reconciliation so as to prevent further bloodshed of the Muslims. The 
Khawarij then said to Alee bin Abee Taalib (may Allah be pleased 
with him): ‘You are a disbeliever. Why did you reconcile with them? 
You have disbelieved as they had disbelieved.’ So, they revolted against 
him and fought him. However, the good end was for him. Praise be 
to Allah. Alee (may Allah be pleased with him) routed them in a 
manner comparable to the destruction of Aad and the Iram, and he 
was victorious over them.

However, this devilish school of thought still exists among the 
Muslims today. They permit shedding the blood of the Muslims, 
usurping the wealth of the Muslims and seizing their wives without 
regard to their sanctity and dignity. For instance, they said that

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Excellence o f the Q ur’aan, the Chapter o f
the Evil o f he W ho Does Show-off with the Q ur’aan or Eats with It, no: (4670).



whosoever commits an illegal sexual intercourse is a disbeliever; 
whosoever steals is a disbeliever; whosoever drinks alcohol is a 
disbeliever. Every sin among the major sins is outright disbelief 
according to them that takes one outside the fold of Islam, refuge is 
with Allah.

There is no doubt that people who declare Muslims as disbelievers 
are the disbelievers. This is because the Prophet $$ stated that if a man 
calls his brother, ‘O infidel!’ one of them will certainty deserve the 
title. It is a must. If it is as he has stated, then he is a disbeliever, but if 
not then the one who said it is the disbeliever.

Thus, it is obligatory for a person to restrain his tongue and heart 
from declaring Muslims as disbelievers. He should not say: ‘This is a 
disbeliever,’ and should not believe in his heart that this is a disbeliver 
simply based on his desires. The ruling on Takfeer is not for Zayd or 
Umar (to speak freely about). Rather, it is for Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  and His Messenger M. Whosoever has been declared as a 
disbeliever (according to the text of the Qur’aan and the Sunnah) is a 
disbeliever even if we say he is a Muslim. In the same way, whosoever 
Allah and His Messenger M have not declared as a believer is a Muslim 
even if someone says he is a disbeliever.

Consequently, we say to the one who refers to a Muslim as a 
disbeliever or enemy of Allah: ‘If the statement is as mentioned, 
therefore, he is a disbeliever and enemy of Allah. But if it is not true, 
then the one who said so is the disbeleiver and enemy of Allah’. Based 
on this, such utterance is among the major sins if the one that is 
addressed as a disbeliever is not one.

Thus, the author - may Allah shower blessings on him- asserted 
authoritatively the prohibition of such. That is, regarding the prohibition 
of addressing a Muslim as a disbeliever or an enemy of Allah.

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to cleanse our hearts and tongues from 
what will hurt us and make Allah get angry with us. Verily He has 
power over all things.
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Chapter 327: prohibition of 
obscenity 

Hadeeth1734
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/fon Mas'ud 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “A true 
believer does not taunt or curse or abuse or talk indecently.” [ At- 
Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth1735
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A«as 4« said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Indecency does 
not leave anything untainted and decency does not leave anything 
ungraced and embellished.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Chapter 328: undesirability of 
pretentiousness and exaggeration 
during conversation 

Hadeeth1736
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Ibn M asud 4  said: The Prophet M said, “Ruined are Al- 
Mutanattiun .’’ He repeated this thrice. [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1737
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Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-As 4* said: The Messenger of Allah 
M said, “Verily, Allah dislikes an eloquent person who rolls his 
tongue as a cow rolls its tongue (while eating).” [ Abu Dawud and 
At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth1738
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/afrir fom Abdullah 4= said: The Messenger o f Allah M said,
“ The dearest and the closest o f you to me on the Day of
Resurrection will be those who are the best in behaviour; 
and the most hateful and the farthest from me on the Day 
of Resurrection will be the talkative and the most pretentious 
and the most rhetorical.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]



Commentary
All these hadeeths are related to what a person says. Therefore, it 

is obligatory for one to speak that which is good based on the saying 
of the Prophet “Whosoever believes in Allah and the Last Day 
should say what is good or remain silent”.(l)

A good act may be considered good for intrinsic value or for 
extrinsic value. Examples of the former include a person’s recitation 
of the Qur’an, words of remembrance, enjoining good and forbidding 
evil, and similar matters.

An instance of a good word for an extrinsic reason is the 
statement of a person which is not basically rewarding but he utters 
it with the aim of delighting his brothers, relieving estrangement 
among them and uniting their hearts. This is part o f goodness. 
It also includes general talk if  a person intends with it what we 
have just mentioned. The opposite o f this is one whose tongue is 
indecent, in Allah we seek refuge.

Ta’an means to hurt others with words while La’n means excessive 
cursing and acts of raining abuses on people, we ask Allah for well
being. The Prophet M has negated faith from such a person. He 
said, “A true believer does not taunt or curse or abuse or talk 
indecently” . A believer is a person who is gentle, easy-going, 
lenient and his speech is soft.

Also included among the irritations of the tongue is the act of 
grandiloquent and boastful manner of speech such that he speaks 
in all eloquence. He employs oddities of the Arabic language when 
speaking with common people. This may be intended to attract notice 
and impress others, so people would say, ‘No one has more knowledge 
of the Arabic language than him’ or for some other reasons. A person 
should make sure that his words are like the words of the people, 
expressions they will comprehend. He should use the general dialect

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Simplicity, the Chapter o f Guarding the 
Tongue, no: (5994); and Muslim in the Book o f Faith, the Chapter o f Enjoinment 
on Honouring the Neighbour and the Guest, and Remaining Silent, no: (67).



when addressing the common people. But if he is addressing students 
of knowledge, in a gathering of learning, then his speech should be in 
standard Arabic language as much as possible.

In the second chapter mentioned by the author - may Allah shower 
blessings on him, the Prophet M said: “Ruined are Al-Mutanatti’oon, 
ruined are Al-Mutanatti’oon, ruined are Al-Mutanatti’oon.

Al-Mutanati’ refers to the one who exaggerates in talking; in his 
words or his action or his opinion or in other things which people 
consider unusual.

These are good manners brought by Islam, and all praise and thanks 
be to Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

Chapter 329: abomination of self- 
condemnation 

Hadeeth1739
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Aishah u>- said: The Prophet M said, “None o f you should say: My 
soul has become evil.’ He should say: M y soul is in bad shape.’” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Chapter 330: undesirability of 
calling a grape ‘karm’ 
Hadeeth1740
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Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “None of 
you should use the word Al-Karm for grapes, fo r Al-Karm is a 
Muslim (worthy o f respect).” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1741
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Wfl’i'/ bin Hujr -4e said: The Prophet M said, “Do not say Al-Karm 
when talking about grapes but say Al-Tnab or Al-Habalah [ 
Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, stated in his book, 

Riyaadus-Saaliheen: The chapter of abomination of self-condemnation 
such that a person would say: My soul has become evil; that is, it has 
become corrupted.

Sometimes, a person may be afflicted with depression and the 
world becomes confined around him without knowing its cause. So, 
he would say: ‘My soul has become evil.’ This statement is disliked. 
Hence, the Prophet M forbade a person to say ‘Khabusat nafsee’, 
‘My soul has become evil’ though he may say ‘Laqasat nafsee’, ‘My 
soul is in bad shape.’ Laqasat and Khabusat are synonymous but 
the pronunciation is different and the latter seems lighter lesser 
than the former.

In this hadeeth, there is the evidence for avoiding undesirable 
expressions and replacing them with decent words even if the 
meaning is the same. This is because the utterance could be a reason 
for the actualization of the connotation of the word. One may say: 
‘My soul has become evil,’ because he is repulsed, and thus becomes 
Khubth, evil, which is the opposite of pure. The hearts that are evil are 
the hearts of the disbelievers. This is based on the saying of Allah -  the



Mighty and Sublime:

“O you who believe (in Allah’s Oneness and His Messenger 
Muhammad)! Verily, the Mushrikun (polytheists, pagans, 
disbelievers in the Oneness o f Allah, and in the Message of 
Muhammad) are Najasun (impure). So let them not come near 
Al-Masjidul-Haram (at Makkah) after this year.” (9:28)

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said:

“Bad statements are fo r bad people (or bad men fo r bad women) 
and bad people fo r bad statements (or bad men fo r bad women). 
Good statements are fo r good people (or good women fo r good 
men) and good people fo r good statements (or good men for  
good women). (24:26).

Whenever the Prophet M wants to enter the toilet, he would say: 
‘A’oodhubillah minal-khubth wal-khabaa’ith (I seek refuge in Allah 
from the devils -  male and the female)^; that is, the devils and evil. 
The important point is that it is disliked for a person to use utterances 
that are disliked for intents which are correct. Rather, he should 
change it with utterances that are pleasing to the hearts.

The second chapter discusses the prohibition of calling a grape 
‘Karm .’ Al-Karm  as stated by the Prophet M is the believer or the heart 
of a believer. This is because it is derived from Karm. Al-Karm is a 
beloved attribute that is used to describe a believer especially if he is 
generous and beneficial with his status, wealth and knowledge.

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Ablution, the Chapter o f What is to be said 
When Entering the Toilet, no: (139 ); Muslim reported it in the Book o f Hayd, the 
Chapter o f What to be said When Entering the Toilet.
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So, a Muslim is more entitled to be described as A l - K a r m  than a 
grape. It should be called A l - H a b a l a h  or A l - T n a b ,  but not A l - K a r m .  

The reason may be, and Allah knows best, because forbidden drinks 
can be extracted from it. Grape can be used in the production of 
alcoholic drinks, we ask Allah for well-being. When its juice is pressed 
out and left to ferment, it becomes a vile intoxicant. Therefore, the 
Prophet M  forbade referring to grape as A l - K a r m .

Also included in this prohibition is the content of some agricultural 
books and other published works in which they refer to vineyards 
or grapevines as trees of ‘A l - K a r m .  One should not refer to grape or 
vineyards as A l- K a r m ,  A l - K u r o o m  or any of its derivatives; rather it 
should be called A l - ‘A h n a a b ,  A l - T n a b  and A l- H a b a la h  and similar words.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 331: prohibition of 
describing the charm of a woman 
to another man without a valid 
reason approved by the shariah
Hadeeth1742
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I b n  M a s u d  4°. s a id :  T h e  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h  M  s a id ,  “N o  w o m a n  

s h o u l d  to u c h  a n o t h e r  w o m a n s  b o d y  a n d  th e n  d e s c r ib e  th e  d e ta i l s  

o f  h e r  f i g u r e  to  h e r  h u s b a n d  in  s u c h  a  m a n n e r  a s  i f  h e  w a s  lo o k in g  

a t  h er .” [  A l - B u k h a r i  ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of describing the charm of a woman to a man without



a valid reason approved by the Shariah such as marriage. That is, it is 
not permissible for a person to describe a woman to a man by saying 
that she is tall, beautiful, light in complexion and other similar matters 
except for a valid reason approved by the Shariah. For example, if a 
man desires to marry a woman, her brother may describe her to him 
so as to aid his decision making. There is no harm in this. This is 
similar to the permissibility of a suitor looking at the woman in order 
to continue or terminate a marriage process.

Hence, the Prophet M forbade a woman from describing 
another woman to her husband in graphic details. Other than its 
impermissibility, it may also harm the wife. This is because if she 
describes a woman to her husband, he may desire her and end up 
marrying her, which usually lead to numerous problems between 
them. This does not mean that a person should avoid marrying many 
wives because of fear of such problems. This is because polygamy is 
legislated when a person has the physical, financial and intellectual 
capabilities. For such a person, it is legislated for him to marry many 
wives in order to increase his offspring, and (thus increase) the Islamic 
{Jmmah. However, if he is afraid that he will not be just, Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And if  you know that you shall not be able to deal justly (with 
them), then only one or (the slaves) that your right hands possess. 
That is nearer to prevent you from  doing injustice.” (4:3)

In summary, it is not permissible for a person to describe a woman 
to a man who is not related to her except for a valid reason approved 
by the Shariah. An aspect of this is the action of some fools who 
boast about the beauty of the wives in the presence of their friends 
and colleagues. He may describe her face, her eyes, her mouth and 
other body parts in order to justify her attractiveness. This is unlawful 
because the Prophet $£ has forbidden it.

Allah alone grants success.



Chapter 332: abomination of 
saying, ‘forgive me if you 
wish, o allah’ 

Hadeeth 1743
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Abu Hurairah 4k said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “You must 
not supplicate: ‘O Allah! forgive me if  You wish; O Allah bestow 
mercy on me if  You wish.’ But beg from Allah with certitude for no 
one has the power to compel Allah.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1744
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Anas 4k said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “ When one of you 
supplicates, let him be decisive and he should not say: ‘O Allah, 
bestow upon me such and such if You wish’, because no one has 
the power to compel Him.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on abomination of saying, ‘Forgive me if you wish, O Allah.’

It is well-known that a person has nothing and no one to resort to



in his quest for good and prevention of evil but Allah. So, if Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  is the focus, and He is the One whom the 
servants desire, they should resort to Him and rely on Him. Therefore, 
a person should not say, ‘O Allah, forgive me if you wish’, lO Allah, 
have mercy on me if you wish.’ This is forbidden. The addition of the 
expression, ‘If you wish,’ seems that he is saying, ‘If you wish forgive 
me and if you do not forgive me, it does not bother me.’ It is akin to 
saying, ‘I am free of any need of You.’ This is similar to a friend of 
yours saying, ‘If you wish visit me’; that is, ‘If  you wish do not visit me; 
I am not in need of you.’

Thus, it is forbidden for a person to say, ‘O Allah, forgive me if 
You wish.’ The chapter heading, as stated by the author (may Allah 
shower blessings on him), which connotes the undesirability of this 
act indeed refers to a total prohibition.

Similarly, one should not say, ‘O Allah have mercy on me if you 
wish’. Rather, one should be definite because he is asking the One who 
is Open-handed, Generous, Rich and Full of Praise. And he is need 
of Allah, so he should be emphatic in his supplication by saying: ‘O 
Allah forgive me. O Allah have mercy on me,’ without adding ‘if you 
wish.’ Similarly, he should not say, ‘O Allah forgive, if Allah wills,’ 
‘May Allah forgive you if Allah wills, may Allah guide you if Allah 
wills.’ One should not say these words but be definite and positive.

The Prophet M explained the reason for the prohibition, and it 
involves two unlawful issues:

First: He M said: “A supplication should be made in full confidence 
for no one has the power to compel Allah.” That is, it is Allah’s Will if 
He forgives you or have mercy on you. No one can force Him to do 
that. He does whatever He wishes and chooses. No one coerces Him 
even if you say, ‘If You wish...’

Two: When a person says, ‘If you wish,’ it is as if a thing is too 
difficult for Him to do. When one says: ‘If you wish, bring it and if you 
do not wish, do not bring it.’ Allah is the Exalted; nothing is too great 
for Him to give. Irrespective of the gravity of the matter, Allah, the 
Exalted, is Rich and Generous, He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  gives



a lot and withholds little.

In summary, it is not permissible for you to say, ‘O Allah forgive me 
if you wish’ ‘O Allah have mercy on me if you wish’, ‘O Allah admit me 
into Paradise if you wish’, ‘O Allah bless me with children if you wish’, 
‘O Allah give me a righteous wife if you wish.’ All these statements are 
not permissible. You should be definite in your request and do not 
add ‘if Allah wishes.’

Also included in this prohibition is what some people say, which I 
think was adopted from the Sufis: ‘O Allah, I do not ask You to change 
the Decree but to be mild regarding it.’ This is forbidden. Why would 
you not ask Allah to change the Decree? Will anything change the 
Decree except supplication as reported in the hadeeth: “Nothing 
changes the Decree except supplication” . If you say, ‘O Allah, I do not 
ask You to change the Decree but to be mild regarding it’, it is as if you 
are saying, ‘O Allah, punish me but be gentle with me’ or something 
similar to that.

It is obligatory for one to replace all these supplications and other 
similar ones with that which came from the Qur’an and Sunnah.

Now we have considered two issues:

First: One should not say, ‘O Allah forgive me if You wish’, ‘O Allah 
have mercy on me if You wish’, ‘O Allah enrich me if You wish’, ‘O 
Allah guide me if You wish.’ You should not add ‘If You wish’ to any 
supplication.

Second: You should not say, ‘O Allah, I do not ask You to change 
the Decree but to be mild regarding it.’ Rather, say: ‘O Allah be kind to 
me. O Allah protect me from evil,’ and similar statements.

As for the statement of the Messenger M to the person he found ill: 
‘Never mind, it will be purification, Insha Allah.Hl) This is a statement 
of optimism and information; that is, ‘I am optimistic that this will 
serve as purification.’ Also, the expression is not in second person; 
he M did not say: ‘If you wish’ but ‘if Allah wishes’ Other forms are

________________________________________________________________________________ <5 ̂ U i/a a c / a f& a a f& e e n  ^ I /tA t^ n u r n

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Excellence, the Chapter o f the Signs of 
Prophethood, no: (3347).
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lighter in effect in comparison to the second person expression. 

Allah knows best.

Chapter 333: abomination of 
saying what allah wills and 
so-and-so wills 

Hadeeth1745
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Hudhaifah bin Yaman f  said: The Prophet M said, “Say not: 
‘What Allah wills and so-and-so wills’, but say: ‘What Allah 
wills, and then what so-and-so w ills ’” [ Abu Dawud with 
authentic Isnad ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said in his book, 

Riyaadus-Saaliheen: The chapter on abomination of saying what Allah 
wills and so-and-so wills.

The abomination here signifies prohibition. That is, if you say: 
‘What Allah wills and what so-and-so wills,’ or ‘what Allah wills and 
you will,’ or other similar statements. This is because the word ‘ Wa 
(and)’ indicates equality of the two parts. When you say, ‘What Allah 
wills and so-and-so wills,’ it is as if you have made so-and-so equal 
to Allah in His Will. The Absolute Will belongs to Allah, the Exalted, 
alone; He does whatever He wills.

However, as the Prophet M had prohibited this expression, he guided 
to a permissible statement. He M said: “...but say ‘What Allah wills,



and then what so-and-so wills.” This is because the word ‘ Thumma 
(then)’ signifies a sequential arrangement; that is, the will of Allah is 
above the will of so-and-so. Likewise, this applies in the saying: ‘What 
Allah wills and you will’. A man said to the Prophet H: ‘What Allah 
wills and you will.’ The Prophet M said: ‘Are you making me a partner 
to Allah?’ as a way of rebuking him, ‘Rather say: ‘What Allah alone 
wills.’(i) This is the sequential arrangements.

The first level is for someone to say: What Allah alone wills. This 
statement entails surrendering all affairs to Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime. The Muslims agree on it; hence, their saying: ‘What Allah 
wills will be and what He does not will, will not be.’

The second level is for someone to say: ‘What Allah wills, and then 
what so and so wills’. This is permissible. The Prophet M permitted it 
and guided to it.

The third level is to say: ‘What Allah wills and so and so wills.’ This 
is prohibited and not permissible. This statement means that one has 
made the creature equal to the Creator in His Will.

The fourth is to say: ‘What Allah wills and then what so and so 
wills,’ but with the letter Fa. This is a matter of contention because 
Fa also denotes ordering but it is not like Thumma (then). This is 
because Thumma indicates the sequence of events but this (Fa) does 
not necessarily indicate a definite sequence. Hence, it is a complex 
issue, and the Prophet M did not guide to it for this reason.

This hadeeth contains evidence that when a person mentions what 
is not permissible to people, he should explain what is permissible to 
them. The Prophet M said: “Do not say, what Allah wills and so and 
so wills. But say, what Allah wills then what so-and-so wills”/2j This 
should be the manner of the one who teaches people. Whenever he 
shows them the doors of prohibition, he should also open doors of 
permissibility for them. In this way, people will move from the former 
to the latter. Some people would mention prohibited matters, stating

1 Ahm ad reported it (1/2 14 ).
2 Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f M anners, the Chapter o f Not Saying: ‘M y 

Soul Has Become Evil,’ no: (4328).



the forbidden without explaining the permissible options. This is 
shutting the doors on them without opening the alternative doors.

Consider Prophet Lut when he said to his people:

“Go you in unto the males o f the mankind (26:165). After it: 
“And leave those whom Allah has created fo r you to be your 
wives.” (26:166).

He prohibited them from a forbidden matter and directed them to 
a permissible alternative. The Prophet % also said: “Do not say what 
Allah wills and so and so wills. But say, what Allah wills then so and 
so wills”.

Likewise, look at the Statement of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“O you who believe! Say not Raa’ina (look at us) but say 
Unzurna (make us understand)”. (2:104).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  forbade them from uttering the 
word Raa’ina and directed them to the one which is permissible: “Say 
Unzurna”.

Once, a good date was brought to the Prophet M who asked, ‘Are 
all the dates of Khaybar like these?’ They replied, ‘No, however we 
bought one Saa’ of this with two Saa,’ and two Saa’ for three’. He (the 
Prophet) said, ‘No, you should sell the inferior date for a dirham then 
buy the quality date with the dirham.’(i; That is, buy the good dates 
with the money you make from selling the inferior dates.

Allah alone grants success.

1  Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Transactions, the Chapter o f When One 
Wants to Buy Better Dates Than What One Has, no: (2050); and Muslim in the 
Book o f Musaqaat, the Chapter o f Buying with What is Sim ilar to Each other, No: 
(2984).



Chapter 334: abomination of 
holding conversation after ishaa 
(night) prayer

Hadeeth 1746
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Afrw Barzah said: The Messenger of Allah M disliked going to 
bed before the ‘Isha (night) prayer and indulging in conversation 
after it.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1747
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/bn ‘Umar 4* said: Once, towards the end of his life, the Messenger 
of Allah M concluded the ‘Isha (night) prayer and said, “After one 
hundred years from tonight none o f the people on the surface of 
the earth will survive.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1748
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Anas said: Once the Prophet M delayed the ‘Isha (night) prayer 
till midnight. He M turned to us after the prayer and said, “All the 
people slept after offering their prayers, but you who waited, will 
be accounted as if  you were engaged in your prayer throughout 
the period.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The Chapter 

on abomination of holding conversation after Ishaa’ (night) Prayer.

Then the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) stated that 
conversation can be divided into three: forbidden conversation, 
recommended conversation and permissible conversation.

As for forbidden conversation, its prohibition becomes severer if it 
takes place after Ishaa. Permissible conversation is what the Prophet 
discouraged after Ishaa. Recommended conversation remains 
recommended even if it takes place after Ishaa’-, there is no harm in this.

Concerning the first division, that is prohibited conversation, this 
includes backbiting, slandering, false talks, listening to vain discussions, 
music as well as attending or watching that which is not allowed. All these 
are unlawful at all times but the sin is more grievous if it occurs after 
Ishaa. This is because permissible talks are discouraged at this period, so 
what about unlawful and reprehensible ones?

The second category comprises of discourses which are neither 
careless, forbidden, reprehensible nor meritorious. Unfortunately, 
this is the preoccupation of most people. This is what the Prophet M 
forbade after Ishaa’ Prayer. This is because if a person initiates a talk 
after Ishaa’, it will extend the sitting and delay his sleep. This will make 
him lethargic in waking up for the Night supererogatory prayer and 
Fajr Prayer; and whatever leads to negligence of a legislated matter is 
discouraged.



The third category, which is recommended conversation, includes 
being busy with knowledge, research, memorization and religious 
discussion. Also included is talking with one’s guest in order to 
entertain and honour him, gisting with one’s family in order to 
reconcile the hearts and similar matters. Also permitted are unhabitual 
conversations which are not regular fixtures. There is no harm in all 
these. Rather, it is recommended if the intention behind it is to bring 
about good.

Then the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned 
a number of hadeeths, one of which is the hadeeth of Abu Barzah 
(may Allah be pleased with him). He reported that the Prophet M 
disliked sleep before Ishaa’ and talk after it. This is because sleeping 
before Ishaa leads to weariness when one stands up to pray. Perhaps, 
the sleep may overwhelm him such that he delays the Salat beyond its 
appropriate time. Consequently, the Prophet H disliked sleep before 
Ishaa’ so that one will remain active. As for drowsiness, it will not 
harm him because it is not his will or choice.

The point of reference in this hadeeth is his saying: “And talking 
after it” . The Prophet M disliked talking after Ishaa but there is no 
problem with it if it entails goodness. Accordingly, the Prophet M 
would discuss, admonish and explain issues to his companions after 
the Ishaa’ Prayer. There is no problem in this.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 335: prohibition of refusal 
by a woman when her husband 
calls her to his bed 

Hadeeth 1749
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Abu Hurairah said: 77ze Messenger of Allah % said, “If a man 
calls his wife to his bed and she refuses, and thus he spends the 
night angry with her, the angels continue cursing her till the 
morning.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Chapter 336: prohibition of 
observing an optional fast by a 
woman without the permission of 
her husband

Hadeeth1750
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “It is not 
lawful for a woman to observe an optional Saum (fast) without 
the permission of her husband when he is at home. Nor should 
she allow anyone to enter his house without his permission.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawi, may Allah shower 

blessings on him, mentioned these two chapters (in his book).

The first mentioned hadeeth stated that the Prophet said: 
“When the husband calls his wife to his bed and she refuses and 
he spends the night angry with her, the angels keep cursing her 
through the night”.

Thus, it is compulsory for a woman to concur when her husband



calls her to fulfill his needs except if there is a valid excuse. For 
instance, if she is sick and will not be able to attend to him or she has 
an excuse that prevents her from coming to his bed. There is no harm 
in this. Otherwise, it is obligatory for her to make herself available 
and respond to him. If this is the right of the husband on the wife, 
then the husband should also respond to the wife if he notices that she 
needs him in order to satisfy her as she used to satisfy him. Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  said: “and live with them honourably” (4:19)

The second hadeeth shows that it is not allowed for a woman to fast 
while her husband is in town without his permission. In addition, she 
should not allow anyone into his house without his permission.

The first issue is fasting. Fasting is of two types: obligatory and 
supererogatory. She should observe the obligatory fasts without 
the permission of her husband, but she should not observe a 
supererogatory fast if he is present without his permission. However, 
she is free to observe it in his absence. She should not fast if he is 
around because he may call her to fulfill his needs while she is fasting 
which both of them will find uneasy.

A case in point: if it is an obligatory fast, perhaps she owes some days 
from previous Ramadan and the remaining days to the next Ramadan 
is just enough for what she owes. In this case, it is compulsory for 
her to fast notwithstanding his permission or otherwise. For example, 
a woman owes ten days of Ramadan and it is ten days to the next 
Ramadan, she should fast regardless of whether he permits it or not. 
Indeed, she should observe the fast even if he prevents her. This is 
because the fast is obligatory.

However, if she owes ten days o f Ramadan and what is left before 
the coming Ramadan is a month or two or more, he may prevent 
her from fasting. It is not lawful for her to fast except with his 
permission because the period is still abundant. Thus, she should 
not restrict or oppress her husband if there is enough time left. 
In addition, if he accepts and grants her permission to observe 
an obligatory fast, it becomes forbidden for him to invalidate it 
with copulation. This is because he had granted her permission



to observe it and she had started, so it is obligatory for her to 
complete it. But if it is a supererogatory fast, there is no harm 
if he cohabits with her because it is not compulsory to complete 
a supererogatory act. However, if she says: “You permitted me 
to fast and you promised not to invalidate my fast”, it becomes 
obligatory for him to fulfill his promise and it is forbidden for him 
to terminate her fast. This is based on the Statement of Allah:

v ut/(W (/ a«-Q)aa/i&et/i i/t/fuy/ncm _____________________________

“A n d  f u l f i l l  ( e v e r y )  c o v e n a n t .  V e r i l y ,  t h e  c o v e n a n t  w i l l  b e  

q u e s t i o n e d  a b o u t . ”  [  1 7 : 3 4 ] .

As regards the saying of the Prophet M, “ She should not permit 
any one to enter his house except with his permission” , that is, no 
one should enter his house without his permission. If he forbids 
her from allowing a specific person from entering his house, it is 
forbidden for her to allow such a person to enter his house because 
the house belongs to him. But if the man care less about who should 
enter his house, it is not required of her to seek permission from 
him for each person.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 337: prohibition of raising 
one’s head before the imam 

Hadeeth1751
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Prophet M said, “Does he who raises 
up his head before the Imam not fear that Allah will make his



head that of a donkey or make his appearance similar to that of 
donkey?” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The Prophet has explained the rulings of the following actions 

as cited by the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) in some 
hadeeths.

First: The prohibition of the one praying behind the Imam raising 
his head in Rukoo’ and Sujood before his Imam. This is because he has 
been commanded to follow the Imam. He should not precede him, 
tarry a long while before following him, nor act simultaneously with 
him; rather, he should follow him.

If he precedes the Imam in the opening Takbeer, then he has no 
Salat. That is, if he does the Takbeer before his Imam, his Prayer is 
not valid even if it is done out of forgetfulness. Hence, he must repeat 
the Prayer. If he deliberately precedes the Imam in Rukoo’ or Sujood, 
knowing that it is forbidden, the Salat becomes invalid. It nullifies his 
Salat because he performed a forbidden action in the course of the 
Salat. It nullifies his Salat just like if he were to speak.

As for acting simultaneously with the Imam, perhaps he 
performed Rukoo’, sujood or stood up at the same time with the 
Imam, this is forbidden. Some scholars say it is disliked while 
others say it is forbidden.

As for preceding the Imam in action; if it is the opening Takbeer, 
then there is no Salat in the first place. But in Rukoo’ and Sujood, the 
Prophet M has warned from such. He M said: “Do you not fear that if 
any o f you raises his head (from his bowing or prostrating) before 
the Imam does so, Allah will make this head like that o f a donkey or 
will make his shape like that o f a donkey.” This is a warning. A person 
should be afraid when he raises his head from Rukoo’ or Sujood before 
his Imam that Allah may turn his shape or head to that of a donkey, 
refuge is with Allah.

The Prophet M chose donkey instead of other animals because it is
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the least intelligent of animals. Consequently, the Jews were likened to 
it; those who were entrusted with the Tawrah and failed.

" I s  a s  t h e  l i k e n e s s  o f  a  d o n k e y  w h i c h  c a r r i e s  h u g e  b u r d e n s  o f  

b o o k s  ( b u t  u n d e r s t a n d s  n o t h i n g  f r o m  t h e m ) . ”  ( 6 2 : 5 )

This hadeeth shows that it is forbidden to precede the Imam in 
rising from the Rukoo’ and Sujood. Likewise, it is prohibited for the 
congregation to precede the Imam in going for Rukoo’ and Sujood.

As for tarrying behind the Imam as some people do: when the 
Imam goes for Sujood and sits up, you will see them still in the Sujood 
position. They believe that they are supplicating to Allah and they 
are upon goodness and engaged in supplication. We say: Yes, you are 
upon goodness and engaged in supplication if you were praying alone. 
In this case, you are with the Imam and delay behind the Imam is 
contrary to the guidance of the Prophet This is based on his saying: 
“When the Imam bows, then you should bow.” The conjunction Fa 
(then) indicates a sequential arrangement of events in this case. It is 
legislated for the one observing Salat behind the Imam to be prompt 
and avoid needless delay.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 338: prohibition of placing 
the hands by the sides during as- 
salat (the prayer) 

Hadeeth1752
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Abu Hurairah 4= said: We are prohibited from placing the hand on 
the side during As-Salat (the prayer). [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Chapter 339: abomination of 
joining the salat (the prayer) when 
the food is ready or when one is in 
desperate need to answer the call 
of nature

Hadeeth 1753

Salat (prayer) should be performed when the food has been 
served, nor should it be performed when a person is in need of 
relieving himself.” [ Muslim ]

The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The Chapter 
on prohibition of placing the hands by the sides during As-Salat.

Al-Khaasirah refers to the body part which is between the lower 
part of the ribs and the pelvic region. One has been commanded to 
place one’s right hand on the left arm in the course of Salat (the Prayer) 
or on the wrist; that is, what is between the arm and the wrist. Then 
he should place them on his chest. This is the Sunnah. This should be 
done while standing, before and after the Rukoo’. As for placing it on 
the waist, the Prophet has prohibited that.

There are two descriptions for this:

One: That he should place the left or the right hand on the waist.

Two: That he should place his right hand on the left and place both 
on the chest.

.  olj j  « j_a ' Vj

Aishah %> said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah saying, “No

Commentary



Some people place the two hands on the heart. This is an error. 
There is no room for the intellect in the matter of legislation. 
Legislation is taken from the Prophet M- It has not been reported 
that he M used to place his right hand on his left hand and place it 
on the heart. Rather, this act is included in the prohibition. This 
is a reprehensive and prohibited act as stated by the author, may 
Allah shower blessings on him.

Then the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned 
in the subsequent chapter: The Chapter on abomination of joining the 
Salat when the food is ready.

Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) reported that the Prophet 
M said: “There is no Salat (the prayer) when food has been served and 
when a person is in need of relieving himself of one the filthy things 
(urine or faeces).” This means that if food is offered to a person and 
he desires it, he should not leave it to observe Prayer until he satisfies 
himself from it. Even if he hears people praying in the mosque, he 
should stay and eat to his satisfaction.

Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) would hear the 
recitation of the Imam in Prayer while eating, but he would not stand 
up till he finishes the meal. This is because if a person enters the Salat 
with a troubled heart, he will not be able to maintain tranquility and 
concentration in his Salat as his heart will be attached to the food. 
Rather, he should observe Salat after its completion; Allah says -  the 
Mighty and Sublime:

“So when you have finished (your occupation), devote yourself 
to Allah’s worship. And to your Lord (Alone) turn (all your) 
intentions and hopes”. [94:7-8]

However, he shouldn’t make this a habit whereby his supper or 
breakfast will not be served except at the time of the Iqamat for Salat.

Secondly, one should not pray while one needs to relieve oneself of 
any of the two filthy things: urine and faeces. This will also eliminate
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concentration because a person will not know whether to relieve 
himself of the urine or faeces that has constrained him or to remain 
in Salat. This is because restraining urine or faeces is dangerous to the 
body. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has provided for urine and 
faeces places (in the body); whenever those places are filled, the urine 
or the faeces must come out. So, a person preventing it will cause 
harm to himself.

If someone were to ask: ‘What if I went to relieve myself and I 
missed the Prayer in congregation?’ We will reply that there is no 
harm in this. You should go and relieve yourself even if you miss 
the Salat.

If someone were to ask: What if the remaining time (for the Prayer) 
is short and I am faced with a need to urinate or defecate, should 
I relieve myself then observe the Prayer even if the time elapses or 
observe the Prayer at the right time even if the heart is restless? There 
is difference of opinions among the scholars on this. Shaykhul-Islam 
(Ibn Taymiyyah) holds the view that he should relieve himself even if 
the time elapses. This is because it is a necessity and it will cause harm 
to the body if he prevents it. And most scholars say that he should not 
allow the time to pass for that reason. Rather, he should observe Salat 
but make it brief; perhaps, this will not harm him. Allah knows best.

Chapter 340: prohibition of raising 
one’s eye to the sky during as-
salat (the prayer) 

Hadeeth 1754
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Anas bin Malik 4b said: The Messenger o f Allah 4* said, “How is it



t h a t  s o m e  p e o p le  r a is e  th e i r  e y e s  to w a r d s  th e  s k y  d u r i n g  A s - S a l a t  

( t h e  p r a y e r ) ? ” H e  s t r e s s e d  ( t h i s  p o i n t )  a n d  a d d e d ,  “P e o p le  m u s t  

r e fr a in  f r o m  r a is in g  th e i r  e y e s  to w a r d s  h e a v e n  in  S a la t  (p r a y e r ) ,  

o r  e ls e  th e i r  s ig h ts  w i l l  c e r ta in l y  b e  s n a t c h e d  a w a y .” [ A l - B u k h a r i  ]

Commentary
Anas (may Allah be pleased with him) narrated that the Prophet M 

forbade a man from raising his eye towards the sky while observing 
S a la t .  He M said: “How is it that some people raise their eyes towards 
the sky during Salat.” That is, what is the matter with them? Why are 
they raising their eyes towards the sky? Let them refrain from this or 
else they will lose their sight.

This threat indicates that it is prohibited for a person to raise his eye 
towards the sky while observing S a la t .  I have seen someone when he 
rises from the R u k o o ’ and says: Allah hears the one who praises Him’, 
he would then raise his eyes and face (upward). It is impermissible for 
anyone to do this. Indeed, some scholars, may Allah shower blessings 
on them, state that the S a la t  of the one who does this is invalid because 
he has committed a forbidden act: a prohibition that is specific to 
S a la t .  A S h a r ia h  principle states that: “Whosoever commits anything 
that is specifically forbidden in an act of worship, his worship is null 
and void.”

Then, these scholars also justify their view with a second reason. 
They say: This is a bad manner towards Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime. What is required from an individual in the course of the 
S a la t  is concentration and humility; thus, he should lower his head.

They also bring another justification: A person is ordered to face 
the Q ib la h  with all his body. If he raises his face towards the sky, his 
face will be facing towards the sky and not the Q ib la h ,  which nullifies 
his S a la t . The issue is grievous. Accordingly, the statement of Prophet 
M was emphatic regarding this issue; he M said: “Let them refrain or 
else they will lose their sight.”

If someone were to ask: Now where do I place my head? We reply:



r
You should fix your gaze at your point of prostration except when you 
raise your index finger for Tashahud. At this instance, you should look 
at the index finger because the Prophet M would not move his eyes 
beyond its movement when he raises it.

Some scholars make an exception to looking at the Imam in order 
to follow him. This is more important if the person cannot hear the 
Imam and it is not possible for him to follow him as his Imam except 
he looks at him. This is because the companions used to do this. The 
Prophet M would ascend the Minbar and pray on it, and say: “ I did 
that so that you will follow me and know your Salat.”  It was not 
possible for them to have learnt the Salat without looking at him.

Some scholars exempt a person who observes his Salat in front of 
Ka’bah in the Masjid Al-Haram ; they opine that such person should 
look at the Ka’bah. However, this exemption is weak. The correct 
opinion is that he should not look at the Ka’bah during Prayer because 
this has not been reported from the Prophet This is because that 
could cause confusion whereby he will be looking at the people 
circumambulating the House.

Then, the statement of some of them that looking at the Ka’bah 
is an act of worship is a blunder. It is not correct. It has not been 
reported from the Prophet M as far as I know, through an authentic or 
weak hadeeth, that looking at the Ka’bah is an act of worship.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 341: undesirability of 
glancing in one direction or the 
other during salat (the prayer) 

Hadeeth 1755



‘Aishah ^  said: I asked the Messenger of Allah M about random 
looks in Salat (prayer), and he replied, “It is something which 
Satan snatches from the slave’s Salat.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1756
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Anas 4e said: The Messenger of Allah M said to me, “Beware of looking 
around in Salat (prayer), because random looks in Salat are a cause 
of destruction. If there should be no help from it, it is permissible in 
the voluntary and not in obligatory Salat.” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter of 

undesirability of glancing from one direction or the other during Salat.

The one who stands up to observe Prayer is in the presence of Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime. Hence, one should not turn one’s heart 
or face towards anything other than Allah, the Exalted. As regards 
turning away the heart, it involves engaging in thoughts not related to 
the Salat. Turning away the heart is worse than turning away the body 
in Salat. This is because it reduces (rewards) from the Salat so much 
so that a person will complete his Salat with nothing written for him 
except ten or less depending on his state of mind.

Turning away the face, on the other hand, means turning one’s neck 
to the left or to the right side. One is ordered to face the Qiblah in his 
Salat; he should not turn in one direction or the other.

Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) asked the Prophet H about



r
turning away in Salat, and he M replied: “It is something which the 
devil snatches from a slave’s Salat.”

Pouncing or snatching refers to taking away something clandestinely 
and swiftly from someone. That is, Satan will ensnare a person in his Salat 
until he leads him to turning left and right so as to reduce his reward.

Allah, the Exalted, faces the servant with His Face, and if a person 
turns away from his Lord, His Lord will also turn away from him. 
Consequently, the Prophet M forbade turning sideways on Salat. This 
is stated in the hadeeth of Anas bin Maalik (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that the Prophet said: “Verily, looking sideways is destruction.” 
However, there is no harm in this if there is a necessity. For instance, 
there is no problem with turning around if you hear the sound of 
an animal that may harm you. Likewise, if you send a person on a 
very important errand, there is no harm on the condition that the 
turning should be limited to the head alone. As for turning the entire 
body, this nullifies the Salat because it involves turning away from the 
Qiblah, and one of the conditions of Salat is facing the Qiblah.

There are some people who do not turn the necks but do 
the turning with their eyes. You will see his eyes glancing in 
one direction or the other. If anyone stands up, he will look 
at him; if he moves, he will look at him. There is no doubt 
that this reduces the reward of the Salat. It is mandatory for 
a person to fix his eyes to the front looking at the point of 
prostration without unnecessarily looking sideways.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 342: prohibition of facing 
the graves during as-sa/af (the 
prayer) 

Hadeeth 1757
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Afr« Marthad Kannaz bin Husain 4& said: I heard the Messenger 
of Allah M saying: “Do not offer Salat (prayer) facing the graves 
and do not sit on them.” [ Muslim ]

Chapter 343: prohibition of passing 
in front of a worshipper while he is 
offering salat (prayer) 

Hadeeth1758
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Abul-Juhaim Abdullah bin Al-Harith said: The Messenger 
of Allah M said, “I f  the person who passes in front of a praying 
person, realizes the enormity of the sinfulness of this act, it will 
have been better for him to wait forty than to pass in front of 
him.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Chapter 344: undesirability 
of offering optional salat after 
announcement of the iqamah 

Hadeeth1759
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Abu Hurairah said: The Prophet $& said, “ When the Iqamah
is called, no prayer should be performed except the obligatory
prayer.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

of undesirability of offering optional Salat after announcement of the 
Iqamah.

That is, members of the congregation should not start optional 
Prayer after the pronouncement of the Iqamah for Salat. This is 
independent of the class of the optional Prayer: Tahiyyatul-Masjid, 
general supererogatory prayer or the Sunnah prayer of the Salat. For 
instance, if he is in the mosque when the Iqamah is pronounced for 
the Fajr Prayer, it is not permissible for him to perform the Sunnah of 
Fajr because of the pronouncement of the Iqamah. The evidence for 
this is the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) 
that the Prophet M said: “When the Iqamah is made, no prayer is 
permissible except the obligatory one.”

His statement M: “No prayer” is general. Hence, it includes all forms 
of Prayer even if a person is repaying a missed obligatory Prayer. A 
person might have missed an obligatory Prayer due to forgetfulness 
and only remembered at the time of Iqamah for Salat. He should not 
pray it but join the Imam with the intention of observing the missed 
Salat and he should not detach himself from people.

For instance, you enter the mosque at the Iqamah for Asr Prayer 
while you have not prayed Dhur, you should not observe Dhur Prayer 
because of the announcement of Iqamah for Asr Prayer. Rather, you 
should join the congregation with the intention of Dhur Prayer, then 
you should observe Asr Prayer after its conclusion.

However, if you have commenced an optional Prayer before the 
announcement of Iqamah, should you complete it or stop it? There are
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two opinions from the scholars regarding this:

The first view is that if the announcement of Iqamah comes after 
you have commenced the optional Prayer, you should suspend the 
Prayer immediately.

The second view is that you should complete it even if you will miss 
a Rakah or two or the entire Salat but enough time for the Takbeerah 
Al-Ihram (the Opening Takbeer) before the Salat is completed.

The correct position is that if the announcement of Iqamah 
comes while performing an optional Prayer, you should terminate it 
immediately if you are on the first Rakah. However, you should make 
it brief and complete it if you are on the second Rakah. This is the 
correct view which harmonizes all available evidences.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 345: abomination of 
selecting friday for fasting 

Hadeethi 760
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Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Prophet M said, “Do not choose 
the Friday night among all other nights for standing in ( Tahajjud 
) prayer, and do not choose Friday among all other days for Saum 
(fasting) except that one you have accustomed to.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 761
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Abu Hurairah said: I heard the Messenger o f Allah M as saying:
“None of you should observe fast on Friday except that he should 
observe fast either one day before it or one day after it.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Muhammad bin Abbad 4® said: I asked Jabir4i, “Did the Prophet 
M prohibit fasting on Friday?” He said, “Yes.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

said that the Prophet M visited her on a Friday and she was 
observing fast. He asked, “Did you observe fast yesterday?” 
She said, “No.” He asked, “Do you intend to observe fast 
tomorrow?” She said, “No.” He said, “In that case, give up your 
fast today.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1763

Juwairiyah bint Al-Harith the Mother o f the Believers,

Commenatry



The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The 
chapter on abomination of selecting Friday for fasting or one if its 
nights for Salat.

Jum’uah is the weekly Eid which occurs once in every seven days. 
Since it is Eid, the Prophet M prohibited fasting on such day. However, 
the prohibition is not absolute because it occurs more than fifty times 
annually.

On the other hand, fasting on the day of Eid-ul-Fitr and Eid-ul- 
Adh’aa is prohibited in absolute terms because they only occur once 
in a year. As for Jumu’ah which occurs often, its prohibition is more 
unique, which is abhorrence of the act.

And the abhorrence (for fasting on Friday) is lifted once a day 
before it or after it is added. Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) quoted the Prophet M as saying: “Do not specify Friday for 
fasting or its night for Prayer.” However, if this is not as a result of a 
person specifying Friday alone for Salat, perhaps he used to observe 
Salat every night, there is no harm in observing Prayer on the night 
of Friday.

Similarly, if he used to observe fast every other day, and his day of 
fasting falls on a Friday, there is no harm if he fasts. Likewise, if the day 
of Arafat or Aashuurah’ falls on a Friday, there is no problem in fasting 
on such a day. This is because such fast would not be considered as 
specifying Friday for fast. This is fasting a day which falls on a Friday.

If the Day of Arafat falls on a Friday, one may observe it without 
fasting on the previous day. If Aashuurah falls on a Friday, one should 
also observe it; however, we must differ from the Jews with regard to 
Aashuurah. Thus, we should fast a day before it or a day after it.

Hence, the Prophet M said in another hadeeth: “ ...except if  he 
observes fast a day before or a day after”. Otherwise, it is because one 
of his usual fasts falls on a Friday.

In the hadeeth of Juwayriyah bint Al-Haarith, the mother of the 
believers (may Allah be pleased with her), the Prophet M visited her 
on a Friday and she was obserfving fast. He M asked, ‘Did you observe



fast yesterday?’ She said, ‘No.’ He M asked, ‘Do you intend to observe 
fast tomorrow?’ She said, ‘No.’ He H said, ‘In that case, give up your 
fast today.’

There is evidence in this hadeeth that there is no harm in fasting on 
a Friday if one fasts a day before it or a day after it. In his statement 
M’ Do you intend to observe fast tomorrow’ is evidence that it is 
permissible to observe a supererogatory fast on a Saturday. There is 
no harm in it, and it is not detested once Friday is attached to it. It was 
reported from the Prophet M that he M said: “You should not observe 
fast on a Saturday except that which is obligatory for you, even if it 
would require you eating the bark o f a grape tree (so as to avoid the 
fast)” (l) or a similar statement from the Prophet M-

However, scholars differ on the authenticity or otherwise of this 
hadeeth. Some opine that it is weak and should not be applied; this is 
the view of our Shaykh and scholar of hadeeth, Abdul-Azeez bin Baz 
(may Allah shower blessings on him). He said: ‘The hadeeth prohibiting 
the observance of fast on Saturday is weak since it contradicts more 
reliable reports; hence, it should not be acted upon.’ Some scholars 
believe that it is abrogated. Some others opine that the prohibition is 
limited to singling Saturday out for fasting; thus, it is not detested if 
the person observes fast on Friday or Sunday. This is the view of Imam 
Ahmad, may Allah shower blessings on him. Nevertheless, there is no 
sin on the one who observed fast on Saturday alone but it is preferred 
not to observe it without joining Friday or Sunday to it.

The hadeeths of Juwayriyah (may Allah be pleased with her) and 
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) are contained in 
Saheeh Al-Bukhaari. Both of them indicate that fasting on Saturday is 
not forbidden but permissible when one fasts on Friday. Hence with 
this we know that it is not appropriate for a person to be a flunkey 
who blindly follows others without considering and merging all 
available evidences. This is because some scholars only considered

i Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Saum, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f 
Specifying Fast for Saturday, no: (2068); and Trim idhi in the Book o f Saum, the 
Chapter o f What Has come under Fasting on Saturday, no: (675); and Ibn Maajah, 
in the Book o f Siyaam, the Chapter o f What has Com e under Fasting on Saturday, 
no: ( 17 16 ) .



what is obvious from the chain of narrators to rule that the hadeeth is 
authentic without considering the text of narration, and crosschecking 
the text is an important issue. This is because mistake of one of the 
reporters is lighter than a mistake which contradicts the principles 
of Shariah and contradicts hadeeths which are authentic, substantive 
and with stronger chains of narrators and texts.

Thus, studen ts  o f  know ledge, especially  stu d en ts  o f 
h ad eeth  w ho show  concern  for the  s tudy  o f hadeeth, 
shou ld  attach  im p o rtan ce  to  this. They shou ld  n o t ru sh  
in to  au then tica ting  h ad ee th  sim ply by considering  w hat 
is ap p aren t from  the  chain  o f narra to rs. Rather, they  m ust 
study  the text and  exam ine if  it co n trad ic ts  a w ell-know n 
princ ip le  o f the Shariah. Likewise, it sh o u ld  be exam ined  
if  it co n trad ic ts  h adeeths from  m o re  reliable repo rters; in 
th is case, the  h ad ee th  is declared  Shaadh. The e rro r o f one 
p e rso n  in  tran sm iss io n  is m ore  p robab le  th an  the  e rro r o f 
th e  estab lished  Im am s o r the  p rinc ip le  o f  th e  Shariah.

W hatever th e  case, observ ing  v o lu n ta ry  fast on  Saturday 
is n o t fo rb idden  b u t it is ap p rop ria te  n o t to  fast w ith o u t 
observ ing  fast a day before it o r a day after it.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 346: prohibition of 
extending fast beyond one day 

Hadeeth1764
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Abu Hurairah and Aishah said: The Prophet ^  prohibited 
observing continuous voluntary fasts beyond one day. [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]



Hadeeth 1765
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/bn ‘Umar 4 > said: The Messenger of Allah % prohibited observing 
continuous fasts beyond one day. The Companions submitted: “But 
you do it.” He replied, “I am not like you. I am given to eat and to 
drink (from Allah).” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1766
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Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “It is much 
better for one of you to sit on a live coal, which will burn his 
clothes and get to his skin than to sit on a grave.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1767
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Jabir 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M forbade that the graves 
should be plastered (made into permanent structures), used as 
sitting places (for the people) or building over them. [ Muslim ]



Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of extending fast beyond one day.

Al-Wisaal refers to a person observing fast continuously for two 
days without taking food. Allah, the Exalted, has defined the period 
of fast in His statement:
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“So mow fiove sexual relations with them and seek that Allah has 
ordained fo r you (offspring), and eat and drink until the white 
thread (light) o f dawn appears to you distinct from the black 
thread (darkness o f night), then complete your Saum (fast) till 
the nightfall...” (2:187).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “ Then complete the fasting till 
evening”.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has stipulated the beginning of 
fast and its end. The Prophet M said: “ People will continue to be in 
goodness as long as they hasten their break their fast.” (,)

This is what is legislated. A person should hasten to break the fast 
(at sunset) without delay. It is not permissible for one to merge two 
days of fast because the Prophet M has prohibited that. He M said: 
“Whosoever among you wishes to do Al- Wisaal should do it till the 
time of pre-dawn meal.” w He permitted Al-Wisaal till the time of 
pre-dawn meal, which is the last part of the night.

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Saum, the Chapter o f Hastening the Break 
o f Fast at sunset, no: ( 18 2 1) ; and Muslim in the Book o f Siyaam, the Chapter o f 
Excellence o f Suhur and Emphasis on Taking and Delaying It, no: (1838).

2 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Saum, in the Chapter o f Wisaal, and the 
Statement o f He W ho Says There is No Fasting in the Night, no: (1827).



Based on this, it becomes apparent that the one who is observing a 
fast may be in any of the three situations:

First: He hastens to break the fast once the sun has set. This is the 
Sunnah and it is the best.

Second: He delays it till the later part of the night. This is permissible 
but not the best.

Third: He does not take any food between two days of fasting; 
rather, he does Al-Wisaal. This is forbidden according to the author, 
may Allah shower blessings on him, and this is the correct view.

This is because the Prophet M forbade observing fast for a stretch of 
days without taking any food. The companions did this thinking that 
he M only forbade them from observing continuous fasts out of his 
kindness and mercy for them M- They (the companions) said: “We can 
bear it” and they continued observing fasts without taking food. So, 
he left them until the appearance of the crescent of Shawwal, then he 
M said: “Were it to be delayed, I would have added more for you.” w

Some scholars opine that Al-Wisaal is simply disliked and not 
prohibited because the reason for the prohibition is kindness to the 
person, and a man is the commander of his own soul. However, 
the weightier opinion is that Al-Wisaal is forbidden because of the 
Prophets prohibition of it. This is because the Prophet % did Al- 
Wisaal with them for three days until the crescent was seen and said: 
“Were it to be delayed, I would have added more for you.”

What some of the pious predecessors did, such as Abdullah bin 
Zubair (may Allah be pleased with him and his father) who was 
reported to have observed continuous fast for fifteen days without 
eating, would be considered their own Ijtihaad and interpretation. 
However, the correct position is what the Sunnah indicates.

in-('̂ \xi//ucc/i //w y/nee/i

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Holding Unto the Q ur’aan and Sunnah, the 
Chapter o f Undesirability o f Extrem ism  in the Religion, no: (6755); and M uslim  in 
the Book o f Siyaam, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f Wisaal, no: (1846).
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Chapter 347: prohibition of sitting 
on the graves 

Hadeeth 1766
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Abu Hurairah jfc said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “It is much 
better for one of you to sit on a live coal, which will burn his 
clothes and get to his skin than to sit on a grave.” [ Muslim ]

Chapter 348: prohibition of 
plastering or building 
over the graves 

Hadeeth1767
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Jabir 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M forbade that the graves 
should be plastered (made into permanent structures), used as 
sitting places (for the people) or building over them. [ Muslim ]

Commenatry
Then the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned: 

The chapter on prohibition of sitting on the graves. This is because the 
grave houses a honourable Muslim; hence, your sitting on it is an act 
of disrespect to the occupant.
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Thus, the Prophet M said, as reported by Abu Hurairah (may Allah 
be pleased with him): “It is much better for one of you to sit on a live 
coal, which will burn his cloth and gets to his skin, than to sit on a 
grave.” This shows that it is forbidden. It is not permissible for anyone 
to sit on the grave of a Muslim. If he wishes to sit, he may sit behind 
the grave or on either side of it. It is forbidden to sit on it.

This is considered immoderation in management of graves. 
Consequently, the Prophet M forbade the plastering of grave, 
erecting a structure on it and writing on it. This is because platering 
and building on it will imply venerating it which may lead to Shirk. 
Therefore, plastering a grave is forbidden, but erecting a structure on 
it is worse.

Writing on the grave requires further explanation. There is no harm 
in writing for the purpose of identification so as to guide to the grave. 
However, the act of writing which is similar to the acts of the Days of 
Ignorance, when the graves bear names with eulogy and praise of the 
occupant, is forbidden.

Also, included in the prohibition is what some ignorant people do 
when they write Soorah-Faatihah or other verses on the gravestone. This 
is forbidden. It is incumbent upon anyone who sees this on a grave to 
remove this stone because this is part of evil which must be removed.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 349: prohibition for a slave 
to run away from his master 

Hadeeth 1768

Jarir bin Abdullah 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “I f  
a slave runs away from his master, his responsibility to him is



absolved.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1769 
Commentary

The author, may Allah have on him, said: The chapter on prohibition 
of a slave from running away from his master.

A l-‘Abd means a slave; Ibaaqa-hu means running away from his 
master. This is because a slave belongs to the master in person and 
utility. Hence, the master will incur great loss if he runs away. A severe 
threat has been reported concerning this that he (the run-away slave) 
is guilty of disbelief, his master is absolved of his responsibility and 
his Salat (Prayer) will not be accepted. These are three punishments, 
refuge is with Allah:

First: His master is absolved of his responsibility as reported in the 
hadeeth of Jarir (may Allah be pleased with him).

Second: He is guilty of disbelief. However, this is not the form of 
disbelief which expels one from Islam.

Third: His Salat (the Prayer) will not be accepted. If a servant who 
ran away from his master observes Salat (the Prayer), it will be useless.

The scholars differ on whether this nullity covers his obligatory 
and voluntary Prayers or only his voluntary Prayers. Some scholars 
are of the view that his obligatory Prayers will be accepted. This is 
because its period of observance is earmarked by the Shariah, hence 
he will observe it regardless of whether he is with his master or on the 
run. Other scholars opine that the hadeeth is general, and there is no 
reason to prevent him from such punishment.

Thus, the intent by nullification of the voluntary Prayers is 
nullification of its soundness, and nullification of the obligatory 
Prayers is nullification of its reward. This is a good integration of the 
various statements.

Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 350: undesirability of 
intercession in hudud 
Hadeeth 1770

‘Aishah ^  reported: The Quraish were anxious about a woman 

from Banu Makhzum who had committed theft and asked 

: “ Who will speak to the Messenger o f Allah M about her?” 

Then they said: “No one will be bold enough to do so except 

Usamah bin Zaid, the (Companion who was) dearly loved by 

the Messenger o f Allah So Usamah 4* spoke to him and 

the Messenger o f Allah M (angrily) said, “Are you interceding 

regarding one o f the punishments prescribed by Allah?” He 

then got up and delivered an address in which he said, “Indeed 

what destroyed the people before you was just that when a 

person o f high rank among them committed a theft, they 

spared him; but if  the same crime was done by a poor person 

they inflicted the prescribed punishment on him. I swear by 

Allah that i f  Fatimah daughter o f Muhammad should steal, I 

would have her hand cut o ff” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]



Commenatry
The author and great scholar of hadeeth, An-Nawawi (may Allah 

shower blessings on him), said in his book, Riyaadus Saaliheen: The 
chapter on prohibition of intercession in hudud.

Al-Hadd refers to a prescribed punishment in the Shariah. You must 
understand that punishments for sins are categorized into two: the 
punishment of this world and the punishment of the Hereafter. The affair 
of the latter lies with Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. Allah said:

“Verily, Allah forgives not that partners should be set up with 
Him (in worship) but He forgives except that (anything else) to 
whom He wills...” (4:48).

Out of His Grace and Mercy, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
may forgive any sin other than associating partners with Him.

As for the punishment of this world, it falls into various sections. 
Some of them are definite, so it is not permissible to contravene them. 
For example, a thief’s hand is to be cut, so it is not allowed to cut any 
other part and it is not permissible to transgress the limit set by Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  and His Messenger M- It is the hand that 
should be cut.

Similar to that is the issue of illegal sexual intercourse. If the 
one who commits an illegal sexual intercourse is not married, the 
prescribed punishment is hundred lashes and expulsion to another 
town for one year. Hence, it is not permissible to increase or reduce 
this ruling because it is one of the prescribed punishments.

Another example is those who wage war against Allah and His 
Messenger M and those who cause mischief on the land. Their 
punishment is that they should be killed, crucified, their hands and 
legs be cut on opposite directions, or that they should be expelled 
from the land.



However, there are various matters without prescribed punishment. 
The matter is subjected to the view of the Shariah judge or the one 
who has legal authority to order punishment. This issue is broad. The 
punishment may be financial, so the person is asked to pay a fine. 
The punishment may be in the form of dismissal, imprisonment, 
publication of his name and crime, excommunication or beating. This 
is dependent on that which will benefit and refine him.

Once a matter which requires a definite punishment reaches the 
authority, it is not permissible for anyone to intercede in such matter. 
This is as stated by the Prophet M: “When the prescribed punishment 
reaches the Sultan, may the curse o f Allah be upon the one that 
intercedes and the one that is being interceded for”.

Al-La’n means exclusion from the Mercy of Allah. The Prophet M 
also said: “Whosoever uses his intercession to influence a prescribed 
punishment among the ordained punishments of Allah has stood in 
opposition to Allah.” We seek refuge with Allah.

Intercession is allowed before the report reaches the judge. For 
instance, a man witnessed another man committing fornication, and 
there are four witnesses to it. However, he thinks it is better to ask 
this man to repent and conceal his crime. There is nothing wrong 
if the man repents and he conceals it for him. However, this is not 
permissible after it has reached the judge.

As for killing a person guilty of apostasy, it is not one of the 
prescribed punishments. This is because if an apostate repents even 
after he has been taken to the ruler or judge, his death sentence will 
be lifted.

The prescribed punishments are sacrosanct and they will not be 
lifted except if the accused repents before he falls into the judges net. 
This is based on the statement of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:
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“ The recompense o f those who wage war against Allah and 
His Messenger and do mischief in the land is only that they 
shall be killed or crucified or their hands and their feet be 
cut o ff from  opposite sides, or be exiled from  the land. That 
is their disgrace in this world, and a great torment is theirs 
in the Hereafter. Except fo r  those who (having fle d  away and  
then) came back (as Muslims) with repentance before they 
fa ll into your power; in that case, know that Allah is Oft- 
Forgiving Most Merciful.” (5:33-34).

Then the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned 
the hadeeth of Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) about a woman 
from Banu Makhzuum who had committed theft. She would borrow 
(people’s) properties and deny ever receiving them. That is, she would 
go to people and say: ‘Lend me your pot, lend me your bucket,’ and 
they would lend her. Then she would deny the loan by saying: ‘I did not 
borrow anything from you.’ So the Prophet M categorized her denial of 
the loan as theft. This is because a thief would enter the house secretly 
to steal people’s properties. She took it from the owners as a form of 
loan due to their generosity, and later denied ever receiving them.

The Prophet M therefore ordered that her hand be cut. She was 
from Bani Makhzuum, one of the noblest clans among the Quraysh. 
The fact that the hand of a woman from the Makhzum clan would 
be cut really worried them. So, they sought for a person who would 
intercede on her behalf before the Messenger of Allah $g. They said: 
There is no person more suitable than Usaamah bin Zayd. They did 
not mention Abu Bakr, Umar, Uthman or any other person who is 
superior to Usaamah bin Zayd in status. Perhaps, they tried without 
success or they knew beforehand that it was not allowed to intercede 
in the prescribed punishments of Allah.

The important point is that they sought the help of Usaamah bin 
Zayd; that is, Usaamah bin Zayd bin Haarithah (may Allah be pleased 
with both). Zayd bin Haarithah was a slave that Khadeejah (may 
Allah be pleased with her) gave to the Prophet $$ and he freed him.



The Prophet H loved him and his son Usaamah (may Allah be pleased 
with both) dearly.

So, Usaamah spoke with the Prophet M regarding the condition of 
the woman to see if he would call off the punishment. Then the face of 
the Prophet M changed and he told Usaamah, as a censure: “Are you 
interceding regarding one of the punishments prescribed by Allah?” 
That is, it is not appropriate for you to intercede regarding one of the 
prescribed punishments of Allah. He then got up and delivered a 
powerful address.

He said M: “What destroyed your predecessors was just that when 
a person of high rank among them committed a theft, they left him 
alone, but when a weak one o f them committed theft, they inflicted 
the prescribed punishment on him.”

They were destroyed, that is, because of their sins, with torments 
and punishments. This matter led to their destruction; they would 
say: ‘This a noble person, his hand should not be cut.’ When a noble 
one among them committed theft, they would leave him alone and 
when the weak one among them committed theft, they would inflict 
the prescribed punishment on him. Thus, they implemented the 
prescribed punishments of Allah in accordance to their whims.

This hadeeth shows that those that came before us used to steal. 
There were many cases of theft, among the rich and the poor, the 
noble and the weak.

Then the Prophet M swore, although he is pious and truthful even 
without swearing. He said: “ I swear by Allah that if  Fatimah daughter 
of Muhammad should steal, I would have her hand cut o ff ’. We ask 
Allah to exalt his mention, and send His Peace and Benediction upon 
him. This is fairness and this is how to implement the Laws of Allah, 
not following desires. He M swore because Fatimah bint Muhammad 
was nobler than this Makhzumee woman in lineage and pedigree. She 
is also the leader of the women of Paradise. He swore that were she to 
steal, her hand would be cut off.

With regard to his saying “I would have her hand cut off”, there 
are two opinions among the scholars. The first opinion is that the 
Prophet M himself is the one that would execute the cutting and this



is far reaching. The second opinion is that he would instruct the one 
who would cut her hand.

Whatever the case, it is not possible for the Prophet M to avert the 
prescribed punishment for a person because of his nobility and status. 
He would never do it.

The prescribed punishment is the Right of Allah. “ I swear by Allah 
that if  Fatimah daughter of Muhammad should steal, I would have 
her hand cut o ff ’. Then the Prophet M ordered that the hand of the 
woman from the Makhzum clan be cut off and the order was carried 
out. She was from one of the noblest tribes of Quraysh, but this did 
not exempt her from the punishment.

Therefore, it is compulsory for the people in authority to treat 
people as equal in implementing the prescribed punishments of Allah. 
They should not give preference to anyone because of his closeness, 
wealth or the nobility of his tribe among other reasons. The prescribed 
punishment belongs to Allah and it is obligatory to establish it for 
Allah. Consider the Statement of Allah, the Exalted:

“ The fornicatress and fornicator, flog each o f them with a 
hundred stripes. Let not pity withold you in their case in a 
punishment prescribed by Allah”. (24:2)

Intercession on their behalf is a form of showing pity to them. You 
should not intercede for anyone regarding the prescribed punishments 
of Allah. Rather, you should implement it without kindness or mercy for 
the accused. You should not say: ‘This is a noble person, ‘This is a weak 
person, ‘This is a father of many children. This is not your concern.

For instance, a married person commits illegal sexual intercourse 
and the punishment is confirmed for him. However, he has little 
children who would become orphans and wives who would become 
widows after his death. This should not disturb you. Rather, you 
should proceed to implement the prescribed punishment on every 
one that is guilty of a sin that requires the implementation of the 
prescribed punishment.
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When the Islamic Ummah was on this justice without concern for 
the blame of the blamers for Allah’s Sake, it had dignity, power and 
a manifest victory. And when the Islamic Ummah abandoned the 
establishment of the prescribed punishment of Allah, and they became 
parties and intercessors in averting the prescribed punishments of 
Allah, the Islamic Ummah degenerated to what you see today.

We ask Allah to return the Islamic Ummah to its glory and 
adherence to the Religion. Verily, He has the power to do all things.

Abu Hurairah W said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Avoid two 
habits which provoke cursing.” The Companions said: “What are 
those things which provoke cursing?” He said, “Relieving on the 
thoroughfares or under the shades where people take shelter and 
rest.” [ Muslim ]

Chapter 351: prohibition of 
relieving nature on the paths 

Hadeeth 1771

Chapter 352: prohibition of 
urinating into stagnant water 

Hadeeth1772
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Jabir 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M forbade urinating into 
stagnant water. [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) said: The chapter 

on prohibition of relieving nature on the paths of people, their shades 
and their sources of water.

At-Taghawwut means discharging or releasing wastes from the 
body such as urinating. It is not permissible for a person to urinate or 
defecate where people pass or take as their place of rest and relaxation. 
So also are those places they visit to enjoy sunlight during winter and 
where they assemble. This is part of annoying the believers. Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

d J C b

“And those who annoy believing men and women undeservedly,
they bear (on themselves) the crime o f slander and plain sin.”
(33:58).

“And those who annoy the believing men and women”-, this may be 
by word or action.

Examples of annoying with words are condemnation, abuse and 
other similar acts. An example of annoying with action is urinating 
or defecating on people’s path and similar acts. Allah’s saying: 
“Undeservedly,”  means that if they are the cause of the harm, then it 
will be regarded that they are the ones who have harmed themselves.

Then he (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned the 
hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) who 
reported that the Prophet M said: “Avoid two habits which provoke 
cursing.” The companions said, “What are those things which 
provoke cursing? He said. “Relieving on the thoroughfares or under 
the shades where people take shelter and rest.”
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Allaain is a proper noun derived from its nominal form, La’n. The 
Prophet M called it is Allaain because it causes the curse. The one 
who relieves himself on the path of people or under their shade is 
cursed, refuge is with Allah. Similarly, whoever comes across urine or 
faeces on a path or under a shade should say: ‘May the curse of Allah 
be upon the one who did this.’ This is because he is the one who has 
brought this upon himself.

Likewise, it is not permissible to urinate into stagnant water because 
the Prophet H prohibited it. This is reported in the hadeeth of Jabir 
(may Allah be pleased with him) recorded by Muslim (in his Saheeh). 
So, it is not permissible for a person to urinate into stagnant water 
such as pond, creek or the likes. As for a body of flowing water, it will 
not be affected except if the water is meant for drinking or there are 
people who use it for purification. In this case, it is not permissible 
because this action will harm its consumers.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 353: prohibition of giving 
preference to children over one 
another in giving gifts, etc. 

Hadeethi 773
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An-Numan bin B ash ir^  said: My father took me to the Messenger 
of Allah M and said to him: “I have gifted one of my slaves to this 
son o f mine.” The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Have you given 
such gift to every son o f yours?” He replied, “No.” Thereupon he 
said, “Take this gift back.”



Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of giving preference to children over one another in 
giving gifts.

Al-Awlaad encompasses males and females. The intended meaning 
of Al-Atiyah is gift, not Nafaqah (maintenance). With regards to 
maintenance, one should give every person what he needs, whether 
small or big. If it is assumed that one of them needs books to study 
while others do not need it, there is no harm in giving him the books. 
Similarly, if one of them needs clothes while others do not have a 
need, he should be provided with the clothes. If one of them is ill and 
needs money for treatment, there is no harm in giving him. In the 
same vein, there is no harm to marry for anyone of them who reaches 
the age of marriage.

The important point is that as long as it is to fulfill a need, justice 
demands giving each person according to his needs. However, if it is 
an ordinary act of giving gifts, it is a must to be fair among them.

The scholars differ if it is fair to give a male and female child equal 
share; that is, if the male is given hundred, the female should also 
be given hundred. Alternatively, will justice demand giving them 
according to Allah’s division of inheritance? That is, for a male is the 
lot of two females. So, if you give a male hundred, you give a female 
fifty. This is the correct opinion. This is because there is no form of 
sharing that is more just than the sharing of Allah. So, if everyone is 
given what he needs, then you give an ordinary gift, we say: If you give 
the female one dirham, give the male two dirhams. This is justice. If he 
gives preference to some of his children above others (in the matter of 
giving gifts and what is similar), it is obligatory for him to withdraw 
the additional share of preference. If he gives one of them hundred 
dirhams without giving the others, the beneficiary must return the 
hundred dirhams or the father gives same to others. Alternatively, he 
may seek their clemency on the condition that this is granted out of 
their pleasure or contentment not due to shyness and threat.
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So, there are three ways of redressing preferential treatment of 
some children.

First: He should revoke the gift.

Second: He should give the like of what he gave him to others, and 
‘A male takes the share of two females.'

Third: He should seek for their clemency on the conditions that 
they grant him pardon out of pleasure and contentment not out of 
shyness or duress.

Then the author M mentioned the hadeeth of Nu’man bin Bishr bin 
Sad Al-Ansaari (may Allah be pleased with him). He reported that the 
Prophet M gave him a male-servant, though another version mentioned 
a house. Perhaps, he was given a garden and a servant in order that the 
latter will work in the garden. His mother, Amrath bint Rawaahah (may 
Allah be pleased with her), and she was a knowledgeable woman, said: ‘I 
will not be pleased if you give this son of mine without giving his brothers 
except the Prophet acts as witness to it.’

So, he approached the Prophet M to act as a witness to it. The 
Prophet M said to him: “Have you other children besides this one?” He 
said, ‘Yes.’ The Prophet said: “Have you awarded a gift like this to all of 
them?” He said ‘No.’ The Prophet M said: “Take this gift back”. Then 
he M said: “Make someone else a witness to this”. This is a measure of 
discontentment from him. It is not permissible for him to attest to 
that. Rather, he dissociated himself from the action.

Consequently, he M said: ‘Make someone else a witness to it. I am 
not going to bear witness to this act of injustice.’ Then he M said: ‘Do 
you not expect goodness from all of them as you expect from him?’ 
He (may Allah be pleased with him) said: ‘Yes, O Messenger of Allah.’ 
‘Then be just among them’. This is because if you prefer one above the 
other, the latter may conceal ill-feeling in his heart and may not show 
kindness to his father. Then the Prophet M said: “Fear Allah, and be 
just among your children.”

The Prophet M instructed us to be just among our children when 
we give them gifts. If he gives one of them ten riyals, he should give
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the others something similar. You should not consider anything as 
insignificant and thus overlook matters of equality. No! you should 
give them as you have given the initial beneficiary.

Likewise, whenever any of the pious predecessors kissed a child of 
his, he would kiss the other children to show fairness among them. 
Ditto for looking at them. You should not look at one with annoyance 
and the other with pleasure. Rather, you should be just among them 
even in meeting them with a cheerful face except if one of them does 
what demands anger. In this case, it is his business. But if there is no 
reason, you should treat them equally without giving preference to 
one over the other.

There is an issue of some people marrying for their older children 
and bequeathing the amount of the Mahr for their younger children. 
This is forbidden and not permissible. This is because these people 
(the older children) are given due to an existing need which the 
younger ones do not have at that point. It is not permissible for you to 
will anything to them specifically for this. If you do, the bequeath is 
null and void and rejected without regard. They will inherit according 
to their proportion of the inheritance.

Likewise, a person may give his child who assists him in his business 
or farm more than his siblings. This is also not permissible. Without 
giving this child a gift for assisting you, this is an act of kindness with 
greater reward in the Hereafter, which is greater than his reward in 
this world. If he does not desire that but only want to work for his 
father for payment, he should pay him. For example, (the father will 
say to him:) ‘You will receive such-and-such every month,’ as he pays 
the other employees or he says: ‘You will have a share from the profit,’ 
as he gives to other employees. However, it is not permissible for him 
to give preference of gift to him for his action, which he considers an 
act of kindness, over his other children.

If he bestows a gift on one of them for memorizing the Qur’an, 
and he says to the others: ‘Whoever seeks for knowledge among you, 
I will give him the like of what I have given his brother’ or ‘Whoever 
memorizes the Qur’an, I will give him the like of what I have given
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his brother.’ If some seek for the knowledge and others do not, the 
latter group has no right to the gift. Nonetheless, it is not permissible 
to bestow the privilege on one of them without opening the door for 
his brothers.

It is understood from the saying of the Prophet “Fear Allah, 
and be just among your children,” that equity may not be binding 
in other than the children; for example, among the relatives. You 
can give some of your brothers more than the others or give some 
and withhold from the others. This is because the text is specifically 
reported about children.

As for the statement of some scholars, may Allah have mercy on 
them, that one must be just among all possible heirs according to their 
share of inheritance, there is no evidence for this statement. Fairness 
is only required among children.

Chapter 354; prohibition of 
mourning beyond three days (for 
women) 

Hadeeth1774
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Zainab bint Abu Salamah iSS said: I went to Umm Habibah $s= 
the wi/e o/f/ie Prophet M, when her father Abu Sufyan bin Harb 
4® died. (7mm Habibah ['>- sent /or a yellow coloured perfume 
or something else like it, and she applied it to a slave-girl and 
then rubbed it on her own cheeks and said: “By Allah, I have 
no need for perfume, I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying 
from the pulpit, ‘It is not permissible for a woman who believes in 
Allah and the Last Day to mourn for the dead beyond three days, 
except for the death of her husband; in which case the period of 
mourning is of four months and ten days’” Zainab said: I then 
visited Zainab, daughter of Jahsh when her brother died; she sent 
for perfume and applied it and then said: “Beware! By Allah, I 
don’t feel any need of perfume but I heard the Messenger o f Allah 
4® saying from the pulpit, ‘It is not permissible for a woman who 
believes in Allah and the Last Day to mourn the dead beyond 
three days except in case of her husband (for whom the period is) 
four months and ten days.’”

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) said: The chapter 
on prohibition of a woman mourning anybody beyond three days 
except her husband for four months and ten days.

Al-Ihdaad refers to forsaking adornments, perfume and other 
items which are considered objects of delight, happiness or luxury. 
This is forbidden.

During the days of Ignorance, when they lose a person who was



dear to them, they would abstain from perfume, beautification and 
similar acts until the expiry of a period which they stipulated for 
themselves.

The Prophet % explained in this hadeeth, which was reported from 
him by two of his wives: Umm Habeebah and Zaynab bint Jahsh (may 
Allah be pleased with both), that it is permitted to mourn for only 
three days, except in the case of a wife mourning her husband.

For example, if a man loses his son and he is sorrowful as a result 
of that. It is compulsory for him to be patient, he should hope for 
reward, and things should go on the way they were. He should go to 
his shop if he has a shop, go to his farm if he has a farm; he should go 
to his office if he is an employee and go to school if he is a teacher or 
a student.

The important point is that it should not affect his work in any way. 
This is what the Sunnah, which is the best and fairest to mankind, 
legislated. He should not deny himself of some pleasure due to the 
death of his son, father, mother or brother. The affair is with Allah, 
the Mighty and Sublime; to Him belong the Dominion and Praise. He 
is the King and the One that is praised in all situations. There is a no 
need to deny yourself of pleasure; rather, you should remain patient 
and hope for reward. We are not saying you should not be sad because 
everyone with a living heart will be grieved. However, be patient and 
hope for reward as if nothing has taken place. You should not modify 
your way of life. This is the best, the most beneficial and the fairest.

Similarly, if a woman loses her son, father, brother or any other 
person close to her heart, there is no harm if she mourns the deceased 
for three days or less. It is not permissible to exceed it.

However, since the heart would not be able to bear it, especially due 
to the gravity of such calamities, the Prophet H only allowed three 
days for mourning. That is, there is no harm. For example, if a person 
loses his friend or relative and is greatly saddened and is unable to 
meet people, there is no problem if he remains indoor for three days 
or less. However, he must observe the congregational Prayer. There is 
no harm in that.



His statement M: “It is not permissible for a woman who believes 
in Allah and the Last Day to mourn for the dead beyond three days 
except for the death of her husband.”

The husband has a great right such that the Prophet M said: “If I 
were to order anyone to prostrate to the other, I would have ordered 
the wife to prostrate to her husband because of the greatness of his 
right on her.”w However, prostration is not allowed for anyone except 
the Lord of the worlds and the Creator -  the Mighty and Sublime.

The important point is that the wife would mourn her husband for 
four months and ten days. This is if she is not pregnant; otherwise, she 
would extend her mourning period until delivery. This may be more 
than four months and ten days or less.

Thus, a widow would mourn the loss of her husband for four 
months and ten days based on the Statement of Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime:

“And those o f you who die and leave wives behind them, they 
(the wives) shall wait (as regards their marriage) fo r four 
months and ten days...” (2:234).

She would also wait for four months and ten days even if he is yet 
to consummate the marriage with her. Perhaps, the marriage contract 
was conducted while she was in Madinah and he was in Makkah, and 
he died without consummating the marriage, she would still mourn 
him as long as the marriage contract is valid.

If she is pregnant, the mourning period ends with the delivery of 
the baby even if she puts to bed before the deceased husband is given 
the funeral bath. The waiting period and the mourning period have 
ended. For instance, a woman loses her husband while she was in 
labour. She put to bed at that moment he lost his life; That is, there were 
only few minutes between the two events. At that point, her waiting

1 Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Nikkah, the Chapter o f  Husband’s Rights 
Over His Wife, no: (1828); and Trimidhi in the Book o f Fosterage, the Chapter o f 
H usbands Rights Over His Wife, no: (1079).



period and her mourning period have ended. She can remarry. That 
is, it is allowed for her to remarry before the burial of her late husband 
because she has been delivered of the baby. “And fo r those who are 
pregnant their Iddah is until they lay down their burden.” (65:6) Her 
waiting period and her mourning period are all over.

However, what does a mourning period, Al-Ihdaad, entails? Al- 
Ihdaad means that a woman should shun the following things:

First: Flamboyant dressing. She should not wear a cloth that is 
considered showy. However, she may wear ordinary clothes irrespective 
of the colour: black, red, yellow or green. It is not permissible for a 
woman to wear anything that is considered an adornment such that 
people may say: ‘This woman has adorned and beautified herself.’

Second: Fragrance of all types, be it oil, incense, spray among others. 
She must not use it for any reason except after her menstral period; 
she may apply a little quantity of fragrance to the section where foul 
smell may stem so as to protect her from malodorous odour.

Third: All forms of jewelry. She should not wear jewelry on her 
ankles, hands, legs, ear or neck, and she is not allowed to wear a tooth 
made from gold. Hence, she should remove it if that would not harm 
her. But if it will cause her harm, she should endeavour to conceal it 
by laughing less so that the tooth will not be apparent and visible to 
the people.

Fourth: She should not go out of her house except for a dire necessity 
at night or a need during the day. Otherwise, it is not permissible for 
her to leave her house where her husband passed away while she was 
in it. It is obligatory for her to remain in the house and should not 
leave. If she says: ‘I want to visit my neighbor to spend the day and 
early part of the night before returning home’. We say: ‘No, you should 
not go; rather, invite your neighbour to come over and you should 
remain in the house in which you were when your husband passed 
away.’

But if she had travelled with her husband to another city for 
treatment and her husband passed away in the foreign land, we say:



‘Return to your city. This is because that city is not your original place 
of residence.’

Fifth: Beautification with kohl and the likes. If she has an eye defect, 
she should only apply that which is colourless at night and clean it off 
by morning. This is if she has a need for it; otherwise, she should 
abandon it.

A woman came to the Prophet M and said: “O Messenger of Allah, 
my daughter’s husband has died. And she has a problem with her eyes, 
can she use kohl? He M replied: ‘No!’ Despite the fact that her eye 
was giving her problem, he M said ‘No.’ Ibn Hazm (may Allah shower 
blessings on him) opined that she is prohibited totally from applying 
kohl even that may lead to her loss of eyesight. This is because the 
Prophet M was asked concerning the woman that was having problem 
with her eyes and he refused to permit her to use kohl.

Likewise, she is not allowed to apply make-up and other forms of 
beautification. There is no harm in using a soap which lacks fragrance, 
and keeping the head and the skin clean.

As for the popular belief among the masses that a woman should 
only take a bath once a week, precisely a Friday, during the mourning 
period, this is baseless. Similar to that is the popular belief that she 
should not go to the backyard, and that she should always remain 
indoor. This is not correct. She can go to the front of the apartment, 
the backyard and wherever she wishes.

Likewise, the popular belief that the moon is a man with eyes, 
nose and mouth; hence, a woman should not go out on bright nights 
because the moon, being a man, will see her. This is erroneous and 
clearly not correct. She can go out at full moons, under bright sun or 
at any time. But she should not go out of the house.

It is also popular among the masses that she cannot speak to any 
man other than her Mahram. This is also wrong. She can speak to 
whomever she wishes. There is no harm. That is, with regard to



speech, she is like every other woman. Talking is not forbidden for 
her. However, she should do it as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime:

“Then be not soft in speech, lest he in whose heart is a disease 
(of hypocrisy, or evil desire fo r adultery) should move with 
desire...” (33:32).

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 355: prohibition of 
malpractices in commerce 

Hadeeth 1775
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Anas bin Malik said: The Messenger of Allah M forbade that 
a person in the city should make a deal on behalf of a villager 
on commission even if  he is his real brother.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth1776
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Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Do not meet 
the merchandise till they arrive in the market.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]



Hadeeth 1777
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4i> said: The Messenger o f Allah said, “The caravans 
carrying merchandise should not be met on the way to purchase 
from them; a man in the city should not sell for a man of the 
desert.”

Hadeeth 1778

Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger o f Allah M forbade that a 
man in the city should be the commission agent of a man from  
the desert and prohibited the practice of Najsh (i.e., offering a 
high price fo r something in order to allure another customer who 
is interested in the thing); and that a man should make an offer 
while the offer of his brother is pending; or that he should make a 
proposal o f marriage while that o f his brother is pending; or that 
a woman should try that a sister o f hers might be divorced so that 
she might take her place.

Hadeeth 1779



Ibn ‘Umar 4<= said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “A person 
should not enter into a transaction when his (Muslim) brother has 
already negotiated, nor should he make a proposal o f marriage 
when that of his brother is pending, except with the permission of 
the latter.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1780

‘Uqbah bin ‘Amir 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “A 
M u’min is the brother of another M u’min ; and thus it is not 
permissible for a M u’min to make an offer while the offer of his 
brother is pending, nor should he make a proposal of marriage 
while that o f his brother is pending till he withdraws his proposal.”

Commentary
The author and great scholar of hadeeth, Al-Hafiz An-Nawaawee, 

may Allah shower blessings on him, designated a chapter for these 
three issues in his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen.

One of them: That a city dweller acts as an agent for the villager or 
desert dweller.

Two: To meet caravans in transit.

And three: To enter into a transaction which his (Muslim) brother 
has already negotiated.



As regards the city dweller acting as a commission agent for the 
villager: The latter brings his sheep, camel, butter, milk and cheese 
to the market in order to sell. Then a city dweller approaches him 
and says: ‘O so-and-so, let me sell (the goods) for you.’ This is not 
permissible because the Prophet M said: “Leave people, Allah will 
provide for some of them from others.”^j

You should leave the Bedouin or villager to sell his commodities. 
He may desire to sell his items at giveaway prices in order to return to 
his family early. Also, when the villager sells, it is customary for the 
city dweller to pay him in cash without delay. This is because he knows 
that the villager would want to commence his return trip. Therefore, 
the seller, who is a villager, will benefit when cash is given to him, and 
the buyer will also benefit since villagers often sell at cheaper rate. 
This is because they are usually in haste to return home, so he does 
not expect extra gains. Consequently, the Prophet M forbade that the 
city dweller should act as an agent for the villager or desert dweller.

The scholars deduce a salient point from this that there is no harm 
if a villager approaches a city dweller and asks him to act as his agent. 
This is because the villager would understand that the profit will be 
higher if a city dweller sells the items on his behalf. Hence, he would 
not mind staying back for a day or two so as to collect his money.

However, the apparent meaning of this hadeeth is general. The city 
dweller should not sell for the villager. If he comes to him and says: 
‘O so-and-so, take my goods and sell them for me,’ he should say, ‘No, 
sell them yourself’.

Similarly, the scholars also deduced from his statement: “Leave 
people, Allah will provide for some of them from others.” If the price 
is the same, whether the townsman sells it or the nomad sells it, there 
is no harm if the townsman sells for the village dweller because the 
price will not change. For instance, the state has fixed a specific price 
which cannot increase or decrease for this class of items. There is no 
difference between a townsman selling it or the village dweller selling

i Muslim reported it in the Book o f Transactions, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f a 
Townsman selling for a villager, no: (2799).



it. So, there is no profit accruing to the townsman in that. They opine 
that if the price is uniform, there is no harm if the townsman acts as 
an agent for the village dweller.

Some scholars have deduced from this also that people must be in 
need of such merchandise; that is, it should be what relate to peoples 
needs. As for things people do not need, except on rare occasions, 
there is no harm in a city dweller acting as an agent for a village 
dweller. However, this deduction is weak. What is correct is that there 
is no difference between the goods that people need and the goods 
that they rarely need.

The second issue is to meet the caravans in transit. This is based 
on their knowledge that the villagers will bring goods, for example, in 
the first part of the day on Friday. You will see some people going to 
the outskirts of the town to receive the caravans. They will buy from 
them before they reach the market. Thus, they will reduce supply 
to the people waiting for the arrival of the caravans in the market. 
These people will cheat those who are waiting in the market and the 
caravans.

In receiving the caravans, two harms would have happened:

First: It will affect the inhabitants of the town who are awaiting the 
arrival of the caravans in order to buy at cheaper rates.

Second: It will affect the owners of the caravans. This is because 
those who meet them on the way will cheat them by buying below 
market price. The owners of the caravans will not reach the market to 
know the price.

Consequently, the Prophet M said: ‘Whosoever receives and buys 
from it, and he goes to the market, he has a choice”.(l) That is, if a 
person meets the caravans outside the city and buys from them, then 
the owner finds out that he has been cheated when he enters the town, 
he may revoke the sale because he was deceived and cheated.

The third issue is to enter into a transaction which his (Muslim)

i  Muslim reported it in the Book o f Transactions, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f 
Meeting the Merchandise, no: (2796).



brother has already negotiated. For instance, a person is about to buy 
a commodity for ten (riyal), then you announce to him that you will 
sell the commodity to him for eight (riyal).’(l) It is forbidden because 
the buyer will almost terminate the contract in order to buy the goods 
at the cheaper price.

Similar to that is a person making a proposal of marriage while 
that of his brother is pending. For instance, if you hear that so-and-so 
has proposed to the daughter of a person and you then approach the 
girl with a marriage proposal. This is forbidden except if the first man 
permits you to try your luck. That is, you meet the first man and say: 
‘O so-and-so, I heard that you have proposed to so-and-so. I am also 
interested in her, do you permit me to propose to her?’ There is no 
problem if his reply is positive because the right belongs to him.

Alternatively, if the family of the woman rejects the suitor, and you 
are aware of the proposal and the consequent rejection, there is no 
harm if you propose to the woman since the family has rejected the 
first suitor. He has no relationship with the woman again. But if you 
hear that a particular person has proposed to a woman but you are 
not sure whether they have rejected him or not, it is not permissible 
for you to propose to her. This is because they may be about to accept 
him. So, if you make a marriage proposal, they may rescind their 
imminent decision which would deprive him of his right due to his 
earlier proposal.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 356: prohibition of 
squandering wealth 

Hadeeth1781

i So that he will feel like taking it back to the fist seller and buy from this second 
seller who has a cheaper price -  Translator.
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Abw Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Verily, 
Allah likes three things for you and disapproves three things 
for you. He likes that you should worship Him Alone, not to 
associate anything with Him (in worship) and to holdfast to the 
Rope of Allah and not to be divided among yourselves; and He 
disapproves for you irrelevant talk, persistent questioning and the 
squandering of the wealth.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1782
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Warrad, the scribe of Al-Mughirah bin Shu‘bah 4« said: Al- 
Mughirah bin Shubah dictated a letter to me addressed to 
Muawiyah 4b that the Prophet M used to supplicate at the end 
of each obligatory Salat (prescribed prayer): “ La ilaha illallahu, 
wahadahu la sharika lahu, lahul-mulku, wa lahul-hamdu, wa 
Huwa ‘ala kulli shai’in Qadir. Allahumma la mania lima a‘taita, 
wa la mutiya lima manata, wa la yanfau dhal-jaddi mink-al-
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jaddu . (There is no true god except Allah, the One, Who has no 
partner. His is the sovereignty and His is the praise, and He is 
Able to do everything. O Allah! Nobody can withhold what You 
give; and nobody can give what You withhold; and the high status 
of a person is of no avail against Your Will).” He also wrote to 
him that the Prophet M used to forbid irrelevant talk, wasteful 
expenditure, persistent questioning, disobedience o f parents 
(especially mothers), infanticide of daughters by burying them 
alive, depriving others of their rights and acquisition of property 
wrongfully. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of squandering wealth.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has made money a means of 
support for people for their religious and worldly affairs as stated by 
Him:

4̂- • iL i_yyj M ^

“And give not unto the foolish your property, which Allah has 
made a means of support for you.” (4:5).

Hence, it is forbidden to violate its sanctity. The Prophet M said: 
“Verily, your blood, wealth and honour are forbidden for you.” (,J 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has laid out the division of wealth 
by Himself in so many places. He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And know that whatever o f war booty that you may gain, verily, 
one fifty o f it is assigned to Allah” (8-41).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said:

1 Muslim reporte it in the Book o f Hajj, the Chapter o f the Prophet’s Hajj, no: 
(2137)-
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“As-Sadaqaat (here it means Zakat) are only fo r the Fuqara 
(poor) and Al-Masakin (the poor) and those employed to collect 
(the funds).” (9:60)

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said: “Allah commands you 
as regards your children’s (inheritance). To the male, a portion 
equal to that o f two females.” (4 :11),

And others among the verses of inheritance.

All of these indicate the concern of the Shariah for wealth. It is 
an important issue. Consequently, most countries today have become 
strong through continuous increase in wealth and prosperity.

Wealth is an important issue. It is not permissible for a person 
to spend it on that which is not beneficial. There are various forms 
of squandering wealth, one of which is extravagance in spending. 
Extravagance is forbidden in the manners of feeding, drinking, 
clothing, riding, shelter and every other form. When a person goes 
beyond the limit, he is sinful according to the Statement of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime:

“And eat and drink but waste not by extravagance, certainly, he 
likes not those who waste by extravagance” (7:3,1).

The quality of exceeding the appropriate limit is extravagance. It is 
unlawful, and the person engaging in such is liable to the abhorrence 
of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. When we say that extravagance 
is exceeding the appropriate limit, it becomes clear to us that this is 
relative. The rich, for example, may decorate his house, buy car or 
wear clothes that are not considered extravagant to him because he 
might not have overstepped the limit of his riches. However, if a poor



person were to do the same, we will say: ‘This is extravagance and it 
is forbidden’. Thus, most low income and middle class make mistakes 
today by comparing themselves with the rich. This is a grievous error.

The poor should spend within his means. It is an act of foolishness 
for a poor man to strive to be like the rich in eating, drinking, clothing, 
marriage, riding, and housing. It is also forbidden and not permissible.

Most people have erred in this regard. Someone will get into debts 
and burden himself with liabilities just to furnish his house like his 
rich neighbour. This is also a mistake and part of what Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  has forbidden.

Extravagance is overstepping the limit and Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  does not like the extravagant. Indeed, Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -praised His servants who are neither 
excessive or miserly in spending, but take a middle course between 
the two extremes.

Another form of extravagance is buying so many clothes without a 
need for them. Most women today would always stock their wardrobes 
with the latest vogue until they fill their houses with that which they 
do not need. If there is a little variation on the previous item, she 
will hasten to possess the new one. Some women -  we ask Allah for 
guidance -  have hijacked the intellect of their husbands by compelling 
them to buy ostentatious goods and waste money. It is obligatory for a 
man to be a man by preventing his wife from extravagance.

One of the impermissible ways of spending money is purchasing 
unlawful items like those who pay out money to buy cigarette. This is 
an illegal spending, part of what Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has 
prohibited. This is a clear act of squandering wealth; how will a person 
spend his money on something that he will burn. He cannot smoke 
a cigarette without burning it. It is comparable to a person burning a 
banknote and likewise causing harm to himself with it. How will he 
be safe from harming himself?

This is why doctors are in agreement today that cigarette smoking 
is dangerous to health, and that people must abstain from it. Indeed,
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Non-Muslim nations which are regarded as developed countries 
prohibit smoking in public places. It is likewise prohibited in private 
places except members of such gathering consent to it. Otherwise, 
smoking is prohibited in such space because it is dangerous to the 
smoker and those around him. These countries even prohibit smoking 
in aeroplanes; some pilots related this to me. They stated that when 
they get to some Non-Muslim countries, all passengers on board are 
forbidden from smoking. This is not for religious reason but because 
of its attendant harm and respect for the atmosphere. This is from 
the disbelievers! Regrettably, people do not care about others in 
Muslim lands; a person would bring out cigarette and smoke in the 
midst of people without thinking of its effects on others. Firstly, this 
is forbidden for him, and it is likewise forbidden because it involves 
causing harm to the Muslims. This harms the people. Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  says:
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“A n d  t h o s e  w h o  a n n o y  b e l i e v i n g  m e n  a n d  w o m e n  u n d e s e r v e d l y ,  

t h e y  b e a r  ( o n  t h e m s e l v e s )  t h e  c r i m e  o f  s l a n d e r  a n d  p l a i n  s i n ”  

(33:58).

It hurts them. The smoke that comes from the cigarette also enters 
their body and harm them.

It is therefore forbidden for a person to buy cigarette. If he does 
so, he is sinful and will be seen as persisting in disobedience. He will 
not be regarded as a responsible person, and he will be relieved of 
his authority over others as stated by many scholars. This person has 
moved from a state of righteousness to a state of sinfulness, and a 
sinful person has no authority (even) in solemnizing a marriage, as an 
instance. So, the matter is grievous.

Another form of squandering wealth is for a person to spend on 
nonbeneficial activities such as amusements and similar acts, one of 
which are fireworks.



And his saying 36, ‘He disapproves for you irrelevant talk’ refers to 
preoccupying oneself with gossips and tale mongering, that ‘so-and- 
so said this-and-that’. This is common among most of the wretched 
today, those who fill their gatherings with hearsays: ‘What is the 
latest gist?’ ‘So-and-so said.’ ‘What can you say about so-and-so?’ and 
similar conversations of no value.

So, as the Wise Shariah prohibits squandering of wealth, which Allah 
has made a means of support for mankind, it also prohibits wasting 
of time. Rumor mongering and transmitting idle talks are sheer waste 
of time. Ditto for persistent questioning. There is no doubt that the 
harm in wasting time is more grievous for a person than the harm of 
wasting money. It is possible to replace squandered wealth but it is not 
possible to replace wasted time. Time passes without return. Hence, it 
is obligatory for one to abstain from engaging in idle talk.

So also is persistent questioning. This may refer to asking from 
the creatures; that is, one should not ask from people. If this entails 
asking for money, then it is forbidden. Indeed, a person will persist on 
begging until he will come on the Day of Judgment without flesh on 
his face, refuge is with Allah.

Persistent questioning may refer to asking too many unnecessary 
questions about the condition of people. ‘What can you say about so 
and so?’ ‘Is he rich or poor?’ ‘Is he learned or ignorant?’ And the likes.

It can also mean asking too many questions about knowledge; 
questions a person does not need especially during the era of 
Prophethood. This is because it was feared that a person may ask 
about something which was not formerly prohibited, but it becomes 
prohibited as a result of his question. He may also ask about something 
that was not obligatory and it becomes obligatory as a result of his 
question. However, this is restricted to if a person has no need of the 
question. But if he is in need of the question, like if he is a student of 
knowledge that asks to understand, there is no blame on him to ask in 
order to understand and to eliminate confusion from his soul.

The Prophet M used to prohibit disobedience to mothers; that is, 
depriving them of their rights. The mother has a great right over the
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child whether male or female. Indeed, her right is greater than the 
right of the father. The Prophet ^  was asked: ‘Who among the people 
is more deserving of my companionship?’ He M said: ‘Your Mother.’ 
He said, then who? He said, ‘Your mother.’ He said, then who? He 
M said: ‘Your mother.’ He said, then who? He M said, ‘Then your 
father.’(l) The mother has a very great right. This is because she carried 
her child in pains, delivered him in pains and breastfed him in pains. 
She exhausted her night and day in this regard. She has a great right.

Similarly, disobedience to the fathers is also one of the major sins. 
However, the Prophet M mentioned disobedience to the mother 
because it is more grievous. He M used to prohibit disobedience to the 
mothers and burying the daughters alive.

Infanticide of daughters by burying them alive was one of the 
aspects of the custom of the Period of Ignorance. Whenever a person 
gave birth to a female child, he would bury her, refuge is with Allah. 
He would bury her alive. (Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  says:)
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“A n d  w h e n  t h e  n e w s  o f  ( t h e  b i r t h  o f )  a  f e m a l e  ( c h i l d )  i s  b r o u g h t  

t o  a n y  o f  t h e m ,  h i s  f a c e  b e c o m e s  d a r k ,  a n d  h e  i s  f i l l e d  w i t h  

i n w a r d  g r i e f  H e  h i d e s  h i m s e l f  f r o m  t h e  p e o p l e  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  

e v i l  o f  t h a t  w h e r e o f  h e  h a s  b e e n  i n f o r m e d . ”

That is, he would stay away from people because of the sad news. 
“ S h a l l  h e  k e e p  h e r  w i t h  d i s h o n o u r ?”  That is, to let her live with 
humiliation and lack of care. “ O r  b u r y  h e r  i n  t h e  e a r t h . ”  (16:58-59). 
That is, to bury her alive.

A daughter who was about to be buried alive would even beg her 
father saying: ‘O my father, O my father’; he would still grab her and

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f M anners, the Chapter o f W ho is More D e
serving o f A  Child ’s Companionship? No: (5514 ); and Muslim in the Book G o od 
ness, Joining Ties and M anners, the Chapter o f Goodness to the Two parents, That 
They Have More Right to Their Child, no: (4621).



bury her, refuge is with Allah. You can imagine how hard their hearts 
were during the Period of Ignorance; their hearts were stronger than 
the stones. Indeed, animals will not do such to their children!

Praise be to Allah Who has favoured us with this great Religion 
through which He made acts of mercy and compassion obligatory.

It is established that taking care of the female children is one of the 
meritorious acts, that which the successful ones race to perform. The 
Prophet M said: “Whoever secures three daughters, shows kindness 
to them; they will be shield for him from the H ell-FireThey asked: 
“And two, O Messenger of Allah?” He M said: “And two.” They asked: 
“And one?” He M said: “And One”.(l)

Whenever it was said to Imam Ahmad (may Allah shower blessings 
on him): A  female child has been delivered for you.’ He (may Allah 
shower blessings on him) would say: ‘Female children were given to 
the prophets.’ The prophets ftsbjfr were given female children. The 
best of the Prophets M had four daughters and three sons. The ones 
who reached puberty were the daughters as all the sons died in infancy.

The one who lived longest was Ibrahim, who died at the age of one 
year and four months. He was suckling and he will have a wet nurse 
in Paradise. As for the four daughters, three died during his lifetime 
(i.e. the Prophet). They were: Zaynab, Ruqayyah and Umm Kulthum 
(may Allah be pleased with them all). The fourth was Faatimah (may 
Allah be pleased with her); she died some months after the death of 
the Prophet M-

In summary, if Allah blesses a person with daughters and he 
nurtures them in a good way, they will serve as shield for him from 
the Hell-fire.

His statement M: “And depriving others of their rights and 
acquisition of property wrongfully.” He M forbade depriving others 
of their rights and acquisition of property wrongfully. This is a mild 
way of referring to stinginess and miserliness.

Man’u: He deprives and does not give others, and he is not generous

i  Ahm ad reported it (6/29).
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Â ith his wealth and the person.

Haat: He requests from other people, refuge is with Allah. Thus, he 
is miserly and stingy, he withholds and is not satisfied.

Chapter 357: prohibition of pointing 
weapon to another brother in faith 

Hadeeth 1783
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Abu Hurairah 4? said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “None of 
you should point at his brother with a weapon because he does 
not know that Satan may make it lose from his hand and, as a 
result, he may fall into a pit o f Hell-fire (by accidentally killing 
him).” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1784
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Jabir 4  said: The Messenger of Allah M prohibited from presenting 
a drawn sword to another.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter on 

prohibition of pointing weapon at another brother in faith regardless 
of whether it is deliberate or not, and handling an unsheathed sword.
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These are two issues:

The first issue: This is pointing a sword, a piece of iron, a stone or 
similar items at anyone as if one wants to hit him with it. The Prophet 
M has forbidden that. This is because he may simply plan to point a 
stone or a piece of iron at him and feign to throw it, but the Devil will 
remove it from his hand and it flies off. Thus, he would fall into the pit 
of Hell, refuge is with Allah.

A similar act common with some fools is approaching a person 
who is standing, sitting or lying down with car at full speed as a form 
of play. Then, he would halt the car when he is close to the person 
in order not to hit him. This is also prohibited. It is comparable to 
pointing with a piece of iron at a person because the Devil may release 
it and he may not be able to control the car. Thus, he would fall into 
the pit of Hell-fire.

Also included in this prohibition is threatening a person with 
dog. A person who owns a dog may decide to frighten his visitor or 
someone else with the dog. The dog may escape from his grip and bite 
and injure the man, and it will not be possible to rescue him at that 
point.

The important point is that a person is prohibited from carrying 
out all means of destruction regardless of whether it is deliberate or a 
joke. This is indicated in the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him).

The second issue: It is prohibited to present a drawn sword to a 
person. When the other person stretches his hand to collect an 
unsheathed sword, your hand may turn and the sword will cut the 
other person’s hand. This is also applicable to knives and other similar 
objects. You should not present such object to your companion by 
its tip. If you want to give him, you should hold the sharp end to 
yourself and point the handle to your companion in order to avoid 
this prohibition. That is, whenever you want to give your friend a 
knife, let the blade be closer to you, and the handle should be to the



r
direction of your companion so that it will not slip and injure his 
hand. Likewise, if you are with a stick while walking among people, 
you should not carry it horizontally because you may obstruct the 
person who is behind you or in front of you.

However, you should hold it vertically; you may recline on it or 
hold it upright in order not to harm the person behind you or in front 
of you.

All these are praiseworthy etiquette that a person is required to 
adopt in his life so that he will not fall into a matter that will hurt or 
harm people.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 358: undesirability of 
leav ng the mosque without 
offering salat (prayer) after the 
adhaan has been proclaimed

Hadeeth1785

Abu Shatha said: We were sitting with Abu Hurairah in 
the mosque when the M u’adhdhin proclaimed the Adhan . A 
man stood up in the mosque and started walking out. Abu 
Hurairah stared at him till he went out o f the mosque. Upon 
this Abu Hurairah 4* said: Indeed, this man has disobeyed 
Abul-Qasim M. [M uslim  ]



Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on undesirability of leaving the mosque without offering salat after 
the Adhaan has been proclaimed except for a reason.

This is because when the Muadhin calls to Prayer, he will say: Hayya 
alaa Salaah; that is, hasten to Prayer. It is an act of disobedience to 
leave the mosque after the Adhaan has been proclaimed. This is 
because one has been told to advance but he does the opposite.

Then he (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned the 
hadeeth of Abu Sha’thaa’ (may Allah shower blessings on him). He 
reported that they were sitting with Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) and a man stood up to leave the mosque. Abu 
Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) followed him with his gaze 
until he went out of the mosque. Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) said: ‘Indeed, this man has disobeyed the Abu Al-Qaasim 
[the Prophet aS].’ He was staring at him to see if he was moving to 
another part of the mosque or he wanted to get something. But after 
his exit, it became clear to him that he was leaving the mosque. He 
(may Allah be pleased with him) then said: ‘Indeed, this man has 
disobeyed Abu Al-Qaasim i.e. the Messenger of Allah M-’

When a companion says: ‘He has disobeyed Abu Al-Qaasim’, the 
ruling is MarfooKl); that is, it is similar to the Prophet ^  stating that 
such act is prohibited.

From this hadeeth, some scholars deduced that it is forbidden for 
the one who has an obligation to observe Salat in the mosque to leave 
after the pronouncement of Adhaan except for a valid excuse. Some of 
the valid excuses are leaving to urinate, defecate, pass wind, perform 
ablution, an affliction which necessitates leaving hits him or he is the 
Imam or Muadhin for another mosque.

But if he leaves the mosque in order to observe Prayer in another 
mosque, there is a reason to hold back. Someone may opine that this

A J  ^ ^

i That is, it is traceable to the Prophet % -  Translator.
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hadeeth is general while another person may opine that it is regarding 
a person who left the mosque in order not to observe Prayer with the 
congregation. Thus, whosoever goes out of a mosque so as to observe 
Prayer in another mosque has not fled from the congregational Prayer. 
Rather, he wants to observe Prayer in another mosque. Nevertheless, 
one should not leave the mosque even if one wants to pray in another 
mosque except for a valid reason. For example, if there is Funeral 
Prayer which he would want to join in another mosque, he wishes to 
observe Prayer in another mosque with better recital or similar valid 
reasons. In this case, we say that there is no blame on him if he leaves.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 359: undesirability of 
rejecting the gift of perfume 

Hadeeth1786
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “He who is 
presented with a flower of sweet basil should not reject it, because 
it is light in weight and pleasant in odour.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1787
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Anas bin Malik 4* reported: The Prophet M never refused a gift of 
perfume. [ Al-Bukhari ]



Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on undesirability of rejecting the gift of perfume without a reason.

Ar-Raihaan refers to a type of perfume which is as described by the 
Prophet M- light in weight and good in smell. The Prophet M directed 
that it should not be rejected.

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) explained in the 
hadeeth recorded by Al-Bukhaari (may Allah shower blessings on 
him) from Anas bin Maalik (may Allah be pleased with him) that 
the Prophet M would never reject a gift of perfume. There is no doubt 
that perfume opens the soul, brings joy to the heart and pleases the 
members of the gathering. Thus, perfume was pleasing to the Prophet 
M so much so that he M said: “In this world, perfume and women have 
been made beloved to me and the comfort of my eyes is in Salat.”{l) 

Therefore, one should always use perfume because it is a sign of purity 
of the servant, for pure things are for the pure people and the pure 
people are for the pure things. And Allah, the Exalted, is Pure and 
does not accept except that which is pure. So, you should not reject 
a gift of perfume because the Prophet M would not reject such gift. 
Indeed, he M described it as light in weight and pleasant in fragrance. 
It will not harm you in anyway.

However, if you are afraid that the one that gave you the perfume 
will talk about it in gathering or remind you of his favour in the future 
by saying: ‘I gave you such-and-such and it is my reward. I want you 
to serve me based on what I gave you’, you should not accept the gift. 
This is because such a person has nullified his reward by recalling his 
generosity and causing harm. It is better not to refuse it if there is no 
harm in collecting it.

Allah alone grants success.

i Ahm ad reported it: (3/128) ; and Nasai in the Book o f Kindness to Women, the
Chapter o f What Has Com e Under Women, no: (3878).
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Chapter 360: undesirability of 
praising a person in his presence 

Hadeeth 1788
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Afrw Musa Al-Ashari 4® said: The Prophet % heard a person 
lauding another person or praising him too much. Thereupon he 
said, “You killed the man,” or he said, “You ruined the man.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1789
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Abu Bakrah 4® reported: Mention of a man was made to the 
Prophet H and someone praised him whereupon he M said, “Woe 
be to you! You have broken the neck of your friend!” He repeated 
this several times and added, “I f  one of you has to praise his 
friend at all, he should say: ‘I reckon him to be such and such and 
Allah knows him well’, i f  you think him to be so-and-so, you will 
be accountable to Allah because no one can testify the purity of 
others against Allah.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Hammam bin Al- Harith 4® reported: A person began to praise 
‘Uthman 4®, and Al-Miqdad 4*sat upon his knees and began to 
throw pebbles upon the flatterer’s face. ‘Uthman 4® said: “ What is 
the matter with you?” He said: “Verily, the Messenger o f Allah M 
said, ‘When you see those who shower undue praises upon others 
throw dust upon their faces.’” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
This set of hadeeths allude to prohibition of the matter, but there are 

several other hadeeths demonstrating the permissibility of praising a 
person.

Scholars explain that there are different ways of reconciling both 
sets of hadeeths. If the subject of praise possesses perfect faith, 
certainty, good heart, and complete knowledge which protects him 
from trials and the praise would not delude him as he would never 
play with his soul, then it is not prohibited or reprehensible. If it is 
feared that such praise would have adverse effect on him, then he 
should not be praised in his presence. This is severely discouraged. 
The various hadeeths on prohibition support this point of view.

Among what has come about permissibility of praising a person 
in his presence is the statement of the Prophet H to Abu Bakr (may



Allah be pleased with him): ‘I hope you will also be one of them.’(l) 
That is, you will be among those to be invited from all gates leading 
to Paradise. In another hadeeth, ‘You are not one of them,,(2) that is, 
you are not among those who keep their garments below their ankles 
out of sheer arrogance. He M  said to Umar (may Allah be pleased 
with him): ‘When Satan sees you going on a path, he leaves it to take 
another path.’<3)

There are many hadeeths regarding the permissibility. The author, 
al-Hafiz An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on him), mentioned 
some of them in the book: ‘Al-Adhkaar\

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned under 
the explanation of permissibility of praising a person; ‘Is it permissible 
for one to praise his brother for a quality present in him or not?’ This 
has some circumstances:

The first situation: The act entails goodness and encouragement 
on praiseworthy attributes and noble character. There is no harm in 
it. This is because it is an encouragement to the companion of these 
attributes. So, if you see a man who is generous, brave, selfless and 
kind to others, you may mention these attributes so as to encourage 
him to keep them up and remain steadfast. This is good and comes 
under the Statement of Allah, the Exalted:

“Help you one another in Al-Birr and At-Taqwa (virtue, 
righteousness and piety).” (5:2).

The second situation: To praise him in order to publicize his virtues 
among the people so that they will respect him. The Prophet M  did this

1 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Saum, the Chapter o f Rayaan-Gate for 
those W ho Fast, no: (1764); and M uslim  in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f He 
that Gathers Acts o f Charity and Goodness, no: ( 17 15 ) .

2 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Manners, the Chapter o f He Who Praises 
his Brother with What He Knows, no: (5602).

3 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Beginning o f Revelation, the Chapter o f 
Description o f Iblees and his host, no: (30 51); Muslim reported it in the Book 
o f Excellence o f the Sahabah, the Chapter o f Excellence o f Um ar (may Allah be 
pleased with him), no: (4410).
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in the case of Abu Bakr and Umar (may Allah be pleased with both).

With respect to Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased with him), the Prophet 
M was talking one day and he asked: ‘Who among you began the day 
fasting?’ Abu Bakr said, ‘I did’. He asked: ‘Who among you has attended 
a funeral today?’ Abu Bakr said, ‘I have.’ He asked, ‘Who among you has 
given out charity today?’ He said, ‘I have’. He asked, ‘Who among you 
has visited a sick person today?’ Abu Bakr said, ‘I have’. The Prophet M 
said: “No man does all of that but he will enter Paradise.”(l)

Similarly, when it became known that Allah will not look at the 
one who let down his loincloth out of pride, Abu Bakr (may Allah be 
pleased with him) said, ‘O Messenger of Allah! A part of my loincloth 
is prone to going down unless I take care of it.’ The Prophet M said: 
‘You are not one of those who let it down out of pride.’

And he M said to Umar (may Allah be pleased with him): ‘When Satan 
sees you going on a path, he leaves it to take another path.’ That is, Satan 
will be filled with fear of him, hence he will move to another path.

All these are meant to explain the excellence of Abu Bakr and Umar 
(may Allah be pleased with both). There is no harm in it.

The third situation: To praise someone else and to commit excess 
in praising or extolling him and describing him with what he does 
not deserve. This is unlawful and it is a lie and fraud. For example, a 
governor or minister is mentioned and praised with noble attributes 
which he does not possess. This is forbidden for you. It is also harmful 
to the subject of praise.

The fourth situation: To praise a person with what he possesses but 
it is feared that he may become self-conceited and arrogant to others. 
This is also unlawful and it is not permissible.

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) then mentioned a 
number of hadeeths regarding this matter. A man mentioned another 
person in the presence of the Prophet M and praised him. The Prophet 
M said: “Woe be to you! You have broken the neck of your friend!”

i Muslim reported it in the Book o f Zakat, the Chapter o f He Who Gathers between 
Sadaqah and acts o f goodness, no: (1707).
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This means that your act of praising him is comparable to murdering 
him because it may lead him to arrogance and self-conceit.

The Prophet M has instructed that dust should be poured on the 
face of the praise singers. That is, if the person is known for excessive 
praise of notable individuals whenever he is in their company. This is 
a praise singer, Al-Maddaah, who is actually not a person who is fair 
in his praise of others, Maadih.

Al-Maadih is the one whose praises are heard from once in a while. 
However, whenever Al-Maddaah sits with an elder, a leader, a judge, a 
learned person or another person of such calibre, he begins to praise 
him. The right of such a person is to pour dust on his face. This is 
because when a man praised Uthman (may Allah be pleased with 
him), Miqdaad (may Allah be pleased with him) stood up and took 
pebbles and threw them on the face of the praise singer. Uthman (may 
Allah be pleased with him) asked him why he did that and he replied: 
The Prophet M said: “When you see those who shower undue praises 
upon others, throw dust upon their faces.”

Nevertheless, a person is required not to say anything except that 
which is good because the Prophet M said: ‘Whosoever believes in 
Allah and the Last Day should say what is good or be silent.’w

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 361: undesirability of 
departing from or coming to a 
place stricken by an epidemic 

Hadeeth1791
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1 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Simplicity, the Chapter o f Guarding the 
Tongue, no: (5994); and Muslim in the Book o f Faith, the Chapter o f Honouring 
the Neighbour and the Guest and Remaining Silent, no: (67).
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4* reported: ‘Umar bin Al-Khattab d& set out for
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Ash-Sham (the region comprising Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and 
Jordan). As he reached at Sargh (a town by the side o f Hijaz) 
he came across the governor o f Al-Ajnad, Abu ‘Ubaidah bin 
Al-Jarrah and his companions. They informed him that an 
epidemic had broken out in Syria. Ibn Abbas relates: ‘Umar 4® 
said to me: “Call to me the earliest Muhajirun (Emigrants).” 
So I called them. He sought their advice and told them that an 
epidemic had broken out in Ash-Sham. There was a difference of 
opinion whether they should proceed further or retreat to their 
homes in such a situation. Some of them said: “You have set 
forth to fight the enemy, and therefore you should not go back;” 
whereas some of them said: “As you have along with you many 
eminent Companions o f Messenger of Allah M, we would not 
advice you to set forth to the place o f the plague (and thus expose 
them deliberately to a danger).” ‘Umar 4* said: “You can now go 
away.” He said: “Call to me the Ansar (the Helpers).” So I called 
them to him, and he consulted them and they differed in their 
opinions as well. He said: “Now, you may go.” He again said: “Call 
the old (wise people) of the Quraish who had emigrated before the 
conquest o f Makkah.” I called them. ‘Umar 4® consulted them in 
this issue and not even two persons among them differed in the 
opinions. They said: “ We think that you should go back along 
with the people and do not take them to this scourge. ‘Umar 4® 
made an announcement to the people, saying: “In the morning I 
intend to go back, and I want you to do the same.” Abu ‘Ubaidah 
bin Al-Jarrah 4® said: “Are you going to run away from the Divine 
Decree?” Thereupon ‘Umar 4® said: “O Abu ‘Ubaidah ! Had it 
been someone else to say this.” (‘Umar 4® did not like to differ 
with him). He said: “Yes, we are running from the Divine Decree 
to the Divine Decree. What do you think if you have camels and 
you happen to get down a valley having two sides, one of them 
covered with foliage and the other being barren, will you not act 
according to the Divine Decree if you graze them in vegetative 
land? In case you graze them in the barren land, even then you 
will be doing so according to the Divine Decree.
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Usamah bin Zaid 4e said: The Prophet M said, “I f  you get wind of 
the outbreak of plague in a land, do not enter it; and if it breaks 
out in a land in which you are, do not leave it.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) has mentioned a 

great chapter: undesirability of departing from or coming to a place 
stricken by an epidemic.

This implies that if you hear about the occurrence of epidemic in a 
town, you should not visit it. However, if it occurs in a land where you 
are, you should not run away from it.

Then the author, may Allah shower blessings on him, cited as 
evidence the Words of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“Wheresoever you may be, death will overtake you even if  you 
are in fortresses built up and strong.” (4:78).

In reference to this saying: “You should not depart from it”, Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  is saying: “ Wheresoever you may be” any 
place or town, “even if  you are in fortresses built up and strong.” That is 
fortified and strong, perfect and impregnable, death will come to you. 
“ Wheresoever you may be death will overtake you even i f  you are in 

fortresses built up and strong”.



In another more emphatic and clearer verse: j5' J i  ^
^  1 0 ? ^===La^» Ha ^ jx r ^ aSay (to them): Verily, the death from  
which you flee will surely meet you” (62:8) you are fleeing from it but 
it will not miss you; rather, it will meet you and overtake you. There 
is no escape from death. So why should you leave the land infected by 
epidemic because you are fleeing from death? If you flee, you cannot 
flee from the Divine Decree of Allah.

i
Muhammad) not think o f those who went forth from  their homes in 
thousands, fearing death? Allah said to them, “Die.” And then He 
restored them to life. (2:243)

These thousands of people fled from their town when an epidemic 
befell the earth in fear of death. Allah showed them a sign that He 
was acquainted with all things and that He would achieve whatever 
He wished irrespective of human effort. He -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  said to them: ‘Die.’ He said this word as a universal declaration 
and decreed. And they died. This is because whenever Allah wishes 
anything, He says to it, ‘Be’ and it will be. They died and then Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  restored them to life. Allah has power over 
all things. But Allah showed them that there was no fleeing from His 
Divine Decree -  the Mighty and Sublime.

Then, the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) buttressed 
the fact that one should not proceed to a city in the middle of an 
epidemic with the Statement of Allah: “And do not throw yourselves 
into destruction.” (2:195) That is, you should not do anything that 
will lead to your destruction.

Then, he (may Allah shower blessings on him) strengthened this 
with the hadeeths of the Prophet M- He mentioned the story of 
Umar bin Al-Khattaab (may Allah be pleased with him) when he left 
Madinah for Syria and he got wind of the spread of an epidemic. In 
the hadeeth, it was stated that the Prophet M said: “If you get wind 
of the outbreak of plague in a land, you should not enter it.” The 
Prophet M forbade going to a land suffering from the outbreak of

Read the Statement of Allah, the Exalted: 'j  
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plague. Epidemic is deadly, and refuge is with Allah.

Some people of knowledge explained that it is a specific type of 
epidemic. It is a term for wounds and ulcers which afflicts the body 
of a person and moves violently until it covers the body. Some said 
that the epidemic penetrates the stomach and hurts the afflicted until 
it kills him. It is also said that it refers to any epidemic disease which 
spreads very fast such as cholera. This is the closest meaning. If this 
does not fall under the definition, it conforms with the meaning: it is 
not permissible for one to enter a city stricken by any fast spreading 
epidemic disease.

And if it occurs while you are in such city, you should not leave it. 
This is because you are running away from the Decree of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime. Were you to run away, you will be caught, no 
way! Consequently, he said: ‘Do not run away from it’.

As for a person exiting the place because he came to the city to 
fulfill a need and decided to return to his town after its completion, 
not to escape the epidemic, there is no harm.

Ibn Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with him) reported that he 
was with Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) when they set out 
for Ash-Sham (the region comprising Syria, Palestine, Lebanon and 
Jordan). The goal, Allah knows best, may be to conquer Baytul- 
Maqdis (Jerusalem). When they were on their way, he came across 
the commanders of the army because of the epidemic in Syria. The 
epidemic was deadly and spreading like wild fire, refuge is with Allah.

Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) halted and instructed 
Abdullah ibn Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with him and his father) 
to summon the Muhajirun to him. He called them for consultation 
but there was difference of opinion. Some of them advised him not to 
go back while others advised him not to proceed to the place of the 
plague. Then he (may Allah be pleased with him) said: ‘You can now 
go away.’ He asked Abdullah ibn Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with 
him and his father) to assemble the Ansar. He called them to him and 
they differed in their opinions as did the Muhajirun. He (may Allah 
be pleased with him), ‘Now, you may go.’



Thereafter, he (may Allah be pleased with him) instructed him to 
call the old (wise people) of the Quraish who witnessed the conquest 
of Makkah. So, he called them and not even two persons among them 
differed in the opinions. They advised him to go back. Umar made 
an announcement to the people, saying: ‘In the morning, I intend 
to go back.’ Abu Ubaydah Aamir bin Jaraah (may Allah be pleased 
with him), whom the Prophet St nicknamed ‘the trustworthy of this 
Ummah,’ said: ‘O leader of the believers! Are you going to run away 
from the Divine Decree of Allah?’ That is, you are going back with 
the people running away from the Decree of Allah. He (may Allah be 
pleased with him) replied: ‘Had it been someone else who said this, O 
Abu Ubaydah.’

Then Umar gave him a compelling similitude. He (may Allah 
be pleased with him) said: ‘What do you think if you have camels 
and you happen to get down a valley having two sides, one of them 
covered with foliage and the other one being barren, will you not act 
according to the Divine Decree if you graze them in vegetative land? 
In case you graze them in the barren land, even then you will be doing 
so according to the Divine Decree.’

While they were at that, there happened to come AbdurRahman 
bin Auf (may Allah be pleased with him) who had been absent for 
some of his needs. He (may Allah be pleased with him) said: ‘I have 
knowledge about that.’ That is, from the Prophet $g. Then he (may 
Allah be pleased with him) narrated the hadeeth to them: “If  you get 
wind of the outbreak o f plague in a land, you should not enter it; but 
if  it spreads in the land where you are, you should not depart from 
it”. Thus, it agreed with the ruling of the Prophet M and Umar (may 
Allah be pleased with him) praised Allah based on its agreement to 
the truth.

There are many benefits in this hadeeth. Among them are:

The caliph may take command of a battle if there is need for that.

The good managerial skills of the leader o f the Believers 
[Umar (may Allah be pleased with him)]. Notwithstanding his 
religiousness, knowledge, intelligence, and precision in judgement



that he possessed, he did not decide on this issue except after 
consultation and careful study.

Also, it shows that one should start with the best. The best people 
to consult are the best in knowledge, judgement and guidance. He 
(may Allah be pleased with him) began with the best and others 
followed. Once a consensus was reached, the issue was decided and 
there was no need to invite others. Otherwise, those lesser than 
them would come.

Another benefit is that consultation is among the characteristics of 
the believers as stated by Allah, the Exalted: “and who (consult) their 
affairs by mutual consultation” (42: 38).

Whenever anyone whom Allah has granted authority is in doubt 
about a matter and the truth seems obscure to him, he should invite 
people of understanding, religion and experience for consultation. If 
the matter is a public concern, which involves everyone, he should 
hold consultative sessions to sample the opinions of everyone.

It is permissible for one of the subjects to criticize the leader, but 
this must be in his presence. This is because Abu Ubaydah criticized 
Umar bin Al-Khattaab (may Allah be pleased with him), though in his 
presence. The condition is that this critic should be one of those who 
possess knowledge, religion and intelligence, not a person filled with 
sheer enthusiasm, thoughtless sentiments and emotion. The learned 
individuals are the ones to talk with those in positions of authority. 
However, they should not talk behind him; rather, they should talk 
in his presence so that persuasion and conviction would take place.

Another lesson is the benefit of citing examples to help the listener 
with a better and clearer understanding. That was why Umar (may 
Allah be pleased with him) cited an example for Abu Ubaydah (may 
Allah be pleased with him): What do you think if you have camels 
and you happen to get down a valley having two sides, one of them 
covered with foliage and the other one being barren, will you not act 
according to the Divine Decree if you graze them in vegetative land? 
In case you graze them in the barren land, even then you will be doing 
so according to the Divine Decree.
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This also contains a refutation of the Qadariyyah and M u’tazilah 
who believe that a person has total control and free will regarding his 
action, with no link to Allah, refuge is with Allah. Hence, they were 
named the Magians of this Ummah because they resemble the latter 
in understanding. Rather, a person executes his actions according to 
the Decree of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

Another benefit is that aspect of the Islamic knowledge may be 
hidden from a scholar whereas an inferior person may possess the 
knowledge. There is no doubt that Umar bin Khattaab (may Allah be 
pleased with him) was more knowledgeable than AbdurRahman bin 
Awf (may Allah be pleased with him). Similarly, most of those with 
him possessed some knowledge which Abdur Rahman (may Allah be 
pleased with him) did not possess. However, a person may know that 
which a superior person may not know as occurred in this case.

This hadeeth shows the wisdom of the Prophet M in a person not 
going to where there is destruction and harm. This is because Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: ^  -jyfy) ji fc j i  i j & y (And do not 
kill yourselves” (4: 29). And He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: ^ 
^  i;£ i(<ij“And do not throw yourselves into destruction” (2: 195).
It is not permissible for a person to take risks in matters that can lead 
to destruction. Although everything depends on the Divine Decree, 
causes have their effects.

Another benefit is that when an epidemic occurs in the land, it is 
not permissible for a person to run away from it. But there is no harm 
if he leaves for a need.

Likewise, there is no harm if a person takes vaccine that will prevent 
the epidemic. This is because it is an aspect of protection before the 
occurrence of a calamity; there is no harm in it. This is similar to 
undergoing treatment when an epidemic strikes him; there is no 
harm in it. Likewise, there is no harm if he takes precaution against it.

This should not be considered as a defect in reliance on Allah; rather, 
it is from reliance on Allah. This is because taking protective means 
from destruction and punishment is desired. The one who claims to 
put his trust in Allah but fails to employ appropriate means is not
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relying on Allah in the true sense. Rather, he is opposing the Wisdom 
of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime- which rejects that something 
would occur except with the means that Allah has decreed for it.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 362: prohibition of magic 

Hadeeth 1793
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Prophet M said, “Avoid the seven 
destructive things.” It was asked: (by those present): “What are 
they, O Messenger o f Allah?” He replied, “Associating anyone 
or anything with Allah in worship; practising sorcery, killing 
of someone without a just cause whom Allah has forbidden, 
devouring the property of an orphan, eating of usury, fleeing 
from the battlefield and slandering chaste women who never even 
think of anything touching chastity and are good believers.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on severe prohibition of magic.

Forms of magic include knot-tying, incantations and blowing 
which the magician uses to harm his victim. This may lead to death, 
illness or insanity, unusual love and attachment to a person or change



in attitude; that is, a complete separation of two people.

It has various types, refuge is with Allah, and all of them are unlawful. 
The Prophet M absolved himself of the one who performs it and the 
one who seeks it. Some of it leads to disbelief. If a magician seeks 
power from evil spirits by seeking nearness to them and worshipping 
them to earn their obedience, there is no doubt that this is outright 
disbelief. But if this is not the case, it is evil, forbidden and one of the 
major sins.

It is obligatory for the leader to kill the magician even if he repents. 
If he repents in truth, then his affair lies with Allah. Nevertheless, we 
will kill him to prevent his harm and evil. But if he does not repent, he 
will be among the inmates of the Hell-fire provided his magic reaches 
the state of disbelief. This is because magic, refuge is with Allah, is one 
of the greatest causes of mischief and evils on earth as it befalls people 
without warning.

However, there is something that can protect you from it with the 
permission of Allah. It is the recitation of the legislated verses such 
as Aayatul-Kursi, Soorah Ikhlaas, Soorah Falaq, Soorah Naas and 
similar verses and the hadeeths reported from the Prophet $g. This is 
the greatest fortification for a person against magic.

Then the author, may Allah shower blessings on him, quoted the 
Statement of Allah, the Exalted:

“Sulaiman did not disbelieve but the Shayaateen (devils) 
disbelieved, teaching men magic.” (2 :10 2 )

The beginning of the verse is His Saying -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“They followed what the Shayaateen (devils) gave out (falsely o f 
the magic) in the lifetime o f Sulaiman”.

That is, what the devils gave out in the lifetime of Sulaiman and



they were the ones who taught people magic.
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“Sulaiman did not disbelieve but the Shayaateen (devils) 
disbelieved, teaching men magic and such things that came 
down at Babylon to the angels, Harut and Marut, but neither 
o f these two (angels) taught anyone (such things) till they had 
said, “ We are only fo r trail,” so disbelieve not (by learning this 
magic from us).”

Sulaiman 8SB did not disbelieve and did not bestow magic to 
mankind. He left prophetic knowledge because he was one of the 
noble Prophets (may peace and blessing be upon them). “But the 
Shayaateen devils disbelieved, teaching men magic”.

This is evidence that learning magic from the devils is disbelief. 
Hence, as stated earlier, a person who seeks aid from the devils for his 
magic is a disbeliever.

“And such thing that came down at Babylon to the angels, Harut 
and Marut.” Allah sent these two angels to the land of Babylon to 
teach people because of the prevalence of magic there. However, they 
would admonish the people: “But neither o f these two (angels) taught 
anyone (such things) till they said, “ We are only fo r trial,” so disbelieve 
not.”  Allah sent them to teach people.

Here someone may ask, ‘Why should Allah, the Exalted, send two 
angels and the angels are noble in the Sight of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime?’ ‘Why should Allah send them to teach people magic?’ It 
would be said: This is a trial from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. 
Hence, when they taught the people, they said: “ We are only fo r trial, 
so disbelieve not.”  They were admonishing the people. However, Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  tested people with this.

They were made to learn from the two angels; they learnt what



is referred to as knot-making, causing change in attitudes which is 
among the worst type of magic. “And from these (angels) people learn 
that by which they cause separation between man and his wife.” A 
magician will attack a man who has good and pleasant relationship 
with his wife, and cause separation between them, refuge is with 
Allah. She would scream and cry whenever he approaches her and 
would flee from him. But when he is far from her, she cries over the 
separation, refuge is with Allah. Thus, he hurts her in two ways: with 
the union and with the separation.

Likewise, you see a husband who yearns to meet his wife. However, 
he becomes distressed when he goes to her and his heart becomes 
constricted which makes him long for death, refuge is with Allah. This 
is from the most grevious form of magic.

Allah, the Exalted, said: “But they could not thus harm anyone 
except by Allah’s Leave.”  Consider this sentence structure: it is a 
nominal sentence which denotes certainty and universality in Arabic 
language. Then the negation is emphasized with Ba. “But they could 
not thus harm anyone except by Allah’s Leave.” That is, it is absolutely 
impossible for them to harm anyone with their magic except with the 
Permission of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. It will only occur if 
Allah permits it by His Decree, and He has power over all things. If 
He wishes, He prevents it as He can prevent anything. This is because 
He is the One in whose Hand is the dominion of the heavens and the 
earth; He is the Creator of the means and Preventer of the means. He 
has power over all things.

“But they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah’s Leave and 
they learn...”  That is, these people to whom the two angels were sent 
“learn that which harms them and profits them not.” That is, that 
which is complete harm and contains no form of benefit. Hence, He 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “ That which harms them and profits 
them not.” It is a form of complete harm in the religion, the world and 
the painful end.

Likewise, the object of magic will receive his right due to the 
attendant oppression on the Day of Resurrection. Allah -  the Mighty



and Sublime -  will never ignore it. “And they knew that the buyer o f 
it (magic) would have no share in the Hereafter.” Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  emphasized this sentence with a statement of oath 
and its letters -  Lam and ‘Qad’. That is, indeed, this people who are 
learning magic certainly know that one who learns it has no share in 
the Hereafter. They knew that from the saying of the two angels: “ We 
are only fo r trials, so disbelieve not.” They knew and the issue was 
apparent to them but they chose otherwise, refuge is with Allah.

Hence, He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “The buyers o f it.” The 
act of buying may result from love or desire for the object on sale. 
Hence, Allah referred to learning magic as buying it. “ [They] would 
have no share in the Hereafter”. That is, no reward in the Hereafter. 
There is no one among mankind who will not have any reward in 
the Hereafter except a disbeliever. A believer has a reward in the 
Hereafter. He will either enter Paradise without reckoning or be 
punished according to the proportion of his sins before his admission 
into Paradise. However, the disbeliever has no share in the Hereafter; 
that is, no reward.

“And how bad was that fo r which they bought their own selves.” 
‘Bought’ here means ‘sold’. That is, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
has condemned the ones who chose it and sold themselves for its sake. 
“I f  they but knew.”  That is, were they to possess knowledge they would 
have known that this is absolute evil.

In summary, magic is one of the major sins and can lead to disbelief. 
The punishment for a magician is that he should be killed regardless 
of whether he commits disbelief with his magic or not. This is based 
on the statement of the Prophet M: “The prescribed punishment for 
the magician is to strike him with the sword.”(l) In another version, 
“strike him with the sword.”(2)

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to protect the Muslims from their evils 
and ward off their plots. We beseech Him to assist you and us to learn

1 At-Trimidhi reported it in the Book o f Hudud, the Chapter o f What Has Come
Under the Prescribed Punishment for a M agician, no: (1380).

2 Tabaraani reported it in M u’jam  Al-Kabeer, (4/273); and Al-Haytam i in
M aj’m au-Zawaid (6/80).
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the legislated supplications, with which an individual may fortify 
himself from his enemies among the evil spirits and men.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1793
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Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Prophet M said, “Avoid the seven 
destructive things.” It was asked: (by those present): “ What are 
they, O Messenger of Allah?” He replied, “Associating anyone 
or anything with Allah in worship; practising sorcery, killing 
of someone without a just cause whom Allah has forbidden, 
devouring the property o f an orphan, eating of usury, fleeing 
from the battlefield and slandering chaste women who never even 
think o f anything touching chastity and are good believers.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) related the hadeeth 

of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) to illustrate the 
severe warning against magic. The first part of the hadeeth has earlier 
been explained.

Regarding his statement M: ‘killing o f someone without a just 
cause whom Allah has forbidden’, we mentioned that there are four 
categories of inviolable souls: a Muslim, a Dhimmi, a Mua’had and a 
Musta’man. It is not permissible to kill any of them except for a just



cause.

We also discussed treaty between Muslims and disbelievers and we 
explained that it is permissible when there is a need for it or benefit 
in it. We also mentioned the difference of opinion among scholars on 
whether it is allowed for a treaty to be more than ten years or not. Is 
it permissible for the treaty to be absolute or not? We mentioned that 
treaty is divided into three:

One: An everlasting treaty, and this is not permissible.

Two: An absolute treaty, this is allowed according to the soundest 
opinion.

Three: A temporary treaty, this is also permissible. Then those who 
hold this view differ. Is it permissible to exceed more than ten years or 
not? The correct view is that it is permissible because it is for a need.

Then, he M said: ‘eating of usury ’ which is also one of the destructive 
sins.

Shaykh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah, may Allah shower blessings on 
him, said: Threat reported against the one who consumes interest 
has never been reported against any other sin except a person who 
associates partners with Allah. It is so grievous, refuge is with Allah, 
that Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said in His Book:

“Oyou who believe! Be afraid of Allah and give up what remains 
(due to you) from usury (Riba) (from now onward), i f  you are 
(really) believers. And if  you do not do it, then take a notice o f 
war from Allah and His Messenger, but i f  you repent you shall 
have your capital sums. Deal not unjustly, and you shall not be 
dealt with unjustly” (2: 278-279).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  explained that the one who failed



to abandon usury has declared a war against Allah and His Messenger 
M. “ Then take a notice o f war from  Allah and His Messenger.”  And 
when he repents, it is unlawful for him to take more than his wealth: 
‘But if  you repent, you shall have your capital sums. Deal not unjustly 
and you shall not be dealt with unjustly.”

The important point is that eating usury is among the destructive 
sins. Usury covers six categories as explained by the Prophet M in his 
statement: “Gold for gold, silver for silver, wheat for wheat, barley 
for barley, date for date and salt for salt, same quantity for same 
quantity, equal for equal. When these categories differ, sell however 
you wish if payment is made on the spot ” (l>

The most apparent form of usury today which is popular among 
people affects two commodities: Gold and silver. This is because trade 
by barter involving food items is rare, and the usury in it is also rare. 
However, it is more profound in money.

When paper currency appeared to replace gold and silver, there were 
more than six different opinions among scholars, may Allah shower 
blessing on them, each of them sticking to his opinion. The closest 
opinion regarding it is that, once it involves different currencies, it 
is permissible if the quantity is different but not permissible if it is 
due to delayed payment. Based on this, it is permissible for you to 
exchange ten riyais of paper currency for nine riyals of coins. This is 
because the attributes differ. It is reported in the hadeeth: ‘When the 
characteristics differ sell it however you wish.”

If the value of the riyals of papers and coins are the same according 
to the order and regulation of the government, consideration will 
be given to the value although we are aware that metal differs from 
paper even in value. That is, if we assume that you want to equate a 
piece of metal and a piece of paper found on the street, they cannot 
be considered as same because they differ in class and value. Had the 
government not make them equal, they would never have the same 
value. Based on this, it will fall under the saying of the Messenger of

i  Muslim reported it in the Book o f Musaqaat, the Chapter the Book o f Exchange 
and selling Gold for Silver, no: (2970).



Allah $g: “When the classes differ sell however you wish if payment 
is made on the spot”.

Furthermore, there are various forms of usury, and some of them 
are worse than others. The gravest and severest is to consume usury 
in multiples. When it is time for the poor to repay a debt, the creditor 
says to him: ‘Should I give you respite for another year and increase 
the debt due on you?’ For instance, if his debt is ten thousand and 
he does not have anything, the creditor says to him: ‘Should I give 
you respite for another one year and make it eleven thousand?’ This 
is unlawful whether he makes the request in an evident manner or 
by trick. For instance, if he says: ‘Buy this goods from me at the cost 
of eleven thousand and sell it to me at ten thousand,’ so that eleven 
thousand will be on him; he does that to play around the prohibition 
of Allah, refuge is with Allah. Playing around the prohibition of Allah 
is worse than carrying out the prohibition in a manifest manner.

Thus, the following Statement of Allah applies to those who play 
around the prohibition of usury:

“Those who eat usury will not stand (on the day o f Resurrection) 
except like the standing o f a person beating by Shaitan leading 
him to insanity.” (2: 275).

The scholars have two opinions concerning this verse:

The first opinion is that they do stand up to consume and take usury 
as mad men do. That is, in the manner of their spending in the world. 
They spend it recklessly like a mad man who desires this unlawful 
earning with every yearning, passion and means. They engage in 
deception everyday.

The second understanding of the verse is that they will stand from 
their graves on the Day of Resurrection like the one suffering from the 
epileptic touch of Satan. We ask Allah for well-being. They will stand



in front of all the creatures, those who will witness and those that will 
be witnessed.

In summary, usury is forbidden whether gotten in plain terms or 
by trick and deception. But if it is through trick and deception, the sin 
is greater and quicker to bring about constriction of the heart, refuge 
is with Allah, d <0 “Nay! But on their hearts is the Raan 
(covering o f sins and evil deeds) which they used to earn. 83:14

This is why you will see them playing this trick thinking that will 
make it lawful with no harm. They will not be able to free themselves 
from it. But whoever commits a prohibited thing clearly will become 
shy of Allah and will know that he is upon disobedience. Perhaps 
Allah may make the issue easy for him thus making him to repent.

‘Devouring the property o f an orphan,’ is also among the 
destructive sins. An orphan refers to a child who has lost his or her 
father before puberty. An orphan is a needy person. He cannot defend 
himself; hence, the person in charge of his property may embezzle it, 
refuge is with Allah. This is also one of the destructive sins.

‘Fleeing from the battlefield,’ that is, from a battle against the 
disbelievers. When the Muslims and the disbelievers meet, anyone 
who flees has committed one of the destructive sins, refuge is with 
Allah. The only exception is a move as a stratagem of war which Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  mentioned: “ Unless it is a stratagem of 
war, or to retreat to a troop.” (8 :16).

‘slandering chaste believing women who never even think of 
anything touching their chastity.’ That is, to accuse a person who is a 
believing woman of illegal sexual intercourse. This is also one of the 
destructive sins. In the same vein, defaming a chaste man is also one 
of the major sins.

Allah alone grants success.



Chapter 363: prohibition of carrying 
the qur’an into the land of enemy 

Hadeeth1794

Ibn ‘Umar said: The Messenger of Allah M forbade travelling to the 
land of the enemy carrying the Qur’an. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned: The 

chapter of prohibition of carrying the Qur an into the land of enemy.

That is, it is not permissible for a person to travel with a copy of the 
Qur’an to the land of the non-Muslims. This is because it is feared that 
they may slight and debase it if they lay their hands on it. The Qur’an 
is too noble and great to be in the hands of the enemy.

Thus, Abdullah Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with both) 
reported that the Prophet M forbade travelling to the land of the 
enemy carrying the Qur’an. It is as stated by the author, may Allah 
shower blessings on him: this applies when there is such fear. But if 
there is no fear about it, just like in our present time, there is no harm. 
Therefore, it is permissible for a person who travels for trade or study 
in the land of the disbelievers to take the copy of Qur’an along with 
him. However, it is obligatory to know that travelling to the land of 
the non-Muslims to reside there for a long period to study or similar 
reason is not permissible except three conditions are met:

The first condition is that the person must possess knowledge 
to defend himself from doubts. This is because the disbelievers 
are enemies who wish to hinder people from the religion of Allah. 
When a simple-minded youth who lacks knowledge is introduced



to them, they will expose him to misconceptions and doubts which 
can take him out of his religion without him perceiving it. It is not 
permissible for anyone who does not have the knowledge to counter 
the misconceptions to travel to the land of the disbelievers for any 
reason. The only exceptions are matters of dire necessity such as 
medical treatment, and there should be a companion with him to 
protect him from the evil of the people.

The second condition is that he should be religious enough to 
protect himself from base desires. This is because there is no restraint 
in the land of disbelievers. There is no one to restrain them as a matter 
of religious conviction or authority. People are free, as they say, to 
follow their desires; rather, they worship their desires. Therefore, if 
he does not have religion to protect himself from evil desires, he will 
be destroyed. This is because he will see women who are dressed but 
naked, alcohol among other evils. Hence, he will fall into Hell if he 
does not possess religion.

The third condition is that there should be a dire necessity. For 
instance, a person who travels to acquire a branch of knowledge 
which is not available in his land and people are in need of it. There 
is no harm in it.

When these conditions are met, it is permissible for a person to 
travel to the land of the enemy; otherwise, it is not permissible for him 
if he plans to spend a period of time there. But the matter is relaxed 
if the person only travels there for business transaction; he buys and 
returns home.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 364: prohibition of using 
utensils made of gold and silver 

Hadeethi 795
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Umm Salamah &- said: The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“ Whosoever drinks in utensils of silver, in fact, kindles in his belly 
the fire of Hell.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ] The narration of 
Muslim is: “Verily, the person who eats or drinks in utensils made 
of gold and silver.”

Hadeeth 1796
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Hudhaifah 4« reported: The Prophet M prohibited us from wearing 
silk or Dibaj and from drinking out o f gold and silver vessels and 
said, “These are meant for them (non-Muslims) in this world and 
for you in the Hereafter.”

Hadeeth 1797
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Anas bin Sirin said: I was with Anas bin Malik 4« in the company 
of some Magians when Faludhaj (a sweet made of flour and 
honey) was brought in a silver utensil, and Anas did not take it. 
The man was told to change the utensil. So he changed the utensil 
and when he brought it to Anas, he took it. [ Al-Baihaqi ]



Commentary
Gold and silver are both among the minerals created by Allah on 

earth. And He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  created them for us as He 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  stated:

“It is He Who has created fo r you everything on the earth.”  (2: 29).

Therefore, we should make use of gold and silver as we wish unless 
when there is a legislation prohibiting it. The Prophet H forbade 
eating from gold and silver vessels. He M stated that they are for 
the disbelievers in this world and for us in the Hereafter. He M also 
stated that anyone who eats or drinks from a silver vessel is filling his 
stomach with the fire of Hell, refuge is with Allah.

Al-Jar’jarah is the sound of water when it passes through the throat. 
This man -  refuge is with Allah -  is drinking from the fire of Hell, we 
ask Allah for wellbeing, and he will swallow it into his stomach as it is 
swallowed in the world.

This indicates that eating and drinking in gold and silver utensils 
is among the major sins. Hence, it is not permissible for a believer to 
do that.

As for using gold and silver in other things, there is difference of 
opinions among the scholars. The majority of scholars say that it is not 
permissible to make use of gold and silver utensils in other ways just 
as they are not permissible for eating and drinking. Therefore, it is not 
permissible to use them as containers for medicines, money or other 
similar use. This is because the Prophet M forbade eating and drinking 
in them and other matters are similar to it.

Some scholars permit it stating that the prohibition be restricted to 
what the text stipulates. Hence, other uses are not forbidden because 
the basis of every matter is permissibility. Moreover, Ummu Salamah 
(may Allah be pleased with her) who was one of those who reported
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the hadeeth prohibiting eating and drinking in gold and silver utensils 
had a capsule made of silver in which she kept the hairs of the Prophet 
M which people use to cure themselves. People used to apply it for 
their treatment and they would be cured by the Leave of Allah. So, she 
was using silver for other reasons besides eating and drinking.

This is the most correct opinion. That is, using gold and silver for 
other than eating and drinking (purposes) is permissible. However, 
piety and caution demand leaving it in conformity with the majority 
of the scholars.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 365: prohibition of wearing 
saffron-coloured dresses 

Hadeeth 1798
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Anas 4* said: The Prophet M prohibited men from wearing 
saffron-dyed clothes. [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1799
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Abdullah bin Amr bin AT As said: The Prophet M saw me 
dressed in two saffron-coloured garments and asked, “Has your 
mother commanded you to wear these?” I asked him, “Shall I



wash them out?” He replied, “You had better set them to fire.”

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned: The 

chapter on prohibition of a man wearing a saffron-coloured cloth.

That is, a cloth dyed with safflower. It is a type of plant that looks 
like saffron. It is mentioned in the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Amr bin 
Al-Aas (may Allah be pleased with both) that the Prophet M saw him 
dressed in two saffron-coloured garments and asked: “Has your mother 
commanded you to wear these?” This means that he despised it.

This shows that it is disliked or prohibited for a man to wear the like 
of these yellow clothes that lean towards red a little.

In the same vein, the Prophet M forbade that red cloth should be 
worn. He M stated that it is among the clothes of the disbelievers. 
And if it is from their clothing, we have indeed been prohibited from 
imitating them based on the saying of the Prophet M: “Whoever 
imitates a people is among them.”(l)

Chapter 366: prohibition of 
observing silence from dawn till night 

Hadeeth 1800
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‘Ali 4e said: I have retained in my memory the saying of the Messenger 
of Allah M that: “No one is considered an orphan after he has attained 
the age of maturity; and it is unlawful to remain silent from dawn till 
night.” [ Abu Dawud with Hasan (good) Isnad ]

i Aboo Dawood reported it in the Book o f Clothing, the Chapter o f Wearing Fa
mous Cloth, no: (3512 ).
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Qais bin Abu Hazim (4&) said: Abu Bakr 4* came upon a woman 
named Zainab from the Ahmas tribe and noticed that she was 
observing total silence. He said: “What has happened to her? 
Why does she not speak?” People informed him that she had 
sworn to remain silent. He then said to her: “You should speak, 
it is not permissible (to observe silence), for it is an act of the 
Days of Ignorance ( Jahiliyyah ).” (After hearing this) she started 
speaking. [ Al-Bukhari ]

COMMENATRY
The author mentioned these hadeeths in the chapter about the 

prohibition of observing silence from dawn till night.

During the Days of Ignorance, they used to move closer to Allah by 
keeping quiet from dawn till night. That is, a person would wake up 
from sleep in the morning and he would remain silent without talking 
till sunset.

The Muslims have been forbidden from this. This is because it will 
lead to abandonment of remembrance of Allah, His glorification and 
praise, enjoining good and forbidding evil, recitation of the Qur’an 
and other good actions.

Also, it is an act of the Days of Ignorance (Jaahiliyyah); hence, we 
are forbidden from it. Therefore, it is not permissible for a person to 
remain silent, that is avoid uttering a word, till evening.



If a person vows to do this, he should not fulfill his oath; rather, he 
should break the oath and expiate for it. When a person speaks, he 
should not say except that which is good. This is in accordance with 
the statement of the Prophet $8: “Whoever believes in Allah and the 
Last Day should say what is good or keep silent”.(l)

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 367: prohibition of 
attributing wrong fatherhood 

Hadeeth 1802
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Sad bin Abu Waqqas 4* said: The Prophet M said, “He who 
(falsely) attributes his fatherhood to anyone besides his real 
father, knowing that he is not his father, will be forbidden to enter 
Jannah .” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1803

Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Prophet ‘M said, “Do not turn away 
from your fathers, fo r he who turns away from  his father, will 
be guilty o f committing an act o f disbelief” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Simplicity, the Chapter o f Guarding the 
Tongue, no: (5994); and M uslim in the Book o f Faith, the Chapter o f Inducement 
on honouring the Neighbour and the guest, and Remaining Silent, no: (67).
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Yflz/ti bin Sharik bin Tariq (4=) said: I saw ‘Ali 4*giving a Khutbah 
(sermon) from the pulpit and I heard him saying: “By Allah, we 
have no book to read except Allah’s Book and what is written in 
this scroll. He unrolled the scroll which showed a list of what sort 
of camels to be given as blood-money, and other legal matters 
relating to killing game in the sanctuary of Makkah and the 
expiation thereof In it was also written: The Messenger of Allah 4- 
said: Al-Madinah is a sanctuary from Air to Thaur (mountains). 
He who innovates in this territory new ideas in Islam, commits 
a sin therein, or shelters the innovators, will incur the Curse of 
Allah, the angels, and all the people, and Allah will accept from  
him neither repentance nor a ransom on the Day of Resurrection. 
The asylum (pledge of protection) granted by any Muslim (even 
of the) lowest status is to be honoured and respected by all other
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Muslims, and whoever betrays a Muslim in this respect (by 
violating the pledge) will incur the Curse o f Allah, the angels, and 
all the people; and Allah will accept from him neither repentance 
nor a ransom on the Day of Resurrection. Whoever attributes 
his fatherhood to someone other than his (real) father, and takes 
someone else as his master other than his (real) master without 
his permission, will incur the Curse o f Allah, the angels and all 
the people, and Allah will accept from him neither repentance nor 
a ransom on the Day of Resurrection.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1805

Abu Dharr reported: I heard the Messenger o f Allah M saying:
“A person who attributes his fatherhood to anyone other than his 
real father, knowing that he is not his father, commits an act of 
disbelief. And he who makes a claim of anything which in fact 
does not belong to him, is none of us. He should make his abode 
in Hell, and he who labels anyone as disbeliever or calls him the 
enemy of Allah and he is in fact not so, his charge will revert to 
him.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

on prohibition of attributing wrong fatherhood or wrong mastership.

He, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned two forms of 
bonds which people attribute and link one other with. The first one is 
lineage and the other one is allegiance. The Prophet M said: “The right



to inheritance from a freed slave is as of kindred by lineage.”^

As for lineage, it is obligatory for a person to attribute himself to his 
family: his father, grandfather, great grandfather and his lineage. It is 
not permissible for anyone to attribute his paternity to anyone besides 
his real father, knowing that he is not his real father. For instance, if 
his father is from a tribe which he considers inferior to others, then he 
affiliates himself to another tribe which he considers superior in order 
to distance himself from the defects of his tribe. This person is cursed, 
refuge is with Allah; he has incurred the Curse of Allah, the angels 
and all the people. Allah will neither accept repentance nor a ransom 
from him on the Day of Resurrection.

However, there is no harm in a person attributing himself to his 
famous grandfather or great grandfather without disowning his 
father. The Prophet M said: “I am a Prophet; that is no lie. I am the 
son of Abdul-Mutallib’(2) although he is Muhammad bin Abdullah 
bin Abdul-Mutallib. Abdul-Mutallib was his grandfather but he said 
this during the Battle of Hunayn. This is because Abdul-Mutallib was 
famous than his father Abdullah and his status was high in the sight 
of the Quraysh. However, it is well-known that he is Muhammad bin 
Abdullah. Therefore, he did not disown his father; rather, he attributed 
himself to his grandfather simply because of his status.

In the same vein, people affiliate or attribute themselves to the 
name of their tribe. For example: Ahmad bin Taymiyyah and the like.

However, the one who is liable to the threat is the one who attributes 
himself to someone other than his father because he is not pleased 
with his status and lineage. He wishes to elevate himself and defend 
his despicable act by attributing himself to other than his father. Such 
is the person upon whom is curse, refuge is with Allah.

You will see some people, refuge is with Allah, who will do that for 
worldly benefits. They attribute themselves to their uncles rather than

1 Ad-Daarim ee reported it in the Book o f Inheritance, the Chapter o f Al-W alaa, no:
(3030).

2 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Jihad and Journey, the Chapter o f He Who
Rides the Beast o f Another M an in a War, no: (2652); and M uslim reported it in
the Book o f Jihad and Journey, the Chapter o f the Battle o f Hunayn, no: (3325).
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their fathers because of some worldly benefits. This is forbidden and 
not permissible.

It is obligatory for whoever is in this situation to correct his 
affiliation. Whosoever fears Allah, He will make his affair easy and 
He will provide for him from source he never imagined. Allah alone 
grants success.

As for the hadeeth of Alee bin Abee Taalib (may Allah be pleased 
with him) that he announced on the Mimbar while addressing the 
people that they have nothing that the Prophet M bequeathed to them 
other than the Book of Allah. This encompasses everyone. The intent 
by the Book of Allah is what the entire Muslims, young and old, are 
reciting today; nothing has been added to it or removed from it.

This is a refutation to the Raafidah (the Shia) who claim that one- 
third of the Qur’an has been lost; a Suratul-Wilaayah, and the like. So 
they go against the consensus of the Muslims.

“And whoever contradicts and opposes the Messenger of Allah 
after the right path has been shown to him, and follows other than 
the believers way, We shall keep him in the path he has chosen, 
burn him in Hell-what an evil destination” (4: 115).

The oath of the leader of the Believers, who was the fourth caliph 
and he was pious and truthful even without swearing, that the Prophet 
M did not leave anything for them is evidence against the falsehood of 
the Raafidah. They claimed that the Prophet M bequeathed authority 
after him to Alee bin Abee Taalib (may Allah be pleased with him). 
They alleged that Abu Bakr and Umar (may Allah be pleased with 
both) were wrongdoers, transgressors, disbelievers and hypocrites. 
This is how they qualified the best of the Ummah with these attributes, 
refuge is with Allah and we ask Him for well-being. We ask Allah to 
give them what they deserve in accordance with His Justice. Verily, He 
has power over all things.



If they are truthful in their love and allegiance to Alee bin Abee 
Taalib (may Allah be pleased with him) with their claim to be his 
loyalists and party, they should believe in this oath that he swore on 
the Mimbar while addressing the people. He (may Allah be pleased 
with him) announced that the Prophet M did not leave anything 
for them at all other than the Book of Allah that the young and old 
Muslims are reciting till this day of ours. Praises be to Allah.

And what was written in this scroll? He unrolled it and read out what 
sort of camels to be given for Zakat, blood-money and compensation 
for injuries. He did not explain it in this hadeeth but he explained it in 
another place. He also mentioned that Madinah is a sanctuary from 
A ir to Ihaur.

Madinah is a sacred place just like Makkah. However, it is lesser 
than the sanctuary of Makkah in virtue. This is because the faith of a 
believer is not complete until he intends to perform Hajj and Umrah in 
the sanctuary of Makkah in contrast to Madinah. Then the prohibition 
in Madinah is lesser than the prohibition in Makkah. It is obligatory 
to pay compensation for killing a game in the sanctuary of Makkah 
whereas it is not obligatory in the sanctuary of Madinah. This is not 
the appropriate place to enumerate the differences between the two 
sanctuaries as there are about six or seven well-known differences.

The area between A ir and Thaur is also well-known. This is also 
a sanctuary, and it covers an area of four parasang by four parasang. 
The Prophet M said concerning this sanctuary: “ He who innovates 
in this territory new ideas in Islam, commits a sin therein, or 
shelters the innovators, will incur the Curse o f Allah, the angels, 
and all the people.”

Whoever introduces an innovation in anything: creed, methodology 
and attitude which contradict the way of the Muslims has incurred 
the Curse of Allah, the angels and the entire mankind.

Similarly, whoever gives shelter to an innovator, that is, allows him 
in Madinah, while knowing that he is an innovator and shelters him,



assists him, and brings him into his house and conceals him and the 
like, such a person will also share in the sin. He has incurred the Curse 
of Allah, the angels and the entire mankind.

The second sentence is: “The protection of the Muslims is one.” 
That is, their surety is one. When one of the Muslims in authority 
grants asylum to a person, anyone who disregards it has earned the 
Curse of Allah, the angels and the entire mankind. If a disbeliever 
enters the land under the pledge of protection from a believer, the 
person who kills such person has incurred the Curse of Allah, the 
angels and the entire mankind. How is it if he had entered with 
immunity and guarantee from the one in authority that he is reliable 
and under protection and immunity of the state, then someone comes 
and kills him, refuge is with Allah? On such a person is the Curse of 
Allah, angels and entire mankind.

This is evidence of the protection Islam grants to whoever seeks 
its immunity and protection. It is a sound religion which does not 
recognize betrayal, assassination and crimes. The religion of Islam 
only encompasses openness and respect of agrrements. Hence, 
whomever Islam has granted protection must remain safe among the 
Muslims.

Thus, we recognize the error of those who deceive with protection 
to betray and assassinate people that have right to protection. These 
are people who deserve what Alee, the leader of Believers (may Allah 
be pleased with him) announced: the Curse of Allah, the angels and 
entire mankind is upon them, refuge is with Allah.

Yes, a person who is at war with the Muslims and enters without 
protection from none of the Muslims to spy for the enemy or cause 
mischief on earth should be killed. However, a person who enters 
under the pledge of protection of the state or any of the Muslims 
should not be killed. He is a sacred and inviolable soul. Whoever 
deceives with protection has incurred the Curse of Allah, the angels 
and the entire mankind.
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Accordingly, we also realise the mistake in reports from some cities 
about people under the protection of the state. You see them under 
the protection of the state then a person comes in the name of Islam 
to harm them? No! Islam does not recognize betrayals. Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  says:

“And fulfill the covenant o f Allah (Bai’ah: pledge fo r Islam) 
when you have covenanted, and break not the oaths after you 
have confirmed them-and indeed you have appointed Allah 
your surety. Verily! Allah knows what you do.” (16: 91).

Allah also says: “And be not like her who undoes the thread 
which she has spun, after it has become strong, by taking your 
oaths as a means o f deception among yourselves, lest a nation 
should be more numerous than another nation. (16:92)

The significance of covenant is great and its betrayal is heinous, 
refuge is with Allah, and Islam is free from betrayal. The believer is 
limited to that which has come from the legislation, and Islam is not 
based on desires.

“And if  the truth had been in accordance with their desires, verily, 
the heavens and the earth, and whosoever is there in would have 
corrupted!” (21: 71).



Allah alone grants success.
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Chapter 368: prohibition of 
doing that which Allah and his 
messenger have prohibited 

Hadeeth 1806
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Prophet M said, “Allah, the Exalted, 
becomes angry, and His Anger is provoked when a person does 
what Allah has declared unlawful.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
Imam An-Nawawi, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The 

chapter on prohibition of doing that which Allah and His Messenger 
M have prohibited.

That is, one must be cautious of falling into the prohibitions. He 
should neither be negligent nor feel secure from the plot of Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime. Satan deceives some people by telling them 
to indulge in disobedience and ask Allah for forgiveness, for the 
Mercy of Allah has preceded His Anger. He will tell them to indulge 
in disobedience because Allah said:  ̂ 5f  J y ffj  ̂  ^
^  l lA iJ  J c f j  C\1S JA f  Verily, Allah forgives not
that partners should be set up with Him(in worship), but He forgives 
except that (anything else) to whom He wills ...” (4: 48).’ These are 
among the false hopes Satan employs to deceive the son of Adam.

“He (Shaitan) makes promises to them and arouses in them false
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desires, and Shaitan’s promises are nothing but deceptions.” (4: 
120).

Therefore, it is obligatory to be wary of the prohibitions of Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  and His Messenger M-

Then the author, may Allah shower blessings on him, buttressed 
this with verses from the Book of Allah.

One of the verses is the Statement of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime:

^  yyy > 0̂  <jy4̂  c?A\ ^

“...A nd let those who oppose the Messenger’s (Muhammad) 
commandment (i.e. his Sunnah- legal ways, orders, acts o f 
worship, statements beware, lest some Fitnah (disbelief, trials, 
afflictions, earthquakes, killing, overpowered by a tyrant) 
should befall them or a painful torment be inflicted on them” 
(24: 63).

“And let those who oppose his commandment.” That is, the 
commandment of the Messenger of Allah M. The meaning of opposing 
him is to go out of him, with no concern for him and indulging in that 
thought. This person should be wary “Lest some Fitnah should befall 
them or painful torment be inflicted on them.”

Fitnah will be in their hearts, refuge is with Allah; the Fitnah of 
doubt will be thrown into their hearts regarding matters which require 
certainty. Alternatively, desires for prohibited matters may grow in 
their hearts.

Consequently, Imam Ahmad, may Allah shower blessings on him, 
‘Do you know what the Fitnah is?’ The Fitnah is associating partners 
with Allah. Perhaps, deviation may occur in his heart for rejecting his 
commands M and he will be destroyed, refuge is with Allah.

Beware of Fitnah, be wary of opposing the commandment of Allah 
and His Messenger M.

“Or a painful torment be inflicted on them”. That is, agonizing
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punishment either in this world or in the Hereafter. Allah, the 
Exalted said:

“And Allah warns you against H im self (His punishm ent)” (3: 
30). That is, be wary o f Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime, because 
He is severe in punishment. This is similar to the Statement of 
Allah, the Exalted:

“Declare (O Muhammad) unto My slaves, that truly, I  am 
the oft-Forgiving, the Most Merciful. And that My Torment is 
indeed the most painful torment.” (15 : 49-50).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “Know that Allah is 
Severe in punishment and that Allah is Oft-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.”  (5: 98).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  began with punishment and 
followed it with forgiveness so that no one will feel secure from the 
plan of Allah. If a person is secure from the plot of Allah, calamity 
and punishment will befall him. Consequently, Allah the exalted said:

“Did the people o f the towns then feel secure against the coming 
of our punishment by night while they were asleep? Or, the people o f 
the towns then if  secure against the coming o f Our punishment in the 
forenoon while they were playing? Did they then feel secure against 
the plan o f Allah? None feels secure from  the plan o f Allah except the 
people who are the losers.” (7:97-99).

The meaning of feeling secure from the plan of Allah is for a person
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to think that he will commit whatever sin he wishes and he will not 
be punished. However, in reality, he is a loser because his end is 
punishment and torture. We ask Allah for well-being.

And Allah, the Sublime and Exalted said: 61\ i i J
“Such is the Seizure o f your Lord 

when He seizes the (population of) the towns while they are doing 
wrong. Verily, His Seizure is painful, (and) severe.” ( 1 1 : 10 2 ) .

The Prophet M explained this in his statement: “Allah gives respite 
to a wrongdoer”, that is, He gives him respite by leaving him to wrong 
his own soul and disobey Allah “until when seizes him, He will not 
release him.”(l) Then he recited the saying of Allah the Exalted:

61 jf, j l i
“Such is the Seizure o f your Lord when He seizes the (population
of) the towns while they are doing wrong. Verily, His Seizure is
painful, (and) severe.” ( 1 1 : 10 2 ) .

Therefore, be very cautious of being negligent with regard to 
disobedience of Allah. In fact, some of the people of knowledge 
say: If a man does a small act of disobedience due to carelessness, it 
would become great (sin) refuge is with Allah. This is because of the 
negligence which occurred in his heart. We ask Allah to protect you 
and us from the causes of His Punishment and Anger.

So, it is not permissible for a person to be deceived by the respite of 
Allah for him, and to indulge in sin relying on the fact that Allah will 
not hasten His Punishment on him. This is one of the doors of feeling 
secure against the plan of Allah.

We mentioned that Allah the Exalted gives respite to the wrongdoer 
‘until when He seizes him he will not release him’ as stated by the 
Prophet M and he recited the Word of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

jli ill
1 A l-Bukhaari reported it n the Book o f Tafseer, the Chapter o f the M eaning o f 

Allah’s Word: Such is the Seizure o f your Lord ... no: (4318); and Muslim in the 
Book o f Goodness and Joining o f Ties and M anners, no: (4680).
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“Such is the Seizure o f your Lord when He seizes the (population 
of) the towns while they are doing wrong. Verily, His Seizure is 
painful, (and) severe.” ( 1 1 : 10 2 ) .

Many people do not attach importance to this issue. He performs 
acts of disobedience to Allah, which he has been forbidden to do, and 
abandons the acts of obedience which he has been commanded to do. 
Then, he says: “Allah is Oft-Forgiven, Most Merciful.” (2:173). “ Verily 
Allah forgives not that partner should be set up with Him (in worship), 
but He forgives except that (anything else) to whom He wills.” (4:48); 
and I do not associate partner with Him. It should be said to him that 
the One Who said that is also the One Who said: “Know that Allah is 
severe in punishment.” (5: 98).

And He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has said: “Declare (O 
Muhammad) unto My slaves, that truly, I  am the oft-Forgiving, 
the Most Merciful. And that My Torment is indeed the most 
painful torment.” (15: 49-50).

It is not permissible for you to be deceived by the respite given to 
you by Allah. Perhaps, Allah may give a servant respite on a sin and 
then seizes him from where he does not know. In fact, when He seizes 
him, He seizes him with seizure characteristic of an All-Mighty, All- 
Capable. We seek refuge with Allah.

Therefore, you should abstain from being negligent of Allah’s Watch. 
You should note that every disease has a cure. If a thought from Satan 
touches you, remember Allah, run to Allah and turn to Allah and be 
as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  concerning them:

&  ^  >
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“And those who, when they have committed Faahishah (illegal 
sexual intercourse) or wronged themselves with evil, remember



Allah and ask forgiveness fo r their sins; -and none can forgive
sins but Allah -and do not persist in what (wrong) they have
done, while they know.” (3: 135).

There are five conditions for repentance:

First: Sincerity to Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. A person should 
not repent because of any creature or to seek status and position 
with it. Rather, his intention should be sincere to Allah, fearing His 
Punishment and hoping for His Reward.

Second: Regret over the sin committed. The performance of the 
sin and its abandonment should not be equal in his sight. Rather, he 
should feel remorseful and grieve for what he has done. He should 
say: ‘Woe unto me! Why did I do this?’ However, he should be pleased 
with the Decree of Allah and turn to Allah in repentance.

Third: Stop the sin by abstaining from the act of disobedience, 
if the sin is an act of disobedience or starting the obligation if the 
sin is abandoning an obligation: it is possible to rectify it. It will be 
a blunder to persist on the sin and hope for repentance. This is false 
hope. Some people say “I ask for forgiveness from Allah and I turn 
unto Him in repentance from backbiting,” but continues to backbite 
people. They also say: “I ask Allah for forgiveness and I turn unto 
Him in repentance from Riba” but continues to consume usury. They 
say: “I ask Allah for forgiveness and I turn unto Him in repentance 
from the rights of people,” but he continues to usurp the rights of 
people. He delays settlement of the rights of others although he has 
the capacity to fulfill them.

There are other issues in which a person lies to himself that he is 
repentant whereas he has not repented.

If the sin involves the right of an individual, it is a must to return 
it to him. He took money from a person, stole money from him and 
when he is being asked, he says: “I have repented.” We say: Return the 
money to the owner. The repentance is incomplete without returning 
it back to him.

Similarly, if his repentance is from backbiting people; he backbit a
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person and abused him in the gathering and said: “I have repented to 
Allah”. We say to him, go and request from him to absolve you so that 
the repentance will be of benefit to you.

Some scholars have restricted this to when he knows that you have 
backbitten him. But if he does not know, there is no need for you 
to inform him. However, you should praise him in the gathering in 
which you have abused him, then seek for forgiveness from Allah.

Fourth: A resolve not to go back. That is, he should not return to 
Allah in repentance while he is firm to go back to the sin whenever 
there is an opportunity. This is not repentance. Rather, it is obligatory 
to be firm and resolute not to go back to the sin.

Fifth: The repentance should take place at the time of acceptance. 
Therefore, he should repent before death approaches him or the sun 
rises from the west. If he does not repent before death, the repentance 
is not complete.

Based on this, we know that repentance is obligatory immediately 
without delay. This is because a person does not know when death will 
strike. So it is obligatory to be prepared.

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to accept our repentance and make us 
die on Eemaan.

Chapter 369: expiation for the 
violation of commandments of 
Allah

Hadeeth 1807



Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Prophet M said, “He who takes an 
oath and involuntarily says: ‘By ATLat and A l- ‘Uzza’ should 
at once affirm: ‘La ilaha illallah (there is no true god except 
Allah)’, and he who says to his companion: ‘Come let’s gamble’ 
should make expiation by giving something in charity.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, said: The chapter 

of expiation for the violation of commandments of Allah.

This is because no one is infallible as everyone must fall into sin. 
This is supported by the hadeeth of the Prophet M: “All the sons of 
Adam err, and the best of those who err and those who repent.”(l) He 
M also said: “If you do not commit sin, Allah will wipe you out then 
bring the people that will sin, ask Allah for forgiveness and He will 
forgive them.”(2)

Therefore, man will always fall into sin. However, what should he 
do? It is obligatory for him to return to Allah whenever he commits a 
sin and turn to Him in repentance. He should feel remorse and seek 
for forgiveness so as to free himself from such sin.

Allah, the Exalted, said: “And i f  an evil whisper from Shaitan 
tries to turn you away, then seek refuge in Allah. (41:36).

That is, if Satan whispers to you and throws deviation and sins into 
your heart, you should seek refuge with Allah.

Therefore, when you are having a sinful thought, regardless of 
whether it is connected to the Right of Allah or right of the creature,

1 At-Trimidhi reported it in the Book o f Description o f Resurrection, Simplicity 
and Taking little in this Word, no: (2423); and Ibn Maajah in the Book o f Ascetics, 
the Chapter o f M entioning o f Repentance, no: (4241).

2 Muslim reported it in the Book o f Repentance, the Chapter o f Asking for Forgive
ness Wash off Sins, no: (4936).



say: “I seek refuge with Allah from the accursed Satan.” When you 
say this sincerely, Allah will aid you, protect you and grant you refuge 
from Satan. Allah, the Exalted, said:

“Verily, those who are pious, when an evil thought comes to 

them from  Shaitan, they remember (A llah) a nd  (indeed) they 

then see (aright). (7 : 2 0 1 ).

That is, when deviation enters their heart and act accordingly, then 
remember and ponder, “they then see (aright).” They know that it is 
deviation. Then they seek for forgiveness from Allah, the Exalted. Just 
as stated in another verse quoted by the author, may Allah shower 
blessings on him, regarding the attributes of the pious.

“A n d  those who, when they have committed Faahishah  (illegal 

sexual intercourse), or wronged themselves with evil remember

Allah.” (3 :1 3 5 )

“A n d  those who, when they have committed Faahishah, meaning, a 
great evil.

“O r  wronged themselves” in what is lesser than that, remember 
Allah with their hearts and tongues. “A n d  ask forgiveness fo r  their 

sins.” They ask Allah, the Exalted, to forgive them. “A n d  none forgives 

sins except A llah”.

If the entire inhabitants of the earth and heavens gather together to 
erase a sin from you, they will never be able to do that. If the entire 
creatures wish to erase one sin from you, they will never be able to do 
that. None forgives sins except Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

“A n d  do not persist in what (wrong) they have done, while they 

know.” That is, they do not persist in their sins and disobedience 
while they know that they are committing sin.

But if they commit sin and persist on it without knowing that it is
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a sin, Allah will not call them to account based on the Statement of 
Allah, the Exalted:

^  j\ t ‘.x.

“Our Lord! Punish us not if  we forget or fa ll into error” (2: 286).

^ . /  , < i-' *- » i s ,  . .tf * » '. rc < j ;,4
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“For such, the reward is forgiveness from their Lord, and 
gardens with river flowing underneath (Paradise), wherein they 
shall abide forever. How excellent is this reward fo r the doers”
(3 : 136 ).

That is, these people that are described with these attributes; their 
reward is with their Lord. Allah, the Exalted said:

^ " w iaArd y t ol E i l _ T

“And all o f you beg Allah to forgive you all, O believers, that you 
may be successful” (24: 31).

“And turn to Allah in repentance that you may be successful.” Allah 
the Exalted mentioned this after the command to lower the gaze and 
for women to conceal their adornment. Thereafter, He said:

i  ©  o t  \ S J r

“And all o f you beg Allah to forgive you all, O believers, that you 
may be successful” (24: 31).

The act of turning to Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  in 
repentance is returning to Him, from His disobedience to obedience, 
from associating partners with Him to His Oneness, from innovation 
to following the Messenger It also involves a person turning to his 
Lord, remorseful for what he has done, making a firm resolve not to 
go back and beseeching Allah for forgiveness.



His -  the Mighty and Sublime -  saying: “ Thatyou may be successful” 
means, so that you will be successful.

Al-Falaah refers to achieving the desired success and salvation 
from the dreaded consequence.

Repentance is obligatory from every sin. You should not be 
negligent about sins and do not think a particular sin is light, so Allah 
will forgive it. This is because the sins may pile up on the heart, refuge 
is with Allah, and oppress him and block the door of good to him as 
stated by Allah, the Exalted:

“Nay! But on their hearts is the Raan (coverings o f sins and evils 
deeds) which they used to earn” (83:14).

Repent to Allah from every sin.

In the second hadeeth quoted by the author (may Allah shower 
blessings on him), Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) 
reported that the Prophet H said: “He who takes an oath and 
involuntarily says: ‘By Al-Lat and Al-Uzzaa’ should at once affirm: 
La ilaha illallah (There is no true god except Allah).”

Al-Lat and Al-Uzzaa were two of the idols worshipped by the 
polytheists during the Days of Ignorance. Allah, the Exalted, says:

“Haveyou then considered Al-Laat and Al-Uzzaa (the two idols 
of the pagan Arabs). And Manaat (another idol o f the pagan 
Arab), the other third?” (53:19-20).

They used to swear by them as they swear by Allah. They would 
say: ‘By Al-Lat’, or ‘By al-Lat and al-Uzzaa’. When a person says that, 
he has associated partners with Allah that should be remedied with 
statement of Islamic monotheism. Hence, he M said: “He should at 
once affirm: La ilaha illallah (There is no true god except Allah)” in 
order to remedy the matter with its opposite.
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“And he who says to his companion: ‘Come let us gamble’ should 
make expiation by giving something in charity.’ This is also the 
remedy of something with its opposite.

Al-Maqaamarah refers to betting on anything. Hence, whoever 
says this has uttered a forbidden statement and must repent, and part 
of his repentance is to give out charity.

Similarly, whoever is negligent concerning obligatory duties, the 
remedy is to turn to Allah in repentance and do a lot of righteous 
deeds so much so that the laxity in this obligation would be remedied 
with the righteous deeds.

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to turn unto you and us and May he 
make us firm n that which He loves and pleases Him.

18. The book of miscellaneous 
hadeeths of significant values 

Chapter 370: hadeeths about 
dajjal and portents of the hour
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An-Nawwas bin Saman 4®reported: One morning the Messenger 
of Allah 4* made a mention of D ajja l, and he described him to 
be insignificant and at the same time described him so significant 
that we thought he was on the date-palm trees (i.e., nearby). 
When we went to him (the Prophet M) in the evening, he perceived 
the sign of fear on our faces. He said, “What is the matter with



you?” We said: “O Messenger o f Allah, you talked about Dajjal 
this morning raising your voice and lowering it until we thought 
he was hiding in the palm-trees grove: He said: “Something other 
than Dajjal make worry about you. I f  he appears while I am with 
you, I will defend you against him. But if  he appears after I die, 
then everyone of you is his own defender. Allah is the One Who 
remains after me to guide every Muslim. Dajjal will be a young 
man with very curly hair with one eye protruding (with which he 
cannot see). I compare (his appearance) to that of A l-‘Uzza bin 
Qatan. He who amongst you survives to see him, should recite 
over him the opening Ayat of Surat Al-Kahf (i.e., Surat 18: Verses 
1-8). He will appear on the way between Syria and Iraq and will 
spread mischief right and left. O slaves o f Allah! Remain adhered 
to the truth.” We asked: “O Messenger of Allah! How long will 
he stay on the earth?” He said, “For forty days. One day will be 
like a year, one day like a month, one day like a week and the 
rest of the days will be like your days.” We said: “O Messenger of 
Allah! Will one day’s Salat (prayer) suffice for the Salat of that 
day which will be equal to one year?” Thereupon he said, “No, 
but you must make an estimate o f time and then offer Salat 
We said: “O Messenger of Allah! How quickly will he walk upon 
the earth?” Thereupon he said, “Like cloud driven by the wind 
(i.e., very quickly). He will come to the people and call them to 
his obedience and they will affirm their faith in him and respond 
to him. He will then give command to the sky and it will send 
its rain upon the earth and he will then send his command to 
the earth and it will grow vegetation. Then in the evening their 
pasturing animals will come to them with their humps very high 
and their udders full of milk and their flanks stretched. He will 
then come to another people and invite them, but they will reject 
him and he will leave them, in barren lands and without any 
goods and chattels! He would then walk through the waste land 
and say to it: ‘Bring forth your treasures’, and the treasures will 
come out and follow him like swarms of bees. He will then call a 
person brimming with youth and strike him with the sword and 
cut him into two pieces and make these pieces lie at a distance,



which is generally between the archer and his target. He will then 
call that young man and he will come forward, laughing, with his 
face gleaming out of joy; and it will be at this very time that Allah 
will send ‘Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary) who will descend 
at the white minaret in the eastern side o f Damascus, wearing 
two garments lightly dyed and placing his hands on the wings of 
two angels. When he will lower his head, there would fall drops 
of water from his head, and when he will raise it up, drops like 
pearls would scatter from it. Every disbeliever who will find  his 
(i.e., ‘Isa’s) smell will die and his smell will reach as far as he will 
be able to see. He will then search for Dajjal until he will catch 
hold of him at the gate of Ludd (village near Jerusalem), and 
will kill him. Then the people, whom Allah will have protected, 
will come to ‘Isa son of Maryam, and he will wipe their faces 
and will inform them of their ranks in Jannah , and it will be 
under such conditions that Allah will reveal to ‘Isa these words: 
7 have brought forth from amongst my slaves such people against 
whom none will be able to fight, so take these people safely to the 
mountain.’ And then Allah will send Ya’ju j and Ma’ju j (Gog and 
Magog people) and they will sworn down from every slope. The 
first of them will pass the Lake Tabariyah (near the Dead Sea 
in Palestine) and drink all its water. And when the last of them 
will pass, he will say: ‘There was once water there.’ Prophet ‘Isa 
and his companions will then be so much hard-pressed that the 
head of an ox will be dearer to them than one hundred dinar, and 
‘Isa along with his companions, will make supplication to Allah, 
Who will send insects which will attack their (Ya’ju j and Ma’ju j 
people) neck until they all will perish like a single person. Prophet, 
‘Isa and his companions will then come down and they will not 

find in the earth as much space as a single span which would not 
be filled with their corpses and their stench. Prophet ‘Isa and his 
companions will then again beseech Allah, Who will send birds 
whose necks will be like those of Bactrian camels, and they will 
carry them and throw them where Allah will desire. Then Allah 
will send down rain which will spare no house in the city or in the 
countryside. It would wash away the earth until it appears like
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a mirror. Then the earth will be told to bring forth its fruit and 
restore its blessings; and as a result of this, there will grow such a 
big pomegranate that a group of people will eat from it and seek 
shelter under its skin. Milk will be so blessed that the milk of one 
she-camel will suffice for a large company and the cow will give 
so much milk, that it will suffice for a whole tribe. The sheep will 
give so much milk that the whole family will be able to drink out 
of that, and at that time Allah will send a pleasant wind which 
will soothe people even under their armpits, and will take the 
life o f every Muslim and true believer, and only the wicked will 
survive. They will commit adultery in public like asses and the 
Resurrection Day will be held.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, Imam An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on 

him), said at the end of his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen: The Book of 
Miscellaneous Hadeeths of Significant Values.

Al-Manthuraat means it involves miscellaneous topics, not a single 
issue.

Al-Mulh is the plural of Mulhatun meaning an anecdote.

Then the author (may Allah shower blessing on him) mentioned 
the first section: The chapter of Ad-Dajjal and the portents of the 
Hour.

The word Ad-Dajjal is a hyperbole for the word ‘DajjaT, which 
means deceit. Hence, Ad-Dajjal means one who lies or cheats a lot.

As for Ashraat As-Saa’ah, it means signs of the imminence of the 
Last Hour, just as Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

^  fy f  o' kc\1}\ ^

“Do they then await (anything) other the Hour that it should
come to them suddenly? But some of its portents (indications and
signs) have already come.” (47:18).



That is, its signs are close.

Then he mentioned a lengthy hadeeth on the authority of An- 
Nawaas bin Sam’aan (may Allah be pleased with him). The Prophet 
^  mentioned Dajjal one morning in a very lengthy talk. He described 
him so significant that they thought he might be present on some 
nearby date-palm trees. That is, they thought that he was present and 
at the border of Madinah. But it was not so.

The Prophet sfe perceived the sign of fear, so he asked them about 
the cause of concern? They replied thus: “You talked about Dajjal 
this morning raising your voice and lowering it until we thought he 
was hiding in the date palm groove.” The Prophet M said: ‘Something 
other than Dajjal makes me worry about you.’ That is, my cause of 
concern for you is greater than Dajjal, and one of that is show-off.

With regards to this, he said, “What I fear for you most is 
Inconspicuous Shirk”. When asked about Inconspicuous Shirk, he M 
said, ‘Show-off’. That is, a person should show off with his acts of 
worship. When he prays, he does so for the sake of people; when he 
gives out charity, he does so for the sake of people; and he beautifies 
his character for the sake of people. This is show-off.

The action of one who is showing off is in vain. Show-off is one 
of the attributes of the hypocrites as stated by Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime:

“Verily the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah, but it is He who 
deceives them. And when they stand up fo r Salat (the prayer), 
they stand with laziness and to be seen o f men” (4:142).

So, O you insincere person! Know that Allah will soon expose 
you. This is because the Prophet M said: “Whoever show-off Allah 
will expose him.” That is, Allah will expose his defects and intent to 
people. And “whoever does something so that people will hear it,



Allah will expose him.”

Then, the Prophet said: “ If he appears while I am with you, I 
will defend you against him.” That is, if Dajjal should appear while I 
am present, I would suffice you against him. “But if  he appears after I 
die, then everyone of you is his own defender. Allah is the One Who 
remains after me to guide every believer.”

He M placed his Lord as substitute in order to strengthen the 
believer and to protect them from the trial of the Dajjal. There will be 
no trial greater than this trial between the creation of Adam and the 
Day of Resurrection.

We beseech Allah to protect us from this trial.

Allah alone grants success.

The author (may Allah shower blessing on him) reported the 
description of Dajjal in the hadeeth of An-Nawaas bin Sam’aan (may 
Allah shower blessings on him): “He is a young man with a very curly 
hair with one eye protruding (with which he cannot see)”.

He is a young man among the children of Adam with a very curly 
hair and an eye with which he cannot see. He is as stated by the 
Prophet one eyed. Allah will send him as a trial to mankind. He 
will invite people to follow him claiming that he is the lord and Allah 
will make him firmly established.

He will come to a people and invite them to his obedience and they 
will respond to his call and affirm their faith in him. He will then give 
command to the sky and it will send down its rain upon the earth 
and the plants will grow from the earth. People will witness all these 
events. He will command the sky to send down rain and rain will fall; 
he will command the earth to produce vegetation and vegetation will 
grow. Although this is not by his might and power; rather, it is the will 
of Allah Who will establish him as a form of test and trial.

‘Then in the evening their pasturing animals will come to them 
with their humps very high and their udders full o f milk and their 
flanks stretched.’



Then he will come to another group of people and invite them, but 
they will not respond. They will reject him and flee and he will leave 
them without any goods and chattels. The lands will become barren 
as there will be no rainfall and water will dry up. These people will be 
rewarded and their end will be praiseworthy. But the first people that 
will believe in him will be the losers even if they consider themselves 
to be successful.

Then he will walk through a waste land that contains no building or 
human being and say to it, “O you earth! Bring forth your treasures,” 
and its treasures will come out including gold and silver and others. 
The treasures will come forth like swarms of bees.

He will stay on the earth for forty days. The duration of the first day 
will be the duration of a year (360 days), the second day will be like a 
month (30 days), the third day like a week and the remaining thirty- 
seven days will be like normal days.

But Allah aroused the companions to ask: “O Messenger, will one 
day’s Salat (prayer) suffice for the Salat of that day which will be equal 
to one year?” He M said to them: “No, but you must make an estimate 
of time and then offer Salat'.' This is one of the riddles usually thrown 
at the beginners. It will be said that it will be obligatory for a man to 
observe the Salat of a complete year in one day and also pay the Zakat 
of his wealth on this day. In addition, he will observe a fast for a part 
of the day, that is, for a twelfth of the day.

We say that is this day of the Dajjal. Indeed, praise be to Allah the 
Wise Who has perfected our religion for us before the death of the 
best of the Messengers M. In addition, praise be to Allah Who made 
the companions ask if the Salat (the prayer) of a day will be sufficient 
for this day or not. There is a great benefit for us in this.

Now you find some people whose day is an estimation of six 
months and their night is an estimation of six months. They witness 
continuous sunlight for six months while the remaining six months 
are spent without sun. How should these people pray? Should they 
pray a day and a night s prayer or make an estimation of its time? We 
say: They should make an estimate of its time just like a complete day



of Dajjal.

How would they offer Salat on the second day among the days 
of Dajjal which is like a month? They should estimate and offer the 
Salat o f one month. Likewise, they should estimate and offer the 
Salat of one week for the third day. The fourth day should be like 
the usual day.

Then the companions asked the Prophet M about his movement 
upon the earth. Will it be the usual movement of camel or men? The 
Prophet M said: “He will move like a cloud driven by the wind.” Allah 
alone knows how the speed would be. Will Allah make things like 
aeroplanes available for him, as an example, or other things? We do 
not know. However, what the Prophet M stated was that it would be 
like a cloud; that is, rain.

Then he mentioned some of his tribulations.

A fat youth among the Muslims will meet him and say to him: I 
testify that you are the Dajjal about whom the Messenger of Allah 
M has informed us. Then he will cut him into two equal parts with 
a sword and make these two pieces lie at a distance. Then he will 
call him after cutting him: ‘O so-and-so,’ so the two halves will join 
together and he will get up. He will come forward to Dajjal, laughing, 
with a cheerful face as if he has done nothing. Then he will say to 
him: ‘By Allah, I testify that you are the false messiah. By Allah, I have 
better understanding of you now.’

So, he will kill him a second time by cutting him into two parts, he 
will call him and he will meet him with a cheerful face. Then he will 
want to repeat this a third time but he will not be able to kill him.

These are some of the trials and tribulations of Dajjal; there is no 
doubt that anyone who witness these will be deceived.

Then Allah, the Exalted, will send Isa (Jesus) son of Maryam 
(Mary), the Messenger of Allah >&§'. He will descend from the sky 
placing his hands on the wings of two angels. The angels have 
wings. Isa >&SN is alive in the heaven now, but he will descend before 
the Day o f Resurrection to kill Dajjal. He will descend as if, and
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Allah knows best, he had just taken a bath with pure water. When 
he will lower his head, drops of water will fall from it, and drops 
like pearls will scatter from it when he raises it up. This may be 
water or sweat, Allah knows best.

Then he will search for the filthy, deceiving and one-eyed Dajjal. 
Every disbeliever who will find his (Isa’s) breath will die -  Sub’hanAllah 
-  the breath of Isa will kill the disbelievers and his breath will reach 
as far as he is able to see. This is also one of the signs of Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime. Our own breaths do not exceed an arm’s length, 
but the breath of Isa will reach as far as his eyesight. This implies 
that he will kill a lot of people among the disbelievers. As this breath 
travels in the wind, any disbeliever who perceives it will die.

He will descend at the minaret in the eastern side of Damascus. 
This was how the Prophet M described him. This white minaret in the 
eastern side of Damascus must exist at the time of the descent of Isa 
bin Maryam He will then search for Dajjal until he will encounter 
him at the gate of the Ludd (a village near Jerusalem), which is in 
Palestine today, which the Jews have occupied. May the curse of Allah 
be upon the Jews till the Day of Resurrection. Isa will catch the false 
messiah there and kill him. This will be the end of the false messiah 
and Isa, the messiah, 8 ®  will remain.

Then Eesaa JfcSSl will come to a people whom Allah has protected 
from the trials of Dajjal and wipe their faces and give them glad tidings 
of their ranks in Paradise. While they are in this condition, Allah will 
reveal to Isa: “ I have brought forth from amongst my slaves such 
people against whom none will be able to fight.” The servitude of 
these slaves is not for a religious purpose; rather, they are servants for 
a predestined cause.

^  iy  ■- '-ex- J^==>o\ ̂

“There is none in the heavens and the earth but comes unto the
Most Gracious (Allah) as a slave” (19:93).

These servants are Ya’jooj and Ma’jooj (Gog and Magog people) 
who will sworn down from every slope. This is because the mountain



pass and valleys will not contain them because of their great numbers, 
so they will climb the mountains to get to the earth. These people are 
among the children of Adam, not Jinns or some aliens; rather, they are 
among the children of Adam. The evidence for this is that the Prophet 
M said: “Verily Allah will say on the Day o f Resurrection, ‘O Adam! 
He will reply: I respond to Your call; I am obedient to Your orders.” 
Then Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will say: “Separate the share 
o f the Fire from your offspring.” And he will ask: ‘O my Lord! How 
many for the hell? He will reply: ‘Nine hundred and ninety-nine 
from every one thousand among the children o f Adam” . All of these 
people will be in Hell-Fire except one out of one thousand from the 
children of Adam who will be among the people of Paradise. This was 
heavy and disturbing to the companions, so they asked: ‘O Messenger 
of Allah! Who is that one? He said to them: “Should I give you glad 
tidings? One person will be from you and one thousand will be from 
Gog and Magog.” The companions were elated, then he M said: “ I 
hope that you people will be a quarter of the people o f Paradise”. 
The companions said ‘Allahu-Akbar’ rejoicing at the Bounties of 
Allah. Then he M said, ‘I hope you people will be half o f the people of 
Paradise.’ They all said Allahu-Akbar’ and were delighted. Then he M 
said: ‘I hope that you people will be a third o f the people o f Paradise’. 
I am in doubt about this third one. However, it has been reported 
from the Prophet M that the people of Paradise are one hundred and 
twenty categories and eighty out of them will be from this Ummah.(l)

The important point is that Gog and Magog are from the children 
of Adam; their physical form is like that of the children of Adam with 
no difference. As for what has been reported in some narrations that 
some of them are excessively short and others excessively tall, and 
that some of them will sleep on one of their ears and cover themselves 
up with the other, these are not accurate and lack any basis. They are 
among the children of Adam and they are like them. However, they 
are great nations as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime: “And 
they swoop down from  every mound” (21:96). That is, from every hill

1 Al-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Stories o f the Prophet, the Chapter o f the
Story o f Ya’jooj and Ma’jooj, no: (3099); Muslim reported it in the Book o f Faith,
the Chapter o f What Allah will say to Adam, no: (327).



because the earth will be too small to contain them due to their huge 
number. “And they swoop down” that is, they will rush down as if they 
are up in arms against the children of Adam.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will say to Isa: ‘I have brought 
forth from amongst my slaves such people against whom none will 
be able to fight’ . That is, no one can fight them due to their power. 
So, take these my servants to Tur mountain to seek refuge. Tur is a 
well-known mountain. Isa and those with him will climb the Tur 
and they will be so much hard-pressed with hunger and difficulty of 
provision. The head of an ox will be dearer to them than so-and-so 
amount of dinar.

Then Isa HS& and his companions will make supplication to Allah, 
invoking Him, the Exalted, to turn this Ummah away from them, 
which has constrained them in this mountain. So, Allah will send 
An-Nagaf, like worms, which will attack the Gog and Magog necks 
until they all perish. All these multitude, whose population cannot 
be enumerated by anyone except Allah, will die in one night. This is 
because the affairs are in the Hand of Allah. Once this worm enters 
their necks, they will all die immediately.

Then Allah will bring Isa ibn Maryam and his companions
down and the earth will be filled with stinking carcass and filthy 
odour. Isa and his companions will beseech Allah to save them 
from this situation. Then Allah will send birds whose necks will be 
like those of Bactrian camels; big and strong birds that will carry 
the corpses and drop them in the sea. The meaning of this is that 
they are big birds, no one knows their number except Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime.

All this is with the power of Allah, the Exalted, because whenever 
He wishes to dispose any affair, He says ‘Be’ and it will be. You should 
not be amazed to think where will these birds come from and how 
will they proliferate. Allah has power over all things. These birds, with 
necks like that of a camel, will carry all of these corpses and throw 
them in the sea with none remaining. However, as you know that 
it is expected that a certain level of foul smell, litter, irritation will



remain on earth after the evacuation of the carcasses, Allah will send 
down a heavy rain which will spare no house in the city or in the 
countryside. It will wash the earth until it appears like a mirror. It will 
be completely cleaned with the Permission of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  Who will order the earth to bring forth its blessings and 
fruits. As a result, there will be great fruits, goodness and blessing in 
it such that the milk of one she-camel will suffice for a large company 
of people. Indeed, a cow will give so much milk that it will suffice for a 
whole tribe and a goat will suffice for a family and it is one. However, 
Allah will send down blessing into it so that it would suffice so much 
people and there will be a lot of goodness and blessing. All of these 
indicate the Greatness and Power of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

__________________________________  ̂̂ Ui/aoc/ ai-̂ auf/uce/t *VZt/uiymecn

“Verily, along with every hardship is relief. “Verily along with 
every hardship is relief (i.e. there is one hardship with two 
reliefs, so one hardship cannot overcome two reliefs) (94: 5-6).

After they were hard-pressed on the Tur mountain and could 
not find anything, the earth brought forth its fruits and restore its 
blessings all of a sudden. These affairs will happen by the command of 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1809
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Rib'i bin Hirash ( )  said: I accompanied Abu Masud Al-Ansari 
to Hudaifah bin Al-Yaman. Abu M asud said to him: “Tell us 
what you heard from the Messenger o f Allah about Dajjal (the 
Antichrist).” Hudaifah said: He said, “ Dajjal will appear, and 
with him will be water and fire. That which people consider to 
be water will in fact be a burning fire, and that which people will 
consider to be fire will in fact be cool and sweet water. He who 
from amongst you happens to face him, should jump into that 
which he sees as fire for that will be nice and sweet water.” Abu 
Masud said: “I have also heard this from the Messenger of Allah 
M” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ] HADEETH 1810
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Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-As 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M 
said, “ Dajjal (the Antichrist) will appear in my Ummah and he 
will stay in the world for forty. I do not know whether this will 
be forty days or forty months or forty years. Allah will then send 
(Prophet) ‘Isa (Jesus), son of Maryam (Mary). ‘Isa will pursue 
him and slaughter him. Then people will survive for seven years 
(i.e., after the demise o f ‘Isa) in the state that there will be no 
rancour between two persons. Then Allah will send a cool breeze 
from the side o f Ash-Sham. None will remain upon the face o f the 
earth having the smallest particle of good or Faith in him but he 
will die, so much so that even if  someone amongst you will enter 
the innermost part of a mountain, this breeze will reach that 
place also and will cause him to die. Only the wicked people will 
survive and they will be as fast as birds (i.e., to commit evil) and 
as ferocious towards one another as wild beasts. They will never 
appreciate the good, nor condemn evil. Then Shaitan (Satan) will 
come to them in the garb o f a man and will say: ‘Will you not 
obey me?’ They will say: ‘What do you order us to do?’ He will 
command them to worship idols. They will have abundance of 
sustenance and will lead comfortable lives. Then the Trumpet will 
be blown. Every one hearing it, will turn his neck towards it and 
will raise it. The first one to hear that Trumpet will be a man who 
will be busy repairing the basin for his camels. He will become 
unconscious. Allah will send, or will cause to send, rain which 
will be like dew and there will grow out of it (like wild growth)
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the bodies of the people. Then the second Trumpet will be blown 
and they will stand up and begin to look around. Then it will be 
said: ‘O people! Go to your Rubb .’ Then there will be a command: 
‘Make them stand there.’ After it they will be called to account. 
Then it will be said: ‘Separate from them the share of the Fire.’ 
It will be asked: ‘How much?’ It will be said: ‘Nine hundred and 
ninety-nine out of every thousand.’ That will be the Day which 
will make children hoary-headed men because o f its terror and 
that will be the Day when the Shin will be uncovered.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1811
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Anas bin Malik 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “There 
will be no land which will not be trampled by Dajjal (the 
Antichrist) but Makkah and Al-Madinah; and there will be no 
passage leading to them which will not be guarded by the angels, 
arranged in rows. Dajjal will appear in a barren place adjacent 
to Al-Madinah and the city will be shaken three times. Allah will 
expel from it every disbeliever and hypocrite.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1812
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Anas 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “ Dajjal (the 
Antichrist) will be followed by seventy thousand Jews of Isfahan
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and will be dressed in robes o f green coloured satin” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 813
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Umm Sharik reported: I heard the Prophet M saying, “People 
will run away from Dajjal (the Antichrist) seeking shelter in the 
mountains.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 814
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‘Imran bin Hussain s£§ reported: I heard the Messenger of 
Allah M saying, “Between time of the creation of Adam and the 
Resurrection Day, there is nothing greater than the mischief of 
Dajjal (the Antichrist).” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 815
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri W reported: I heard the Prophet M saying, “ 
Dajjal (the Antichrist) will come forth and a person from amongst 
the believers will go towards him and the armed watchmen of 
Dajjal will meet him and they will say to him: ‘Where do you 
intend to goV He will say: 7 intend to go to this one who has 
appeared.’ They will say to him: ‘Don’t you believe in our lord 
(meaning D ajjal)?’ He will say: ‘There (i.e., we know Him to be 
Allah, Alone, without any partners) is nothing hidden about our 
Rubb Some of them will say: ‘Let us kill him, but some others 
will say: ‘Has your lord ( D ajjal) not forbidden you to kill anyone 
without his consent?’ So they will take him to D ajjal. When the 
believer will see him, he will say: ‘O people! This is Dajjal about 
whom the Messenger of Allah M has informed us.’ Dajjal will have 
him laid on his stomach and have his head. He will be struck



on his back and on his stomach. Dajjal will ask him: ‘Don’t you 
believe in me?’ He will say: ‘You are the false Messiah.’ He will 
then give his order to have him sawn with a saw into two from  
the parting o f his hair up to his legs. After that Dajjal will walk 
between the two halves and will say to him: ‘Stand up’, and he 
will stand on his feet. He will then say to him: ‘Don’t you believe 
in me?’ The person will say: ‘It has added to my insight that you 
are Dajjal ’. He will add: ‘O people! He will not be able to behave 
with anyone amongst people in such a manner after me.’ Dajjal 
will try to kill him. The space between his neck and collarbone 
will turn into copper and he will find no way to kill him. So he 
will catch hold of him by his hand and feet and throw him into 
(what appears to be the fire). The people will think that he has 
been thrown into the fire whereas he will be thrown into Jannah 
.” The Messenger o f Allah M added, “He will be the most eminent 
amongst the people with regard to martyrdom near the Rubb of 
the worlds.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1816

Al-Mughirah bin Shubah 4* said: No one asked the Messenger of 
Allah M more about Dajjal than I asked him. He said to me, “He 
will not harm you.” I said: “O Messenger of Allah, it is reported 
that he will have with him a mountain of bread and a river full 
of water.” Thereupon he said, “He (Dajjal ) is fa r too worthless 
and insignificant near Allah (to let him deceive the believers).” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Anas 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “There has not been 
a Prophet who has not warned his Ummah of that one-eyed liar 
( Dajjal ). Behold, he is blind in one eye and your Rubb (Allah) 
is not blind. On his forehead are the letters: i (K.F.R.) (meaning 
Kafir - disbeliever).” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1819
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Abdullah bin ‘Umar 4® said: One day the Messenger of Allah M 
mentioned Al-Masih Dajjal (the Antichrist) in the presence o f the 
people and said, “Verily, Allah is not one-eyed but Al-Masih Ad- 
Dajjal is blind in the right eye which looks like a swollen grape.” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessing on him, related numerous 

hadeeths about the affairs of Dajjal. They are worth quoting and 
discussing because the Prophet M has said: “Between time of the 
creation of Adam and the Judgement Day, there is nothing greater 
than the mischief o f Dajjal.” Therefore, there has not been a Prophet 
who has not warned his Ummah about him although he will not come



until the end of time. Allah knows that Muhammad is the seal of 
the Prophets but the earlier Prophets warned about him. The wisdom 
behind this is to allude to the gravity of his trials although he will only 
come at the end of time. Indeed, his trial is great.

The Prophet M explained that Dajjal will enter every city to invite 
them to his worship and terrorize them except Makkah and Madinah. 
This is because there will be angels guarding every passage leading to 
these two cities.

The Prophet M stated that seventy thousand Jews of Isfahan will 
follow Dajjal (Antichrist). They will be dressed in thin robes of green 
coloured satin. This means seventy thousand people will follow him 
from Isfahan, which is popular city in Iran.

The Prophet M also stated that he is one-eyed, and the Rabb (Allah) 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  is not one-eyed. This is because loss of 
one eye is a defect and Allah is free from all defects. Ahlus-Sunnah 
Wal-Jamaah deduce from this hadeeth that our Lord has Two Eyes. 
However, they do not resemble the eyes of the creatures based on the 
Statement of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“There is nothing like him, and He is all-Hearing and All- 
Seeing.” (42:11).

He (may Allah shower blessings on him) also mentioned in the 
hadeeths that a young Muslim man will come out when he hears about 
him and explains his falsehood to the people. So, the armed guards of 
Dajjal will meet him and say to him: Where do you intend to go? He 
will say: I intend to go to this one who has appeared.’ They will wish 
to kill him but some will say to the others, ‘Has your lord (Dajjal) not 
forbidden you to kill anyone without his consent? So, they will leave 
him and take him to Dajjal. When he sees him, this Muslim man will 
testify that he is Dajjal whom the Prophet M had talked about. This 
will make him get angry at him. He will give his order to have him 
sawn with a saw into two from the parting of his hair up to his legs;



that is, he will cut him lengthwise. He will place each half at a distance 
as reported in the previous hadeeth and walked between them. Then 
he will call him and he will stand up smiling. And he will say: By 
Allah, it has only increased my insight about you. He will repeat this 
two or three times, then he will attempt to kill him again but he will 
find no way to kill him. Allah will turn this man into copper, so Dajjal 
will not be able to kill him. This may be real copper, and Allah has 
power over all things, or he may become stiff such that sword cannot 
penetrate him. All these are the attributes of Ad-Dajjal.

The Prophet M also mentioned that he will have with him fire and 
paradise. However, that which people considered to be fire will in fact 
be paradise and that which people considered his paradise will in fact 
be fire. When Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) asked 
that it was said that he will have a mountain of bread, he M said: ‘It is 
easier for Allah than that.’ That is, even if he has this, it is easier for 
Allah to give him more than that. Alternatively, it may mean that he 
does not have anything of such but he disguised having it.

Nevertheless, we believe that a man named Ad-Dajjal (Antichrist) 
will emerge towards the end of time. Some of his attributes have been 
mentioned in this chapter and other places.

Hadeeth 1820

Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “The Last 
Hour will not come until the Muslims fight against the Jews, until 
a Jew will hide himself behind a stone or a tree, and the stone or 
the tree will say: ‘O Muslim, there is a Jew behind me. Come and



r
kill him,’ but Al-Gharqad tree will not say so, for it is the tree of 
the Jews.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “By 
Him in Whose Hand my soul is, the world will not come to an end 
until a man passes by a grave and will lie over it saying, ‘Would 
that I were in this grave (i.e., dead)!’ Not he will say so because of 
religious reasons but because of widespread mischief and severe 
trials of this world.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah Si said, “The Hour 
will not come to pass before the River Euphrates dries up to unveil 
the mountain of gold, for which people will fight. Ninety-nine out 
of one hundred will die (in the fighting) and every man amongst 
them will say: ‘Perhaps I may be the only one to remain alive.’”

The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned some 
signs of the Hour in his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen. He reported on the

Hadeeth1821

Hadeeth 1822

Commentary



authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) that: “The 
Last Hour will not come until the Muslims fight against the Jews.”

The Muslims after the mission of the Messenger of Allah M are 
those that follow the Messenger, Muhammad M- Before his coming, 
a Muslim refers to anyone who follows the Shariah of his epoch. 
The people of Moosa SSSI during the era of Moosa were Muslims; 
those who believe in Isa during his time were Muslims; and those 
who believed among the people of Nooh [Noah were Muslims. 
Similarly, whoever believes in a Messenger at the time of his Message 
is a Muslim.

However, after the mission of the Messenger Muhammad M, no one 
is a Muslim unless he believes in him. It will not be hidden from you 
that the Hawaariyeen, the disciples of Isa, said: “We are the helpers o f 
Allah.” (Saff: 14). And the queen of Saba’ (may Allah be pleased with 
her) said: “I  have indeed wronged myself, and I submit with Sulaiman 
to the Lord o f the worlds.”

The Yahood (Jews) are the followers of Moosa They were named
so as a form of ascription to their forefather, Yahoodhaa. They ascribed 
themselves to this ancestor. However, with arabization (of the term) 
they became Yahood, with “Dal”. It is a nation that is greatly cursed, 
perfidious, treacherous and evil. It qualified its Lord with blemish 
and defect. They (i.e. the Jews) said: “ The Hand o f Allah is Magloolah 
(tight-fisted, that is, He is miserly).”  They said: “Allah is poor.”  They 
said: “Allah was tired when He created the heavens and the earth, so 
He rested on Saturday,” amongst other types of defects and blemishes 
with which they qualified Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

As for the Messengers, they spoke without harm: they disbelieved 
in the Messengers and they killed them for no just cause. Indeed, 
they assumed that they killed Isa son of Maryam S S  in their own 
thinking. However, they did not kill him or crucify him. They 
are the most mischievous of nations known for betrayal, perfidy 
and they do not fulfill their covenant or obligation. They are not 
trustworthy in anything.

Thus, they will fight the Muslims before the Day of Resurrection.
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You should ponder over the word Muslim. The Jews and the Muslims 
will fight and the Muslims will be victorious over them. It will be a 
mighty victory until a Jew will hide himself behind a rock and tree 
and the tree and rock will reveal it in words; Allah, the One that makes 
everything talk will make it talk. It will say: “O Muslim! This is a Jew 
under me. Come and kill him.” The stones and trees will speak. Why? 
This is because the fight will be between the Muslims and the Jews.

However, Allah alone knows who will be victorious between the 
Arabs and the Jews. This is because one who fights the Jews for Arab 
nationalism fights because of tribal sentiment and fervor, not for the 
Sake of Allah. It is not possible to be victorious because the fight is 
for Arab nationalism and not the religion of Islam except Allah wills. 
However, if we fight them, (i.e. Jews) for the sake of Islam, and we are 
upon Islam in reality, we are going to be victorious with the Permission 
of Allah until stones and trees will speak in the favour of Islam and in 
opposition to the Jews.

As long as the issue is defined by tribalism and Arabism and similar 
orientations, there will never be a guarantee of victory. Thus, it is not 
possible for the Arabs to remain on this foundation of Arabism. The 
evidence for this is based on experience. They have grinded on the 
matter for so long with no benefit to show; rather, it is the other way. 
The calamites which befell the Arabs from the Jews are great; they 
took possession of their homes, besieged them and harmed them. 
However, if the fight were to be for the sake of Islam and in the name 
of Muslims, the Jews would not have succeeded this far. This is due to 
the ignorance of the Arabs who are fighting the Jews in the name of 
nationalism. Consequently, they have not been victorious over them 
till this moment.

The triumph over the Jews is a real fact in Islam and not a secret. 
The Day of Resurrection will not come until what As-Saadiq Al- 
Masdooq, the Messenger of Allah M, said happens: “The Last Hour 
will not come until the Muslims fight against the Jews, until a Jew 
will hide himself behind a stone or a tree, and the stone or the tree 
will say: ‘O Muslim, there is a Jew behind me. Come and kill him.
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Similarly, one of the inevitable signs of the Day of Resurrection is 
that the Euphrates, a well-known river in the far east of the Arabian 
Peninsula, will dry up to reveal mountain of gold or treasures of gold. 
That is, gold will appear like mountains. Gold is well-known:

I saw that people had gone

To he who has gold with him

The gold will delude the senses until everyone will want it. This 
flowing river will bring out gold from the mountain. Everyone will 
be fighting each other in order to acquire the petroleum, which has 
become known as black gold. Allah knows best what the Prophet M 
intended.

However, we only know gold as a well-known yellow mineral 
today, so we shall remain on that knowledge. We still have many days 
ahead of us and the world has not come to an end to require applying 
the hadeeth to present day reality. If the world has come to an end, 
we would have said: ‘Yes, the Messenger of Allah $f has spoken the 
truth, and that what is intended by gold is petroleum.’ This is because 
it is purchased with gold but we shall wait as long as the world has 
not come to an end. What As-Saadiq Al-M.asd.ooq M has stated will 
definitely occur. People will fight over it. This is among the signs of 
the Day of Resurrection. However, it is yet to happen and the world 
is yet to end.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1823
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “People will 
desert Al-Madinah in spite of it being in better condition except 
for wild beasts and birds. The Last Hour will happen upon two 
shepherds of the tribe o f Muzainah. They will enter Al-Madinah 
driving their sheep but will find  it fu ll of wild beasts and would 
turn away. When they will arrive at the hill named Thaniyyat- 
ul-Wada‘ they will fall on their faces.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1824
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4* said: The Prophet M said, “From your 
caliphs there will be one in the Last Days who will distribute 
wealth without counting it.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth1825
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Abu Musa Al-Ash‘ari said: The Prophet M said, “A time will 

come when a man will go about with alms from his gold and will 

not find anyone to receive it. One man will be seen being followed 

by forty women dependant upon him on account o f the scarcity of 

men and excess of women.” [ Muslim ]
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Abu Hurairah 4& reported: The Prophet % said, “A man bought a 
piece of land from another man, and the buyer found a jar filled  
with gold in the land. The buyer said to the seller: ‘Take your gold, 
as I bought only the land from you and not the gold.’ The owner 
of the land said: ‘I sold you the land with everything in it.’ So both 
of them took their case before a third man who asked: ‘Have you 
any childrenV One of them said: ‘I have a boy.’ The other said, ‘I 
have a girl.’ The man said: ‘Marry the girl to the boy and spend 
the money on them; and whatever remains give it in charity.’” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1827
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “ There 
were two women, each had her child with her. A w olf came 
and took away the child o f one o f them. One woman said to 
her companion: ‘The w olf has taken your son.’ The other said: 
‘It has taken your son.’ So both o f them took the dispute to 
Prophet Dawud (David) &SI who judged that the boy should 
be given to the older lady. Then they went to Prophet Sulaiman 
(Solomon) 3£@l son o f Dawud and put the case before him. 
Prophet Sulaiman said: ‘Give me a knife so that I may cut the 
child into two and give one half to each o f you.’ The younger 
woman said: ‘Do not do so; may Allah bless you! He is her 
child.’ On that Prophet Sulaiman decided the case in favour of 
the younger woman.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
As mentioned by An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on 

him), this chapter covers miscellaneous matters and significant 
events. The events of Dajjal (Antichrist), Ya’jooj and Ma’jooj (Gog 
and Magog) have been earlier mentioned. A number of hadeeths have 
been mentioned in this sitting which indicate that Al-Madinah, the 
City of the Prophet M, may Allah increase it in honour and greatness, 
will become deserted. Its inhabitants will abandon it except for wild 
beasts and birds.

However, this is yet to occur but this prediction of the Prophet M 
will happen. The Prophet M does not speak out of his desires with 
regard to issues of the Unseen; rather, it was revealed to him.

Another sign of the Last Hour will the abundance of wealth. 
Regarding this, the Prophet M related that one of the caliphs will 
distribute wealth without counting towards the end of time. This 
means that he will spend without care due to its abundance.



Also included is this hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him). It is not among the signs of the Day of Resurrection but 
one of its anecdote. It is about a man who bought a piece of land from 
another man and found a vessel filled with gold in it. The purchaser 
went to the seller and said: “Take your gold, as I bought only the land 
from you and not the gold.” The previous owner of the land said: “I 
sold you the land with everything in it.” This shows the piety of both 
parties; each of them demonstrated piety by saying: “I do not have the 
right to this wealth.” They took their dispute to a man for decision. He 
said to one of them: “Do you have a daughter?” He replied: “Yes” and 
he said to the second person: “Do you have a son? He replied: “Yes”. 
The third man told them to marry the girl to the boy, and devote the 
gold to the Mahr and to their maintenance. And they did so.

This hadeeth shows the level of piety of some people.

As for the ruling on this issue, the scholars, may Allah shower 
blessing on them, say: If a person sells a land to another person, 
and the buyer finds gold or similar valuable buried in it, he does not 
have authority over it in the same way he has authority over the land. 
Rather it belongs to the seller. And if the seller bought it from another 
person, then it belongs to the first. This is because what is buried is 
not part of the land as opposed to minerals or natural resources. If a 
land is bought and minerals such as gold, silver or iron and the like 
are found in it, they follow the land.

Also included is the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) about two women who went out with their babies. 
A wolf came and devoured one of the babies and left the baby of the 
other. Each of them laid claim to the surviving baby. So, both of them 
took their dispute to (Prophet) Dawood SSBt who judged in favour 
of the older woman based on his own reasoning. Perhaps, the older 
woman may have stopped giving birth whereas the younger woman is 
still young and she may give birth to another child in future. Hence, 
he gave it to the older.

Then they left him and went to Sulaiman bin Dawood (may the 
peace be upon both of them). They presented the case to him and
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he called for a knife; he said: “Give me a knife so that I may cut the 
child into two and give one half to each of you.” The older woman 
agreed to this ruling but the younger woman rejected it. She said: ‘Do 
not do so; may Allah bless you. He is her child.’ She was overtaken by 
compassion because the baby belongs to her in reality. However, the 
older woman did not care and it did not disturb her because the baby 
was not hers. In contrast, the younger woman was overtaken by mercy 
until she said: ‘He is her child, O Prophet of Allah.’ So, he judged in 
favour of the younger woman. This is because of her compassion for 
this child by saying it belongs to the older woman and so that he will 
remain alive even if he will be with someone else. It is easier on her 
for the baby to remain alive even in possession of another person than 
cutting him into two parts. Hence, he decided the case in favour of the 
younger woman.

The scholars have deduced from this hadeeth that it is permissible 
for a judge to decide a case based on strong presumption.

A similar case is the event of the wife of Azeez and Yoosuf bin 
Ya’qoob (may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him and his 
father). It is well-known that Yoosuf was imprisoned. He was 
handsome, and his beauty compares to half of the combined beauty 
(of all creatures). The wife of Azeez was a noble woman with status 
and honour. However, she could not control herself until this led her 
to scheme and plot against him. She locked the doors of the house 
while he was inside and invited him to herself, refuge is with Allah. 
However, Allah protected him. She chased him and grabbed the back 
of his cloth which tore from the back. And they found her husband 
at the door.

“They both found her lord (i.e. husband) at the door. She said: 
‘What is the recompense (punishment) fo r him who intended an 
evil design against your wife, except that he will be put in the



prison or a painful torment.” (12:25)

This took place before the imprisonment.

“He (Yoosuf) said: It was she that sought to seduce me.” (12 : 26).

This was before he was imprisoned. He did not have any evidence 
and the woman got hold of him when he was about to escape. Who 
was telling the truth? Will he be the truthful person in this situation? 
Who? The wife of Azeez because she was a woman of dignity and 
her husband was a king. She could not have belittled herself by 
approaching a servant. However, “he (Yoosuf) said:

“It was she that sought to seduce me.”

A judge from the household decided; he asked them to check his 
shirt:

Jo  crt y>j cJsXyas JA  •J*

“I f  it is torn from the front, then, she is truthful and he is among 
the liars. And i f  it is torn from the back, then she has told a lie 
and he is among the truthful.”

This is because if it was in the front, it was he that was seeking the

if it was from the back, he ran away from her and she chased him.

“So when he (her husband) saw his shirt torn at the back, he said: 
‘Surely! It is a plot of you women. Certainly, mighty is your plot. 
(12:28).

Yoosuf became the truthful one although he had no evidence to

illicit affair and she wanted to get rid of him so she tore his shirt. And
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present. However, there was inference that testified to his truthfulness.

There is no doubt that this is an important principle for a judge 
and other people who are in a position to judge among people; it is 
permissible to act based on apparent presumption.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1828
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Mirdas Al-Aslami said: The Prophet M said, “The pious men 
will depart one after another, the dregs o f people, like the sediment 
of barley or dates will remain; Allah will not raise them in value 
and esteem.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1829
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Rifaah bin Rafi‘ Az-Zuraqi said: Jibril (Gabriel) came to the 
Prophet M and asked him: “How do you estimate among you 
those who participated in the battle o f Badr?” He replied, “They 
were the best of Muslims” (or he may have said something similar 
to that). Jibril said: “The same is the case with the angels who 
were at Badr.” [ Al-Bukhari ]



Hadeeth 1830

Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “I f  Allah 
afflicts punishment upon a nation, it befalls the whole population 
indiscriminately and then they will be resurrected and judged 
according to their deeds.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
These hadeeths which An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on 

him) mentioned at the end of his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen, are also 
about the anecdotes.

Among these hadeeths is the report from the Prophet M that the 
pious men will depart one after the other leaving the scum among 
men, like the sediment of barley or dates, to remain. Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  will not care for their lot; that is, He will not 
care for them nor shower them with His Mercy. The righteous will 
pass away one by one.

This hadeeth is similar to the hadeeth of Anas bin Malik (may Allah 
shower blessings on him) when people came to him to complain about 
what they are experiencing at the hand Al-Hajjaaj bin Yoosuf Ath- 
Thaaqafee. He, may Allah be pleased with him, informed them that 
the Prophet M had said: “A time will not come upon people except 
that what comes after it will be worse than it until you meet your 
Lord.”(l)

This hadeeth is similar to the hadeeth in focus. Hence, you will see

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Trials, the Chapter o f A Time Will Not
Com e Upon the People Except That What Will come After It Will Be Worse, no:
(654 i)-



people going about praising previous years every time.

“The pious men will depart one after the other.” In the past, you 
will see people offering Tahajjud at night, observing fast during the 
day, giving charity from their time and giving preference to others 
over themselves. But today, you witness people depreciating as years 
roll by staying up awake at night on things contrary to the obedience 
to Allah. Likewise, they sleep during the day, engage in vain pastime 
or engage in business transaction filled with deception, lying and 
cheating, refuge is with Allah.

Notwithstanding, there remains goodness among people, praise 
be to Allah. You will see some people, praise be to Allah, who are 
steadfast upon the Religion of Allah as required. However, the index 
remains the generality.

Hence, the Prophet M stated in another hadeeth reported by 
Al-Bukhaari (may Allah shower blessings on him), that when a 
punishment afflicts a people, it befalls the whole population. Allah, 
the Exalted, stated:

“And fear the Fitnah (affliction and trial) which affects not in 
particular (only) those o f you who do wrong (but it may afflict 
all the good and the bad people), and know that Allah is Severe 
in punishment.” (8:25).

However, on the Day of Resurrection, they will be resurrected and 
judged according to their intention; each man for his actions.

Thus, one must protect oneself from becoming like the sediment of 
barley or dates. He should strive to remain steadfast on the Command 
of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  in the face of destruction and 
cycle of punishments. Everyone will be resurrected according to his 
intention of the Day of Resurrection.

Similarly, one of the anecdotes is that Jibreel came to the Prophet



M and asked him: “How do you estimate among you those who 
participated in the battle of Badr? He M replied: “They were the best 
of Muslims”, or a similar statement. He said: “The same is the case 
with the angels at Badr.”

Badr, the location where the Muslims encountered the polytheists 
in battle, is a popular place between Makkah and Madinah. The cause 
was that Abu Sufyaan Sakhr bin Harb, who was a leader among the 
people of Makkah, was returning from Sham (Greater Syria) with 
a caravan of provisions for the inhabitants of Makkah. When the 
Prophet M got wind of his movement towards Makkah, he informed 
his companions about it. The people of Makkah had expelled the 
Muslims from their homes and properties which they confiscated. 
So, it is basic for the Muslims to also confiscate the properties of the 
polytheists as a recompense. The Prophet % instructed his companions 
to go out for this caravan only. He took along with him three hundred 
and some more men; that is, three hundred and twenty or three 
hundred and ten without any sword with them. They only had seventy 
camels that they would rotate among themselves and two horses only 
because they did not set out to fight. They went out in order to collect 
the provisions and return.

Abu Sufyaan was a wise and intelligent man. He sent a message 
to the people o f Makkah: ‘Protect your caravan. Muhammad and 
his people are coming after us to collect it.’ Thereafter, he detoured 
to the coastal route rather than pass through Madinah. When the 
Quraysh received this message, they were filled with excessive 
enthusiasm of Jaahiliyyah fury. They mobilized the whole army 
with their leaders and chiefs for the wisdom that Allah intended. 
When they came out of Makkah, news got to them that Abu 
Sufyaan had escaped and was safe because he passed through the 
coastal route far from Madinah and the Messenger of Allah M and 
his companions did not catch up with him.

So, they had a consultation among themselves and stated that they 
should return to Makkah since the caravan is now safe. They did not 
want war. However, some chiefs like Abu Jahl and others swore by 
Allah that they will not return to Makkah until they reach Badr. Badr



r
is a fountain spot between Makkah and Madinah, and Sham (Greater 
Syria). ‘We will slaughter camel, drink alcohol,’ refuge is with Allah, 
‘and young songstresses will sing for us with happiness and joy. The 
Arabs will hear about us. They will continue to be afraid of us forever.’

They came out as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:

“Those who came out of their homes boastfully and to be seen of 
men” (8: 47).

They planned to encounter the Messenger o f Allah M and 
they met at Badr. The Prophet M and his companions were three 
hundred and a little above ten men while the Quraysh were an 
army of nine hundred men. The Quraysh prepared for the war with 
weapons and strength but the Messenger o f Allah M had no such 
preparation. However, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  brought 
them together without an appointment in order to execute what 
He intended and had decided. Thus, they met. Concerning this, 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“ When Allah showed them to you as few  in your (i.e. 
Muhammad) dream.”  (8:43).

The Prophet M had seen them in a dream as few so as to encourage 
him to meet them.

“(And remember) When Allah showed them to you as few  in 
your (i.e. Muhammad) dream; if  He had shown them to you as 
many, you would surely have been discouraged, and you would 
surely have disputed in making a decision. But Allah saved



(you). Certainly, He is All-Knower o f what is in the breasts. And 
(remember) when you meet (the army o f the disbeliever on the 
Day of the battle ofBadr) he showed them to you as few  in your 
eyes.” (8: 43-44)

Sub’hanAllahl They saw the companions as few and the companions 
saw them as few such that each of them was eager to meet the other. 
They met and the fight took place. Seventy men were killed among the 
people of Makkah and another seventy were taken as prisoners.

The important point is that the battle took place. It was a very 
serious fight in which the Quraysh lost many of their nobles, among 
whom were the seven or eight persons who placed the intestines of a 
camel on the Prophet M while he was in a state of prostration in the 
Ka’bah in a popular story. He M supplicated to his Lord against them 
saying: Allahuma alayka bi Quraysh, Allahuma alayka bi Quraysh, 
Allahuma alayka bifulaan wafulaan (O Lord! Suffice for me against 
the Quraysh, O Lord! Suffice for me against the Quraysh; O Lord! 
Suffice for me against so-and-so, and he M mentioned them. And they 
were killed in the Battle ofBadr.

Then the Prophet M instructed that these chieftains be thrown inside 
a dirty and stinking well as a humiliation for them. The Messenger M 
remained in this place for three days, victorious and triumphant. One 
of his habits is that if he fought a people and defeated them; he would 
remain in the battle front for three days... till the end of what is well- 
known about this great battle.

The important point is that those that fought in Badr, the more 
than three hundred and ten men, are among the best of Muslims. Do 
you know what their Lord said to them? He -  the Mighty and Sublime
-  said: ‘Do you what you wish. I have forgiven you of your sins.’ He
-  the Mighty and Sublime -will overlook every sin committed by the 
people who witnessed Badr irrespective of the enormity.

And this has been applied in reality: When the Prophet M intended 
to attack the Quraysh in the Battle of Conquest (of Makkah), Hatib 
(may Allah be pleased with him) sent a woman with a letter to the 
Quraysh; he was one of those who witnessed Badr with him. He said:



‘The Messenger will attack you, so watch out.’ Allah informed His 
Prophet M about that. So, he sent two men one of whom was Alee 
bin Abee Taalib (may Allah be pleased with him) to track down this 
woman. They caught up with her at a meadow and grabbed her for 
interrogation. They asked for her destination, she replied that she 
was on her way to Makkah. They said: “What is with you? She said: 
“Nothing.” They said to her: “It is either you give us what is with you 
or we search you.” At that point, she brought out a letter from Haatib 
bin Balta’ah (may Allah be pleased with him) for them. He was one of 
those that witnessed Badr.

He was brought to the Prophet M and he was presented to him. 
Someone called out: What is this, O Haatib? Why did you betray 
us? Why did you decide to convey information about us to the 
Quraysh? This is what is referred to as espionage among people. He 
came forth with an excuse (may Allah be pleased with him). Then 
Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) or another companion 
said: “O Messenger o f Allah! Should I cut his neck because he has 
betrayed Allah and His Messenger?” He (the Prophet) said: “Are 
you not aware that Allah said to the People o f Badr: “ Do whatever 
you wish, I have forgiven you.””

This shameful action occurred, and so was the forgiveness. 
This was because the man was one of the People of Badr. Those 
were People of Badr, may Allah join you and us with them in the 
Gardens o f eternal bliss.

Based on this, if we uncover a spy among the Muslims informing 
the disbelievers about our affairs, we must kill him. If he says: ‘I bear 
witness that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah and 
Muhammad is His Messenger’, it is still obligatory to kill him without 
any exemption. This is because the Messenger of Allah M did not 
object to the idea of killing of Haatib (may Allah be pleased with 
him). However, he was saved because he was one of the people who 
witnessed Badr. It was a merit that will never occur again till the Day 
of Resurrection.

Therefore, the scholars have deduced from this hadeeth that



a spy should be killed regardless of whether he is a Muslim or a 
disbeliever in all situations. This is because he is exposing our 
information to our enemies.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1831

Jabir 4  said: There was a trunk o f a date-palm tree upon 
which the Prophet M used to recline while delivering Khutbah 
(sermon). When a pulpit was placed in the mosque, we heard 
the trunk crying out like a pregnant she-camel. the Prophet % 
came down from the pulpit and put his hand on the trunk and 
it became quiet.

COMMENATRY
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned 

miscellaneous hadeeths in this chapter. One of such is the hadeeth of 
Jabir (may Allah be pleased with him) about one of the signs of Allah 
and a miracle of the Messenger of Allah M-

You should know that Allah, the Exalted, will not raise a Prophet 
except that He gives him some signs so that mankind will believe in 
him. If He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  were to send a Messenger 
without a sign to show that he is a Messenger of Allah, no one will 
believe him. Hence, mankind would have an excuse to reject his words. 
However, whenever Allah sends a Messenger, out of His Wisdom and 
Mercy, He will give him some signs which for people to believe in 
him. Al-Ayat means signs that indicate his truthfulness.



The Ayat of the Prophet M are numerous, and whoever wishes to 
explore this theme should consult two books:

One: Al-Jawaab as-Saheeh liman baddal Deen al-Maseeh. Shaykhul 
Islam (Ibn Taymiyyah), may Allah shower blessings on him, 
mentioned at the end of this book some natural and circumstantial 
wonders of the Prophet M that have not occurred to any other person.

Two: Al-Bidaayah wan-Nihaayah of Ibn Katheer, may Allah shower 
blessings on him.

The Ayat of the Messenger M are numerous. What Jabir (may Allah 
be pleased with him) mentioned is one of them: The Prophet ^  used 
to deliver his Friday sermon upon the trunk of a date-palm tree in 
the mosque. When a woman among the Ansar made a pulpit for him, 
he began to deliver his sermon on it. So, the trunk began to cry like a 
ten-year old camel, and sometimes like a child because it missed the 
sermon of the Prophet M- Allahu-Akbar! An inanimate object! A trunk 
cried! Today, several traditions about the guidance of the Prophet M 
have been lost and no one cries over them. May Allah assist you and 
us in remembering Him, thanking Him and perfecting His Worship.

The Prophet came down and consoled it as a mother would console 
her child. And the trunk, which is an inanimate object, kept quiet.

This contains two signs:

First: The cry of the trunk when it missed the Prophet M-

Second: The silence of the trunk when the Prophet M came down 
to console it.

This is similar to the miracle that occurred to Musa, may the peace 
and blessings be on him. The children of Israel greatly annoyed Musa 
as stated by Allah:

“O you who believed! Be not like those who annoyed Musa 
(Moses), but Allah cleared him o f that which they alleged, and



he was honorable before Allah.” (33: 69).

One of the things they mentioned was that he had a defect. Musa 
would cover his body when taking bath which was alien to them. 

They said: Musa only covers his body because he has a defect. Allah -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  wanted to show them that he did not have 
a defect, without the free will of Musa SSSl.

Once, Musa placed his cloth on a rock when he wanted to 
take his bath, but the rock fled with his cloth. Musa >&SI ran after 
the rock shouting: “My clothes, rock, my clothes, rock.” Meaning: 
“O stone give me my clothes!” And the rock ran till he reached a 
group of Bani Israel who saw Musa without any defect. And 
praise be to Allah. Then the rock stopped. So Musa >& started 
beating it because it did what a sensible person would do, and 
deserved to be taught manners by beating.

An example of this is what mothers do; when their small children 
stumble or something hits him, they will beat or hit what made the 
child stumble so that the child will stop crying and be pleased. When 
beating will be beneficial to a child and will better him, then there is 
no blame.

Allah knows best.
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Abu Thalabah Al-Khushani ^  said: The Messenger of Allah 
aS said, “Allah, the Exalted, has laid down certain duties which 
you should not neglect, and has put certain limits which you



should not transgress, and has kept silent about other matters out 
of mercy for you and not out o f forgetfulness, so do not seek to 
investigate them.” [ Ad-Daraqutni and others]

Commentary
The author, An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on him) 

mentioned this hadeeth in the Book of Miscellaneous Hadeeths. On 
the authority of Abu Tha’labah Al-Khashanee, the Prophet M said: 
“Allah, the Exalted, has laid down certain duties which you should 
not neglect, and he has put certain limits which you should not 
transgress. He has kept silent about other matters out of mercy for 
you and not out of forgetfulness, so do not seek to investigate them.”

The Prophet M explained the rulings of these three sentences.

Firstly, ‘Allah, the Exalted, has laid down certain duties’, the 
greatest of which is At-Tawheed, Islamic monotheism. This is to 
testify that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah and that 
Muhammad is the Messenger of Allah.

The Tawheed of Allah in worship demands that no one is worshipped 
save Allah. Likewise, the testimony that Muhammad is the Messenger 
of Allah demands singling him out for following; hence, no one should 
be followed except him. This is the greatest obligation.

Other duties include the Salawat (Prayers), Zakat, Fasting, Hajj, 
kindness to the parents, upholding the ties of kinship, kindness to 
neighbours, truthfulness and giving sincere advice.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has prescribed a lot of obligations 
on His servants. Some of them are individual obligations (Fard Ayn) 
while others are collective obligations (Far’d Kifaayah)-, if some people 
do it, others are absolved of the obligation.

Every Muslim must perform the five daily obligatory prayers 
whereas the funeral prayer is a collective obligation; others are 
absolved of the obligation once some people perform it.
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“And He has put certain limits which you should not 
transgress.” That is, He has set specific limits for things. The five  
daily prayers for example have a specific limit, which is their 
timing. The time o f Dhur begins when the sun passes its meridian 
till the shadow of everything is approximately the same length as 
the object itself after the shadow of the Zawaal (the Meridian). 
Asr is from this time till sunset. Maghrib is from sunset till the red 
twilight disappears. Ishaa’ is from the disappearance of the red 
twilight till half of the night. Fajr Prayer is from the appearance 
of the dawn until sunrise. Those are the limits.

Fasting also has limits. It is from the appearance of the true dawn 
till the sunset. Hajj has limit; the months of Hajj are well-known and 
its rituals are performed in specific places.

“And He has put certain limits which you should not 
transgress.” That is, you should not exceed them.

Allah the Exalted said:

Alii

“And whosoever transgresses the set limits o f Allah, then indeed 
he has wronged himself.” (65:1).

“And whoever transgresses the limits ordained by Allah, then
such are wrongdoers” (2: 229).

“He has kept silent about other matters out of mercy for you and 
not out o f forgetfulness, so do not seek to investigate them.”

“He has kept silent about other matters”; that is, He -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  did not make them obligatory nor prohibited for us. 
If He wishes, He will make whatever He wishes compulsory for us 
and prohibit us from whatever He wishes. However, He kept silent 
about other things. Were it not for His mercy, they would have been 
obligatory for us.

Let me illustrate this with the five daily Prayers. Allah initially
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made fifty Prayers obligatory for the servant every day. Then Allah, 
the Exalted, overlooked this and it became five in action but remained 
fifty in rewards. Allah has overlooked many things which He could 
have made obligatory for us if He so wishes.

In his M saying, ““He has kept silent about other matters” is 
evidence for the view of Ahlus-Sunnah Wal-Jama’ah that Allah speaks 
with a voice that is audible. This is because silence is the opposite 
of speaking. And He says whatever He wishes, whenever He wishes 
and however He wishes. We do not know how He speaks and what 
He speaks with. However, we believe that if He intends anything, He 
says to it: ‘Be’ and it will be. Consequently, the words o f Allah are 
innumerable. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“I f  all the trees on the earth were pens,”  that is, if all the trees on the 
earth were pens to write with.

l i e :  ^

“And the sea (were ink wherewith to write), with the seven seas 
behind it to add to its (supply), yet the words o f Allah would not 
be exhausted.” (31:  27).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Say (O Muhammad to mankind): I f  the sea were ink for  
(writing) the Words o f my Lord, surely the sea would be 
exhausted before the Words o f my Lord would be finished, even 
i f  we brought (another sea) like it fo r its aid”  (18: 109)
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‘Abdullah bin Abu ‘Aufa 4i> said: We accompanied the Messenger 
of Allah M in seven expeditions, and we ate locusts. [ Al-Bukhari 
and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1834
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Abu Hurairah said: The Prophet 36 said, “A believer should not 
be stung twice from the same hole.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned the 

hadeeth of Abdullah bin Abee Aufaa (may Allah be pleased with him) 
in which he said: “We accompanied the Messenger of Allah M in 
seven expeditions, and ate locusts with him.”

Locust is a well-known insect which is lawful for consumption. 
It is lawful for a person to eat it dead or alive. The Prophet M 
said: “Two types o f dead animals and two types o f blood have 
been made lawful for us. As for the two dead animals, they are 
locusts and fish (sea food)”.(l) Consequently, it does not require 
slaughtering. It is considered a game, so one is forbidden from 
hunting it and displacing it if  found in Makkah. It is obligatory for 
whoever sees anyone hunting it in the Haram (the Sacred Precinct) 
to forbid him and prevent him. This is because it is not permissible 
for a person who is in a state o f ihram in Makkah to hunt for it, or 
other animals like birds, or cause it to fly.

And this contains evidence that the companions considered the 
silent approval of the Messenger of Allah M as proof. That is, if they 
do something and he tacitly agrees to it, then it shows that it is lawful.

1 Ibn Maajah reported it in the Book o f Types o f Food, the Chapter o f Liver and 
Spleen, no: (3305).



This is so because the Messenger of Allah M has the ability to say: Do 
not do that. However, as a long as he kept silent, it shows that that act 
is permissible.

As for the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with 
him), the Prophet M said: “A believer should not be stung twice from 
the same hole.”

Al-Ladugh refers to the sting of a snake. A believer is tactful, sharp 
and vigilant; hence, he is not stung from the same hole twice. That 
is, if something happens to a believer in the course of any action, he 
will not return to it as a precautionary step. And if he is stung in a 
hole, he leaves it and realizes that there is no benefit in it. A believer 
should not be stung from the same hole twice because he is expected 
to be careful, sharp and tactful. This shows that a person is required 
to be sharp and he should not return to something that has caused 
him harm. Rather he should be a believer because this is from the 
perfection of Eemaan.

Allah alone grants success.
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Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger of Allah ft said, “There are 
three (types of) people with whom Allah will neither speak on the 
Day of Resurrection nor purify them (from sins) and there will be



a painful chastisement for them: A person who has spare water 
in a desert and he refuses to give it to the traveller; a person who 
sells a commodity to another person after the afternoon prayer 
and swears by Allah that he has bought it at such and such price, 
and the buyer pays him accordingly though in reality it was not 
true; and a person who pledges allegiance to an Imam (leader) 
just for some worldly benefit, and then if the Imam bestows on 
him (something out of that) he fulfills his allegiance, and if does 
not give him, he does not fulfill it.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned this 

hadeeth in his book is on the authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah 
be pleased with him). According to him, the Prophet mentioned 
that: “There are three (types of) persons whom Allah will neither 
speak to on the Day of Resurrection nor look at nor purify them 
(from sins) and there will be a painful chastisement for them.”

The term three contextually denotes three categories of persons 
and not just three persons; a great multitude of people may possess 
these qualities.

First among them is a man who is in control of a portion of land 
with surplus water therein, in a barren deserted area but he denies a 
wayfarer access to the water. In other words, this is a man who has 
a source of water, well or other sources, on his farmland in an area 
uninhabited by people. Whenever passersby seek to drink water from 
the source, he prevents them, refuge is with Allah. Allah will not speak 
to such person on the Day of Resurrection nor look at him, nor purify 
him and he shall be subjected to a painful chastisement. So, what do 
you think about the state of a man whom Allah will not speak to such 
person on the Day of Resurrection nor look at him, nor purify him 
and he shall be subjected to a painful chastisement?

The second category is a person who sold his commodity after 
Asr (that is, the time before sunset) and had sworn to the buyer that 
he bought it at a certain price whereas he was lying. The buyer then
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purchased the goods on his strength of belief that the seller had told 
him the truth though in reality the reverse was the case. Allah will 
also not speak to such person on the Day of Resurrection nor look at 
him to cleanse him and there will be a painful chastisement for him.

The Prophet M made mention of Asr because the best part of the 
daytime is the period after the Asr Prayer. Otherwise, even if a person 
swears on his commodity other than the aforementioned period, it 
will equally attract similar consequence. Indeed, Allah will neither 
speak to him, look at him nor purify him and he shall be subjected to 
a painful torment.

In the hadeeth of Abu Dharr (may Allah be pleased with him) 
reported by Imam Muslim (may Allah shower blessings on him), the 
Prophet M said: “There are three (types of) persons whom Allah will 
neither speak to on the Day o f Resurrection nor look at nor purify 
them (from sins) and there will be a painful chastisement for them.”

The Prophet M repeated this three times. Abu Dharr (may Allah be 
pleased with him) then said: ‘Who are those, O Messenger of Allah, 
for indeed they are destroyed and lost? He (the Prophet) said:

“Al-Musbil,” meaning the person who lets down his garment below 
his ankle.

And ‘Al-M annan’, the one who reminds others of his generosity 
to them. If he gives them wealth, money or property or imparts 
knowledge to them or he extends any form of kindness to them, he 
keeps reminding them about it, refuge is with Allah.

The third category: ‘a person who sells his commodity by making 
false oath.’ That is, a person who swears while he is lying in order to 
raise the the price of a commodity.

So, this shows that the mention of the time of Asr in the hadeeth of 
Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) was intended to show 
the magnitude of the punishment and warning. Otherwise, anyone 
who swears on his goods while lying in order to raise the price of the 
goods, Allah will neither speak to him on the Day of Resurrection nor 
look at him, nor purify him and there will be painful chastisement



for him.

And the third in the hadeeth narrated by Abu Hurairah (may Allah 
be pleased with him) is a person who swears oath of allegiance to 
an Imam purposely for worldly gain (i.e. not for the Sake of Allah). 
Accordingly, he honours the pledge of allegiance when the Imam 
bestows something on him but he will not fulfill it if he withholds 
something from him. This kind of person is also among those whom 
Allah will neither speak to on the Day of Resurrection, nor look at 
them nor purify them, and there will be painful punishment for them.

That is because (in Islam) giving pledge to an Imam is required. 
It is mandatory upon every Muslim to have an Imam to whom he 
is loyal. This could be an Imam from its broadest sense of it as was 
practiced during the reign of the four rightly guided caliphs and 
those caliphs who succeeded them. On the other hand, it could be an 
ordinary Imam (leader) for only a particular region as it is commonly 
practiced nowadays. ,

And for quite a long time since the time of the Four Imams and 
after them, Muslims have become divided. Every region has an Imam. 
And every Imam is to be listened to and obeyed according to the 
consensus of the Muslims. And no one among the Muslims ever held 
the opinion that obedience is not obligatory to any other Imam other 
than a single caliph whose dominion covers all Muslim countries, and 
none will ever say such. This is because if that is said the entire Muslim 
world today will not have an Imam or an Ameer. Consequently, all 
people will die a death of Jaahiliyyah. This is because if a person dies 
without any allegiance to an Imam, his death will be likened to the 
death of someone who died during the death of Jaahiliyyah, and he 
will be raised and gathered together with the Ahlu-Jahl - that is, the 
people that existed prior to the Message of Islam.

Therefore, the Imam in a place and in every region must be obeyed 
accordingly. For example, we in the Saudi Arabia our leaders are the 
members of the Household of Saud, our allegiance is due to them. 
We must obey them except in disobedience to Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime. They are our leaders, and we worship Allah through our



obedience to them. We believe that our allegiance is due to them. If 
someone were to have other than this belief in this country (and dies), 
he will be regarded as having died in Jaahiliyyah, because he would 
have died without Faith. So also in Egypt and other places, each of 
them has a leader whom Allah has granted authority. If we were to 
say there can be no leader except the one who will have authority over 
all the lands of the Muslims, then Muslims will have no leaders. And 
when they die, their death will be regarded as a death in Jaahiliyyah, 
refuge is with Allah.

This man however gave his pledge to an Imam but he gave his pledge 
of obedience to him for the sake of worldly gains and not for the sake 
of the religion, and not in obedience to the Lord of the worlds. As such 
if he the Imam presents or gives him from the wealth, he honours the 
pledge and if he denies him, he dishonours it, refuge is with Allah. 
Hence this man becomes a follower of his desires, not guidance, and 
not in obedience to his Master -  the Mighty and Sublime. Rather, he 
has established his allegiance on his desire.

A person may say for instance: we have not given our pledge to 
the Imam and it is not everyone who gave his pledge to the Imam. In 
reply, this is worthless and false Satanic doubt. When the companions 
of the Prophet, may Allah be pleased with them, gave their pledge to 
Abu Bakr (may Allah be pleased with him) was it everyone among 
them including the old woman in the house and the one in the 
market that gave their pledge of allegiance? Not all. Giving pledge 
of allegiance is the responsibility of those who have legal rights and 
members of consultation. And whenever they give their pledge, it 
becomes binding on each and every member of the society whether 
he likes it or not. And I do not think that anyone among the Muslims 
-  nay the thoughtful ones- will say that it is indeed obligatory for 
everyone to give his or her pledge of allegiance to the leader even if 
he is inside his house, including old women and men, the elderly and 
a little child.

None has ever uttered this, not even the purported advocate of 
democracy in the western countries and other than it. They will do no 
such thing even though they are liars. In fact, their electoral processes



are all established on falsification and malpractices, and they care only 
about their selfish desires.

In the religion of Islam, whenever those on whom the rights and 
power of selecting a leader unanimously reached an agreement on the 
choice of Imam, he becomes the leader whether the people want it or 
dislike it. the entire affairs are rested on the people of the consultation 
and selection.

If the matter is made to include even the children, the elders 
and the old men and women in addition to one who cannot make 
independent opinion, then the people will not have an Imam. The 
reason being that they must disagree with one another. But when the 
people of understanding are allowed to choose a person, then such 
a person becomes the Imam who must be obeyed; such that it is 
obligatory that none should die except that he has an allegiance to 
him. If he does not do that, his death will be regarded as the death in 
Jaahiliyyah -  refuge is with Allah.

In a nutshell, whenever any of these three features or characteristics 
is evident in a person, then Allah will not talk to him on the Day of 
Resurrection neither will He look at him nor purify him, and for him 
is a painful torment.

In the hadeeth is a proof of affirming the attribute of speech for 
Allah. The view of Ahlus-Sunnah Wal-Jama’ah is that Allah speaks as 
He wishes, with whatever He wishes and whenever He wishes. None 
can escape or hold anything away from Him.

“And Allah is not such that anything in the Heavens and earth 
escapes Him. Verily, He is All-Knowing, All-Omnipotent.” 
(35:44)



And “ V e r i l y ,  H i s  C o m m a n d  w h e n  H e  i n t e n d s  a  t h i n g  i s  o n l y  t h a t

He says to it “Be!” and it is!”  (36: 82).

Hence his M saying: “Allah will neither speak to them” proves that 
He will speak to other than them, and it is like that. It also indicates 
that Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has two looks:

First: In general terms, verily, nothing is hidden from His Sight. He 
sees everything.

Second: From a limited perspective, which is the Look of Mercy. It 
is the appropriate understanding of the hadeeth: Allah will certainly 
not look at them with the Look of Mercy.

There is also a proof therein that Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
is the Ultimate Purifier of His (obedient) servants as contained in the 
saying of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime:
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“But Allah purifies (guide to Islam) whom He wills” (24: 21).

Hence the ultimate purifier of matters, persons and deeds is the 
Lord of world.

I ask Allah to make you and us among those whom his Lord had 
purified. Verily, He has powerful over all things.

Hadeeth 1836
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Abu Hurairah said: The Prophet M said, “Between the two 
Blowing of the Trumpet there will be an interval of forty.” The 
people said, “O Abu Hurairah! Do you mean forty days?” He said, 
“I  cannot say anything.” They said, “Do you mean forty years?” 
He said, “I cannot say anything.” They said, “Do you mean forty 
months?” He said, “I cannot say anything. The Prophet added: 
‘Everything o f the human body will perish except the last coccyx 
bone (end part of the spinal cord), and from that bone Allah will 
reconstruct the whole body. Then Allah will send down water 
from the sky and people will grow like green vegetables’.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1837
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Abu Hurairah 4*reported: Once the Prophet M was speaking to 
us when, a bedouin came and asked him: “When will the Last 
Day be?” The Messenger o f Allah M continued his talk. Some 
of those present thought that he had heard him but disliked 
the interruption and the other said that he had not hear him. 
When the Messenger of Allah M concluded his speech he asked, 
“ Where is the one who inquired about the Last Day?” The man 
replied: “Here I am.” The Messenger of Allah M replied, “When 
the practice of honouring a trust is lost, expect the Last Day.” He 
asked: “How could it be lost?” He replied, “When the government 
is entrusted to the undeserving people, then wait for the Last
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Day \ [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1838

Abu Hurairah 4* reported: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Your 
leaders will lead you in Salat (prayer). I f  they conduct it properly, 
you and they will be rewarded; but if they make mistakes you 
will earn the reward and they will be held responsible (for the 
mistakes).” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Abu Hurairah 4* said in the interpretation o f the Ayah reported: 
“You are the best of peoples ever raised up for (the benefit of) 
mankind...” (3:110): The best for mankind are those who bring 
them with chains round their necks till they embrace Islam (and 
thereby save them from the eternal punishment in the Hell-fire, 
and make them enter Jannah in the Hereafter).” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Abu Hurairah 4*said: the Prophet M said, “Allah marvels at those 
people who enter Jannah in chains.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1839

Hadeeth 1840
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Commentary
These hadeeths are from the miscellaneous ones and significant 

events and most of them have been discussed previously.

However, these four hadeeths are on the authority of Abu Hurairah 
(may Allah be pleased with him) in which he heard the Messenger of 
Allah M saying: “Between the two Blowing o f the Trumpet there will 
be an interval o f forty.”

This means the blowing of the Trumpet, and one of the angels 
named Israfil is responsible for it. The first time this Trumpet shall 
be blown, all mankind shall be frightened by its horror and enormity, 
and they will die. This is as Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“A n d  ( r e m e m b e r )  t h e  d a y  o n  w h i c h  t h e  T r u m p e t  w i l l  b e  b l o w n  

a n d  a l l  w h o  a r e  i n  t h e  h e a v e n s  a n d  a l l  w h o  a r e  i n  t h e  e a r t h ,  w i l l  

b e  t e r r i f i e d  e x c e p t  h i m  w h o  A l l a h  w i l l s .  A n d  a l l  s h a l l  c o m e  t o  

H i m  h u m b l e d . ”  ( N a m l :  8 7 ) .

And Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And the Trumpet will be blown and all who are in the heavens 
and all who are in the earth will be swoon away except him 
whom Allah wills. Then it will be blown a second time and 
behold they will be standing looking on (waiting). (39: 68).

The first blowing o f the trumpet will be characterized by terror 
and falling dead. This implies death and destruction.

With the second blowing o f the trumpet, all mankind will rise 
from their graves.
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“And they will be standing looking on” they will rise from their 
graves and look on as events unfold. That is because Allah will send 
down rain upon them and prior to the rain a heavy storm whose 
thickness is like the sperm of men.

Subsequently, they will rise up from their graves as planted seeds 
germinate on the earth and then sprout. In addition, at the second 
blowing of the trumpet, every earthly soul would emerge from the 
trumpet with the permission of Allah and each soul will proceed to 
its body which it occupied in the world devoid of any error. Glory be 
to Allah!

The time frame between the two Blowings of the Trumpet is forty. 
It was said to Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him): ‘Forty 
days?’ He said: ‘I cannot say anything,’ meaning I do not know. 
They said: “Forty years? He said: “I cannot say anything.” They said 
forty months? He said, ‘I cannot say anything.’ He (then) said: The 
Prophet H said: “Between the two Blowing o f the Trumpet there will 
be an interval o f forty” and we are expected to say exactly what the 
Messenger of Allah M said. And Allah knows best.

The important point is that this what is referred to as the blowing 
of the Trumpet. Thereafter, mankind shall rise for the Day of Account 
to be judged by the Lord of the worlds. Every man shall be judged 
for his misdeeds and His judgement, the All-Mighty and Exalted, is 
based on favour and absolute justice without any kind of injustice. 
This is because a judgement may be characterized by injustice, justice 
or favour. Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, said:

“This day (the Day of Resurrection) none will be wronged in 
anything nor will you be requited anything except that which you 
used to do”. (36: 54)

The second hadeeth is that of the Bedouin who approached the 
Prophet M and said: “When will the Last Day be?” The Prophet M 
was talking to his companions, so he continued his talk not wanting



to be interrupted. Perhaps, Allah is All-Knowing, it was a continuous 
discussion. Some people said that the Prophet M heard the man clearly 
but he disliked the question. Indeed, whenever a person detests the 
question of the questioner, there is no harm if he chooses not answer it 
even if he heard the question. A questioner could be lacking in wisdom 
and maturity and thus asks an inappropriate question. Therefore, the 
respondent should avoid answering the question.

Others however said the Prophet M might not have heard what 
the man said. When the Prophet % concluded his speech, he said: 
“Where is the one who inquired about the Last Day?” The man 
replied, ‘Here I am O Messenger of Allah.’ He M said: “When the 
practice of honouring a trust is lost, expect the Last Day.” That is, 
when people become corrupt and matters are entrusted to the wrong 
people, verdict is entrusted to the ignorant, the foolish are made 
leaders and administration is entrusted to one who has no knowledge 
of administration.

In summary, you should expect the Last Day when people become 
corrupt. This is because the Hour will be established while only the 
corrupt people remain. Therefore, this contains a clear warning against 
betrayal of trusts. In addition, it shows that it is mandatory to appoint 
qualified people since this is a precondition to upholding trust.

It is mentioned in the third hadeeth that the Prophet M said: “Your 
leaders will lead you in Salat (prayer). If they conduct it properly, 
you and they will be rewarded; but if  they make mistakes, you will 
earn the reward and they will be held responsible (for the mistakes).”

If the intent is leaders in general terms, then the imams in the 
mosques are also inclusive because they lead you in Prayers. Thus, 
if they perfect their Prayers and they observe it correctly, that will be 
for your own good and likewise their own good. But if they fall short 
of performing it as expected, then it will still be for you and against 
them. By implication, therefore you will not be held responsible for 
any of their wrongdoings.

This points to the fact that it is obligatory to be patient with the 
leaders even if they do not perform their Prayers well and if they fail 
to observe it at the earliest specified time. Our obligation is not to
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contradict them or bear down hard on them. If they delay Prayers 
beyond their earliest stipulated times, our delay will be excusable so as 
to achieve conformity with the group and avoid isolation.

This shows that turning away and distancing oneself from the 
people in authority, inciting people against them and spreading their 
misdeeds are alien to the religion of Islam. The religion enjoins what 
is good and establishment of justice and forbids evil and corruption. 
Indeed, Allah said:

“Oyou who believe! Stand out firm ly fo r Allah as just witnesses.”

More so, if you would mention or spread information about their 
misdeeds, then you should also mention their good deeds as well. 
But for you to exploit their misdeeds while denying the good deeds 
amounts to injustice and wrongdoing. Allah does not like injustice.

“And let the enmity and hatred o f others make you avoid justice. 
Be just that is nearer to piety. (5: 8).

The fourth hadeeth is from Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased 
with him) who reported that he M said: “Allah marvels at those 
people who enter Paradise in chains.” The author (may Allah shower 
blessings on him) explained that this refers to a group of disbelievers 
who are captives. They will be put in chains and they will later accept 
Islam. This will be the cause of their acceptance of Islamic religion 
and thereafter their entry into Paradise.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1841



Abu Hurairah 4* said: the Prophet M said, “The dearest parts on 
the face o f the earth near Allah are its mosques, and the most 
hated parts near Allah are its markets.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 842
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Salman Al-Farisi 4« said: The Prophet M said, “Do not, if  you 
can help, be the first to enter the market and the last to leave it 
because it is an arena o f Satan and the standard of Satan is set 
there.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 843
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As/m Al-Ahwal said: Abdullah bin Sarjis 4* said to the Messenger 
of Allah M: “O Messenger of Allah! May Allah forgive all your 
sins!” The Messenger of Allah M said, “And yours also.” Asim 
reported: I asked Abdullah: “Did the Messenger of Allah M seek 

forgiveness for you?” He replied: “Yes, and fo r you also.” Then 
he recited the Verse: “Seek forgiveness for your sins and for the 
believing men and the believing women.” (47:19) [ Muslim ]
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Hadeeth 1844
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Abu M asud Al-Ansari <& said: The Prophet M said, “One of the 
admonitions of the previous Prophets which has been conveyed to 
people is that if  you have no modesty, you can do whatever you 
like.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

COMMENATRY
These are some of the hadeeths mentioned by Imam An-Nawawi, 

may Allah shower blessings on him, under the Book of miscellaneous 
hadeeths.

It is mentioned on the authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet M said: “The dearest parts on the 
face o f the earth to Allah are the mosques, and the most hated parts 
to Allah are its markets,” or he said: “towns.”

The mosques belong to Allah; hence, He ascribed them to Himself 
in His saying:
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“ Who are more unjust than those who forbid that Allah's Name 
be glorified and mentioned much (prayers and invocations, etc.) 
in Allah’s mosques.”  (2 : 1 14) .

And Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:
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“In houses (mosques) which Allah has ordered to he raised (to 
be cleaned and honoured) in them His Name is remembered 
[i.e. Adhaan, Iqamah, Salat (prayers), invocations, recitation 
o f the Qur’an etc]. Therein glorify Him (Allah) in the mornings 
and in the afternoons or evenings.” (24:36).

The mosques are the dearest places to Allah. This is because He 
is remembered, worshiped and His laws are studied among other 
praiseworthy religious and worldly acts in these places. Thus, 
expending ones wealth in the building and maintenance of mosques is 
the most praiseworthy of all expenditures. This is a continuous charity 
and far better than slaughtering animals or giving food as charity. 
Therefore, if he invests his wealth in the building and maintenance of 
mosques, that obviously is the most rewarding act because it definitely 
amounts to continuous charity. Every Muslim will derive benefit from 
its usage such as those observing Prayer, studying, learning, teaching 
and taking shelter in it from cold and heat among other uses.

On the other hand, the markets belong to the devils. This is where 
Satan lays and hatches his eggs, refuge is with Allah, mounts his banner 
and pitches his tent. This is because the most notable and pronounced 
feature of a market place is business transaction. This is filled with 
lying, swindling, cheating, betrayal of trusts, false oath, swearing and 
other blameworthy acts except the one whom Allah protects. Hence, 
it is the most hated place to Allah, the Mighty and the Exalted.

The attributes of Love and Hate are affirmed for Allah in this 
hadeeth; that is, Allah loves as well as hates. One of the fundamentals 
of Ahlus-Sunnah Wal Jama’ah is that we believe this. We say that Allah 
loves and hates, and He, Glory be to Him, is described with Perfect 
Attributes. He loves only what contains good and wellbeing and hates 
what contains evil.

It is also advisable as contained in the hadeeth of Salmaan (may 
Allah be pleased with him) for one not to be the first to enter a market 
or the last person to leave it. The reason is that it is the most hated 
place to Allah due to its inherent evils such as the free-mixing of 
opposite genders, casting prohibited glances, (indulging in) forbidden
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speeches and other evils.

As for the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Surjis (may Allah be pleased 
with him), he asked the Prophet M to ask forgiveness for him and 
he M did. He said: “Ask for Allah’s forgiveness for me, O Messenger 
of Allah” and the Prophet M answered him. This proves that the 
Messenger of Allah M is quite unlike others because you can request 
for his supplications. Someone can say to him; “O Messenger of Allah, 
ask for Allah’s forgiveness for me.” However, this was only allowed 
during his lifetime as it becomes impermissible after his demise. 
Whoever asks him for supplication after his death is a polytheist and 
a disbeliever. But there was no harm doing this during his lifetime. 
Allah has commanded his Prophet H to ask for forgiveness for his 
misdeeds and for the believing men and women. He -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  said:

“And ask fo r forgiveness fo r your sin and also fo r (the sin of) 
believing men and women.”

And Al-Maghfirah is that Allah will conceal the misdeeds of this 
slave and screen it from the prying eyes of the people, pardon him and 
overlook it. This is because the word, Al-Maghfirah, is derived from a 
root word which is synonymous with As-Sitr (concealment) and Al- 
Wiqayah (protection).

Ibn M asud reported: The Prophet M said, “The first matter 
concerning which people will be judged on the Day of Resurrection 
will be the matter of blood.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Commentary
These are some of the hadeeths mentioned by Imam An-Nawawi, 

may Allah shower blessings on him, under the Book of miscellaneous 
hadeeths.

One of these is the hadeeth of Abdullah bin Mas’uud (may Allah 
be pleased with him) that the Prophet M said: “The first matter 
concerning which people will be judged on the Day of Resurrection 
will be the matter of blood.”

And that is because Allah will sort out wrongs that transpired 
between the servants and then judge among them. As for what is 
between Allah and the servants, its ruling will revolve around justice 
or favour. But what transpired between humans will revolve around 
establishment of justice. Every person will be given his right devoid of 
any addition or deduction.

The first right of Allah that man will account for will be the Prayer. 
Thus, if he had preformed it satisfactorily, then he has certainly 
succeeded and prospered. On the other hand, he has wasted it (i.e. 
failed to perform it accordingly and satisfactory) then all other deeds 
of his will be a waste. This is because whosoever wasted his Prayers 
did not act according to Allah’s Call for enjoinment of that which is 
good and forbiddance of that which is evil.

“Recite (O Muhammad) what has been revealed to you o f the 
Book (the Qur’an) and perform As-Salat (Iqamat as-Salat). 
Verily, As-Salat (the Prayer) prevents from Al-Fahsha...” (Al- 
Ankabuut: 45).

As for the wrongdoings that transpired between humans, the first 
matter to be judged among them shall be matter of blood, which refers 
to murder, then followed by wealth and honour.



The act of killing a person may be legal or illegal; however, the point 
of interest here is the illegal killings. Thus, it will be the first matter to 
be decided between men on the Day of Resurrection.

The hadeeth affirms the inevitability of judgement on the Day of 
Resurrection and that it is indeed true. Likewise, anyone who has 
been wronged must be given back his rights.

However, there is a salient issue here: A man approaches a person 
whom he had wronged through backbiting, libel or other ways to 
plead for his pardon after he (the wrongdoer) had repented to Allah 
and regretted his actions. He tells the victim of his wrongdoing, 
‘Pardon me for I am a sinner. I have sought forgiveness from Allah 
and turned to Him in repentance, so please pardon me and excuse my 
misdeeds.’ But the owner of the right does not accept his plea. Rather, 
he says: ‘I want my right on the Day of Resurrection.’ We say: ‘If Allah 
acknowledges the correctness and sincerity of a slave’s repentance, 
He will relieve him of the right of this individual who has refused to 
pardon him.’

This also applies to wealth. For instance, there is a disagreement 
between someone and you regarding an amount of money. You 
denied and refused to acknowledge its possession whereas you are 
in custody of it. Thereafter, you repented to Allah and approached 
the other party to confess to him: ‘O So-and-so, I earlier denied you 
of your right but I have repented to Allah and regretted my action. 
So, take your money.’ However, the victim of oppression said, ‘I will 
not accept it. The matter will be judged between you and me on the 
Day of Resurrection. Here we say: If Allah acknowledges from your 
intention that you are truthful in your repentance, He will relieve you 
of your sin. That is, He will delight the victim of your oppression. 
However, you should give out this money in charity on his behalf so 
as to absolve yourself of the responsibility.

For instance, he has a right to one hundred Riyal. After repentance, 
you approached him to express genuine regret and ask him to collect a 
Dirham, which is equivalent to one hundred Riyal. However, he said: 
“I want to be paid from your good deeds on the Day of Resurrection”,
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so he declined. In this case, we say: If Allah acknowledges your good 
intention and sincerity, He will relieve you of your sin. As for the one 
hundred Riyal, you should spend it on behalf of the victim of your 
oppression so as to free yourself of it.

Hadeeth 1846
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‘Aishah ^  reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Angels were 
created from light, jinns were created from a smokeless flame of 
fire, and Adam was created from that which you have been told 
(i.e., sounding clay like the clay of pottery).” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1847
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Aishah ^  said: The conduct of the Prophet M was entirely 
according to the Qur’an. [ Muslim in a long Hadith ]

Hadeeth1848
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Aishah ^  reported: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “He who 
loves to meet Allah, Allah loves to meet him; and he who dislikes 
to meet Allah, Allah abhors to meet him.” I (Aishah) said: “O 
Messenger of Allah! So fa r as the feelings o f aversion against death 
is concerned, we all have this feeling.” Thereupon he said, “I  do 
not mean that. What I meant is that when a (true) believer is 
given the glad tidings of the Mercy of Allah, His Pleasures and His 
Jannah (at the time o f death), he loves to meet Allah, and Allah 
also loves to meet him. When a disbeliever is given the news of the 
Torment o f Allah and His Wrath (at the time o f death), he dislikes 
to meet Allah and Allah also abhors to meet him.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
These are some hadeeths on miscellaneous matters. In the hadeeth 

of Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her), she narrated that the 
Prophet M spoke about the beginning of creation. He M mentioned 
that the angels were created from light, and that explains why they 
are all righteous. They do not disobey Allah and are never arrogant to 
worship Him, they do not sleep or get tired; rather they Glorify Him 
continuously without a break. The angels were created from light. As 
for the devils, who are the Jinns, he stated that they were created from 
fire. This is evidence that Jinns are the offspring of Satan, the lead 
devil, who arrogantly refused to prostrate to Adam. Satan said:

^  y. jiS ^  til U

“I  am better than him (Adam). You created me from  fire and 
created him from clay”. (7 :12 ) .

Thus, all the Jinns were created from fire and that is the more 
reason why most o f them are always inclined to fiddle with, delude 
and create enmity for whomsoever they can reach. But recite 
Aayatu-Kursi at night and it will continue to be a protection for



you from Allah against the devils who would not be able to come 
near you until day break.

“And Adam was created from that which you have been told (i.e., 
sounding clay like the clay of pottery).” This means he was created 
from clay, from the earth, which is similar to the clay of pottery. This 
is because the earth became clay and then became like that of pottery 
and then Adam was created from it. And for this reason, Allah the 
Most High said:

(T^/ior/i «5̂ ia/ooc/ 06-(i~})aa/i/uee/i i/t/iot/oicc/i____________________________

“Thereof (the earth) We created you, and into it We shall return
you, and from it We shall extract you out once again.” (20: 55)

As for her second hadeeth, she (may Allah be pleased with her) said: 
“The conduct of the Prophet M was entirely according to the Qur’an.” 
That is, he acquired his ways and manners from the Qur’an. He 
practices whatever the Qur’an commands and abstains from whatever 
the Qur’an forbids. This may be in acts of worship or interactions with 
the slaves of Allah. The conduct of the Prophet M is entirely according 
the Qur’an.

This is an indicator from the Mother of the Believers Aishah (may 
Allah be pleased with her): if we wish to emulate the good manners of 
the Prophet M, then we should acquire the manner of the Qur’an. This 
is because it is the character of the Prophet M.

In her third hadeeth, she (may Allah be pleased with her) narrated 
that the Prophet M said: “He who loves to meet Allah, Allah loves to 
meet him; and he who dislikes to meet Allah, Allah abhors to meet 
him.”

Then Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) queried: “So far as 
the feeling of aversion for death is concerned, we all have this feeling.” 
Thereupon, he M replied: “I do not mean that.” And then the Prophet 
M went further to say: “When a (true) believer is given the glad- 
tidings of the Mercy of Allah, His Pleasures and His Paradise (at 
the time of death), he loves to meet Allah and Allah loves to meet



him.” This is because a true believer firmly believes in what Allah 
has arranged and prepared for the believing men in Paradise which 
include abundant reward and plentiful assorted gifts. Hence, he loves 
this and he is not impressed by this world nor attach any importance 
to it because he will soon move to that which is better. There and then, 
he will love and aspire to meet Allah especially at the time of death. 
If he is given the glad tidings of Pleasure and Mercy of Allah, he will 
love to meet Allah. He will be filled with strong desire to meet Allah 
and Allah also will love to meet him.

As for the disbeliever, refuge is with Allah, he will dislike to meet 
Allah when he is given disheartening news of the Punishment of Allah 
and His Terrible Wrath, and Allah will detest to meet him. For this 
reason, it was reported in the previous hadeeth that when it is given 
the displeasing news of the Anger and Resentment of Allah, the soul 
of a disbeliever flees to the extreme part of his body and refuses to 
come out. This explains why it has to be forcefully extracted from his 
body just as fur is extracted from a dampened wool. He will dislike his 
soul leaving because he has been informed of a disheartening news. 
Hence, Allah said:

“And i f  you could but see when the Zalimun (polytheist and 
wrongdoers) are in agonies o f death, while the angels are 
stretching forth their hands (saying: Deliver your souls!” (Al- 
Anam: 93).

They will be reluctant to give up their soul, refuge is with Allah, 
because they do not want it to come out. But the angel will be saying: 
“deliver your souls”. And when it is informed, the soul will remain 
in the body and then the angel will pluck it as fur is plucked from 
dampened wool, refuge is with Allah, until it finally comes out.

The important point is that a believer loves to meet Allah because 
he loves Allah. He loves Allah’s Reward, His Paradise and the bliss 
contained therein, hence he will love and aspire to meet Allah most 
especially at the point of death and consequently, Allah will love to
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meet him.

O Allah! Count us among those who will love to meet You. O Lord 
of the Worlds! Grant us a good end. Verily, You have power over all 
things.

Hadeeth 1849
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Safiyyah bint Huyai the Mother o f the Believers, said: I 

came to visit the Prophet M while he was in the state of Vtikaf 

[(seclusion) in the mosque during the last ten days of Ramadan]. 

After having talked to him, I got up to return. The Prophet M 

also got up with me and accompanied me a part of the way. At 

that moment two Ansari man passed by. When they saw him 

they quickened their pace. The Prophet M said to them, “Do not 

hurry. She is Safiyyah, daughter ofHuyayy, my wife." They said: 

“ Subhan Allah (Allah is free from imperfection)! O Messenger 

of Allah! (You are far away from any suspicion).” The Messenger 

of Allah M said, “Satan circulates in a person like blood (in the 

blood streams). I apprehended lest Satan should drop some evil 

thoughts in your minds.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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COMMENATRY
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned this 

hadeeth on the authority of Safiyyah bint Huyayy, the Mother of the 
Believers (may Allah be pleased with her). She said that the Prophet M 
used to observe I'tikaf in the mosque in the month of Ramadan. There 
is no Vtikaf except in Ramadan because the Prophet M never observed 
it in any other month except in a certain year when he missed it in 
the last ten days (of Ramadan). Therefore, he repaid it during the 
month of Shawwal. Other than that, he did not authorize his Ummah 
to observe I ’tikaf outside the month of Ramadan. The reason is that 
I ’tikaf is purposely designed to search for the Laylatul-Qadr (i.e. the 
Night of Decree).

Hence, the Prophet % used to observe the I ’tikaf in the first ten days 
of Ramadan in anticipation of the Night of Decree. He then observed 
it in the middle of Ramadan and then he was told that it is within the 
last days and he continued it in the last ten days.

As for the hadeeth of Umar (may Allah be pleased with him), 
when he asked the Prophet M about his vow to observe I ’tikaf for a 
night or two in the Masjidul-Haraam and the Prophet M said: “Fulfill 
your vow.” This however does not prove that I ’tikaf is legalized (in 
other than the month of Ramadan); rather, it affirms the necessity 
of fulfilling the vow of observing I ’tikaf Moreover, it is not an act 
of disobedience if he fulfills his vow by observing I ’tikaf though the 
Sunnah is to observe the I ’tikaf during the last ten days of the month 
of Ramadan only. The Prophet M observed it during that period.

I ’tikaf is the act of staying in the mosque in obedience to Allah, for 
the purpose of devoting oneself to acts of worship and not for any 
other reason.

Safiyyah (may Allah be pleased with her) had visited the Prophet 
M while he was in the state of I ’tikaf (seclusion) in order to discuss 
some matters with him in her capacity as his wife. There is absolutely 
nothing wrong for someone to engage in discussion with his family 
while in a state of I ’tikaf because this is an epitome of intimacy, love



and affection (towards them). After having talked to him, he M got 
up to see her off because the Prophet M was the best of people in 
dealing honorably with his family. Indeed, he % rightly said: “The best 
amongst you is that person who is the best in dealing with his family 
and I am the best o f you all in dealing fairly with my family.” (l)

When he M got up to accompany her a part of the way, two Ansari 
men passed by at that moment. When they saw the Prophet they 
both felt uncomfortable and shy, so they quickened their pace. The 
Prophet M said to them: “Do not hurry. She is Safiyyah, the daughter 
of Huyayy.” This is to remove any doubt about the identity of the 
woman who came to visit the Prophet M at night in the living quarters.

They said: “Subhana Allah (Allah is free from imperfection)! (You 
are far from any suspicion)” as a mark of surprise at the statement of 
the Prophet Then the Prophet M said: “Satan circulates in a person 
like blood (in the blood streams). I apprehended lest Satan should 
drop some evil thoughts in your minds.” It will move to his heart and 
blood vessels as blood flows to all parts of the body. That is how Satan 
moves within the bloodstream of the son of Adam. The word “Majra- 
dam” is a name of a place; that is, a place where blood flows through.

“I apprehended lest Satan should drop some evil thoughts in your 
minds” or he M said: “something in your minds.”

The following lessons are contained in this hadeeth:

One: The excellent character of the Prophet M in dealing with his 
family.

Two: The permissibility of a woman visiting her husband who is 
in the state of I ’tikaf. This does not invalidate his I ’tikaf even if it is 
assumed that he may derive pleasure by merely looking at her and 
similar acts. It would not nullify his I ’tikaf because Allah has only 
prohibited having sexual intercourse with a woman while in the state 
of Vtikaf.

i  At-Trim idhi reported it in the Book o f Excellence, the Chapter o f the Excellence 
o f the Wives o f  the Prophet M, no: (4383); and Ibn Maajah in the Book o f Nikkah, 
the Chapter o f  G ood Treatment Towards Women, no: (1967).
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Also, it is good for someone to see off his family when they are 
returning home from their visit to him particularly at night or at a 
period he fears that any harm might may befall them.

Likewise, it is necessary to eliminate grounds for evil thoughts from 
hearts of men. For instance, if he fears that a person might conceive 
an evil thought about him, then he should dispel the thought from 
his mind. He should inform him about the actual occurrence so that 
negative thoughts will not develop in his mind.

In addition, when an odd incident happens to a person, he should 
say: “Subhana Allah (Allah is free from imperfection). This was what 
the two Ansari men uttered and the Prophet M approved it.

This also demonstrates the Prophets compassion towards his 
Ummah and his keen interest in preventing evil from them.

Hadeeth 1850
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A l-‘Abbas bin Abdul-Muttalib ^  said: I was in the company o f the 
Messenger of Allah M on the day o f (the battle of) Hunain. Abu 
Sufyan bin Al-Harith and I did not leave the Messenger o f Allah 
M throughout the battle. The Messenger of Allah ‘M was riding on 
his white mule. When the Muslims had an encounter with the 
pagans, Muslims took to their heels. The Messenger of Allah % 
began to urge his mule towards the disbelievers, holding the bridle 
of his mule. I was trying to restrain it from going very fast, and 
Abu Sufyan was holding the stirrup of the mule of the Messenger 
of Allah $&. The Messenger of Allah m said, “0  Abbas! Call out 
the People of As-Samurah [i.e., those people who had made the 
covenant under the tree (i.e., Baiah Ridwan )].” Abbas called out 
at the top of his voice: “Where are the People o f As-Samurah .” 
Abbas said: As soon as they heard my voice, they rushed towards 
the Prophet % like a cow turning towards her calf. They were 
shouting: “Here we are.” Soon they began to fight the infidels. 
Then there was a call for Ansar . Those who called out to them 
shouted: “O you the people of Ansar ! 0  you the people of Ansar 
! ” They ended their call at Banu Al-Harith bin Al-Khazraj. The 
Messenger of Allah M who was riding on his mule looked at their 
fight with his neck stretched forward and he said, “This is the time 
when the fight is raging hot.” Then the Messenger of Allah M took 
pebbles and threw them in the face of the disbelievers. He said, 
“By the Rubb o f Muhammad, the disbelievers will be defeated.” I 
continued to watch until I found that their force was subdued and



r
they began to retreat. [ Muslim ]

Commentary
This is the hadeeth of Al-Abbas about (the Battle of) Hunayn.

Hunayn is the name of the place where the Prophet M met Banu 
Thaqeef in battle. The companions had already conquered Makkah in 
Ramadan of the eighth year of the Hijrah, so there were ten thousand 
fighters from other places and two thousand fighters from the people 
of Makkah. This made an army of twelve thousand fighters. This led 
some of them to say to the others: “We cannot be defeated today due to 
small number.” They were proud of their numbers. But Allah showed 
them that victory comes exclusively from Allah, and that number and 
power will not prevail over the Decree and Destiny of Allah.

The companions of the Prophet M confronted the people of 
Thaqeef who were only three thousand and five hundred persons. The 
Muslims were twelve thousand and the Messenger of Allah H was in 
their midst.

The people of Thaqeef ambushed them in the valley of Hunayn. It 
is well-known that if an ambush leads to disarray in ranks, this will 
lead to defeat.

Despite their great numbers, the companions were overran in that 
instance and they turned back in flight. The Prophet M was left with 
about only one hundred men out of twelve thousand men. Allah 
described this in the Qur’an:

Nevertheless, the Prophet % whom Allah has endowed with great 
courage and valor wherever it is called for, kept riding his mule 
towards the enemy. He was saying: “I am the Prophet o f Allah without 
falsehood, I am the son of Abdul-Mutallib.” He M was informing 
them about whom he really was.

Then you turned back inflight” (9: 25).



He H then ordered Al-Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with him), 
who was a man gifted with loud voice, to call out to the companions 
to come back. Al-Abbas (may Allah be pleased with him) kept saying: 
“O! Companions of the As-Samarah\ O Companions of As-Samarah, 
O companions of As-Samarah, approach and come on.”

The word As-Samarah was the name of the tree situated at Al- 
Hudaybiyyah under which the companions gave the pledge to the 
Prophet not to flee from the battleground though they had fled 
now. He M said: “Oh! Companions of the As-Samarah,” reminding 
them of their oath (never to turn back fleeing in battle).

Regarding this, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Indeed, Allah was pleased with the believers when the Bai’ah 
(pledged) to you (O Muhammad) under the tree.” (48:18).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  stated that He -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  was pleased with them. In addition, the Prophet M has said 
that: “No one who gave allegiance under that tree will enter Hell fire.” 
A great and good news; none of them will enter Hell fire irrespective 
of their count.

The important point is that Al-Abbaas (may Allah be pleased with 
him) called them with this - O companions of the As-Samarah - and 
they said: “Here we are”. They came forward like a cow trying to 
protect its young calves, in great haste, and began to fight the enemy. 
Then, the Prophet M took some pebbles and threw them in the faces 
of the enemies. He M then said: “By the Lord of Muhammad, the 
disbelievers will be defeated.” And that was the case. They were 
defeated and the Prophet M acquired large amount of war spoils 
consisting of camels, sheep and wealth.

In summary, this hadeeth is one of the signs of Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime: He gave victory to the believers after showing them 
His Might and Dominion over all matters. He demonstrated that 
victory is not attained merely by numbers, physical power nor by



determination; rather, victory is from Allah. 

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:
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“Truly Allah has given you victory on many battlefields, and 
on the Day ofHunayn (battle), when you rejoiced at your great 
number, but it availed you naught and the earth vast as it is, was 
straitened for you, then you turned back inflight. Then Allah did 
send down His Sakinah (calmness, tranquility and reassurance) 
on the Messenger (Muhammad) and on the believers, and sent 
down forces (angels) which you saw not, and punished the 
disbelievers. Such is the recompense o f the disbelievers. Then 
after that Allah will accept repentance o f whom He wills...” 
(Taubah: 25-27).

The lessons from the hadeeth

One: (It shows) the courage, bravery and boldness of the Prophet 
He advanced towards the enemy with his words and actions. As 

for his actions, it was demonstrated by riding his mule towards the 
enemy; as for his words, he used his soft melodious voice to announce 
to them that: “ I am the Prophet without no falsehood, I am the son 
of Abdul-Mutalib.”

Two: A person must not be self-conceited by his power, number, 
knowledge, wealth, wisdom, or intellect. This is because when a 
person takes pride in his abilities, he usually suffers defeat or a major 
set-back by the Permission of Allah. If he is proud of his number, 
he suffers defeat; if he is proud of his knowledge, he goes astray; if 
he is proud of his thinking ability, he gets destroyed. Therefore, you
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should not take pride in your personal qualities or any of your areas 
of strength; rather, beseech Allah- the Mighty and Exalted- for Help 
and entrust all your affairs to Him, and He -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  will accomplish for you that which you desire.

Three: The permissibility of riding a mule, which is a hybrid 
offspring of a donkey and a horse. When a male donkey mates with a 
female horse, she gives birth to a mule. It is filthy and unlawful but its 
exterior is considered pure. This is comparable to the purity of the cat, 
which can be touched but its urine and faeces are impure. Similarly, 
the mule’s sweat is clean, and touching it while riding on it is pure 
because the Prophet M rode on it while it sweated or it could have been 
rainwater. Since it was never reported that the Prophet M abstained 
from it, then it shows that it is pure. This is the correct opinion.

Four: It is allowed and highly encouraged for someone to call 
people by using that which will motivate them. Al-Abbaas (may 
Allah be pleased with him) did not say: “O you Believers!” Or “O 
you Companions!” Rather, he said: “O you the companions of As- 
Samarah” because this will cause a stir in them and remind them of 
their pledge to the Messenger Allah M.

Five: Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  can decide to give victory 
to the smaller or weaker party even if they are upon falsehood -  over 
the larger party, even if they are upon the truth. Who are the smaller 
party here? They are the disbelievers who were only three thousand 
and five hundred men. The greater party were the companions of the 
Prophet (may Allah be pleased with them) and the Prophet M was 
with them.

Thus, another lesson from this hadeeth is that surely the good end 
is for the pious ones. This is even if they suffer defeat for taking pride 
in their numbers; even if the Muslims were defeated because of their 
pride in their great numbers, the end result will be in favour of them. 
This is because Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said in the Qur’an:

“So be patient. Surely, the (good) end is for Al-Muttaqun (the
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pious) (11:4 9 )

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1851
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Abu Hurairah 4k said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “0  people! 
Allah is Pure and, therefore, accepts only that which is pure. 
Allah has commanded the believers as He has commanded His 
Messengers by saying: ‘O Messengers! Eat of the good things, 
and do good deeds.’ (23:51) And He said: ‘O you who believe (in 
the Oneness o f Allah - Islamic Monotheism)! Eat of the lawful 
things that We have provided you...’” (2:172). Then he M made 
a mention of the person who travels for a long period of time, 
his hair are dishevelled and covered with dust. He lifts his hand 
towards the sky and thus makes the supplication: M y Rubb ! My 
Rubb ! ’ But his food is unlawful, his drink is unlawful, his clothes 
are unlawful and his nourishment is unlawful, how can, then his 
supplication be accepted?” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1852
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Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “There 
are three (types of) people whom Allah will neither speak to 
on the Day o f Resurrection nor will He purify them (i.e., from  
their sins), nor will look upon them; and they will have a painful 
chastisement. These are: An old man who commits fornication; a 
king who is a great liar and a poor man who is proud.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned these 

hadeeths under the Book of miscellaneous hadeeth. He reported on 
the authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) that 
the Prophet M said: “There are three (types of) people whom Allah 
will neither speak to on the Day of Resurrection nor will He purify 
them (i.e. from their sins), nor will look upon them; and they will 
have a painful chastisement.”

It is from the usual practice of the Prophet M, and the quality of 
his fluency and elucidation that he does mention things in details 
and specifics so as to facilitate and ease its memorization and 
comprehension. Hence, he M would say: “Three (types of) persons 
Allah will not speak to them on the Day of Resurrection” and 
sometimes he M would say: “Two traits from among my Ummah 
constitute Shirk” and sometimes he M would say: “Allah will provide 
shade for seven (categories of persons) on the Day in which there will 
be no shade except the shade of Allah.”

Therefore, there are various statements in which some things 
are categorized and defined in terms of numbers. This is for clarity, 
precision, better understanding and to prevent forgetfulness.

“Three” in this context refers to three categories, not just three 
individuals only.
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“nor will look upon them; and they will have a painful 
chastisement.”

“Allah will neither speak to them on the Day o f Resurrection” ; 
that is, an affable speech. This is because on the contrary, Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  also makes speech which illustrates His Wrath 
as evident in His Speech to the inhabitants of Hell-fire when they said:

“Our Lord! Bring us out o f this. I f  we return (to evil), then 
indeed we shall be Zalimun (polytheists, oppressors, unjust and 
wrongdoers). (23:107).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said to them:

“He (Allah) will say: Remain you in it with ignominy! And
speak you not to Me” (23:108).

Thus, the intent is a speech that depicts the Mercy and Pleasure of 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

However, these three categories of persons, Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  will neither speak to them nor look at them; that is the look, 
which portrays His Mercy, Sympathy, Honour and Glory. Rather, He 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -will put them to disgrace and ignominy.

“nor will He purify them (i.e. from their sins)” ; that is, He -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  will not provide them with any form of 
purification (from their sins); they will rather abide in everlasting 
misery and wretchedness, refuge is with Allah.

The first: an old man who commits fornication. This is a person 
who is advanced in age but still engages in adultery, refuge is with 
Allah. This action of his is worse than fornication of a young person 
because his sexual urge is weaker when compared with a youth. 
The strength of sexual urge in the latter may overwhelm his natural 
disposition to detest and hate illegal sexual intercourse. The desire



is dead in an old man. Hence, if an old man -  refuge is with Allah 
-  commits adultery in his old age, this acts shows the depravity in 
his conscience. This demonstrates his love for committing adultery 
because there is no urge to necessitate his adulterous act.

The Second: A king who is a great liar. A king is a leader with 
authority, so his words are carried out. Consequently, Ibn Al-Mawardi 
said in his famous Laamiyah:

Steer clear of the king and be cautious of his tyranny

Do not argue with someone whose words are effected.

A ruler has the authority to give orders and implement them; hence, 
he does not need to lie. Instead, it is one of the masses who might need 
to lie in order to save his neck. The king has no need of lying. If he 
indulges in the act of lying, then he will be among those sets of persons 
whom Allah will neither speak to on the Day of Resurrection, look 
at them nor purify them and they will earn a painful chastisement, 
refuge is with Allah.

The Third: A poor man who is proud. The term Aa’il refers to a poor 
man who is arrogant to the people. A rich person may be bigheaded 
due to his riches as Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“Nay! Verily, man does transgress (in disbelieve and evil deed).
Because he considers himself self-sufficient!’ (96: 6-7).

As for the poor and destitute person, he has no reason whatsoever 
to be arrogant towards people. If he indulges in such, then that is an 
evidence of how filthy his conscience is. It shows that he is a person 
with an inborn sense of pride, refuge is with Allah.

Hadeeth 1853



Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “Saihan 
(Oxus), Jaihan (Jaxartes), Al-Furat (Euphrates) and An-Nil 
(Nile) are all from the rivers ofjannah [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1854
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Abu Hurairah 4® said: The Messenger o f Allah M took hold o f my 
hand and said, “Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, created the earth 
on Saturday, the mountains on Sunday, the trees on Monday, 
the things entailing labour on Tuesday, light on Wednesday, He 
spread out animals o f all kinds on Thursday, and created Adam 
in the afternoon on Friday, and it was the last hour of Friday 
between the afternoon and the night.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned this 

hadeeth at the end of his book under miscellaneous hadeeths.

He reported on the authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet M said: “Saihan (Oxus), Jaihan 
(Jaxartes), Al-Furat (Euphrates) and An-Nil (Nile) are all from the 
rivers of Paradise.”

The Prophet M described these four earthly rivers as from the rivers 
of Paradise. Some scholars opine that they are from the rivers of 
Paradise in reality. However, when they were sent down to the world, 
the characteristics of the earthly rivers overwhelmed them and they



subsequently became among the rivers of the world. This is because 
the rivers of Paradise are four:

“ Therein are rivers o f water, the taste and smell o f which are 
not changed, rivers o f milk o f which the taste never changes 
and rivers o f wine delicious to those who drink it and rivers of 
clarified honey (clear and pure).” (47: 15).

And these four rivers in Paradise, we do not know about their 
nature and taste. This is because the Prophet M related from his Lord 
in the Divine hadeeth: “I have prepared for My righteous servants 
what no eyes have ever seen, and no ear has ever heard of and has 
never occurred to the heart of a man.”(l)

However, Oxus, Jaxartes, Euphrates and Nile are well-known in 
their original state but became denatured with the passing of time. 
Hence, on this issue, the scholars have the following explanations:

One: They are from the rivers of Paradise in reality but when they 
were sent down to the earth, they became subject to the law which 
govern the earthly rivers.

Two: They were not from the rivers of Paradise in the real sense. 
However, the Prophet M described them in this manner because they 
are the best and most preferred of all earthly rivers to raise their status 
and their extolment. Allah knows best what the Prophet M actually 
intended.

As for the third hadeeth: “Allah created the soil on Saturday...” up 
to the end of the hadeeth. Imam Muslim (may Allah shower blessings 
on him) reported this hadeeth, may Allah have mercy on him. 
However, scholars dispute this hadeeth and claim it is not authentic. 
Hence, it cannot be correctly attributed to the Prophet M because it

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Beginning o f Creation, the Chapter o f The 
Description o f Jannah and That It Has Been Created, no: (3005); and Muslim in 
the Book o f Jannah and Its Description, no: (5050).
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contradicts the Noble Qur’an, and whatever disagrees with the Qur’an 
is falsehood. This is because those who transmitted the hadeeth are 
humans who (by nature) can be incorrect and correct. However, the 
Qur’an is perfect and error-free, all of it is correct and reported by 
Mutawaatir (numerous narrators). Therefore, whatever disagrees with 
it from whatever hadeeth will be treated (within the provisions of the 
law) as unsound and unauthentic no matter who reported it. This is 
because these reporters did not take it directly from the Prophet but 
through chain of narrators -  so-and-so reported from so-and-so ... 
till it gets to the Prophet M directly whereas the Qur’an is devoid of 
any error whatsoever.

This hadeeth is however among those that are repudiated by the 
scholars, may Allah have mercy upon them all, from the transmissions 
of Imam Muslim (may Allah shower blessings on him). This is not 
strange because mankind is human: Muslim or non-Muslim. They are 
all humans and as such can be correct or incorrect. Due to this reason, 
there is no need to discuss it. Since it is a weak, we are not in need of it.

Allah alone grants success.

Abu Sulaiman Khalid bin Al-Walid said: In the battle of 
M u’tah, seven swords were broken in my hand, and all that 
remained with me was a Yemeni sword. [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1855

Hadeeth 1856
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Amr bin A I-As 4« said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, 
“When a judge utilizes his skill o f judgement and comes to a right 
decision, he will have a double reward, but when he uses his 
judgement and commits a mistake, he will have a single reward.”[ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1857
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Aishah said: The Prophet M said, “Fever comes from the 
vehement raging o f Hell, so cool it with water.” [ Al-Bukhari and 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1858
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Aishah T  said: The Prophet M said, “I f  a person dies without 
observing Saum (fasts), his Wali should make it up on his behalf”
[ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned these 

various hadeeths.



One of them is the hadeeth of Khalid bin Waleed (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that nine swords got broken in his hand during the 
Battle of Mu’utah, and what remained with him was a Yemeni sword.

Khalid bin Waleed (may Allah be pleased with him) was one of 
the bravest men. But during the Battle of Uhud, he fought as part 
of the polytheist Qurayshi army. He was among those who launched 
a counterattack against the companions of the Prophet from behind 
the mountain of Uhud. He fought the companions and the Prophet 

He and Ikrimah bin Abee Jahl fought aggressively against the 
companions and the Prophet Thereafter, Allah was kind to them 
by their acceptance of Islam and they subsequently became among 
the military leaders of the Muslims.

Their story demonstrates the Perfect Ability of Allah (to do all 
things), that all seemingly impossible matters lies with Him, He leads 
astray whomsoever He wills and guides aright whomsoever He wills. 
How often has Allah guided the unguided and how often has Allah 
led astray the guided, refuge is with Allah.

You should ruminate on the hadeeth of Ibn Mas’uud (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet ^  said: “One of you may do the 
deeds o f those who deserve Paradise until he is only one cubit from 
it, then what has been decreed upon him overcomes him, so that he 
may do the deeds of those who deserve hell and enter it. And one of 
you may do the deeds o f those who deserve hell until he is only one 
cubit from it. Then what has been decreed for him overcomes him 
so that he may do the deeds o f those who deserve Paradise and enter 
it.”(l) A man will work on a particular path until he has only one cubit, 
which is a little period, left alive, then the decree will overcome him 
and he will pass away.

As for the second hadeeth reported by Amr bin Al-Aas (may Allah 
be pleased with him), the Prophet H said: “When a judge utilizes 
his skill of judgement and comes to a right decision, he will have

i  A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f the Stories o f the Prophets, the Chapter 
o f Creation o f Adam and his Descendants, no: (3085); and Muslim in the Book 
o f Qadar, the Chapter o f How A Human Is Created in His M others Womb, no: 
(4781).



a double reward, but when he uses his judgement and commits a 
mistake, he will have a single reward.”

What is intended by a judge is an official authorized to decide 
questions brought before a court of justice, and a Mufti is obviously 
similar to him. That is, whenever a person tries his best in the quest 
for truth and a seemingly correct decision becomes clear to him, he 
is upon goodness if he judges or gives a legal opinion based on it. If 
his decision is right, he will earn two rewards and one reward if he is 
wrong. Allah, the Mighty and Exalted, does not waste the reward of 
one who commits his best to a deed. This indicates that when a person 
exerts his best in his search for the truth, Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  will reward him for this. If he is right, he will have double 
reward: the first reward for his attainment of that which is correct 
and the second for his effort. But if he is wrong, he will have a single 
reward for expending effort in seeking the truth.

The fourth hadeeth is reported on the authority of Aishah (may 
Allah be pleased with her) that the Prophet M said: “ If a person dies 
without observing Saum (fasts), his heir should make it up on his 
behalf.” That is, when a person dies while having fasts to repay, his 
heir should repay it on his behalf. This fast might have become an 
obligation due to a vow or basically obligatory in the Shariah.

Perhaps, a person breaks his fast in the month of Ramadan in 
the course of a journey but he failed to repay it immediately after 
Ramadan since it is allowed to defer repayment till Sha’ban. However, 
he died before he could repay the fast, then his heirs, who are his 
inheritors, should fast on his behalf. This includes his mother, father, 
son, daughter or his wife. This is not considered an obligation but only 
desired. But if the inheritors fail to fast on his behalf, they should feed 
a needy for each day on his behalf.

In the same vein, if he owed expiation fast but he died before he 
could accomplish or observe it even when he has the ability to do it, 
then his heir should fast for him.

Similarly, if he vowed to fast for three days and he died before 
he could fulfill his pledge, then his heir should fast on his behalf;
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otherwise, they have to feed a needy person for each day of fast.

As for the hadeeth of Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her), 
which is the third hadeeth, it relates that the Prophet M said: “Fever 
comes from the vehement raging o f Hell, so cool it with water”.

Fever a medical condition in which the body temperature is higher 
than usual. This is from the violent raging of Hell-fire as the Prophet 
M said. But how the raging of Hell got its way into the human body 
is an exclusive knowledge of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  and 
we do not know it. We do not know but we are obliged to say as the 
Prophet M said: “Fever comes from the vehement raging o f Hell fire, 
so cool it with water.” (That is) pour water on the sick to cool him 
down. This is one of the means of fast relief for whosoever is attacked 
by fever. Indeed, the doctors of orthodox medicine have affirmed the 
efficacy of such medication; hence, it is a general medical practice 
among doctors to ask the patient to take a bath with water. The cooler 
the state of the water is, in such a way that it will not be harmful, the 
better it is, and with such, fever is cured with the Permission of Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1859
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‘A uf bin Malik ( 4 )  said: ‘Aishah ^  was told that Abdullah bin 
Az-Zubair 4  had said in respect o f selling of a gift which was 
presented to her: “By Allah! I f  Aishah does not stop this kind of 
thing, I will declare her incompetent to administer her property.” 
Aishah asked: “Did He (Abdullah bin Az-Zubair) say so?” The 
people said: “Yes.” Aishah said: “I vow it before Allah that I 
will never speak to Ibn Az-Zubair.” When this desertion lasted 
long, Abdullah bin Az-Zubair sought intercession with her, but 
she said: “By Allah I will not accept the intercession o f anyone 
for him, and I will not commit a sin o f breaking my vow.” When 
this state o f affairs was prolonged, Ibn Az-Zubair felt it hard on 
him. He said to Al-Miswar bin Makhramah and Abdur-Rahman 
bin Al-Aswad bin Yaghut: “I beseech you in the Name of Allah 
that you should take me to Aishah because it is unlawful for her



t o  v o w  t o  s e v e r  r e l a t i o n s  w i t h  m e . ”  S o  A l - M i s w a r  a n d  ‘A b d u r -  

R a h m a n  t o o k  h i m  w i t h  t h e m .  T h e y  s o u g h t  h e r  p e r m i s s i o n ,  s a y i n g :  

“A s - s a l a m u  ‘a l a i k i  w a  r a h m a t u l l a h i  w a  b a r a k a t u h u  !  S h a l l  w e  

c o m e  i n ? ”  ‘A i s h a h  ^  s a i d :  “C o m e  i n , ”  T h e y  a s k e d :  “A l l  o f  u s ? ”  S h e  

s a i d :  “A l l  o f  y o u , ”  n o t  k n o w i n g  t h a t  I b n  A z - Z u b a i r  w a s  a l s o  w i t h  

t h e m .  S o ,  w h e n  t h e y  e n t e r e d ,  I b n  A z - Z u b a i r  e n t e r e d  t h e  s c r e e n e d  

p l a c e  a n d  g o t  h o l d  o f ‘A i s h a h  h i s  a u n t .  H e  w a s  r e q u e s t i n g  h e r  

t o  f o r g i v e  h i m  a n d  w e p t .  A l - M i s w a r  a n d  ‘A b d u r - R a h m a n  a l s o  

p l e a d e d  o n  h i s  b e h a l f  a n d  r e q u e s t e d  h e r  t o  s p e a k  t o  h i m  a n d  t o  

a c c e p t  h i s  r e p e n t a n c e .  T h e y  s a i d  t o  h e r :  “ T h e  P r o p h e t  H  f o r b a d e  

t o  c u t  o f f  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e c a u s e  i t  i s  u n l a w f u l  f o r  a n y  M u s l i m  n o t  

t o  t a l k  t o  h i s  ( M u s l i m )  b r o t h e r  ( o r  s i s t e r ,  f o r  t h a t  m a t t e r )  f o r  

m o r e  t h a n  t h r e e  ( d a y s ) . ”  S o  w h e n  t h e y  p e r s i s t e d  i n  u r g i n g  a n d  

r e m i n d i n g  h e r  o f  t h e  s u p e r i o r i t y  o f  h a v i n g  g o o d  r e l a t i o n  w i t h  k i t h  

a n d  k i n ,  s h e  b e g a n  t o  w e e p ,  s a y i n g :  “I  h a v e  m a d e  a  v o w  w h i c h  i s  

a  m a t t e r  o f  v e r y  s e r i o u s  n a t u r e . ”  T h e y  p e r s i s t e d  i n  t h e i r  a p p e a l  

t i l l  s h e  s p o k e  w i t h  ‘A b d u l l a h  b i n  A z - Z u b a i r ,  a n d  s h e  f r e e d  f o r t y  

s l a v e s  a s  a n  e x p i a t i o n  f o r  b r e a k i n g  h e r  v o w .  L a t e r  o n ,  w h e n e v e r  

s h e  r e m e m b e r e d  h e r  v o w ,  s h e  w o u l d  w e e p  s o  m u c h  t h a t  h e r  v e i l  

w o u l d  b e c o m e  w e t  w i t h  t e a r s .  [  A l - B u k h a r i  ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned this 

hadeeth of Aishah among the miscellaneous hadeeths. Aishah was 
one of the Mothers of the Believers and the best among the wives of 
the Prophet after his death (may Allah be pleased with her). She was 
a distinguished personality in terms of knowledge, worship, opinion 
and decision-making.

Meanwhile, Abdullah bin Zubair (may Allah be please with both) 
who was the son of her sister -  Asmaa’ bint Abu Bakr (may Allah be 
pleased with her) heard about her lavish spending in charity. He (may 
Allah be pleased with him) considered it as an act of excessiveness 
on the part of Aishah, so he said: “If Aishah does not stop this kind 
of thing, I will declare her incompetent to administer her property.”



This statement was too hard on the Mother of the Believers, Aishah 
(may Allah be pleased with her), considering her position as his aunt. 
In addition, she possessed abundant good judgement, knowledge, 
restraint and wisdom which would make it unfair of him to utter 
that statement about her. The act of declaring her incompetent to 
administer her property will prevent her from disposing off her 
possession or donating generously from her wealth.

She heard about that (i.e. Abdullah’s statement) from mischievous 
talebearers who used to indulge in the spreading of malicious 
information among people and spreading mischief among them 
through calumnies, refuge is with Allah. The practice of calumny is one 
of the major sins and Allah has forewarned us against a calumniator 
even if he swears. Hence Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And (O Muhammad) obey you not everyone HallafMahin (the 
one who swears much and is a liar or is worthless). A slanderer, 
going about with calumnies.” (68: 1 0 - 1 1 ) .

The Prophet M once passed by two graves of Muslims in Madinah 
and he said: “Surely, both of them are being punished in their 
(respective) graves, and they are not being punished for something 
great.”(l) That is, they were not being punished because of something 
difficult or hard to avoid; rather, it is something very easy to implement, 
not in its magnitude before Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime.

As for one of them: He did not screen himself from urine. In 
other words, he did not clean himself properly, and he did not attach 
importance if urine spills on his garment or body. This is the reason 
for his punishment in his grave.

As regards the other (person): He was going about with calumnies; 
he will approach people with malicious gossip, reporting the 
statements of others regarding them in order to sow division and

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Wudu, the Chapter o f Washing off the 
Urine, no: ( 2 1 1) ;  and Muslim in the Book o f Taharah, the Chapter o f Evidence o f 
Impurity o f Urine and the Obligation o f  Saving O neself from it, no: (439).



dissention among them, refuge is with Allah.

Thus, slandering is one of the major sins for which a person shall be 
punished in his grave. Indeed, a slanderer will never enter Paradise, 
we ask Allah for well-being.

The important point is that this statement (of Abdullah bin Zubair) 
got to the hearing of Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) and she 
vowed never to talk to him again. That was because the agitations of 
her nephew deeply troubled her. Hence, she (may Allah be pleased 
with her) decided to dissociate herself from him forever. It is well- 
known that A ishah’s decision to shun her nephew would weigh hard 
on him and as such he tried to win back her pleasure. However, she 
rebuffed him and maintained her position because she deemed the 
vow to be very great. He then sought the intercession of two persons 
from among the companions of the Messenger of Allah to plead with 
her and they cleverly played a worthy trick on the Mother of the 
Believers (may Allah be pleased with her). However, it was a good 
trick because it led to the attainment of the much desired good result 
which was to make settlement between people. It is allowed to lie with 
one’s tongue for the sake of achieving reconciliation among people; 
what about by actions?

The two companions sought permission from Aishah (may Allah 
be pleased with her) after greeting her. This is the Sunnah of seeking 
permission to enter someone’s house. When you knock on someone’s 
door, you should say: “Assalam Alaykum” Hence, they both requested 
her permission to enter saying: “Should we enter?” She (may Allah be 
pleased with her) said: “Yes.” They said: “All of us?” She M said: “All of 
you.” She did not know that Abdullah bin Zubair was with them. She 
did not say: ‘Is Abdullah bin Zubair with you.’ She did not specify but 
rather she used an all-inclusive word: “Enter all of you,” and they all 
entered into the house and there was a screen between them and her. 
The Hijab of the Mother of the Believers is a term used to describe 
a screen that conceals them from the preying eyes of people. It is 
different from the Hijab which is meant for the generality of women. 
The Hijab of other women is a covering for the face and body, whereas 
the Hijab of the Mothers of the Believers is a curtain which screens



them from people.

When they entered the house, Abdullah bin Zubair (may Allah be 
pleased with him) entered the screened place and got hold Aishah (may 
Allah be pleased with her). This is because he was the son of her sister 
and as such marriage is forbidden between them. He then knelt down 
before her shedding tears and pleading for her pardon for the Sake 
of Allah. He also reminded her of the warning and the consequences 
of severing relations and telling her that (insisting on her vow) is not 
allowed. But she said: “The vow is of very serious nature.” Also, the 
two men persuaded her to renounce her boycott of Ibn Zubair. They 
further reminded her of the hadeeth of the Prophet ‘M when he said: 
“ It is not permissible for a believer to leave his brother for more than 
three (nights).” They persisted in their appeal till she renounced her 
vow. She cried profusely and spoke to Abdullah bin Zubair. Later on, 
she was so troubled by this matter that whenever she recalled it, she 
would weep profusely because of its enormity.

This is a guiding principle for every person who fears Allah. The 
most knowledgeable about Allah is the most pious to Him. Whenever 
she remembered this violated vow, she would weep. In spite of this, 
she freed forty slaves as an expiation for this vow that Allah may save 
her neck from the (punishment of) hell.

This is a substantial evidence affirming the great Faith of the 
Mothers of the Believers (may Allah be pleased with them all) and 
their avowed commitment towards salvation from hell and fleeing 
from its punishment.

Lessons from the hadeeth:

One: It is prohibited for a person to avoid his brother for more than 
three days, and this becomes more serious if he is a relative. The person 
is under obligation to renounce his decision and offer expiation for it. 
This is buttressed by the saying of the Prophet M: “Whoever swears 
on an oath and then considers something else to be better, he should 
expiate for his oath and do that which is better.” 10 If you swear not

l Muslim reported it in the Book o f Vows, the Chapter o f Expiating a Bad Vow, no:
(4115)-
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to enter the house of a particular person, who is a relative, because 
he wronged you, it is prohibited for you to boycott him. It becomes 
obligatory for you to offer expiatation for your oath and maintain 
ties of kinship with your relative. Allah, the All Mighty the Exalted, 
is indeed forgiving and merciful regarding an oath once you offer 
expiation for it and come up with that which is better as the Prophet 
M has commanded.

Two: The virtue of making peace and reconciliation among people. 
It is well-known that making peace among people is among the best 
of deeds. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

^  : 'y I , . h e - 1 ^  y o U /  n.a.1 i y j  '

“ There is no good in most o f their secret talks save (in) him who 
orders Sadaqah (charity in Allah’s Cause) or M a’ru f (Islamic 
Monotheism and all the good and righteous deeds which Allah 
has ordained) or conciliation between mankind; and he who 
does this, seeking the good pleasure o f Allah, We shall give him 
a great reward”. (An-Nisaa: 114).

Three: The permissibility of deceitful action when it does not lead 
to committing that which is unlawful. Those two men tricked Aishah 
(may Allah be pleased with her) when they sought permission to enter 
her house together with Abdullah bin Zubair (may Allah be pleased 
with him).

Four: The tenderheartedness of the companions of the Prophet and 
their swiftness to cry due to the fear of Allah. The harder the heart of 
a person becomes, the farther it becomes from shedding tears, refuge 
is with Allah. Hence, when people become inclined to the Hereafter 
than this world, we observe submission to Allah, weeping, standing 
in Prayer at night, turning unto Allah wholeheartedly, charity and 
performing good deeds in them. On the contrary, when the hearts 
become hardened, admonitions keep flowing across it as water flows 
across Safa without it deriving any benefit from the run.
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We ask Allah for wellbeing for you and us.

Hadeeth 1860
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‘Uqbah bin ‘Amir 4* said: One day the Messenger of Allah M went 
out and asked Allah’s forgiveness for the martyrs of the battle of 
Uhud after eight years. It seemed that by so doing, he bid farewell 
to the living and the dead. He then came back, rose to the pulpit 
and said, “I  shall be your precursor; I am a witness for you (before 
Allah), and I will be present before you at the River ( Haud Al- 
Kauthar ). By Allah I can see with my own eyes the Haud from  
this place. I am not afraid that you will associate anything with 
Allah in worship after (my demise), but I apprehend that you 
will vie with one another for the life of the world.” The narrator 
said: It was the last time that I saw the Messenger o f Allah M- [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned this 

hadeeth in the Book of miscellaneous hadeeths. Uqbah bin Amir 
(may Allah be pleased with him) narrated that the Prophet M went to 
Uhud and offered prayers for the martyrs there. That is, he supplicated 
for them as stated by the author, may Allah shower blessings on
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him, and the intent by the word prayer’ is not the well-known Salat. 
This is because the well-known Funeral Prayer, Salatul ul-Janazah, 
is performed before burial, and not after it. The exception is for 
someone who missed the Prayer before the burial; he may perform 
it after the burial. Plowever, the Prayer, as referenced in this chapter, 
means supplication as employed in the saying of Most High:

4 1© ? ^  (*^4^  ^44 jCiy' ^

“ Take Sadaqah (alms) from their wealth in order to purify them
and sanctify them with it, and invoke Allah fo r them.” (9 :103k
That is, you should supplicate to Allah for Blessings for them.

Thereafter, he M climbed the pulpit and he delivered a sermon as 
though he was bidding them a farewell. He mentioned that he could 
see his Haud-, its water is whiter than milk, sweeter than honey and 
more pleasant than the musk in smell and its cups are like the stars 
in numbers and sparkle. People will arrive at this Haud in a state 
of severe thirst necessitated by the long standing on the Day of 
Resurrection. The Believers shall drink from it -  may Allah with His 
infinite grace and honour count you and us among those who will 
drink from that Haud -  while the disbelievers shall be chased away 
from it. So, whoever drinks from his Shariah in this world and takes 
guidance from his Sunnah and also follows his footsteps, give him the 
glad tidings of drinking from the Haud on the Day of Resurrection. 
On the contrary, anyone whose case is the reverse of that (while on 
earth) shall be forbidden from it, refuge is with Allah.

The Messenger of Allah M said: “ I can see with my own eyes the 
Haud from this place.” It was unveiled for him while in this world 
as the seeing of Paradise and Hell was unveiled to him while he was 
observing the Eclipse Prayer. They are matters of the Unseen and we 
possess no knowledge of them, but Allah and his Messenger it know 
best. The important point is for us to believe and accept it as the truth.

This Haud will be approached by the people on the Day of 
Resurrection and they shall all drink from it except those who 
transgressed all bounds and were arrogant, refuge is with Allah.



Then, he M said that he is not afraid that his Ummah will associate 
anything with Allah in worship after his demise. This is because towns 
had been conquered -  praise be to Allah- and its inhabitants have 
embraced the concept of Islamic Monotheism. So, it did not occur 
in the mind of the Prophet % that partners will ever been associated 
with Allah. However, it should not be understood from this that the 
fact that he expressed no fear about Shirk upon his Ummah means 
that it will never occur. Indeed, Shirk has occurred and it is still quite 
pronounced and evident this day and age. There are people who 
claim to be Muslims yet circumambulate graves, ask for help from 
the occupants, sacrifice animals to them and also make vow to them. 
Hence, the act of associating partners with Allah is still in existence.

The Prophet M did not say that: ‘You people will never commit Shirk’ 
such that we could say that what is transpiring is not an act of Shirk 
because the Prophet had ruled out the possibility of reappearance 
of Shirk since he M does not speak from his own desires. However, he 
M said: “I am not afraid that you will associate anything with Allah 
in worship.” This is due to the establishment of the call during his 
era M; he M explained Tawheed and people held on to it. However, 
it is not binding from this that this condition will continue till the 
Day of Resurrection, hence the return of Shirk. Indeed, this is made 
known in an authentic statement of the Messenger: “The hour (i.e. 
Day of Resurrection) will not hold until a great party from among my 
Ummah takes to idol worship.” That is, a large number.

At that moment, the Messenger M was not afraid that his nation 
will revert to associating anything with Allah in worship. Rather, he 
was afraid of something else -  to which people are more prone. This is 
for the world to be thrown open for his Ummah and they will fiercely 
compete for it and kill one another over it, then they will be destroyed 
as the people who preceded them were destroyed. This is happening 
now. The world has been thrown widely open and it has approached 
us from all angles and it is now characterized by that which never 
occurred to the hearts of men. If a person had predicted this state 
of affair, it would have been rejected outright and bluntly but it has 
become a reality. People compete for it fiercely today and they fight



one another for it, and it has destroyed them just as it destroyed those 
before them. As for those who are not fighting over it, their hearts 
yearn for the world -  refuge is with Allah. The world has become their 
major concern while asleep and awake, while sitting and standing, 
during the day and night. Indeed, the most popular byword among 
people has become “The lawful is that which has been legalized by 
the hand, be it the unlawful or the lawful.” And the statement of the 
Prophet $g has come true regarding them: “A period o f time shall 
come upon people when man will care not whether he has taken 
wealth from either lawful or unlawful (sources)” .(l) Refuge is with 
Allah. People are now waging war against one another for matters of 
the world. The most astonishing is that man now runs after the world 
which was created for him as though he was created for it, refuge is 
with Allah. He goes to extreme to enslave himself in the service of the 
world such that he stresses his body, brain, thought, peace of mind 
and the need to be together with his family suffer immensely. Then 
what happened? He loses it in a moment! He will leave his house and 
never return to it. He will sleep on his bed and never wake up again 
and all these are being experienced.

Surprisingly, we are witnessing all these things but the hearts 
are dead. We have seen a person who got married to a woman but 
never had conjugal relation with her. He died before penetrating her 
in spite of his strong and burning desire for her and after his long 
anticipation; instead calamity has chosen to separate them. We have 
also seen people who have printed invitation cards to their marriages 
die, and the card were only discovered in their cars.

In that case, what is the benefit of this world to warrant this level of 
delusion? Hence, the Prophet M, who is merciful and compassionate 
to the believers, said: “but I apprehend that you will vie with one 
another for the life of this world,” and this is happening. Beware, O 
my brother! Let not this present world deceive you, and let not the 
chief deceiver (Satan) deceive you about Allah. If Allah favours you 
with abundant wealth and you show your gratitude to Him, that is

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Transactions, the Chapter o f He That Does 
Not Care About where He Gets His Wealth from, no: (19 18 ).



better for you. Likewise, if He constrains your sustenance and you 
remain patient, that is better for you. But it will be a big loss for you 
in this world and hereafter if you make this world your chief concern 
and primary objective and the scope of your knowledge.

We ask Allah to grant us protection from temptations and trials, 
both the apparent and the hidden.

Hadeeth1861
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Abu Zaid ‘Amr bin Akhtab Al-Ansari 4* said: The Messenger of 
Allah M led us in the morning ( Fajr ) prayer and he ascended the 
pulpit and addressed us until it was the time for the Zuhr prayer. 
He then came down the pulpit and led us in Salat (prayer). Again 
he ascended the pulpit and addressed until it was the time for the 
Asr prayer. He then again came down, led us in Salat and again 
ascended the pulpit and addressed us until sunset. He informed 
us of everything that lay hidden in the past and what will happen 
in the future; and the most learned amongst us is the one who has 
preserved it in his memory. [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1862
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‘Aishah ^  said: The Prophet M said, “He who vows to obey Allah, 
should obey Him. But he who vows to disobey Allah, should not 
disobey Him.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Commentary
These two hadeeths are among those mentioned by the great scholar 

of hadeeth, al-Hafiz An-Nawawee (may Allah shower Blessigns on 
him), at the end of his book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen. They are part of 
the miscellaneous hadeeths which are not limited to a specific subject 
topic.

One of the hadeeths shows that the Prophet M is the best of 
mankind in speech and that Allah granted him a level of eloquence 
which He did not grant anyone else. One day, the Prophet $$ ascended 
the pulpit after completing the Fajr Prayer. He addressed the people 
until the pronouncement of the Adhaan for Dhur Prayer. He M then 
came down from the pulpit and led them in Dhur Prayer. Again, he 
ascended the pulpit and he continued to address the people until the 
pronouncement of the Adhaan of Asr Prayer. He $$ then came down 
from the pulpit and led them in Asr Prayer. Again, he ascended the 
pulpit and he continued to address the people until sunset. That is a 
complete day, from the Fajr Prayer to sunset.

The Prophet M admonished the people without a mention of him 
leaving to eat or the like. Similarly, it was not mentioned that he 
offered the optional Prayers of Dhur because he was busy with what 
was more important. Perhaps, he was in a state of fasting or he was 
too engrossed in a more important task. The act of admonishing 
and teaching people is superior to offering optional Prayer. If the 
matter involves chosing between the optional Prayer and imparting 
knowledge, then the latter takes precedence.

He (may Allah be pleased with him) said: “He informed us of 
everything that lay hidden in the past and what will happen in the 
future,” that is, which Allah had revealed to him. This is because he 
M did not possess the knowledge of the unseen except that which



Allah revealed to him. Thus, Allah -the Mighty and Exalted -  had 
revealed and acquainted him that day with some of the Knowledge 
of the Unseen in connection with the past and the future. Hence, the 
Prophet M spoke about them.

“The most learned amongst us are the ones who has preserved it 
in their memory.” This shows that some of them learnt it and also 
committed it permanently to their memory, whereas some of them 
failed to memorize it.

This is evidence demonstrating the enormous strength of the 
Prophet his energetic personality and his (avowed) commitment 
to the propagation of the Message. This encouraged him to stand for 
a whole day.

As for the second hadeeth, it is the hadeeth of Aishah (may Allah 
be pleased with her) in which the Prophet M said: “He who vows to 
obey Allah should obey Him. But he who vows to disobey Allah 
should not disobey Him.”

Vow is to make a determined promise to do something for the Sake 
of Allah. For instance, when someone says: £I have vowed to stand in 
Prayer, fast, offer prayer, recite the Qur’an, give out charity or similar 
acts for the sake of Allah.’

Vow may be prohibited or detested. However, some scholars opine 
that vow is prohibited, hence it is not allowed for one to make a vow 
because he will be imposing what is not required on himself. How 
often do people make vows but failed to fulfill them? And how often 
do people make vows but become exhausted when fulfilling it? And 
how often do people make vows but go to the doors of scholars to 
request legal opinion to discharge it?

The important point is that the Prophet M forbade making vow. 
Muslim scholars however hold diverse view on this prohibition: some 
of them opine that the prohibition is absolute while others opine that 
it is merely detested but becomes obligatory if one vows to obey Allah. 
Therefore, if a person vows to observe fast on every Monday for the 
Sake of Allah, he must accomplish it. It is not permissible for him



to go against it except for a genuine reason such as sickness and the 
like. Thus, if he vows to observe two Rak’ah of Duha Prayer daily, it 
becomes compulsory for him to perform it. If he vows to spend one 
hundred Riyal in charity, it becomes obligatory for him to spend it.

Meanwhile, he was at liberty to observe the fast or not, to observe 
non-obligatory Salat or not; he had the liberty and ease but he decided 
to overburden himself.

The astonishing part is that when some people are sick, we ask 
Allah for guidance for them and us, they say: “I vow to Allah that if He 
relieves me of my sickness, I shall do this-and-that.” Glory be to Allah! 
Does that mean Allah will relieve you of your afflictions until you 
give Him a promise? Hence, the Prophet ft alluded to this when he 
said: “Definitely, vow does not alter Divine Decree.”(l) If Allah wills 
something, whether you make a vow or not, it will be accomplished 
and perfected. He also said: “It does not bring any good.” Thus, the 
Prophet M attested that there is no good in making vow.

It is also noteworthy that when you make a vow on certain condition 
and you eventually fail to fulfill it, you have exposed yourself to a great 
danger. This great danger is hypocrisy which Allah may plant in your 
heart till you leave this world. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“And o f them are some who made a covenant with Allah, 
(saying), “I f  He bestowed on us o f His bounty, we will verily give 
Sadaqah (Zakdt and voluntary charity in Allah’s cause) and we 
will be certainly among those who are righteous.” (9: 75).

They made a covenant with Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  that: 
‘If He gives us wealth, we will surely spend it in charity and be firm in 
His obedience.’

1 A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Qadar, the Chapter o f Servants Vow with 
Qadar, no: (6 118 ) ; and M uslim  in the Book o f Vow, the Chapter o f Prohibition o f 
Vow, no: (3093).



“ Iheti when He gave them o f His bounty” (9: 76)

so when their requests were granted and achieved: “They became 
niggardly [refused to pay the Sadaqah (Zakat and voluntary 
charity)], and turned away, averse”. They disregarded their 
covenant with Allah, “So Allah penalized them with hypocrisy 
in their hearts until the Day they will meet Him”.

Their hearts were sealed permanently with hypocrisy which makes 
it impossible for them to turn to Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  in 
repentance. They cannot remove it from their hearts, so they shall 
remain upon hypocrisy until they die, refuge is with Allah.

It is necessary, O my Muslim brother, to be wary of making vows 
and caution your brethren. You should tell the sick that if Allah wills 
to cure him, He will do that independent of any vow. You should 
tell the student that if Allah wants you to be successful in your 
examinations, He will grant you success without any vow. You should 
tell whoever misplaced an item that if Allah wills, He will return it to 
you independent of any vow. You should put your trust in Allah when 
such things happen to you. In that instance, you should express your 
gratitude to Allah and give out in charity with that which you wish, 
and you may observe fast or Prayer.

However, the act of making a vow depicts that Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  will not grant your request until you lay down a 
condition for Him. -  we ask Allah for wellbeing. Thus, it becomes 
apparent that the scholastic opinion which holds that the prohibition 
is absolute is very strong. Shaykh Al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah -  may 
Allah shower blessings on him- favoured this view.

As for the one who vows to disobey Allah, he should not disobey 
Him. If he had vowed to drink alcohol, for instance, it is prohibited 
for him to drink it as fulfillment of the vow. He should not say: I 
had vowed and I must fulfill my vow: there is no call for fulfillment 
of vow in the disobedience of Allah. If he vows to physically attack
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a person, it will not be permissible for him even if he had vowed. 
If he had vowed to backbite someone, it will still be prohibited for 
him to backbite him. If he had vowed to sever relations with a close 
relation, it will not be permissible for him to sever relationship with 
the close relation. If he had vowed to disobey his parents, it will be 
unlawful for him to disobey his parents. This is because these are acts 
of disobedience and whosoever vows to disobey Allah should not 
disobey Him. But what shall he do? The scholars are of the opinion 
that he should not disobey Allah, instead he will make expiation same 
as the expiation for an oath: he will feed ten needy persons or clothe 
them or free a slave. But if he lacks these, then he should fast for three 
days consecutively in accordance with the provision of the hadeeth 
attributed to the Prophet M-

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1863
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Umm Sharik ^  said: The Messenger of Allah M ordered me to 
kill chameleon. He also said, “It blew (fire) on Prophet Ibrahim. [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Hadeeth1864
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Abu Hurairah said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “He who



kills a chameleon at the first blow, such and such number of good 
deeds will be awarded to him; whoever kills it at the second blow, 
such and such number of merits will be recorded for him. And if 
he kills it at the third blow, he will get such and such merits.”

Commentary
The hadeeth is about killing a gecko. This is the one which enters 

the house to harm people. The Prophet M ordered that it should be 
killed and Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) would keep a spear 
to chase and kill it. The Prophet M also stated that whoever kills a 
gecko with the first strike will have such and such number of good 
deeds; less than that will be recorded for him if he kills it with the 
second strike; and still less rewards will be recorded for him if he kills 
it with the third strike. This is to encourage a Muslim to hasten to kill 
it; the blow should be severe enough to kill it immediately.

The Prophet M referred to it as it Faasiq (i.e. rebellious and 
disobedient) and he further stated that it was blowing the fire against 
Ibrahim &  when his enemies cast him into the fire. This filthy gecko 
kept blowing the fire on Ibrahim so as to intensify its spark. This 
proves his avowed animosity for the people of Tawheed (i.e. Islamic 
Monotheism) and sincerity. Hence, it becomes obligatory for one to 
chase and kill gecko in the house, market, mosque and other places 
in order to carry out the instruction of the Prophet M. In the hadeeth 
of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with him) mentioned by the 
author (may Allah shower blessings on him), a hundred good deeds 
will be recorded for whoever kills it with the first blow, the second 
blow is seventy rewards while the third is lesser than that. We all 
strive to earn rewards, we ask Allah to guide us to it. So, you must be 
keen on killing the gecko with your hand, your shoes, stones, sticks 
or other means.

It has been mentioned earlier that the Mother of the Believers, 
Aishah (may Allah be pleased with her) had a spear-like object which 
she uses to kill geckos.

Allah alone grants success.
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said: “A man 
(from amongst the people before you) said: 'Indeed! I will give 
in charity.’ So he took his Sadaqah out and placed it in a thief’s 
hand. In the morning the people were talking (about this incident) 
and saying: ' Sadaqah was given to a thief last night.’ The man 
said: ‘O Allah! Praise be to You. I have given Sadaqah to a thief. 
Indeed, 1 will give in charity!’ So he took his Sadaqah out and he 
placed it in a prostitute’s hand. In the morning the people were 
talking (about this incident) and saying: ' Sadaqah was given to 
a prostitute last night.’ On hearing this, the man said: ‘Praise be 
to You, O Allah! I  gave Sadaqah to a prostitute. Indeed, I will 
give in charity!’ So he took his Sadaqah out and placed it in a 
rich man’s hand. In the morning the people were talking (about 
this incident) and saying: ‘ Sadaqah was given to a rich man last 
night.’ The man said: ‘O Allah! Praise be to You (for helping me)



give charity to a thief, a prostitute and a rich man.’ Then he had 
a dream in which he was told that his Sadaqah to the thief might 
result in his refraining from his theft, his Sadaqah to the prostitute 
might help her abstain from her immorality, and his Sadaqah to 
the rich man might help him pay heed and spend from what Allah 
had bestowed upon him.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Commentary
This is the hadeeth of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be pleased with 

him) about a man who set out to give in charity (i.e. Zakat). It is 
common knowledge that charity should be given to the poor and the 
needy, but his charity ended up with a thief. In the morning, people 
were talking about the incident and saying that he has given charity 
to a thief last night although the thief ought to be punished and not 
given alms to increase his wealth.

The one who gave the charity then said: “Praise be to Allah”. He 
thanked Allah because Allah is praiseworthy in all conditions. It 
is from the guidance of the Prophet M that when a pleasant event 
happens to him, he would say: “ Praise be to Allah by whose favour 
all righteousness and goodness are perfected.” (l) However, when an 
unpleasant event happens, he would say: “ Praise be to Allah in all 
situations.” This is the guidance of the Prophet H.

As for what some people do say: “Praise be to Allah whom none 
is praiseworthy on what is disliked except He;” this is an improper 
statement which is not supposed to be uttered. This is because the 
phrase ‘on what is disliked’ expresses your dislike of this matter. This 
represents a sort of impatience and discontentment; rather, you should 
say as the Prophet ^  said: “ Praise be to Allah in all conditions.”

Undoubtedly a person in his lifetime must encounter matters that 
will please him someday while he must someday encounter what will 
also displease him. The reason is that the worldly conditions are not 
permanent or are they serene in all ramifications. Rather its serenity
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i Ibn Maajah reported it in the Book o f M anners, the Excellence o f Those Who 
Praise Allah, no: (3793).



is impaired by troubles, we ask Allah to grant you and us a portion in 
the Hereafter.

However, if a pleasant event happens to you, you should say: “Praise 
be to Allah by whose favour all things are perfected.” On the other 
hand, when an unpleasant event befalls you, you should say: “Praise 
be to Allah in all conditions.”

Notwithstanding, this man went out again and said: “I must give 
out charity (this) night.” This time, he placed it in the hand of an 
adulteress -  a prostitute. In the morning, people were talking about 
the incident and saying: ‘Charity was given to a prostitute last night.’ 
This is unacceptable to any rational mind. He then said: “Praise be to 
Allah” and further pledged to give out Sadaqah that night. Perhaps, he 
felt that his previous attempts were not accepted.

So, when he gave out the charity this time around, it ended up in the 
hand of a rich man. A rich man is not among those who are eligible for 
Zakat although he may be given gifts and presents. In the morning, 
the people were talking about the incident and saying that charity was 
given to a rich man. He then said: “Praise be to Allah (for helping me) 
give charity to a thief, a prostitute, and a rich man.” He had wanted his 
Sadaqah to fall into the hands of a poor, contented and pure hearted 
person, but the Command of Allah is a decree determined. It was 
then said to him: “Your Sadaqah has been accepted”, because he was 
sincere in his intention.

He had intended good but it was not possible for him and the 
Prophet M had said regarding this matter: “When a judge gives a 
ruling having tried his best to judge correctly and he is wrong he 
will have a single reward.” And this man had tried his best to give his 
Sadaqah to the correct person but what he wanted did not work out 
for him, therefore he was told that: “As for your charity it has been 
accepted’.

“As for the thief, perhaps he might result in his refraining from 
his theft.” He may say that this wealth is sufficient for him. “As for the 
prostitute, perhaps, it might help her abstain from her immorality.”
This is because she may be engaging in prostitution, refuge is with
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Allah, simply to earn a living. So, this charity may suffice her from 
prostitution. “As for the rich man, perhaps he might help him pay 
heed and spend from what Allah had bestowed upon him.”

Thus, this is how good fruits develop from good intention; all these 
that were mentioned are expected and may occur. The thief might 
become contented and decide to stop stealing; the prostitute might 
become contended and decide to stop prostitution; and the rich man 
might take lesson from it.

This hadeeth is evidence that when a person intends good and 
strives for it but gets it wrong, a reward will be written for him and it 
will not constitute any problem for him. For this reason, the scholars 
said: if someone gives his Zakat to a person he thinks is eligible to it 
and it becomes apparent to him that he is not among them, he shall 
be rewarded. For instance, you saw a shabbily dressed man you whom 
took him for a poor person, hence you gave him your Zakat. Then the 
people said that he is a rich man with enormous wealth. You will be 
rewarded for the Zakat because it was said to this man: As for your 
Sadaqah, indeed it has been accepted.’ Thus, if you give it to someone 
else you deemed deserving of it but your decision is wrong, you will 
surely be rewarded for it.

Allah alone grants success.

Fladeeth1866
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Afru Hurairah 4® reported: We accompanied the Messenger of 
Allah M to a banquet. The meat of the forearm was presented 
to him as he was very fond of it. The Messenger of Allah M ate 
a morsel o f it and said, “I will be the master o f all the people on 
the Day o f Resurrection. Do you know why? Allah will gather all 
human beings, past and present generations on the same ground 
so that the announcer may be able to make them all hear his 
voice and the onlookers may be able to see all o f them. The sun 
will come very close to the people, they will suffer such distress 
and trouble as they will not be able to bear. Then the people will 
say: ‘Do you see our (miserable) condition? You should look for 
someone who can intercede fo r you with your Rubb .’ Some people 
will say to the others: ‘Go to your father, Adam.’ So they will go 
to Adam and say to him: ‘You are the father o f mankind; Allah 
created you with His Own Hand, and breathed into you of His 
spirit, ordered the angels to prostrate before you and He made 
you dwell in Jannah . So (please) intercede for us with your Rubb. 
Do you not see our (miserable) condition?’ Adam will say: ‘Today 
my Rubb has become so angry as He has never been before, nor 
will He ever become angry after this. He forbade me to approach 
the tree, but I disobeyed Him. I am worried about myself. Go to 
someone else. Go to (Prophet) Nuh (Noah).’ They will come to 
Nuh and will say to him: ‘O Nuh! You are the first of Messenger 
of Allah to the people on the earth, and Allah has named you a 
grateful slave. Please intercede for us with your Rubb. Do you not 
see our (miserable) condition?’ He will say: ‘Today my Rubb his 
become so angry as He has never been before, nor will He become 
angry hereafter. I  was granted the right to make one definitely



a c c e p t e d  i n v o c a t i o n .  I  a v a i l e d  o f  t h i s  o p p o r t u n i t y  a n d  m a d e  i t  

a g a i n s t  m y  n a t i o n .  I  a m  w o r r i e d  a b o u t  m y s e l f .  G o  t o  s o m e o n e  

e l s e .  G o  t o  ( P r o p h e t )  I b r a h i m  ( A b r a h a m ) . ’ T h e y  w i l l  g o  t o  I b r a h i m  

a n d  s a y  t o  h i m :  ‘O  I b r a h i m ,  y o u  a r e  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h  a n d  H i s  

K h a l i l  ( t h e  i n t i m a t e  f r i e n d  o f  A l l a h )  f r o m  a m o n g  t h e  p e o p l e  o f  t h e  

e a r t h ;  s o  p l e a s e  i n t e r c e d e  f o r  u s  w i t h  y o u r  R u b b  . D o n ’t  y o u  s e e  

o u r  ( m i s e r a b l e )  c o n d i t i o n ? ’ H e  w i l l  s a y  t o  t h e m :  ‘ T o d a y  m y  R u b b  

h a s  b e c o m e  s o  a n g r y  a s  H e  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  b e f o r e ;  n o r  w i l l  h e  e v e r  

b e  s o  h e r e a f t e r .  I  h a d  t o l d  t h r e e  l i e s .  I  a m  w o r r i e d  a b o u t  m y s e l f .

G o  t o  s o m e o n e  e l s e .  G o  t o  ( P r o p h e t )  M u s a  ( M o s e s ) . ’ T h e  p e o p l e  

w i l l  t h e n  g o  t o  M u s a  a n d  s a y  t o  h i m :  ‘O  M u s a !  Y o u  a r e  M e s s e n g e r  

o f  A l l a h  a n d  A l l a h  g a v e  y o u  s u p e r i o r i t y  a b o v e  t h e  o t h e r s  w i t h  H i s  

M e s s a g e  a n d  w i t h  H i s  d i r e c t  T a l k  t o  y o u ,  s o  i n t e r c e d e  f o r  u s  w i t h  

y o u r  R u b b  . D o  y o u  n o t  s e e  o u r  ( m i s e r a b l e )  c o n d i t i o n ? ’ M u s a  

w i l l  s a y :  ‘T o d a y  m y  R u b b  h a s  b e c o m e  s o  a n g r y  a s  h e  h a s  n e v e r  

b e e n  b e f o r e ,  n o r  w i l l  H e  e v e r  b e  h e r e a f t e r .  I  k i l l e d  a  m a n  w h o m  

I  h a d  n o t  b e e n  o r d e r e d  t o  k i l l .  I  a m  w o r r i e d  a b o u t  m y s e l f .  G o  t o  

s o m e o n e  e l s e .  G o  t o  ( P r o p h e t )  ' I s a  ( J e s u s ) . ’ S o  t h e y  w i l l  g o  t o  ‘I s a  

a n d  s a y  t o  h i m :  ‘O  ‘I s a !  Y o u  a r e  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h  a n d  H i s  W o r d  

( i . e . ,  “ B e ” - a n d  h e  w a s )  w h i c h  h e  b e s t o w e d  o n  M a r y a m  ( M a r y )  

a n d  a  s p i r i t  c r e a t e d  b y  H i m ;  a n d  y o u  t a l k e d  t o  t h e  p e o p l e  w h i l e  

y o u  w e r e  i n  t h e  c r a d l e .  P l e a s e  i n t e r c e d e  f o r  u s  w i t h  y o u r  R u b b  .

D o  y o u  n o t  s e e  o u r  ( m i s e r a b l e )  c o n d i t i o n ? ’ ‘I s a  w i l l  s a y :  ‘ T o d a y  

m y  R u b b  h a s  b e c o m e  s o  a n g r y  a s  H e  h a s  n e v e r  b e e n  b e f o r e ,  n o r  

w i l l  H e  e v e r  b e  l i k e  t h i s  h e r e a f t e r . ’ ‘I s a  w i l l  n o t  m e n t i o n  a n y  s i n ,  

b u t  w i l l  s a y :  ‘I  a m  w o r r i e d  a b o u t  m y s e l f  G o  t o  s o m e o n e  e l s e .  G o  

t o  M u h a m m a d  ( M ) - ’”

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, mentioned this 

lengthy hadeeth on the authority of Abu Hurairah (may Allah be 
pleased with him). They accompanied the Prophet M to a particular 
banquet and the meat of the forearm was presented to him. He M ate 
a morsel of it and he was fond of it.
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Adh-Dhiraa refers to the forearm of a sheep because its meat is the 
best part of the sheep; it is soft, supple and easy to digest and very 
nutritious. Hence it used to please the Prophet M to eat from it. So 
the Prophet M ate a morsel of it and then narrated this astonishing 
lengthy hadeeth to them: “I will be the master o f all the people on 
the Day of Resurrection.” There is no doubt that he is the leader of 
the children of Adam, the most distinct and the noblest son of man 
before Allah, the Exalted.

‘Do you know why?’ They said: “No O Messenger of Allah.” He 
M then related the details of his distinction and superiority over 
all children of Adam to them. He M mentioned that mankind, past 
and present generations, will be gathered on the same ground. The 
Almighty and the Exalted said:

“Say, (O Muhammad): “(Yes) verily, those o f old, and those o f 
later times. All will surely be gathered together fo r appointed 
meeting o f a known Day” (56: 49-50).

They will be gathered on the same ground on earth on that Day. The 
earth will be spread out quite unlike its spherical nature today which 
prevents you from seeing more than what is before you whenever you 
look ahead. But on the Day of Resurrection, the earth will be spread 
out like the animal skin and there will be no mountain, valley, river 
and sea. It will be spread out as a single plain and people would be 
able to hear the announcer and the sight would capture them. That 
is, if a person were to talk, everyone would hear him and his sight 
would grasp everyone because there is no obstruction to conceal 
some people from others, rather they are all (gathered) together on 
the same arena.

On that Day, the sun will be brought very close to the people to a 
distance of a mile. They will suffer such distress and trouble as they 
will not be able to bear. Then the earth will be constricted for them 
and they will request for someone to intercede for them before Allah 
-  the Almighty and the Exalted -  to save them from this severe state



at least.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will inspire them to go to Adam, 
the progenitor of mankind. They will approach him and they will extol 
his virtue that he may intercede for them before Allah; they will say 
to him: “You, Adam, are the father of mankind.” All human beings, 
male or female, until the Day of Resurrection are descendants of 
Adam. “Allah created you with His Own Hand,” as He has said when 
reproaching Iblees (Satan): “ What prevents you from  prostrating 
yourself to one whom I  have created with Both My Hands?” (Saad: 
75). Allah created him with His Own Hands and He created the rest 
of mankind with the word ‘Be’ and it is. Allah said: “And (remember) 
when We said to the angels: “Prostrate yourself before Adam and they 
prostrated.” (2 :34k They will say, ‘And He taught you the names of 
all things’. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “And He taught 
Adam all the names (of everything).” (2:31). ‘And He breathed into 
you of His spirit.’ Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “So when I 
have fashioned him completely and breathed into him (Adam) the soul 
which I created fo r him, then fa ll (you) down prostrating yourself unto 
him.” (13: 29).

All these are known to the creatures particularly the nation of 
Muhammad Ml Allah bestowed upon this nation such knowledge 
which He has given to none among the earlier nations.

But he -  Adam 3SS' -  will excuse himself and say: ‘Today, my Lord 
has become so angry as He has never been before, nor will He ever 
become angry after this.’ Then he will mention his sin of eating from 
a tree from which Allah, the Glorified and Most High, had forbade 
him. Allah said: “But come not near this tree or you both will be o f the 
Zalimun (wrongdoers).”  (2: 35). It was a tree in Paradise but we do 
not know its type or size. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has kept 
secret the identity of this tree, so it is upon us to believe in it in the 
same sense.

He forbade Adam from eating of it and He forewarned him that 
he and his wife will be among the wrongdoers if they do so. But their 
archenemy -Satan- made them fall through deception. He whispered



and swore to them: “I am indeed to you (both) from among the sincere 
advisors”. He deceived them, and Adam forgot his covenant to Allah -  
the All Mighty and the Exalted: “ T h u s  d i d  A d a m  d i s o b e y  h i s  L o r d ,  s o  

h e  w e n t  a s t r a y . ”  ( 20 : 1 2 1 ) .  He forgot, so he ate of the tree and he was 
expelled from Paradise to the earth as punishment in accordance with 
a particular Wisdom of Allah. Therefore he -Adam 3SB -  will mention 
(to them) his disobedience to Allah and then say: ‘My soul, my soul, 
my soul,’ meaning, I hope I can save my soul. He will repeat that three 
times: Go to someone else. Go to (Prophet) Nuh [Noah 3s®].

Noah 3SB was the second father of mankind because Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  drowned the entire inhabitants of the earth 
who disbelieved in Noah: “a n d  n o n e  b e l i e v e d  i n  h i m  e x c e p t  a  f e w ” . 

Noah thus, was the second father of man.

“Go to (Prophet) Nuh [Noah s&B] ” So, they will approach Noah 
because they are in a state of serious suffering and trouble. They will 
approach him and mention the favours of Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  upon him. They will remind him that he was indeed the 
first Messenger of Allah to the people of the earth, and that Allah 
has named him a grateful slave. But he will say as Adam said (earlier) 
regarding the Anger of Allah: ‘Today, my Lord has become so angry as 
He has never been before, nor will He ever become angry hereafter.’ 
He will mention his invocation against his people:

“A n d  N u h  ( N o a h )  s a i d :  ‘M y  L o r d !  L e a v e  n o t  o n e  o f  t h e  

d i s b e l i e v e r s  o n  e a r t h . ”  ( N u h :  26). In another narration, he will 
mention his invocation for his son:

4  :,3:
“A n d  N u h  ( N o a h )  c a l l e d  u p o n  H i s  L o r d  a n d  s a i d  “ O  m y  L o r d !



Verily, my son is o f myfamily! And certainly, Your Promise is true 
and You are the Most Just o f all judges. He said: O Nuh (Noah)! 
Surely, he is not o f you fam ily; verily, his work is unrighteous, so 
ask not o f Me that o f which you have no knowledge! I admonish 
you lest you should be among the ignorant”. (11:45-46 ).

Thus, he will mention his misdeed. An intercessor cannot intercede 
except if there exists no acrimony between the recipient of the 
intercession and him. An act of disobedience between the slave and 
his Lord necessitates acrimony between them and deprives him of 
favour from Him. So, he SB  will mention his disobedience and say: 
My soul, my soul, my soul, and he will excuse himself and direct them 
to Ibrahim

The people will approach him and say: “You are the intimate friend 
of Allah on the earth.” They will extol his virtues and ask him to 
intercede for them before his Lord. However, he 8s® also will excuse 
himself and he will inform them that he told three lies for which he 
is worried about his soul. The lies are his statement *£»: “ I am sick” 
whereas he was not sick, instead, he said it in opposition to his people 
who were worshipping the heavenly bodies. Secondly: his statement 

to the disbelieving king: “This is my sister,” referring to his wife 
(Sarah) although she was not. This was to avoid the evils of this king. 
And thirdly: his saying that: “Rather this -  the largest o f them -  did 
it” meaning the idols. Ibrahim went to break their idols, so they 
returned to find them broken. They said: “ Who has done this to our 
gods?” Then they said: “ We heard a young man mention them who is 
called Abraham.” Then, the ensuing events transpired between them 
and Ibrahim. In the course of this, he said to them: “Rather, this 
-  the largest o f them -  did it, so ask them if  they should (be able to) 
speak”. (2 1: 63). It (i.e. the largest of the idols) never did it. Instead, 
Abraham did it though he mentioned the idols as a challenge to those 
people who were worshipping them.

These could be lies on the surface but in reality and within the 
contextual interpretation of his -  Ibrahim -  they are not lies. However, 
considering the enormity of his piety and shyness and modesty before 
Allah -  the Blessed and the Most High -  he decided to excuse himself
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for these sins and he says: ‘My soul, my soul, my soul.’ Go to someone 
else; go to Musa (Moses)’.

Then they will approach Moses and extol his virtues. Allah 
-  the Most High -  spoke to him directly and chose him over the 
people of the earth with His Message and speech. He will then 
mention his sins and then excuse himself (from them). He will 
mention that he (unintentionally) killed a man before he *9  was 
granted permission to do that. That was the Coptic man who was 
engaged in a dispute with a man from the children of Israel; the 
Copts were the people of Pharaoh.

“The mart o f his own party asked him fo r help against his foe, 
so Musa (Moses) struck him with his feet and kill him. (28: 
is), w i t h o u t  a n  o r d e r  to  k i l l  h im .  H e  s a w  t h a t  th i s  is  a m o n g  

t h a t  w h ic h  w i l l  c o n s t i t u te  a  b a r r ie r  f o r  h is  in te r c e s s io n  f o r  th e  

c r e a tu r e s  s in c e  h e  h a d  t e r m i n a t e d  a  s o u l  w i t h o u t  a  d ir e c t i v e  to  d o  

so . H e  w i l l  sa y :  M y  s o u l  m y  s o u l ,  m y  s o u l .  G o  to  s o m e o n e  e lse . G o  

to  I s a  (J e su s  C h r is t ) . ’

They will approach Jesus 8SB and will mention the favour of Allah 
upon him. Indeed, Allah breathed into him of His spirit and he is the 
Word of Allah which He bestowed on Maryam (Mary) and a spirit 
created by Him (Allah). This is because Allah created Jesus Christ 
without a biological father. But Jesus will not mention any sin; rather, 
he will direct them to Muhammad M- This is a great honour for the 
Messenger of Allah M considering the fact that four Prophets had 
earlier excused themselves by mentioning their sins. Although one of 
them did not mention any sin, he will consider that Muhammad is 
worthier for the intercession than him.

Then they will approach the Messenger of Allah M and he will accept 
to intercede for them. He will proceed to the Throne of Allah and fall 
down in prostration under it. Allah will bestow upon him knowledge 
of such praises and glorification of Him as He has never bestowed 
upon anyone before him. Then it would be said to him: ‘Raise your



head. Ask, and your request will be granted. Intercede, and your 
intercession will be accepted.’ Thereafter, he M will intercede saying: 
“O my Lord! My followers, O my Lord! My followers, O my Lord! 
My followers, my nation.” Allah will accept his intercession and say 
to him: ‘Admit into Paradise such people as are not subjected to 
reckoning through the right gate of Paradise.’ The rest of them will 
be admitted along with the rest of makind through the various gates 
of Paradise. This is a clear evidence that the Prophet M is the noblest 
of the Messengers, whereas the Messengers are the most superior of 
all creatures. Allah said:

“ Whoso obey Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad), then they 
will be in the company o f those on whom Allah has bestowed 
His Grace o f the Prophets, the Siddiqun, the martyrs and the 
righteous.” (3: 69).

Those people are the four categories of person whom are the best of 
creatures and the Prophet M is the best of them all.

Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth1867
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Ibn ‘Abbas 4»- reported: Ibrahim Ss® brought his wife and her 
son Ismail (&£») , w/n/e she was suckling him, to a place near 
the Ka'bah under a tree on the spot of Zamzam , at the highest 
place in the mosque. In those days, there was no human being in 
Makkah, nor was there any water. So he made them sit over there 
and placed near them a leather bag containing some dates, and a 
small water-skin containing some water, and set out homeward. 
Ism ail’s mother followed him saying: “O Ibrahim! Where are you 
going, leaving us in this valley where there is no person whose 
company we may enjoy, nor is there anything (to enjoy)?” She 
repeated that to him many times, but he did not look back at her. 
Then she asked him: “Has Allah commanded you to do so?” He 
said: “Yes.” She said: “Then He will not neglect us.” She returned 
while Ibrahim proceeded onwards. Having reached the Thaniya 
, where they could not see him, he faced Ka'bah, raised his both 
hands and supplicated: “O our Rubb ! I have made some o f my 
offspring to dwell in an uncultivable valley by Your Sacred House 
(the Kabah at Makkah) in order, O our Rubb , that they may 
perform As-Salat ( Iqamat-as-Salat). So fill some hearts among 
men with love towards them, and (O Allah) provide them with 
fruits so that they may give thanks.” (14:37).

Ism ail’s mother went on suckling Ismail and drinking from the 
water which she had. When the water in the water-skin had all



b e e n  u s e d  u p ,  s h e  b e c a m e  t h i r s t y  a n d  h e r  c h i l d  a l s o  b e c a m e  t h i r s t y .  

S h e  s t a r t e d  l o o k i n g  a t  I s m a i l ,  t o s s i n g  i n  a g o n y .  S h e  l e f t  h i m ,  f o r  s h e  

c o u l d  n o t  e n d u r e  l o o k i n g  a t  h i m ,  a n d  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  m o u n t a i n  o f  

A s - S a f a  w a s  t h e  n e a r e s t  m o u n t a i n  t o  h e r  o n  t h a t  l a n d .  S h e  s t o o d  

o n  i t  a n d  s t a r t e d  l o o k i n g  a t  t h e  v a l l e y  k e e n l y  s o  t h a t  s h e  m i g h t  

s e e  s o m e b o d y ,  b u t  s h e  c o u l d  n o t  s e e  a n y b o d y .  T h e n  s h e  d e s c e n d e d  

f r o m  A s - S a f a ,  a n d  w h e n  s h e  r e a c h e d  t h e  v a l l e y ,  s h e  t u c k e d  u p  h e r  

r o b e  a n d  r a n  i n  t h e  v a l l e y  l i k e  a  p e r s o n  i n  d i s t r e s s  a n d  t r o u b l e  t i l l  

s h e  c r o s s e d  t h e  v a l l e y  a n d  r e a c h e d  A l - M a r w a h  m o u n t a i n  w h e r e  

s h e  s t o o d  a n d  s t a r t e d  l o o k i n g ,  e x p e c t i n g  t o  s e e  s o m e b o d y ,  b u t  s h e  

c o u l d  n o t  s e e  a n y b o d y .  S h e  r e p e a t e d  t h a t  ( r u n n i n g  b e t w e e n  A s -  

S a f a  a n d  A l - M a r w a h )  s e v e n  t i m e s . ”  I b n  A b b a s  f u r t h e r  r e l a t e d :  

T h e  P r o p h e t  M  s a i d ,  “ T h i s  i s  t h e  s o u r c e  o f  t h e  t r a d i t i o n  o f  t h e  

S a y  -  i . e . ,  t h e  g o i n g  o f  p e o p l e  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  m o u n t a i n s .  W h e n  

s h e  r e a c h e d  A l - M a r w a h  ( f o r  t h e  l a s t  t i m e ) ,  s h e  h e a r d  a  v o i c e  a n d  

s h e  e x c l a i m e d :  ‘S h s h s ! ’ ( S i l e n c i n g  h e r s e l f )  a n d  l i s t e n e d  a t t e n t i v e l y .  

S h e  h e a r d  t h e  v o i c e  a g a i n  a n d  s a i d :  ‘O  ( w h o e v e r  y o u  m a y  b e )  Y o u  

h a v e  m a d e  m e  h e a r  y o u r  v o i c e ;  h a v e  y o u  a n y  s u c c o u r  f o r  m e ? ’ A n d  

b e h o l d !  S h e  s a w  a n  a n g e l  a t  t h e  p l a c e  o f  Z a m z a m  ,  d i g g i n g  t h e  

e a r t h  w i t h  h i s  h e e l  ( o r  w i t h  h i s  w i n g ) ,  t i l l  w a t e r  f l o w e d  o u t  f r o m  

t h a t  p l a c e .  S h e  s t a r t e d  t o  m a k e  s o m e t h i n g  l i k e  o f  a  b a s i n  a r o u n d  

i t ,  u s i n g  h e r  h a n d s  i n  t h i s  w a y  a n d  b e g a n  t o  f i l l  h e r  w a t e r - s k i n  

w i t h  w a t e r  w i t h  h e r  h a n d s ,  a n d  t h e  w a t e r  w a s  f l o w i n g  o u t  u n t i l  

s h e  h a d  s c o o p e d  s o m e  o f  i t . ”  T h e  P r o p h e t  m  f u r t h e r  s a i d ,  “M a y  

A l l a h  b e s t o w  m e r c y  o n  I s m a ’i l ’s  m o t h e r !  H a d  s h e  l e t  t h e  Z a m z a m  

f l o w  w i t h o u t  t r y i n g  t o  c o n t r o l  i t  ( o r  h a d  s h e  n o t  s c o o p e d  i n  t h a t  

w a t e r )  w h i l e  f i l l i n g  h e r  w a t e r - s k i n ,  Z a m z a m  w o u l d  h a v e  b e e n  a  

s t r e a m  f l o w i n g  o n  t h e  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  e a r t h . ”  T h e  P r o p h e t  M  f u r t h e r  

a d d e d ,  “ T h e n  s h e  d r a n k  ( w a t e r )  a n d  s u c k l e d  h e r  c h i l d .  T h e  a n g e l  

s a i d  t o  h e r :  ‘D o  n o t  b e  a f r a i d  o f  b e i n g  n e g l e c t e d ,  f o r  t h i s  i s  t h e  

s i t e  o n  w h i c h  t h e  H o u s e  o f  A l l a h  w i l l  b e  b u i l t  b y  t h i s  b o y  a n d  h i s  

f a t h e r ,  a n d  A l l a h  w i l l  n e v e r  l e t  n e g l e c t e d  H i s  p e o p l e . ’ T h e  H o u s e  

o f  A l l a h  ( t h e  K a b a h )  a t  t h a t  t i m e  w a s  o n  a  h i g h  p l a c e  r e s e m b l i n g  

a  h i l l o c k ,  a n d  w h e n  t o r r e n t s  c a m e ,  t h e y  f l o w e d  t o  i t s  r i g h t  a n d  

l e f t .  S h e  c o n t i n u e d  l i v i n g  i n  t h a t  w a y  t i l l  s o m e  p e o p l e  f r o m  t h e  

t r i b e  o f  J u r h u m  p a s s e d  b y  h e r  a n d  h e r  c h i l d .  A s  t h e y  w e r e  c o m i n g
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f r o m  t h r o u g h  t h e  w a y  o f  K a d a ‘,  i n  t h e  l o w e r  p a r t  o f  M a k k a h  

w h e r e  t h e y  s a w  a  b i r d  t h a t  h a d  a  h a b i t  o f  f l y i n g  a r o u n d  w a t e r  

a n d  n o t  l e a v i n g  i t .  T h e y  s a i d :  ‘T h i s  b i r d  m u s t  b e  f l y i n g  o v e r  w a t e r ,  

t h o u g h  w e  k n o w  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  n o  w a t e r  i n  t h i s  v a l l e y . ’ T h e y  s e n t  

o n e  o r  t w o  m e s s e n g e r s  w h o  d i s c o v e r e d  t h e  s o u r c e  o f  w a t e r ,  a n d  

r e t u r n e d  t o  i n f o r m  t h e m  o f  t h e  w a t e r .  S o ,  t h e y  a l l  c a m e  t o w a r d s  

t h e  w a t e r . ”  T h e  P r o p h e t  M  a d d e d ,  “I s m a i l ’s  m o t h e r  w a s  s i t t i n g  

n e a r  t h e  w a t e r .  T h e y  a s k e d  h e r :  ‘D o  y o u  a l l o w  u s  t o  s t a y  w i t h  

y o u ? ’ S h e  r e p l i e d :  ‘ Y e s ,  b u t  y o u  w i l l  h a v e  n o  r i g h t  t o  p o s s e s s  t h e  

w a t e r . ’ T h e y  a g r e e d  t o  t h a t . ”  T h e  P r o p h e t  M  f u r t h e r  s a i d ,  “I s m a ‘i l ’s  

m o t h e r  w a s  p l e a s e d  w i t h  t h e  w h o l e  s i t u a t i o n  a s  s h e  u s e d  t o  l o v e  

t h e  c o m p a n y  o f  t h e  p e o p l e .  S o ,  t h e y  s e t t l e d  t h e r e ,  a n d  l a t e r  o n  t h e y  

s e n t  f o r  t h e i r  f a m i l i e s  w h o  c a m e  a n d  s e t t l e d  w i t h  t h e m .  T h e  c h i l d  

( i . e . ,  I s m a ‘i l )  g r e w  u p  a n d  l e a r n t  A r a b i c  f r o m  t h e m  ( h i s  v i r t u e s )  

c a u s e d  t h e m  t o  l o v e  a n d  a d m i r e  h i m  a s  h e  g r e w  u p ,  a n d  w h e n  h e  

r e a c h e d  t h e  a g e  o f  p u b e r t y ,  t h e y  g a v e  h i m  o n e  o f  t h e i r  d a u g h t e r s  

i n  m a r r i a g e .  A f t e r  I s m a i l ’s  m o t h e r  h a d  d i e d ,  I b r a h i m  c a m e  a f t e r  

I s m a i l ’s  m a r r i a g e  i n  o r d e r  t o  s e e  h i s  f a m i l y  t h a t  h e  h a d  l e f t  b e f o r e ,  

b u t  h e  d i d  n o t  f i n d  I s m a ‘i l  t h e r e .  W h e n  h e  a s k e d  I s m a ' i l ’s  w i f e  

a b o u t  h i m ,  s h e  r e p l i e d :  ‘H e  h a s  g o n e  i n  s e a r c h  o f  o u r  l i v e l i h o o d . ’ 

T h e n  h e  a s k e d  h e r  a b o u t  t h e i r  w a y  o f  l i v i n g  a n d  t h e i r  c o n d i t i o n ,  

a n d  s h e  r e p l i e d  c o m p l a i n i n g  t o  h i m :  ‘ W e  a r e  l i v i n g  i n  h a r d s h i p ,  

m i s e r y  a n d  d e s t i t u t i o n . ’ H e  s a i d :  ‘ W h e n  y o u r  h u s b a n d  r e t u r n s ,  

c o n v e y  m y  s a l u t a t i o n s  t o  h i m  a n d  t e l l  h i m  t o  c h a n g e  t h e  t h r e s h o l d  

o f  t h e  d o o r  o f  h i s  h o u s e . ’ W h e n  I s m a i l  c a m e ,  h e  s e e m e d  t o  h a v e  

p e r c e i v e d  s o m e t h i n g  u n u s u a l .  H e  a s k e d  h i s  w i f e :  ‘D i d  a n y o n e  v i s i t  

y o u ? ’ S h e  r e p l i e d :  ‘Y e s ,  a n  o l d  m a n  o f  s u c h  a n d  s u c h  d e s c r i p t i o n  

c a m e  a n d  a s k e d  m e  a b o u t  y o u  a n d  I  i n f o r m e d  h i m ,  a n d  h e  a s k e d  

a b o u t  o u r  s t a t e  o f  l i v i n g ,  a n d ,  I  t o l d  h i m  t h a t  w e  w e r e  l i v i n g  i n  

h a r d s h i p  a n d  p o v e r t y . ’ T h e r e u p o n  I s m a ‘i l  s a i d :  ‘D i d  h e  a d v i s e  y o u  

a n y t h i n g ? ’ S h e  r e p l i e d :  ‘Y e s ,  h e  t o l d  m e  t o  c o n v e y  h i s  s a l u t a t i o n s  

t o  y o u  a n d  t o  c h a n g e  t h e  t h r e s h o l d  o f  y o u r  d o o r . ’ I s m a ‘i l  s a i d :  

‘T h a t  w a s  m y  f a t h e r ,  a n d  h e  h a s  o r d e r e d  m e  t o  d i v o r c e  y o u .  G o  

b a c k  t o  y o u r  f a m i l y . ’ S o  I s m a ‘i l  d i v o r c e d  h e r  a n d  m a r r i e d  a n o t h e r  

w o m a n  f r o m  a m o n g s t  t h e m  ( J u r h u m ) .  T h e n  I b r a h i m  s t a y e d  a w a y  

f r o m  t h e m  f o r  a  p e r i o d  a s  l o n g  a s  A l l a h  w i s h e d ,  a n d  c a l l e d  o n



them again but did not fin d  Isma'il. So he came to Isma‘il’s wife 
and asked her about him. She said: ‘He has gone in search o f our 
livelihood.’ Ibrahim asked her about their sustenance and living: 
‘How are you getting on?’ She replied: ‘We are prosperous and 
well off.’ Then she praised Allah, the Exalted. Ibrahim asked: 
‘What kind o f food do you eat?’ She said: ‘Meat.’ He said: ‘What 
do you drink?’ She said: ‘Water.’ He said, ‘O Allah! Bless their 
meat and water!”’ The Prophet % added, “At that time they did 
not have grain, and if  they had grain, he would have also invoked 
Allah to bless it.” The Prophet M further said, “I f  somebody has 
only these two things as his sustenance, his health and disposition 
will be badly affected because these things do not suit him unless 
he lives in Makkah.” The Prophet M added, “Then Ibrahim said 
to Isma'il’s wife, ‘When your husband comes, give my regards to 
him and tell him that he should keep firm  the threshold of his 
door.’ When Ismail came back, he asked his wife: ‘Did anyone call 
on you?’ She replied: ‘Yes, a good looking old man came to me.’ 
She praised him and added: ‘He asked about you, and I informed 
him, and he asked about our livelihood and I  told him that we 
were in good condition.’ Ismail asked her: ‘Did he give you a 
piece o f advice?’ She said: ‘Yes, he told me to convey his regards 
to you and ordered that you should keep firm  the threshold of 
your door.’ On that Ismail said: ‘He was my father and you are 
the threshold o f the door. He has ordered me to keep you with 
me.’ Then Ibrahim stayed away from them for a period as long 
as Allah wished and called on them afterwards. He saw Isma‘il 
under a tree near Zam zam , sharpening his arrows. When he saw 
Ibrahim, he rose up to welcome him, and they greeted each other 
as a father does with his son or a son does with his father. Ibrahim 
said: ‘O Ismail! Allah has given me an order.’ Ismail said: Do  
what your Rubb has commanded you to do.’ Ibrahim asked: ‘Will 
you help me?’ Ismail said: ‘I will help you.’ Ibrahim said: ‘Allah 
has ordered me to build a house here, pointing to a hillock higher 
than the land surrounding it.’” The Messenger o f Allah % added, 
“Then they raised the foundations o f the House (i.e., Ka'bah). 
Ismail brought the stones and Ibrahim was building (the house).



Wh en the walls became high, Ismail brought stone and placed it 
for Ibrahim who stood over it and carried on building the House, 
while Isma‘il was handing over the stones to him, both of them 
prayed: ‘O our Rubb ! Accept this service from us! Verily, You are 
the All-Hearer and the A ll-K n o w e r[ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1868
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Said  bin Zaid 4» reported: I heard the Messenger of Allah M 
saying, “Truffle (edible fungus) is a species of ATManna and their 
water cures eye diseases.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, reported on the 

authority of Saeed bin Zayd (may Allah be pleased with him) that the 
Prophet M said: “ Truffle (edible fungus) is a species o f Al-Manna and 
its water cures eyes diseases.”

Truffle is a common and delicious edible fungus which usually 
grows during rainy season. It grows on land and people pluck it 
without stress when it becomes big. Thus, the Prophet said it is 
a species of Al-Manna, that is, among the Favours of Allah on His 
servants which comes with ease and comfort.

“and its water cures eyes diseases.” That is, the liquid extracted from 
it will cure the sick eyes suffering from cataract with the Permission of 
Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime. This is because its liquid is a desiccant, 
so it dries the cloudiness from the lens of the eyes. Consequently, he M 
said: “and its water cures eyes diseases.” That is, it does not cure every 
illness, but that which is caused by cloudiness. It will cure it with the

&I/uirZ atVfaa/iZieen ll//uiymeen__________________________________



Permission of Allah.

Nevertheless, how should the liquid be extracted? It is said that it 
should be extracted by heating it on the fire, and then it should be 
squeezed. The heating will turn it soft and it can be easily pressed. It is 
also said that it should be cut into smaller pieces, and then squeezed 
very well. The liquid will come out from it, though the quantity will 
be small.

Allah alone grants success.

____________________________ ^^uyiiac/ a a-d~$aa/i/uee/i l/t/uiifmee/i

19. THE BOOK OF FORG IVENESS  

CHAPTER  371: SEE K IN G  
F O R G IV EN ESS

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) concluded his 
book with seeking forgiveness and repentance. This is because Allah, 
the Exalted, commanded His Prophet M towards the end of his life to 
seek forgiveness for sins. He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

Cdyt rtiI A Jj Jl J J  't̂ J/ j —v*aj *1

“ When there comes the help o f Allah and the conquest (of 
Makkah). And you see that the people enter Allah’s religion 
in crowds. So glorify the praises o f your Lord and ask His 
forgiveness. Verily, He is the One who accept repentance and 
who forgives. (110 :1-3).

The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, concluded this 
highly beneficial book, which most Muslims -  the learned and the 
masses- in different parts of the world have benefited from, with 
seeking forgiveness. This book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen, is one of the 
blessed books I have ever seen in terms of its benefit to the people.



It shows the good intention of the author in compiling it, may Allah 
shower His Blessings on him.

Al-Istighfaar means seeking for forgiveness. No one is free from 
sins as stated by the Prophet M: “All the children o f Adam commit sin 
and the best o f them are those who repent.”*1 * The sin committed by 
the children of Adam may be falling short of an obligation or carrying 
out a prohibition. No one is free from sins, but the cure is seeking 
forgiveness, praise be to Allah. It is reported that Satan said: “I ruin 
the son of Adam with sins and they also destroy me with La-ilaha-illa- 
Allah and Istighfaar. Istighfaar is the means of attaining forgiveness; 
hence, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  commanded seeking 
forgiveness in numerous verses of the Qur’an. The author (may Allah 
shower blessings on him) cited many relevant and beneficial verses in 
this regard.

One of them is the Word of Allah to His Prophet “So know that 
none has the right to be worshipped but Allah, and seek forgiveness 
fo r your sin.” Allah instructed His Prophet M to recognize that none 
deserves to be worshipped except Allah and commanded him to seek 
forgiveness. He said: “Ask forgiveness fo r your sin.”  This is the Prophet 
si that Allah has forgiven his future sins and past sins being asked to 
seek for forgiveness.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “And ask forgiveness for 
your sin and ask also fo r believing men and believing women.”

In the same vein, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also praised 
those who seek forgiveness in several verses. Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  says: “And those who pray and beg Allah’s pardon in 
the last hour o f the night.” (3:17). They are those who ask Allah for 
forgiveness in the last part of the night. The scholars said that they 
are those who worship Allah by performing the night supererogatory 
Prayer but consider themselves to be falling short in their duties, 
hence they ask Allah for forgiveness. Despite the fact that they spend 
the night performing optional Salat, they still seek forgiveness for fear

:/} ^̂ Uy<w(/ n&-(f)aa/i&een (/A</////icc/i ___________________________________

1 Trimidhi reported it in the Book o f Description o f Resurrection, no: (2423); and 
Ibn Maajah in the Book o f Ascetics, the Chapter o f Repentance, no: (4241).
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of falling short in their obligations. Therefore, it is good for one to 
seek forgiveness from Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime- a lot.

Hadeethi 869
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Al-Agharr Al-Muzani ^  said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, 
“Sometimes I perceive a veil over my heart, and I supplicate Allah 

for forgiveness a hundred times in a day.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeethi 870
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Afrw Hurairah 4« said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, 
“I swear by Allah that I seek Allah’s Pardon and turn to Him in 
repentance more than seventy times a day.” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeethi 871
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “By the 
One in Whose Hand my soul is! I f  you do not commit sins, Allah

7 9 1
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would replace you with a people who would commit sins and seek 
forgiveness from Allah; and Allah will certainly forgive them.” [ 
Muslim ]

Hadeeth1872
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Ibn ‘Umar 4* said: We counted Messengers saying a hundred 
times during one single sitting: Rabb-ighfir li, wa tubb ‘alayya, 
innaka Antat-Tawwabur-Rahim . (My Rubb ! Forgive me and 
pardon me. Indeed, You are the Oft-Returning with compassion 
and Ever Merciful.” [ Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi ]

Hadeeth 1873
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Ibn Abbas 4̂  said: The Messenger of Allah said, “I f  anyone 
constantly seeks pardon (from Allah), Allah will appoint for him 
a way out of every distress and a relief from every anxiety, and 
will provide sustenance for him from where he expects not.” [ Abu 
D aw ud]

Hadeeth1874
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I b n  M a s u d  4 b  s a i d :  T h e  M e s s e n g e r  o f  A l l a h  M  s a i d ,  “H e  w h o  s a y s :  

‘ A s t a g h f i r  u l l a h - a l l a d h i  l a  i l a h a  i l i a  H u w a l - H a i y u l - Q a y y u m u ,  

w a  a t u b u  i l a i h i  ( I  s e e k  t h e  f o r g i v e n e s s  o f  A l l a h ,  t h e r e  i s  n o  t r u e  

g o d  e x c e p t  A l l a h ,  t h e  E v e r - L i v i n g ,  t h e  S e l f - S u b s i s t i n g ,  a n d  I  t u r n  

t o  H i m  i n  r e p e n t a n c e ) , ’ h i s  s i n s  w i l l  b e  f o r g i v e n  e v e n  i f  h e  s h o u l d  

h a v e  r u n  a w a y  f r o m  t h e  b a t t l e f i e l d  ( w h i l e  h e  w a s  e n g a g e d  i n  

f i g h t i n g  f o r  t h e  C a u s e  o f  A l l a h ) . ”  [  A b u  D a w u d , A t - T i r m i d h i  a n d  

A l - H a k i m  ( o n  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  A l - B u k h a r i  a n d  M u s l i m  f o r  a c c e p t i n g  

H a d i t h  ) ]

Commentary
The author, may Allah shower blessings on him, has earlier 

mentioned verses enjoining one to seek forgiveness and praising 
those who do such. Thereafter, he (may Allah shower blessings on 
him) mentioned various relevant hadeeths.

One of them is what Al-Aghar Al-Muzannee (may Allah be pleased 
with him) reported from the Prophet M, whose future and past sins 
have been forgiven. He M said: “Sometimes I perceive a veil over my 
heart,” that is, a cover, fog or similar thing “and I supplicate Allah for 
forgiveness a hundred times in a day.” He would say: A s t a g h f i r u l l a h  

hundred times in a day. If the Prophet M, whose past and future sins 
have been forgiven, would do this, what about us? But our hearts are 
dead. There is no veil over our hearts but we fail to pay attention to 
our actions because of the numerous sins. Hence, you will see a person 
who is heedless of this matter seeks forgiveness a little.

One should emulate the Prophet M by doing a lot of I s t i g h f a a r  as 
stated by Ibn Umar (may Allah be pleased with him): “We counted 
the Messenger of Allah M saying a hundred times during one single



sitting: ‘Rabbighfr’lee wa tubb alayyah, innaka anta tawwabur rahirri 
(O my Lord! Forgive me and pardon me. Indeed, You are the Oft- 
Returning with compassion and Ever Merciful.)

In addition, the Prophet M stated that among the blessings of Allah 
on His servants is that whenever they are afflicted with sins and ask 
Allah for forgiveness, He will forgive them. The Prophet $§ reported 
that: “If you do not commit sins, Allah would replace you with a 
people who would commit sins and seek forgiveness from Allah, 
and Allah will certainly forgive them”. This is an exhortation that one 
should ask forgiveness from His Lord a lot in order to attain the level 
of those who constantly seek forgiveness from Allah.

Similarly, he stated that as reported by Abu Dawud (may Allah 
shower blessings on him): “If anyone constantly seeks pardon (from 
Allah), Allah will appoint for him a way out o f every distress and a 
relief from every anxiety, and will provide sustenance for him from 
where he expects not.”

“ If anyone constantly seeks pardon (from Allah),” that is, stick 
to it and ask a lot of it, Allah will provide deliverance for him from 
every constraint; relief from every suffering and provide for him from 
sources he never expected.

The hadeeths regarding the virtues of seeking forgiveness, 
commendation of those who do it and exhortation towards it are many. 
Therefore, O my brother, you should seek forgiveness a lot. Let your most 
frequently spoken word be: “O Allah forgive me”, “O Allah have mercy 
on me”, “I ask Allah for forgiveness and I turn to Him in repentance” 
and other similar words. Perchance, it may coincide with the time Allah 
accepts supplications and you will be forgiven of your sins.

Hadeeth1875
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Shaddad bin Aus 4* said: The Prophet M said, “The best 
supplication for seeking forgiveness ( Syed-ul-Istighfar ) is to say: 
‘Allahumma Anta Rabbi, la ilaha ilia Anta, khalaqtani wa ana 
‘abduka, wa ana ‘ala ‘ahdika wa wa'dika mastata‘tu, audhu bika 
min sharri ma sanatu, abu’u laka bimmatika ‘alayya, wa abu’u 
bidhanbi faghfir li, fa  innahu la yaghfirudh-dhunuba ilia Anta 
. (O Allah! You are my Rubb . There is no true god except You. 
You have created me, and I am Your slave, and I hold to Your 
Covenant as fa r as I can. I seek refuge in You from the evil o f what 
I  have done. I acknowledge the favours that You have bestowed 
upon me, and I confess my sins. Pardon me, for none but You has 
the power to pardon).’ He who supplicates in these terms during 
the day with firm  belief in it and dies on the same day (before the 
evening), he will be one of the dwellers of Jannah ; and if anyone 
supplicates in these terms during the night with firm  belief in 
it and dies before the morning, he will be one of the dwellers of 
Jannah .” [ Al-Bukhari ]

Hadeeth 1876



Thauban 4® reported: Whenever the Messenger of Allah M 
finished his Salat (prayer), he would beg forgiveness three times 
[by saying, ‘ Astaghfirullah ’ (3 times)] and then he would say:
“ Allahumma Antas-Salamu, wa minkas-Salamu, tabarakta ya 
Dhal-Jalali wal-Ikram . (O Allah! You are the Bestower of security 
and security comes from You; Blessed are You. O Possessor of 
glory and honour).” Imam Al-Auzai (one o f the subnarrators) of 
this Hadith was asked: “How forgiveness should be sought?” He 
replied: “I say: Astaghfirullah, Astaghfirullah (I seek forgiveness 
from Allah. I seek forgiveness from Allah).” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
An-Nawawi (may Allah shower blessings on him) reported these 

hadeeths under the Chapter of Seeking Forgiveness.

One of them is the hadeeth of Shaddad bin Aus (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that the Prophet M said: “The best supplication for 
seeking forgiveness (Syed-ul-Istighfaar) is to say: “Allahumma Anta 
Rabbi, la ilhaha ilia Anta, khalaqtani wa ana ‘abduka, wa ana ‘ala 
‘ahdika wa wa’dika mastata’tu, a’udhu bika min sharri ma sa’natu, 
abu’u bidhanbi faghfir li, fa  innahu la yaghfirudhu-dhunuba ilia 
Anta. (O Allah, you are my Lord. There is no god besides You. You 
created me and I am Your slave, following Your covenant and Your 
promise as much as I can. I seek refuge in You from the evil I have 
done. I acknowledge before You Your blessings bestowed on me and 
I confess to You my sins. So forgive me, for surely, no one can forgive 
sins except You).”

Whoever supplicates with these expressions during the day with 
firm belief in the supplication and dies on the same day (before the 
evening) will be among the dwellers of Paradise. Similarly, the one 
who supplicates with these expressions in the evening with firm 
belief in it and dies before the morning will be among the dwellers of 
Paradise.

The Prophet M said the best supplication for seeking forgiveness 
is to say: ‘O Allah, You are my Lord; there is none worthy of worship



except You. You created me and I am your servant.’ You acknowledge 
to Allah with your tongue and heart that He is your Lord, your King, 
the Controller of your affairs and the Knower of your situation. You 
are His servant in His Universal and Legislative acts.

As for your servitude to His Universal acts, He does whatever He 
wishes with you. If He wills, He causes you to fall sick or grants you 
good health. If He wills, He grants you wealth or makes you poor. If 
He wills, He guides you or leads you astray based on His Wisdom.

Similarly, you are the servant o f His by Legislative acts. You have 
to worship Him the way He has commanded you. You should carry 
out His obligations and stay away from His prohibitions. Confess to 
Him that: “O Allah, You are my Lord. There is no god beside You. 
You created me and I am Your slave, following Your covenant and 
Your promise as much as I can.’ You should acknowledge that Allah is 
the One who created you when He brought you out of nothing. You 
should follow His covenant and promise to the best of your ability. 
This is because everyone took covenant from Allah to do what he has 
been taught:

“ When Allah took covenant from  those who were given the 
scriptures to make it known and clear to mankind and not to 
hide it.” (3:187)

Whenever Allah blesses you with knowledge, it is indeed a covenant 
you have taken from Him that you will apply it.

“ I follow your promise” means I believe in your promise. That is, 
the good you have promised the good-doers and the evil you have 
promised the evildoers. But I follow Your promise, that is in goodness. 
Indeed, you are seeking nearness to Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime- 
with these words.

“ I seek refuge in you from the evil I have done.” That is, you are 
seeking refuge with Allah from the evil you have committed because a 
person is rewarded for his good deeds and punished for his evil deeds.
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The evil he did may be a cause of going astray as stated by Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime:

“And if  they turn away, then know that Allah is will to punish 
them fo r some sins o f theirs!'(s:49)-

Therefore, you should seek refuge with Allah from the evil of what 
you have done.

Then, “ I acknowledge before You Your blessings bestowed on 
me.” That is, I admit and acknowledge your great favours which are 
innumerable!

“ I confess my sins to You,” that is, I admit them. “So forgive me 
this sin for surely no one can forgive sin except you.”

You should endeavour to memorize this supplication, and adhere 
to it in the morning and in the evening. If you die during the day you 
will be among the dwellers of Paradise; and if you die during the night 
you will be among the dwellers of Paradise.

Thereafter, he mentioned the hadeeth of Thauban (may Allah be 
pleased with him) that whenever the Messenger of Allah M finished 
his Salat (Prayer), he would beg forgiveness three times [by saying, 
‘Astaghfirullah’ three times]. Then, he would say: Allahumma Anta 
Salamu wa minka As-Salamu, tabarakta ya Dhaljalali waL-Ikram (O 
Allah! You are the Bestower of security and security comes from You. 
Blessed are You, O Possessor of Glory and Honour).” That is after he 
has said the Tasleem.

The first thing to say after Salam in an obligatory prayer is 
Astaghfirullah three times. Why should you say Astaghfirullah when 
you have just observed a Prayer and performed a good deed? This 
is because your good deed is not devoid of decrease and disorder. 
Therefore, you should seek forgiveness from Allah for whatever 
shortcomings that might have occurred in the course of the Prayer.

This is similar to those who still seek forgiveness from Allah after 
observing the optional night Prayer. Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime-



said about them:
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“And those who pray and ask Allah’s pardon in the last hours o f 
the night.”(3:17).

Then you should say: “O Allah! You are the Bestower o f security 
and security comes from You.” This means, You are free from every 
imperfection and defects, “...and safety is from You alone” that is, 
You are the source of safety. Had it not been for Allah, the Mighty and 
Sublime, we would not be in a state of safety and we would not be able 
to work, stand or sit.

“O Possessor of Glory and Honour.” The text does not contain the 
expression ‘wata ‘aalayta (You are High)’ but some other hadeeths 
contain: Yaa dhal-Jalaali wal-Ikraam. That is, Mighty and Great is 
Your Goodness, Blessings and Bounties on Your servants. One should 
endeavour to always say Astaghfirullah three times after obligatory 
prayers and also add: “Allahumma antas-Salam wa minkas-Salam 
Tabarakta Yaa dhal-Jalaali wal-Ikraam.”

Anas said: I heard the Messenger of Allah M saying, “Allah, the 
Exalted, has said: ‘O son o f Adam! I shall go on forgiving you so
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long as you pray to Me and aspire for My forgiveness whatever 
may be your sins. O son o f Adam! I do not care even if  your sins 
should pile up to the sky and should you beg pardon o f Me, I 
would forgive you. O son of Adam! I f  you come to Me with an 
earthful o f sins and meet Me, not associating anything with Me 
in worship, I will certainly grant you as much pardon as will fill 
the earth.’” [ At-Tirmidhi ]

Ibn ‘Umar said: The Prophet $g said, “O women folk! You 
should give charity and be diligent in seeking Allah’s forgiveness 
because I have seen (i.e., on the Night of the Ascension to the 
highest heavens) that dwellers of the Hell are women.” A woman 
amongst them said: “Why is it that the majority o f the dwellers 
of Hell are women?” The Prophets replied, “You curse frequently 
and are ungrateful to your husbands. In spite o f your lacking in 
wisdom and failing in religion, you are depriving the wisest of 
men of their intelligence.” Upon this the woman asked: “What is 
the deficiency in our wisdom and in our religion?” He M replied, 
“Your lack o f wisdom can be well judged from the fact that the 
evidence of two women is equal to that one man. You do not offer 
Salat (prayer) for some days and you do not fast (the whole of) 
Ramadan sometimes, it is a deficiency in religion.” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1879



Commentary
The author quoted several hadeeths about seeking forgiveness 

and its encouragement. One of them is that Allah -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  said: “O son of Adam! I shall go on forgiving you so long 
as you pray to Me and aspire for My forgiveness whatever may be 
your sins.” That is, irrespective of your sins, I will forgive you as long 
as you invoke Me and have hope in Me. This is because Allah -  the 
Mighty and Sublime -  is to His servant as the servant imagines Him 
to be. This has been authentically reported in the Divine hadeeth: “ I 
am to a servant of Mine as he imagines Me to be. I am with him when 
he remembers Me. If he remembers me in his mind I remember him 
in My Mind; and if he remembers Me in a company I remember he 
in a better company.”flJ

The hadeeth also states that Allah said: “O son of Adam! I do 
not care even if your sins should pile up to the sky and should 
you beg pardon of Me, I would forgive you.” This indicates that 
notwithstanding the sin a person has committed, Allah will forgive 
him if he returns to Allah and asks for forgiveness.

The excellence of Istighfaar is reflected in the statement of Allah: “If 
your sins should pile up to the sky and should you beg pardon of Me, 
I would forgive you.” Thus, if a person’s sins were to reach the upper 
part of the sky then he asks for Allah’s Forgiveness -  the Mighty and 
Sublime -  Allah will forgive him. Allah has said whoever does evil or 
cheats his soul then seeks forgiveness from Allah, he will meet Allah 
as the Most-Forgiving Most-Merciful. That is, no matter what the sin 
you might commit O man, then if you seek Allah’s Forgiveness, He -  
the Mighty and Sublime -  will forgive you.

Also, the Prophet M instructed the women to give lots of charity 
and be diligent in seeking forgiveness from Allah. This is because he 
M saw that the majority of the dwellers of Hell are women.

i A l-Bukhaari reported it in the Book o f Tawheed, no: (6856); and Muslim in the 
Book o f Remembrance ... Istighfaar, the Chapter o f Excellence o f Rem em brance... 
no: (4851).



This shows that seeking forgiveness is one of the barriers to entering 
Hell. Therefore, my brother, you should seek forgiveness frequently by 
saying: Astaghfirullah (I seek forgiveness from Allah), Allahummagh- 
firlee war-hamnee (O Allah! Forgive me and have mercy on me). These 
words will not harm you and are not difficult for you, but easy words.

Allah alone grants success.

Chapter 372: some of the bounties 
which Allah has prepared in 
paradise for the believers

The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) concluded 
his book by quoting relevant texts which illustrate the permanent 
bounties Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  promised the believers 
in the Paradise. May Allah count you and me among the dwellers of 
Paradise. We hope that this is an optimistic feeling of a good end and 
that Allah should close out our deeds with the actions of the people 
of Paradise. In addition, wew hope that He has forgiven the author M 
and closed out his deeds with the actions of the people of Paradise.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  mentioned several verses in His 
Glorious Book describing what Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  has 
promised the dwellers of Paradise. One of these verses is the Word of 
Allah, the Exalted:
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“There in you shall have (all) that your inner self desire, and 
there in you shall have all fo r which you ask.” (4 1:3 1).

All the bounties a person may desire and seek are in Paradise; and 
superior to that is what Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  stated:

“There they will have all they desire, and We have more.” (50:35). 
Commenting on it, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:



“No person knows what is kept hidden fo r them o f jo y  as a 
reward fo r what they used to do.” (32:17).

That is, it is not possible for a person to grasp the reality of what 
Allah has promised the people of Paradise because it is beyond what 
anyone can comprehend. The comfort of this world is just a sample 
which cannot be compared to the blessing of the Hereafter. Allah has 
only shown His servants some of the blessings and punishment by 
way of illustration. Otherwise, the difference between the blessings of 
this world and the Hereafter cannot be comprehended.

Paradise is the abode which Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  
promised His pious friends. The author (may Allah shower blessings 
on him) began this section by quoting the Word of Allah, the Exalted:

“The pious and righteous person will be amidst gardens and water 
springs (Paradise). Enter there in peace and security.” (15:45-46).

That is, it will be said to them, enter there in peace and safety from 
lesion, illness, old age, death and every other thing.

“Enter there in peace and security and We shall remove from  
their breasts any deep feeling o f bitterness.” (15:47).

That is, when they enter Paradise, Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime 
-  will remove any deep feeling of bitterness from their hearts. When 
they gather on a platform between Paradise and Hell, they will settle 
any score among themselves until they become sublime and pure, and 
their hearts become calm and free from any form of bitterness. They 
will enter Paradise after Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  would have 
removed any feeling of acrimony from their hearts.

His -  the Mighty and Sublime -  saying:
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“Brothers facing each other on thrones”  (15:47).

As-Surur is the plural of Sareer, which refers to a place reserved for 
sitting. His -  the Mighty and Sublime -  saying: “Facing each other,” 
that is, they will be seated next to one another, demonstrating high 
etiquette in their sitting, without anyone backing the other person. 
Some scholars say: “This is because they will be sitting next to one 
another in a wide circle. When people sit in circles, no one will be 
backing the others as they will be facing one another. “No sense of 
fatigue shall touch them nor shall they be asked to leave it.”  That is, 
no tiredness or fatigue will touch them and they will reside therein 
forever.

The second verse:

“(It will be said to the true believers o f Islamic Monotheism): 
My worshippers! No fear shall be on you this Day, nor shall you 
grieve, (You) who believed in Our Aydt (proofs, verses, lessons, 
signs, revelations, etc.) and were Muslims (i.e. who submit 
totally to Allah’s Will, and believe in the Oneness o f Allah - 
Islamic Monotheism). Enter Paradise, you and your wives, in 
happiness. Trays o f gold and cups will be passed round them, 
(there will be) therein all that the one’s inner-selves could desire, 
all that the eyes could delight in, and you will abide therein 
forever. This is the Paradise which you have been made to 
inherit because o f your deeds which you used to do (in the life of
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the world). Therein fo r  you will be fruits in plenty, o f which you 
will eat (as you desire). (43:68 - 73).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will announce to His believing 
servants after they have entered Paradise: “No fea r shall be on you 
this Day nor shall you grieve”. Fear for the future and grief over the 
past. They will not fear what the future holds nor grief over what 
has passed because Allah has perfected His blessings on them. 
“ Those who believe in our verses and were Muslims.”  They believed 
with their hearts and submitted their limbs by complying with the 
orders o f Allah. They do not disobey Allah either by doing what 
is forbidden or abandoning what is compulsory. “Enter Paradise, 
you and your wives in happiness.”  That is, be happy, your wives are 
Houris (fair females) with large and lovely eyes. In addition, they 
will also have their earthly wives.

“And those who believe and whose off spring follow them in 
faith: to them shall We join their off spring, and We shall not 
decrease the reward o f their deed in anything. Every person is a 
pledge fo r that which he has earned (52:21).

They as well as their wives will be happy in the abode of delight. 
They will have all that which their hearts desire and that which pleases 
the eyes. “ Trays o f gold and cups will be pass round them; therein all 
that inner selves could desire, and all that eyes could delight in.”  Allah
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  did not explain who will pass trays of gold 
and cups round them in this verse, but He -  the Mighty and Sublime
-  explained it in another verse.

“Immortal boys will go around them. With cups, and jugs, and



a glass o f flowing wine. Where from they will get neither any
aching o f the head, nor any intoxication” (56:17-19).

The third verse is the Statement of Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime: 
“Verily the pious will be in a place o f security.” (44:51) That is, a place 
secured from everything as stated earlier “Dressed in fine silk and 
thick silk facing each other.”  This dress of theirs is the highest quality 
silk.

And Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “ Verily, the pious will 
be in the delight on thrones looking. You will recognise in their faces the 
brightness o f delight. They will be given to drink pure sealed wine. The 
last thereof (that wine) will be the smell o f musk, and fo r this let (all) 
those strive who want to strive (i.e. hasten earnestly to the obedience 
o f Allah). It (that wine) will be mixed with Tasnim. A spring whereof 
drink those nearest to Allah.”

The Abraar are those who do good deeds and abstain from evil 
deeds. It is derived from the word, Al-Birr, which means obedience 
to Allah. “ Verily the pious will be in delight”  that is, their hearts and 
bodies will be filled with delight and bliss, may Allah count us among 
them. “On thrones looking.”

Al-Araa’ik, which is the plural oiAreekah, refers to thrones decorated 
with ornaments. They will be looking at the blessings which Allah has 
promised them, including looking at the Face of Allah, the Exalted. 
“ You will recognize in their faces the brightness o f the delight.”  That is, 
when you look at them you will know that they are in bliss because 
the brightness of their faces is splendid and beautiful. “They will be 
given to drink o f pure sealed wine.”  That is, they will be drinking the 
best of drinks.

Makhtoom, which implies that it will have the smell of musk, and 
it is a pleasant scent. And for these rewards, earnings and bounties, 
let (all) those strive who want to strive (i.e. hasten earnestly to the 
obedience of Allah).
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Allah alone grants success.

Hadeeth 1880
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Jabir4* reported: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “The inhabitants 
of Jannah will eat and drink therein, but they will not have to 
pass excrement, to blow their noses or to urinate. Their food will 
be digested producing belch which will give out a smell like that 
o f musk. They will be inspired to declare the freedom of Allah 
from imperfection and proclaim His Greatness as easily as you 
breathe.” [ Muslim ]
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Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “Allah, the 
Exalted, has said: ‘I  have prepared for my righteous slaves what 
no eye has seen, no ear has heard, and the mind of no man has 
conceived.’ I f  you wish, recite:

‘No person knows what is kept hidden for them of joy as a reward
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for what they used to do!” (32:17) [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Abu Hurairah 4« said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “The first 
group (of people) to enter Jannah will be shining like the moon 
on a full-moon night. Then will come those who follow them 
who will be like the most shining planet in the sky. They will not 
stand in need of urinating or relieving of nature or of spitting or 
blowing their noses. Their combs will be o f gold and their sweat 
will smell like musk; in their censers the aloes-wood will be used. 
Their wives will be large eyed maidens. All men will be alike in 
the form of their father Adam, sixty cubits tall.”
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Al-Mughirah bin Shu'bah said: The Messenger o f Allah M 
said, “Musa (Moses) asked his Rubb : ‘Who amongst the 
inhabitants ofjannah will be the lowest in rank?’ He said: ‘It will 
be a person who will be admitted into Jannah last o f all when 
all the dwellers of Jannah have entered Jannah . It will be said 
to him: Enter Jannah . But he will say: O my Rubb ! How should 
I enter while the people have settled in their apartments and 
taken their shares? It will be said to him: Will you be satisfied 
and pleased if  you have a kingdom like that of a monarch o f the 
world? He will say: I will be content, my Rubb . Allah will say: 
For you is that, and like that and like that and like that and like 
that. He will say at the fifth time: I am well-pleased, my Rubb . 
Allah will say: It is fo r you and ten times more like it. You will 
have whatever your soul desires and whatever your eyes could 
delight in. He will say: I am well-pleased, my Rubb .’ Musa *9  
said: ‘Who will be o f the highest rank in Jannah .’ Allah said: 
‘They are those whom I chose and I established their honour with 
My Own Hand. I attest with My Seal that they will be blessed 
with such bounties as no eye has seen, no ear has heard and no 
human mind has perceived.’” [ Muslim ]

Hadeeth 1884
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‘Abdullah bin Masud 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah M said, 
“I know of the last o f the inhabitants o f the Hell to be taken out 

from there and the last one to enter Jannah . He is a man who 
will come out of the Fire, crawling on all fours. Allah, the Rubb of 
glory and honour will say to him: ‘Go and enter Jannah .’ He will 
go to it and think that it is fu ll up. He will then come back and 
say: ‘O my Rubb, it is fu ll up.’ Allah will say to him: ‘Go and enter 
Jannah .’ He will again go to it and think that it is fu ll up. So he 
will turn back. Allah will again say: ‘Go and enter Jannah . For 
you have what is equal to ten times the world.’ He will say: Are 
You making fun o f me while You are the King?” At this I (i.e., the 
narrator) saw the Messenger o f Allah M laugh till his premolars 
were visible and he said, “Such man will be the last dweller of 
Jannah in its lowest rank.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned these 

various hadeeths regarding the blessings of the inmates of Paradise. 
The first group of people to enter Paradise will be shinning like the 
moon on a full-moon night. This is the best of groups. It is also
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established from the Prophet M that the first people to enter Paradise 
are members of his Ummah. Then the ones who follow them will be 
like the most shinning planet in the sky. Then the next group will be 
in accordance to their level.

Part of the bliss of the people of Paradise is that they will eat and 
drink, but they will not have to urinate, pass excrement or blow their 
noses; all of their wastes are not those of the people of this world. 
Their waste comes out like sweat whose smell is better than musk and 
the smell of their belch is better than the smell of musk because they 
are in everlasting bliss.

Thereafter, the author (may Allah shower blessings on him) 
mentioned the lowest and the highest of rank in Paradise. All of 
these show the distinction of this bliss, may Allah make us one of its 
inhabitants.

But the situation of the inhabitant of Hell will be opposite, refuge 
is with Allah. The eye that really hopes for Paradise and fears Hell 
should not sleep. This is because the enjoyment of this life is small 
compared to that of the Hereafter; the Hereafter is better for one who 
fears Allah. Unfortunately, most people live in this world as if there is 
no other life except the life of this earthly existence. They live as if they 
were created for the world whereas the world was created for them. 
Man is created for the Hereafter, which is the eternal abode. It is either 
in the blazing fire, refuge is with Allah, or in the everlasting bliss.

We ask Allah to count us among the righteous people that He has 
promised what no eyes have ever seen nor heard by an ear or ever 
conceived by the mind of any man.

Hadeeth 1885
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Abu Musa 4* said: The Prophet M said, “In Jannah the believer 
will have a tent made of a single hollowed pearl of which the 
length will be sixty miles in the sky. The believer will have his 
wives with him and he will visit them and they will not be able to 
see one another.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Abu Said  Al-Khudri 4® said: The Prophet M said, “There is a tree 
in Jannah that is so huge that if  a rider o f a swift horse has to 
cover its distance from one end to another in one hundred years, 
he will not be able to do so.”

Another narration from  Abu Hurairah 4* is: The Messenger 
o f Allah M said, “A rider will not be able to cross its (the 
tree’s) shade even after travelling fo r one hundred years.” [ Al- 
Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Abu Sa id  Al-Khudri 4® said: The Prophet M said, “The dwellers 

of Jannah will look at those in the upper abodes above them as 

you look at a shining star which remains in the eastern or western 

horizon; such will be the difference in superiority which some 

of them have over others.” The Messenger of Allah M was asked: 

“ Will those be the dwellings o f the Prophets which no one else 

will be able to reach?” He % replied, “Yes, but by Him in Whose 

Hand my soul is! men who believed in Allah and acknowledged 

the truthfulness of the Messengers will reach them.” [ Al-Bukhari 

and Muslim ]
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Anas 4b said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “In Jannah there is a 
market to which the people will come every Friday. The northern 
wind will blow and shower fragrance on their faces and clothes 
and, consequently, it will enhance their beauty and loveliness. 
They will then return to their wives who will also have increased 
in their beauty and loveliness, and their families will say to them: 
‘We swear by Allah that you have been increased in beauty 
and loveliness since leaving us.’ Thereupon they will reply: ‘We 
swear by Allah that you have also been increased in beauty and 
loveliness since we left you.’” [ Muslim ]
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Sahl bin Sa‘d 4® said: The Messenger of Allah M said, “The dwellers 
of Jannah will see the upper abodes of Jannah as you see the stars 
in the sky.” [ Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Sahl bin Sad 4® said: I was in the company of the Prophet M- 
He gave a description of Jannah and concluded with these words, 
“There will be bounties which no eye has seen, no ear has heard 
and no human heart has ever perceived.” He $$ then recited this 
Verse:
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Abu Sa id  and Abu Hurairah <&> reported: The Messenger of 
Allah M said, “ When the dwellers o f Jannah enter Jannah , an 
announcer will call: (You have a promise from Allah that) you 
will live therein and you will never die; you will stay healthy 
therein and you will never fall ill; you will stay young and you 
will never become old; you will be under a constant bliss and you 
will never feel miserable.” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
These hadeeths are explaining in details the bliss of the people of 

Paradise. One of the matters which the Prophet M mentioned is that 
the believer will have a tent in Paradise made of a single hollowed 
pearl of which the length will be sixty miles in the sky. He will have 
two wives therein and the wives will not be able to see one another. 
This, Allah know of best, may be as a result of the expansiveness of the 
house, the glamour of its rooms and their concealment.

The Prophet M also mentioned that an announcer would call to the 
people of Paradise: “ (You have a promise from Allah that) you will 
live therein and you will never die; you will stay healthy therein and 
you will never fall ill.”

He also mentioned the hadeeth that shows that they will always be 
in bliss, without fear of death, sickness or termination of their bliss 
as stated by Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime: f jjL fd d T y ff  f j f s f& i ,  ^ 
^ y “And fru it in plenty. Whose supply is not cut off by change o f 
season), nor are they out o f reach” (56:32-33).

There is also a market to which they will come every Friday; that is, 
in the estimate of that, because there is no fumu’ah Prayer or any other 
Prayer in Paradise. The northern breeze will blow which will enhance 
their good looks and beauty; that is, it resembles the northern breeze
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in its coolness and freshness.

All that which has been mentioned in these hadeeths should 
compel one to crave for the righteous actions that will make him 
reach the abode, may Allah count us among its inhabitants. The best 
of what is in Paradise is that they will be looking at Allah -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  in the real sense as stated by Allah: “Some faces that 
that shall be Naadirah (shining and radiant). Looking at their Lord 
(Allah).” (75:22-23). He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said: “On 
thrones, looking (at all things).” (83:23). Elsewhere He -  the Mighty 
and Sublime -  said: “For those who have done good is the best and 
even more.” (10:26)

“.. .and even more” refers to looking at the Face of Allah, the Exalted.

I ask Allah, the Mighty and Lord of the Mighty Throne, to count 
you and me among the dwellers of Paradise.

Abu Hurairah 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, “The lowest 
place of any o f you in Jannah will be that Allah will tell him to 
express his wish. He will wish and wish again. Allah will then ask 
him: ‘Have you expressed your wish?’ He will answer: ‘Yes, I have.’ 
Allah will say: ‘You will have what you have wished for and the 
like thereof along with it.’” [ Muslim ]
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Abu Sa id  Al-Khudri 4* said: The Messenger o f Allah M said, 

“Allah, the Rubb of honour and glory, will say to the inhabitants 

of Jannah : ‘O inhabitants of Jannah ! ’ They will respond: ‘Here 

we are! At Your service, O our Rubb . All good is in Your Hand!’ 

He will ask them: Are you pleased?’ They will reply: ‘Why should

we not be pleased, O Rubb , when You have given us what You

have not given to any o f Your creatures?’ Allah will say: ‘Shall I 

not give you something better than that?’ They will ask: ‘O Rubb 

! What can be better than that?’ Allah will say: 7 shall bestow My 

Pleasure upon you and I shall never be displeased with you!” [ 

Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Jarir bin Abdullah 4» reported: We were sitting with the Messenger 
of Allah M when he looked at the fu ll moon and observed, “You 
shall see your Rubb in the Hereafter as you are seeing this moon; 
and you will not feel the slightest inconvenience in seeing Him.” [ 
Al-Bukhari and Muslim ]
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Suhaib 4® reported: The Messenger of Allah ft said, “ When the 
inhabitants o f Jannah enter Jannah , Allah, the Glorious and 
Exalted, will say to them: ‘Do you wish me to give you anything 
more?’ They will reply: ‘Have You not made our faces bright? 
Have You not brought us into Jannah and delivered us from the 
Hell?’ And Allah will remove the Veil. The (dwellers of Jannah ) 
will feel that they have not been awarded anything dearer to them 
than looking at their Rubb .” [ Muslim ]

Commentary
The author (may Allah shower blessings on him) wrapped up this 

book, Riyaadus-Saaliheen, by citing some hadeeths about the bliss of 
the people of Paradise. We ask Allah to make this a good omen for 
which he and we would be admitted into Paradise.

He (may Allah shower blessings on him) mentioned two hadeeths 
about the believers seeing their Lord on the Day Resurrection in 
Paradise. He stated that Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  will bestow 
His Pleasure upon them and will never be angry with them again 
thereafter.

The believers seeing their Lord in Paradise is an established fact 
based on the Qur’an, Sunnah, and consensus of the companions and 
scholars of the Ummah. None rejects it except one whose heart has



been blinded by Allah, and refuge is with Allah. The hadeeths that 
report this matter are Mutawaatir (very many).

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  says: “Some faces that that 
shall be Naadirah (shining and radiant). Looking at their Lord 
(Allah).” (75:22-23).

He -  the Mighty and Sublime -  also said: “For those who have
done good is the best and even more (Ziyaadah)”  (10:26).

The most learned creature about the Book of Allah, Muhammad M, 
interpreted this Ziyaadah to mean: Looking at the Face of Allah, the 
Exalted.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “On thrones looking (at all 
things)” (83:23). That is, looking at the bliss that Allah has promised 
them, and the highest of this bliss is looking at the Face of Allah. Allah 
-  the Mighty and Sublime -  said: “They will have all they desire and 
We have more. (50:35).

“...m ore” is the Ziyaadah, about which Allah said: “For those who 
have done good is the best and the more.”  (10:26), which was interpreted 
by the Prophet H as looking at the Face of Allah, the Exalted.

Allah -  the Mighty and Sublime -  said:

“No vision can grasp Him. But He grasps all vision. He is Al-Latif 
(the Most Subtle the Courteous), Well Acquainted with all things.” 
(6:103). Allah’s Word, “No vision can grasp Him”  means that eyes can 
see Him but they cannot grasp Him because He is more immense 
above the ability of the eyes to grasp Him.



These five verses indicate that the believers will see their Lord on 
the Day of Resurrection; no one rejects this except the one on the 
path of misguidance and we ask Allah to guide him to the truth. This 
is because none denies this except a deviant. The verses are very clear 
and the hadeeths are Mutawaatir as a poet has written:

Among the Mutawaatir narrations are: ‘he who lies (against me 
knowingly...), and ‘whoever builds (a mosque for Allah...), and the 
narrations about seeing (Ru’yah) Allah and the Hawd (the Prophet), so 
also is wiping over the Khufu, these are just some.

The Ru’yah mentioned is the believers’ seeing Allah on the Day of 
Resurrection.

And among these hadeeths are: “You shall see your Lord in the 
Hereafter as you are seeing a full moon on a full-moon night; and 
you will not feel the slightest inconvenience in seeing Him.” He M 
also said: “You shall see your Lord as you see the sun without cloud 
clearly.”

The hadeeths are numerous. Whoever wishes to know them should 
refer to Haadi al-Arwaah ilaa bilaad al-Afraah of Ibn Qayyim (may 
Allah shower blessings on him).

We ask Allah, the Exalted, to bless you and us with glance at His 
Sublime Face in Paradise for He has power to do all things.

Allah alone guarantees success.

This is the end of the Commentary on the Garden o f the Righteous 
from the Speech o f the Leader o f the Messengers (Riyaadus-Saaliheen 
min Kalaami Sayyid al-Mur’saleen). And praise to Allah with Whose 
Bounty all good deeds are completed. We ask Allah to make it a 
source o f benefit and grant exceeding rewards and recompense to 
its author, Al-Haafidh Muhyd-Deen Abu Zakariyyah An-Nawawi 
who died in 676 A.H, and its commentator, Al-Allaamah As-Shaykh 
Muhammad Salih Al-Uthaymeen who died in 14 2 1 A.H. May Allah 
shower His Mercy on them both, and bestow His Forgiveness and 
Pleasure on them with those whom He has bestowed such among 
the Prophets, the Truthful, the Martyrs and the Righteous.



And may Allah exalt the mentioning o f His slave and Messenger, 
the Seal o f the Prophets, the Leader o f the Pious, the Leader of the 
First and the Last; our Prophet Muhammad; and may He shower 
His Blessings on him, his household, his companions and those who 
follow them in goodness till the Day o f Recompense.




